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Abstract

Two developments in European electricity markets are eminent: the large-scale deployment

of renewable resources and the closer interaction across borders. Both developments entail

great potentials for efficiency gains, and imply challenges of integration. This dissertation

contributes to the economic understanding of both integration challenges. To this end, it

combines empirical, theoretical, and numerical approaches to assess qualitative and quantitative

perspectives.

Part I of this dissertation focuses on economic challenges arising from the integration of

decentralized fluctuating renewable resources into the electricity system. After a synthesis of

findings on wind power and externalities from different strands of the literature, it renders an

econometric in-depth analysis of external effects of wind turbines. While wind turbines are

found to raise externalities, and fluctuating feed-in poses challenges to the electricity system,

the mitigated external costs of conventional generation are both by several magnitudes larger

as well as spatially and temporally more widespread. For a deeper assessment of effects within

the electricity system, a new numerical open-source model is developed. Storage and other

flexibility options are found to complement variable feed-in.

Part II of this dissertation focuses on economic challenges arising from the integration of

electricity systems across borders. As electricity is a grid-bound commodity, aligning incentives

of transmission system operators in network management can yield substantial efficiency gains.

To this end, game-theoretic and simulation models are employed. Finally, a theoretical multi-

stage equilibrium model explores the optimal expansion of the transmission network to mitigate

market power. It shows that the integration across borders can foster competition and welfare

if incentives of strategic generators are correctly taken into account.

Keywords: energy economics, renewable electricity, wind power, externalities, non-market

valuation, spatial econometrics, simulation models, flexibility options, Generalized Nash Equi-

librium (GNE), equilibrium problems under equilibrium constraints (EPEC)
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Zusammenfassung

Zwei Entwicklungen auf europäischen Elektrizitätsmärkten sind von besonderer Bedeutung: Der

großflächige Ausbau erneuerbarer Energien und eine immer engere Verflechtung über Grenzen

hinweg. Beide Entwicklungen bergen große Wohlfahrtspotenziale, ziehen aber auch Heraus-

forderungen für Fragen der Integration nach sich. Diese Dissertation leistet einen Beitrag zum

ökonomischen Verständnis dieser doppelten Integrationsaufgabe. Hierzu wendet sie empirische,

theoretische und numerische Ansätze an.

Der erste Teil dieser Dissertation analysiert ökonomische Herausforderungen der Integra-

tion erneuerbarer Energien in das Stromsystem, sowohl qualitativ als auch quantitativ. Nach

einer Synthese von Erkenntnissen zu Windkraft und Externalitäten aus verschiedenen Strängen

der Literatur liefert eine ökonometrische Analyse vertiefte Ergebnisse zu externen Effekten

von Windkraftanlagen. Die Befunde zeigen, dass Windkraftanlagen zu Externalitäten führen,

und dass die Variabilität der Windstromeinspeisung eine Herausforderung für das Stromsystem

darstellen kann. Zugleich sind die vermiedenen externen Kosten aus konventioneller Stromerzeu-

gung sowohl deutlich höher als auch räumlich und zeitlich weitreichender. Für eine tiefergehende

Analyse von Auswirkungen innerhalb des Stromsystems wird ein neues Open-Source-Modell

entwickelt. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass Energiespeicher und andere Flexibilitätsoptionen fluk-

tuierende Erzeugung aus erneuerbaren Quellen wirksam ergänzen können.

Der zweite Teil dieser Dissertation analysiert ökonomische Herausforderungen der grenzüber-

schreitenden Integration von Strommärkten. Da Elektrizität ein netzgebundenes Gut ist, kann

die Harmonisierung von Anreizen von Übertragungsnetzbetreibern beim Netzmanagement deut-

liche Effizienzgewinne bewirken, wie in spieltheoretischen und Simulationsmodellen gezeigt wird.

Schließlich wird ein theoretisches, mehrstufiges Gleichgewichtsmodell entwickelt, um optimalen

Netzausbau zur Eindämmung von Marktmacht zu bewerten. Es zeigt sich, dass grenzüberschre-

itende Integration Wettbewerb und Wohlfahrt fördern kann, falls Anreize strategischer Erzeuger

angemessen berücksichtigt werden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction:

Integration of Renewables and

Integration across Borders

1.1 Motivation

From the beginning of writing this thesis by the end of 2012 through its submission in early 2016,

the share of variable renewable resources for electricity generation in Germany, particularly wind

and solar photovoltaics (PV), increased from roughly 12% to above 19% of gross electricity

generation. When totaling all renewables, that is, additionally also biomass and hydro power,

they are, with 30%, the most important electricity generation technology in Germany by 2015

(AG Energiebilanzen 2015). Likewise, throughout the world, more than 85 gigawatt of wind

and more than 75 gigawatt of solar PV capacities have been added to electricity generation

portfolios between the end of 2012 and the end of 2014, accounting for a growth of 30% and 80%,

respectively (IRENA 2015). At the time of submitting this thesis in March 2016, these dynamics

are ongoing. The rationale for the large-scale deployment of renewables is straightforward.

They mitigate externalities of conventional electricity generation technologies. Burning fossil

fuels causes global climate change, and regional emissions entail detrimental impacts on human

health and ecosystems. Nuclear power is subject to the risk of serious accidents and unclear

long-term storage.

While renewables are largely free of emissions and risks, as such, they are different from

1
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conventional technologies. Hourly, daily, monthly, and yearly feed-in patterns of wind and

solar PV fluctuate with natural conditions and cannot be called as desired to serve demand.

In Germany, for instance, the supply pattern saw hours between close-to-zero production and

up to a share of over 80 % of domestic demand in 2015 (Agora 2016). As wind and solar

PV generation has virtually zero marginal costs, average wholesale prices accordingly dropped

from 49 Euro per megawatt hour in 2012 to 31 Euro in 2015;1 when looking at futures prices

from 2015 for years 2016 through 2019, they can be expected to fall further. At the same

time, intermittent generation and the need to continuously equalize supply and demand lead

to increasing price volatility (Ketterer 2014), and hours of negative prices. Both stylized facts

indicate the rising importance of flexibility to serve the residual load. Thus, the large-scale

integration of renewables entails great benefits and challenges, which require sound economic

analysis.

At the same time, the European Union envisages a closer integration of national electricity

markets as part of its internal market policy (European Commission 2012). While progress in

the absolute volume of cross-border capacities and cross-border trade has been modest through-

out the writing of this thesis, the institutional framework for the integration of markets evolved.

Implicit auctions have been introduced at an increasing number of borders, and organizational

adjustments toward more efficient use of existing physical cross-border capacities have been

realized, like flow-based market coupling (ACER and CEER 2015). Thus, closer integration

across borders entails welfare gains through access to more efficient resources if the prerequisite

of sound coordination is fulfilled. To assess the benefits and challenges, thorough economic

analysis is required.

Two trends in European electricity markets are thus eminent: the integration of renew-

ables and the integration across borders. Both have their rationale in increasing efficiency and

economic welfare. The deployment and integration of renewables mitigates externalities from

conventional electricity generation, which lead to suboptimal market outcomes. The integra-

tion across borders aims to increase access to more efficient resources. At the same time, by

enlarging the areas to accommodate fluctuating supply, it can also be a means to address reper-

cussions of renewable variability. Therefore, both integration challenges are to a certain degree

interlinked. While goals, benefits and the underlying economic reasoning are understood as

such, both integration developments imply challenges. What new externalities can arise in the

context of installing renewable generation facilities? How can the electricity system efficiently

accommodate large-scale renewable generation in view of intermittent supply that must con-

1. German baseload future, one year ahead, as traded on the European Energy Exchange EEX. Price data
taken from Agora (2016).
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tinuously match demand? How can gains from integration efficiently be reaped in designing

actual market procedures for coordination across borders?

These questions require sound economic analysis to understand theoretical mechanisms and

practical implications. In this dissertation, I address this dual challenge of renewables and

cross-border integration in electricity markets. Importantly, as point of departure, I take both

developments as given. Therefore, the introductory Chapter 1 serves as discussion of the back-

ground on which the analysis in Chapters 2–8 is based. It sketches benefits of both renewables

deployment on a large scale and integration across borders as well as the associated challenges.

In this respect, I also outline how the both developments mutually influence each other. While

I regard both integrations as data, the insights derived in this dissertation shed light on con-

sequences and pathways how the benefits of renewables and cross-border integration can be

reaped. To this end, I take a methodologically broad approach: I devise both qualitative and

quantitative reasoning, using empirical, theoretical, and simulation techniques.

This dissertation consists of two parts:

• Part I, comprising Chapters 2–5, is dedicated to analyze consequences of renewables de-

ployment on a large scale. It examines both spatial dimensions and system effects of

integrating renewables supply, and delivers an overview of wind power from an externali-

ties perspective.

• Part II, comprising Chapters 6–8, is dedicated to analyze how benefits of cross-border

integration can be reaped by sound coordination. As electricity is a grid-bound commod-

ity, the physical prerequisite for integration is the transmission network. In this respect,

I derive insights on how cooperation in managing and expanding the network can be

beneficial.

The actual focus of most chapters is related to the Germany or Europe, by applying re-

spective data or analyzing respective institutional frameworks. However, the general insights

derived from the qualitative and quantitative analyses on external effects of wind power in

Chapters 2 and 3 are not restricted to a specific setting. Likewise, the methodological contri-

butions are, as such, not bound to the analysis presented: the econometric matching approach

in Chapter 3, the theoretical treatment of shadow variables on shared constraints in Chapters 6

and 7, and the solution approach for multi-stage games in Chapter 8 can readily be used for

a broad range of applications. Likewise, the simulation models developed in Chapters 4 and

5 are not tied to the specific analysis. Therefore, qualitative and quantitative insights – on

wind power and externalities, on flexibility requirements for renewables integration, and on

coordination benefits – as well apply to other institutional frameworks.
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1.2 Economics of renewable electricity generation

As the stylized facts in Section 1.1 illustrate, throughout the world, renewables are on the rise

for electricity generation since the beginning of the twenty-first century. The basic rationale

behind this trend is a market failure: fossil and nuclear-fueled generation entails considerable

externalities for the environment, human health and economic activity. The social cost of

carbon (SCC), when accounting for ethical inter-generational and spatial categories as well as

catastrophic risks, are substantial. Likewise, local and regional externalities from fossil fuel

combustion, as emission impacts on human health, or nuclear power, as accident risks and

unclear long-term storage of radioactive waste, trigger adverse consequences. For renewables,

especially wind and solar PV power, external impacts are considerably lower.

On the other hand, renewable energy sources come with distinct peculiarities which must be

accounted for in their economic assessment. First, marginal generation costs are virtually zero,

crowding out more expensive technologies and decreasing wholesale electricity prices. Lower

prices and reduced full-load hours in turn decrease profits for renewable and conventional gen-

erators. Recovery of investment and fixed costs from market revenues may not be guaranteed

for both types of technologies. Second, supply of wind and solar PV depends on weather condi-

tions and is thus intermittent. In times of low generation, residual demand must be satisfied by

conventional plants or other dispatchable technologies, for which investment incentives may be

reduced. At the same time, intermittency of renewables imposes greater flexibility requirements

on residual supply, in terms of increased variability and steeper ramping requirements. Third,

wind and solar PV facilities are installed in a greater number of single units and a spatially

more dispersed fashion. These spatial aspects both entail a higher salience of energy supply

and may thus trigger acceptance issues, and imply new challenges for the physical connection

of supply to demand.

For a sound economic assessment, these aspects must be well understood. Importantly,

both mitigated and imposed externalities as well as requirements for a smooth integration of

intermittent supply unfold their influence on a social welfare domain. Thus, they are analyzed

through the lens of the public economics of renewables. These must be distinguished from

the private economics of renewables, which take on the perspective of a single rent-seeking

investor. This distinction has been clearly pointed out by Borenstein (2012). He concludes

that the private costs of renewables may be higher, but public costs, when incorporating all

externalities, can well be below. While the insights derived in this dissertation also relate

to this private economics perspective, its focus lies on the social-welfare perspective of public

economics. As a caveat, it is, however, not advisable to aim at a generic benefit-cost analysis.
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Both private and public costs of electricity generation carry a large idiosyncratic component.

All aspects – wholesale market prices for electricity, emissions mitigation, security of supply

and so on – depend on the configuration of the respective power system. Likewise, the scope of

externalities is subject to considerable uncertainties and unevenly affects individuals. A generic

assessment is therefore not helpful. Rather, it is important to derive more and deeper insights

on the public economics perspective on the large-scale deployment of renewables.

1.2.1 Public economics of renewable electricity generation

This section gives an overview of the public economics of renewables. It serves as a background,

motivating their deployment from an externalities perspective, and laying out how the peculiar-

ities of renewables lead to challenges of integration. In this respect, specific research questions

are derived.

Mitigated externalities of climate change and regional pollution

Climate change is one of the world’s biggest challenges. Consequences of global warming are

expected to be severe and affect multiple domains: natural environments, economic activity, and

also political stability, migration, and conflict (Stern 2013, 2014a). Physically, climate change

is driven by emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG); in an economic framing, these emissions are

externalities. Put broadly, an externality is present whenever consequences of an action on a

third party’s utility or production possibilities are not relevant for a choice. For GHG emissions,

the external effect on climate has, for many years, not come with a price for the polluter. Also

recent developments of carbon pricing or taxation are far from complete.

Social science, and especially economics, concerned with the consequences of climate change

aims to summarize the adverse effects in the so-called social cost of carbon (SCC). To this

end, large integrated assessment models (IAM) map emissions to climate change, and climate

change to damages, which are in turn monetized. However, uncertainties regarding both the

reaction of climate to emissions (Roe and Baker 2007)2, and the consequent damages are high

(Pindyck 2013), especially concerning “fat-tail” risks, that is, catastrophic outcomes with non-

negligible probability (Weitzman 2009, 2014). Therefore, the recent literature advises not to

under-estimate the SCC. In this respect, ethical considerations, both spatial and intergener-

ational, catastrophic tipping point-risks, intrinsic values, and non-marginal damages cannot

comprehensively be captured by standard economic modeling in general (Botzen and van den

2. Invoking basic statistical properties, Roe and Baker (2007) argue that climate uncertainty will not be
reduced by a better understanding of climate processes. It is thus inherent, and climate sensitivity is close to
unpredictable.
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Bergh 2014; Doyne Farmer et al. 2015; Gollier and Weitzman 2010; Stern 2014b; van den Bergh

and Botzen 2015). In light thereof, van den Bergh and Botzen (2014) suggest a lower bound

for SCC not below 125 Dollar per ton of CO2 .

The energy sector is one of the largest contributors to GHG emissions and climate change.

World-wide, 25 % of emissions stemmed from electricity and heat production in 2010 (IPCC

2014); for Germany, this figure amounted to roughly 40 % in 2013 (UBA 2014b). As sub-

stitution toward other technologies is comparably easy to achieve, the large-scale deployment

of renewable electricity generation facilities is one of the preferred options to mitigate these

negative externalities.

Beyond CO2, local emissions from burning fossil fuels, such as nitrogen oxides, SO2 or

particulate matter, were found to have detrimental impacts, particularly on human health

(CASES 2008). An assessment of externalities from nuclear power is subject to the same

ethical intricacies as the assessment of climate change, for example regarding proliferation, the

unclear long-term storage of nuclear waste, and accident risks. An indication of their extent is

given by the actual non-existence of full private insurances (Meyer 2012). In the US, accident

costs are socialized above a certain threshold (Davis 2012)3.

As compared to fossil-fueled plants, wind and solar PV, as preferred options where large-scale

hydro generation is geographically not feasible, come with rather negligible carbon emissions.

Large-scale studies for the European Commission conclude that total life cycle external costs

from solar PV and especially wind power are considerably smaller, by a factor of up to thirty,

compared to lignite or hard coal generation (CASES 2008).4

Renewables in the electricity system

While largely free of emissions, renewable electricity generation technologies entail peculiarities

distinct from conventional technologies. Their implications predominantly take effect within

the electricity system.

First, marginal generation costs are virtually zero. When supply by wind and solar PV enters

the market, it displaces more expensive conventional generation technologies by shifting the so-

called merit order, the aggregate supply curve by all plants in the market ordered according

to their bids in an ascending fashion, to the right. The demand curve intersects at a lower

price such that plants, which would have been dispatched otherwise, are not called any more.

3. 12.6 billion dollar as of 2011
4. Also abstracting from external cost, when accounting for a history of subsidies and tax exemptions, it

is, as such, also not clear whether fluctuating renewable generation is inferior from a private cost perspective
(Küchler and Wronski 2015). Likewise, Davis (2012) argues that nuclear, due to high overnight and financing
costs, driven by regulatory, economic, and technological uncertainty, is not competitive from a private economics
perspective.
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The market clearing price accordingly decreases. While all bidders receive a lower payment,

especially peak plants with comparably high marginal costs additionally run for less hours.

Along these lines, Traber and Kemfert (2011), using an oligopolistic electricity market model

for Germany, argue that increased wind supply in Germany depresses wholesale prices and

full-load hours for conventionals, and in turn the incentives to invest in dispatchable capacity,

especially for flexible natural gas peak power plants.

Second, and related, supply of wind and solar PV depends on natural weather conditions

and cannot be called on demand. Accordingly, residual load, that is, demand which must be

satisfied after renewables generation has been deduced, must be served by dispatchable sources.

As it can be argued that the merit order effect reduces profitability for dispatchable units and

thus investment incentives, generation adequacy could be affected. However, the literature on

this so-called “missing money” debate does not come to unanimous conclusions (Cepeda and

Finon 2013; Cramton et al. 2013; Finon and Pignon 2008; Roques 2008) whether low investment

incentives are due to a structural merit-order effect or prevailing over-capacities. Beyond the

level of residual demand, intermittency of renewables increases its volatility. Installations to

complement a renewable dominated system ceteris paribus face steeper ramp rates, that is

more pronounced changes in their energy delivery schedules. In an econometric analysis for

German data, Ketterer (2014) shows that intermittent wind feed-in entails both lower prices

and higher price volatility, where prices closely indicate the respective demand levels. Using

a simulation approach, Bertsch et al. (2016) arrive at similar conclusions. Increased cycling

requirements must be met by technologies that are capable to provide that complementarity.

Such flexibility options comprise flexible conventional plants, for example natural gas units,

intertemporal shifting of supply and demand through storage or demand-side management

(DSM), and more elastic load in general, also through new devices such as electric vehicles. From

a spatial perspective, more interconnection between adjacent regions can yield less synchronous

renewable generation at different locations, and thus smooth the residual load pattern.5 From a

short-term perspective, intra-hourly system balancing requirements tend to increase in supply

of fluctuating renewables as a higher absolute level of forecast deviations must be compensated.6

Third, opposed to large centralized facilities that used to dominate electricity supply in

many parts of the world, renewables, especially wind and solar PV, are installed both in a

greater number of single units and a spatially more dispersed fashion. This changing spatial

generation pattern renders electricity supply more salient and may invoke opposition against

5. For a more in-depth discussion, see Section 1.3
6. While this channel does prevail, improved forecast quality and various market reforms led to actually

reduced balancing energy volumes and costs in Germany from 2008 through 2014, while wind and solar PV
installations tripled (Hirth and Ziegenhagen 2015).
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locally undesired land use (Pasqualetti 2000). Indeed, several studies on local attitudes and

acceptance, especially toward wind power installations, conclude on reduced landscape aesthet-

ics (Meyerhoff et al. 2010; van Rensburg et al. 2015), a degradation of place-bound identities

(Devine-Wright and Howes 2010; Fast and Mabee 2015), and concern for biodiversity (Drechsler

et al. 2011; D’Souza and Yiridoe 2014). Effects were found to be materialized in house prices

(Gibbons 2015; Jensen et al. 2014) or subjective well-being (von Moellendorff and Welsch 2015).

Moreover, as electricity is a grid-bound commodity, some authors argue that a changing spa-

tial generation pattern could require adjustments in the transmission system, which has been

designed for large centralized supply (Ueckerdt, Brecha, and Luderer 2015), such as potential

grid enforcements, for instance for offshore wind.

All three aspects can be subsumed under a wide understanding of integration costs; that

is, costs which arise due to the additional installation of renewable capacities. Ueckerdt et al.

(2013) propose splitting integration costs into a short-term variability-related component, and

the effect on the existing generation park. As such, integration costs are not generic, but highly

dependent on the respective configuration of the power system. For instance, installing solar PV

in a system with a distinct midday peak, for example from air conditioning demand, can yield

greater overall system cost reductions than in case peak demand, usually served by plants with

high short-run marginal costs, occurs in the evening. More generally, delineations concerning

the interaction of newly deployed fluctuating supply with the existing generation fleet require

assumptions: it depends on the chosen point of reference how lower market prices, reduced

revenues for existing plants, sunk or stranded investments, and thus increased specific costs are

evaluated (Agora 2015c).

Likewise, also the benefits in terms of mitigated externalities are specific to the power system.

The extent of abatement, that is, crowded out emissions, depends on the type of plants which

drop out of the merit order. To sketch some figures for different European systems, Weigt et al.

(2013) use a simulation model to determine roughly 0.7 tons of CO2 abatement per MWh wind

power for Germany 2006 through 2010. Comparable numbers are found by UBA (2014a) and

Holttinen and Tuhkanen (2004), the latter for the European Nordic market. In all studies, a

level of around 10% wind penetration displaces predominantly coal production. For Ireland,

mainly gas-fired plants are crowded out, and abatement is accordingly lower (Wheatley 2013).

Using an ex-post econometric analysis for Texas 2007 through 2011, Novan (2015) highlights

the differentiated impact of solar PV, mostly cutting the daytime peak otherwise supplied by

natural gas, and wind power.

Renewables thus crowd out conventional plants for electricity supply. The extent is thereby
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highly dependent on the respective power system. Generally, when low-cost supply enters the

market, technologies with high short-run marginal costs drop out first. Often, these are compa-

rably low emission-intensive natural gas units while hard coal and lignite are still competitive. If

fluctuations are smoothed by intertemporal flexibility provision, abatement can be additionally

mitigated; the effect of flexibility on emissions is thus not unanimous. A sound analysis must

therefore carefully examine effects taking into account the respective complementary generation

system.

1.2.2 Private economics of renewables

While the public economics of renewables are relevant for a social welfare analysis, they also

affect their attractiveness from a private economics perspective. Therefore, an understanding of

the public economics also helps understanding the incentives necessary to achieve deployment

of renewables by private actors if subsidy regimes are phased out – as of 2016, public support

schemes are the rule in most countries.

Joskow (2011) points at the distinction between dispatchable generation technologies, whose

supply is determined by economic considerations, and intermittent technologies, whose supply

depends on exogenous weather conditions. Therefore, electricity is a good heterogeneous across

space and time. When assessing the economic attractiveness of different technologies, thus, the

total costs have to be contrasted with their potential to generate revenues.

The private economics of renewable electricity generation, when abstracting from any ex-

ternality consideration and public support scheme, are driven by the levelized cost of electricity

(LCOE) and its market value. The LCOE describe the discounted total cost divided by the total

energy output of a facility over its lifetime. For renewables, they primarily consist of investment

costs, also comprising components like financing or grid connection, and fed-in supply, for wind

and solar power driven by exogenous weather conditions. This supply enters the market at

times and in quantities not determined by the operator of the facility; as a commodity as such,

electricity is non-storable. At the same time, marginal cost are virtually zero. Therefore, prices

and revenues ceteris paribus decrease with the supplied overall quantity.

The market price necessary to re-finance the LCOE can be characterized as “the price for

power that would equate the net present value of the cost of production” (Borenstein 2012, p.

70) and is substantially linked to the characteristics of the respective power system. It depends

on the extent of overall renewables feed-in, its synchronicity, and the flexibility in the system.

Insights on the public economics of renewables, thus, can also help to understand the private

economics perspective.
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1.2.3 Research agenda

While the rationales for renewable electricity generation arise from the mitigation of externali-

ties, the implied challenges entail the need for further research. An understanding of both new

externalities and new flexibility requirements, which are incurred by renewables deployment, is

important to analyze mechanisms for the integration of fluctuating supply into the electricity

system in an efficient manner. After this Section 1.2 has set out the background for the analysis,

I tackle several research questions. Specifically, different methodological approaches enable to

capture different dimensions of renewables integration. In doing so, I address several research

gaps to derive new insights.

Chapters 2 and 3 are concerned with wind power. Throughout the world, it constitutes

a preferred option to crowd out fossil fuels from electricity markets (IRENA 2015). However,

it can be argued that due to the integration of wind power on a large scale new externalities

arise. These may be negative effects on residents in their surroundings, on wildlife, or integra-

tion costs within the electricity system. But beyond a reduction of externalities like emissions,

also other positive side effects like job creation or enhanced security of supply are discussed.

For a balanced assessment, a comprehensive overview of evidence from diverse strands of the

literature is required. This is what Chapter 2 is targeted at. More specifically, resistance of

affected residents has the potential to hamper the integration of wind power into the genera-

tion mix. Anecdotal evidence on action groups gives some indication. This resistance, as the

literature suggests, is predominantly rooted in a personally undesired local land use through

the deployment of turbines. Chapter 3 addresses this question and aims to provide evidence on

scope and magnitude of local externalities. While previous research is either based on limited

case studies or to methods with distinct drawbacks, it renders a comprehensive assessment for

Germany by applying an alternative valuation method to this question for the first time.

Certain characteristics of renewables, particularly their intermittency, unfold their effect

within the electricity system. To study which measures can be suitable complements, research

efforts are required that take into account the interactions of low-cost fluctuating supply with

other generators and consumers. Chapters 4 and 5 take on this perspective. While Chap-

ter 5 devises a novel formulation representation of demand side flexibility, Chapter 4 sets up

a comprehensive model for investment and operation of generation, storage, and demand-side

management. Results provide evidence on flexibility options for increasing levels of renewables

penetration.

Importantly, throughout this first part of this dissertation, I take the deployment of fluc-

tuating renewables supply as datum, motivated by the considerations about mitigated climate
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change and other externalities from conventional power sources, wind and solar PV are targeted

to crowd out. While an analysis of pathways how to incentivize the deployment of growing frac-

tions of emissions-free generation provides a valuable complement, it is beyond the scope of this

dissertation.

1.3 Economics of cross-border electricity market integra-

tion

While flexible supply and demand can help integrating fluctuating renewables, cross-border inte-

gration of electricity markets is another means to facilitate renewables integration. This section

discusses the background of cross-border electricity market integration and derives benefits as

well as arising challenges.

First, connecting geographically well-suited sites enables access of demand to cheap genera-

tion, and, likewise, access of supply to greater demand. Thus, not only for renewables, integra-

tion helps reaping efficiency gains from trade. Second, larger and integrated market areas bring

together competing firms and can reduce repercussions of market power, especially in times

low-cost renewable production is tight. Third, greater market areas enable a more widespread

supply of flexibility to complement fluctuating generation, be it through storage, other flexible

technologies, or shared short-term balancing resources. Fourth, and related, greater market

areas reduce demand for flexibility as they are ceteris paribus subject to less variability. The

higher the degree of spatial aggregation, the more variability is evened out.

The benefits of electricity system integration are acknowledged by policymakers and, for in-

stance, constitute a major goal of European energy policy. The European Commission reiterates

an integrated internal energy market as goal to foster competition, liquidity, address production

externalities, and support the low-carbon transition (European Commission 2012). Expanding

the physical interconnection infrastructure as well as coordinating and harmonizing operation

are also targeted to efficiently integrate fluctuating renewables (European Commission 2015b).

While from a system perspective integration can be deemed beneficial for overall welfare,

distributional effects, that is a shift of rents across borders or stakeholders, arise and can hamper

incentives to integrate. Thus, prudent institutional design is required to enable the benefits

from physical integration. Importantly, a prudent institutional framework also enhances the

benefits from physical integration; that is, regulations how cross-border markets work, and

how network planning and management across borders is laid out. In this respect, national

regulating authorities unanimously point out that an improved economic exploitation of existing
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and future infrastructures can yield considerably more efficient coordination and thus enhance

welfare (ACER and CEER 2015).

1.3.1 Electricity as grid-bound commodity and modes of cross-border

coordination

Essentially, cross-border integration refers to the spatial aspects of power systems. Electricity

is a network-bound commodity. Transmission grids between central hubs are necessary to

transport power over long distances and connect supply with demand. On a regional and local

scale, the distribution grid delivers electricity to firms, and households. Cross-border integration

of electricity markets, thus, means two things: the development of infrastructure and an aligned

institutional environment.

First, the physical interconnection between areas is the prerequisite of integration. For

Germany and Europe, historically, transmission grids evolved when delineations along national

borders were the norm. National areas were self-sufficient and cross-border exchange was seen

as a kind of contingency measure. Second, integration means the institutional organization of

the coordination between physically connected electricity systems. Rules must be specified how

generation and load come together, how capacities on interconnectors can be used, and how

the management of network flows can be efficiently coordinated. While an ultimate goal can

be specified abstractly, as by the European Commission, as “electricity . . . flowing where it is

needed” (European Commission 2012, p. 2), enabling this goal can come in different forms of

integrating the network into markets.

A basic layout is the explicit auction of interconnector capacities. Capacity slices are auc-

tioned off some time in advance, with the winning generators allowed to sell their production

cross-border in a pre-specified later time period. Theoretically, this approach incurs large ineffi-

ciencies. Long reservation periods and lead times entail frequent situations in which an eligible

party will not profit from cross-border trade, or a non-eligible party could generate greater wel-

fare gains. In the worst case, electricity will flow from a high-price to a low-price area. Various

studies highlight the inefficiency of explicit auctions. For 2013, for instance, ACER and CEER

(2015) report on eleven interconnectors within the ENTSO-E region with “wrong-way” flows

in day-ahead markets in more than 20% of hours.

Implicit auctions use existing capacities more efficiently and are arranged as market cou-

pling or market splitting. Market coupling allocates bids, on an hourly basis, across coupled

markets up to a pre-specified cross-border net transfer capacity (NTC). Market splitting as-

sumes a common market without cross-border network constraints until actual bids exceed a
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pre-specified capacity, when residual markets are split and dispatched independently. Market

splitting is implemented in the Scandinavian Nordpool system. Market coupling has gradually

been introduced in continental Europe. By the end of 2014, 28 out of 40 ENTSO-E borders were

coupled; as single region the European Multi-Regional Coupling comprises 19 coupled countries

by 2015 (ACER and CEER 2015). As further refinement, flow-based market coupling (FBMC)

replaces pre-specified NTCs by cross-border capacity allocation based on actually determined

network flows. FBMC was realized in the Central Western Europe (CWE) region in May 2015.7

Based on 2014 data, a rough estimate of welfare gains above 100 million Euro prevails (ACER

and CEER 2015).

The most stringent form to incorporate the physical transmission grid into the mode of

spatial coordination is nodal pricing. With this approach, each network node receives a loca-

tional marginal price, based on local supply and demand as well as the exchange possibilities

with all other nodes. Network congestion is thus fully priced in (Leuthold et al. 2012). Several

studies provide evidence for short-run efficiency gains: Oggioni and Smeers (2012, 2013) from

a theoretical perspective, and Neuhoff et al. (2013), using simulation models with large-scale

wind penetration.8

1.3.2 Efficiency gains from cross-border trade

Cross-border trade can increase the overall economic surplus, formally the sum of consumer,

producer and congestion rents, in the short-run and in the long-run. In the short-run, inter-

connection of electricity markets enables efficiency gains from trade. For instance, if a market

area with rather expensive generation increases its exchange capacities with an area with rather

inexpensive generation, electricity will flow from the high-price to the low-price area. Prices con-

verge and demand in the expensive area profits from import of cheaper generation, while supply

in the low-price area profits from exports to the high price area. A back-of-the-envelope cal-

culation by ACER and CEER (2013) for several European countries9 estimates ceteris paribus

short-run welfare gains of trade of over two billion Euro for 2012, compared to a situation

without trade, and an additional welfare gain of over 100 million Euro, if available transfer

7. Set up by CEER in 2006 and institutionalized under ACER with the Third Energy Package in 2009,
regional cooperation groups aim at better coordination of cross-border exchange. By 2016, the CWE region
comprises Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Germany, France, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands.

8. Beyond more efficient dispatch, dynamic impacts must be taken into account. For example, Bertsch et al.
(2015) argue that an insufficient representation of network constraints in short-term markets yields flawed spatial
investment incentives. However, aspects of risk and rent expectations would require a deeper discussion, which
is not within the scope of this work.

9. The calculation comprises the coupled markets of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden. Cross-border avail-
able trade capacities were decreased to zero in one scenario, and added 100 MW each in another. Market clearing
was simulated based on historical data.
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capacities are expanded by 100 MW on each border. Estimates for 2013 and 2014 are of com-

parable magnitude (ACER and CEER 2015). Newbery et al. (2013), using an optimization

approach, estimates short-run dispatch efficiency gains from full integration of the entire EU,

opposed to the 2013 status quo, as high as above ten billion Euro for the year 2015.10

In turn, price convergence between markets can be seen as a measure of integration, although

full convergence does not necessarily coincide with optimal integration. While wholesale prices,

through market coupling, predominantly converged in most European regions (Böckers et al.

2013; Keppler et al. 2016), it is illustrative that, for instance, a pronounced co-movement of

German renewables feed-in and price differentials between Germany and other countries in the

CWE region was observed (ACER and CEER 2015; Keppler et al. 2016). Higher feed-in of

fluctuating renewables, thus, requires deeper integration to reap overall efficiency gains. In this

respect, Abrell and Rausch (2016) highlight that gains from trade increase in the renewables

penetration.

In the long-run, efficiency gains not only arise in more efficient dispatch, but also from

locating investment at preferred sites (Böckers et al. 2013; Schmid and Knopf 2015). Enhanced

interconnection allows more consumers to access good sites for wind and solar PV, for example

wind potentials in Northern Europe and high-irradiation areas in the South. Newbery et al.

(2013) argues that, when plant fleet and interconnectors are endogenous, substantial welfare

gains can be achieved when moving toward an integrated system in an optimal fashion.

1.3.3 Integration fosters competition

The studies on efficiency gains from trade tacitly assume perfectly competitive markets, on

which supply bids reflect true short-run marginal costs and are called in ascending order un-

til inelastic demand is satisfied. While this assumption is convenient, it may in reality not

necessarily be fulfilled. Already thirty years ago, Schmalensee and Golub (1984) pointed out

that electricity markets are, from a theoretical perspective, susceptible to market power. Ar-

guments are regional separation due to transmission constraints, low elasticity of demand, and

the difficulty of separating production and delivery. As of 2011, national concentration rates in

Europe remained high (Böckers et al. 2013), and incentives to hold back supply or bid above

marginal costs still prevailed. In this respect, Böckers et al. (2013) note that it is in general

not straightforward for competition authorities to disentangle which extent of firms’ bidding

behavior is driven by strategic considerations.

10. Both estimates, ACER and CEER (2013, 2015) and Newbery et al. (2013), suffer from methodological
shortcomings and should not be taken at face value, but rather as broad indication. Especially the ceteris
paribus assumption of constant bidding behavior renders this exercise somewhat crude.
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In times of substantially rising market shares for variable renewables, market power of large

conventional utilities may not be in the focus. On the contrary, some economists argue that

a certain degree of “strategic discretion” for conventional generators can be welcome to re-

finance fixed and investment cost when wholesale market prices get depressed through low-cost

renewables feed-in. Thus, generation adequacy could be supported and, at the same time,

market revenues for wind and solar PV could be lifted up. However, while it can be doubted

that such rather opaque mechanism is adequate, Twomey and Neuhoff (2010) additionally point

out that strategic conventional generator behavior rather exacerbates the price wedge between

hours with high and low renewables feed-in.

Two conclusions arise: first, also under a high renewables regime market power is still an

issue, especially in times of tight fluctuating supply. Second, market power can shift rents

toward strategic conventional generators. Intuitively, both further renewables deployment and

stronger interconnection are mitigating measures, the latter through enhanced competition. In

this respect, Newbery et al. (2015) also highlights the indirect competitive effects of integration

such as the pressure to reduce costs, to innovate, and increased market liquidity.

1.3.4 Supply and demand of flexibility

Greater supply of flexibility

Another rationale for integration across borders is enhanced access to flexibility options. Under

the notion of flexibility options, I subsume different measures that facilitate accommodating

the variability of fluctuating renewables supply, such as storage or flexible hydro reservoirs. For

instance, regions which are geographically suited could serve as “green batteries”11 for regions

with excess fluctuating wind or solar PV generation. In this respect, existing hydro storage

capacities in Scandinavia and the Alps, together with hydrogen storage in salt caverns, have

the potential enable to a future fully renewable power system with only moderate excess supply

from fluctuating wind and solar PV (Heide et al. 2011; Rasmussen et al. 2012). The prerequisite

is that a developed cross-border transmission grid integrates geologically suited sites.

From a short-term perspective, ACER and CEER (2015) highlight that the importance of

intraday and balancing markets to level out forecast errors increases with rising levels of inter-

mittent generation. Greater market areas facilitate imbalance netting, and better cross-border

exchange, through interconnection and coordination, improves the management of imbalances

on short time-scales; also by increasing liquidity and mitigating market power. Lorenz and Ger-

baulet (2014), who provide an extensive literature review, and Gerbaulet, Lorenz, et al. (2014)

11. Incentives for respective countries to act as flexibility providers are discussed below.
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indicate evidence for gains from integration of balancing markets. Newbery et al. (2015), for the

ENTSO-E region, reports figures ranging between 1.2 and 2.7 billion Euro per year, with one

quarter stemming from imbalance netting and three quarters from cross-border procurement of

balancing reserves.

Lower demand for flexibility

On the other hand, integration reduces demand for flexibility. Based on re-analysis time se-

ries data of wind and solar PV potentials, Huber et al. (2014) show that supply fluctuations

statistically level out over larger areas, particularly for wind power. Specifically, geographical

smoothing of renewables feed-in, enabled by different weather regimes, provides more even gen-

eration patterns, lower frequencies of extreme events, and less steep ramps. For instance, the

monthly coefficient of variation of onshore wind feed-in halves when moving from Bavaria to

Europe (Agora 2015b). Beyond a reduction of contemporaneous variance through spatial aggre-

gation, temporal mitigation effects can be observed. Smoothing also occurs over months, and

variation over years becomes smaller with larger regions (Huber et al. 2014). The smoothing

effect is especially pronounced for wind power, and to a lesser extent for solar PV.

Likewise, electricity demand profiles are affected by integration. Daily load patterns diverge

between countries due to different uses of electricity, for example for air conditioning or heating,

daylight hours, and cultural habits. This non-simultaneity of load cycles between countries

attenuates their variability and entails sub-additive peak demands: for the EU, the aggregate

peak is some 3% lower than the sum of country peaks. Lower overall peaks and smoothing over

time incur a potential for a modest contribution to system adequacy (Agora 2015b; Böckers

et al. 2013).

Becker et al. (2014) and Rodriguez et al. (2014) provide some numerical evidence for the long

term. Based on detailed weather data, they determine for a future European, largely renewable

system that full exploitation of smoothing through interconnections can reduce requirements for

complementary backup energy by more than a third. Most of this reduction is already achieved

if necessary transmission expansions are only half as high as required for full integration. In the

short-term, system size correlates with less steep ramps, especially pronounced for integrating

small regions. Maximum gradients can, for example comparing Saxony with Europe, be reduced

from 30% to 12% of peak load (Huber et al. 2014). As a result, also prices are less volatile in

time, thus stabilizing revenues for all generators (Schaber, Steinke, and Hamacher 2012).

However, as with domestic flexibility supply, integration also induces the risk of “emissions

leakage”. If hourly feed-in patterns are smoother, emission-intensive base load plants are less
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frequently crowded out of the merit order. A certain threshold of renewables penetration

must be exceeded such that the effect of enhanced renewables integration overcompensates this

emissions leakage (Abrell and Rausch 2016).

1.3.5 System-wide welfare gains entail distributional effects

Beyond effects on overall welfare from a system perspective, interconnection entails distribu-

tional effects. For instance, consumers in formerly low-price areas lose rents, while generators in

the same area profit from higher prices. Thus, incentives to integrate may not be given across

countries and stakeholder groups.

Based on 2012 data, Keppler et al. (2016) determine annual gains in French consumer sur-

plus of 2.3 billion Euro, and German consumer surplus losses of 0.25 billion Euro, if cross-border

trade between the two countries was unlimited. For greater levels of exchange capacities be-

tween the Nordic countries and Germany under increased future renewables penetration, Agora

(2015a) could identify price convergence and overall welfare gains. An expanded transport in-

frastructure, and thus greater balancing areas, reduce curtailment, and provide better access to

good hydro and wind sites. Likewise, other studies on a future, highly renewable European sys-

tem conclude on considerable overall efficiency gains from integration in the long-run. Opposed

to a continued status quo, Schmid and Knopf (2015) report system cost savings of 3.5%, putting

it inside the rage of 1% to 10% identified in the literature. Integration improves access to fa-

vorable production sites, and lowers necessary backup capacities, renewables curtailment, and

misalignments between fluctuating supply and demand; thus also reducing flexibility require-

ments on the residual power plant park. Further integration smooths prices in space and time,

thereby stabilizing revenues for all generators (Schaber, Steinke, and Hamacher 2012; Schaber,

Steinke, Mühlich, et al. 2012). On overall welfare, Abrell and Rausch (2016) highlight that

efficiency gains from European integration are large, and increase in renewables penetration.

While Abrell and Rausch (2016) conclude that equity issues are rather minor, Schmid and

Knopf (2015) detect a shift of rents, more pronounced between stakeholders than between

countries (Agora 2015a). Taking a closer look at the incentives of affected groups, higher prices

in exporting countries could hamper incentives on the demand side to integrate. For instance,

households may be opposed and unfold political pressure, as is with firms benefiting from low

energy cost as comparative advantage (Agora 2015a). On the supply side, in turn, increased

integration enables higher market prices for renewables in exporting countries. Specifically,

Gullberg (2013) takes a detailed look at incentives and positions of political, economic and

societal action groups in Norway, in the political debate often termed suitable to act as a
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“green battery” for continental Europe. Detecting a policy of incremental change, she argues

that expansion of interconnectors and pumped-hydro storage installations cannot be expected

in the short run. In case further generation expansion provides considerable profit opportunities

for Norwegian generators, however, political feasibility can arise in the long-run.

1.3.6 Integration requires coordination and a prudent institutional

framework

Benefits of integration can be heterogeneous across locations and interest groups, and be sub-

stantially greater when the institutional framework provides efficient incentives. Therefore,

two points must be addressed. First, an alignment of incentives, or at least mitigation of op-

posing incentives, to enable integration as such. Second and more specific, a design of actual

coordination measures to realize efficiency gains.

First, sound coordination can foster an alignment of incentives to mitigate repercussions

for potentially negatively affected parties. Agora (2015a) highlights that, if netted, distribu-

tional effects of integrating the Nordic and German electricity markets are more pronounced

on stakeholder than on country level. A prudent policy design, for example regarding network

fees, taxes or exemptions, is therefore advisable to overcome hindrances. For Europe, Creutzig

et al. (2014) and Schmid and Knopf (2015) point out that development and integration of high

renewables potentials in peripheral regions can both increase overall welfare and unfold regional

economic stimulus. Local externalities, potentially under-developed institutional frameworks,

and missing experience could be addressed by a transfer of best practices. On a political fea-

sibility basis, Gawel et al. (2014) and Strunz et al. (2015) bring forward that Europe-wide

centralized decision-making can be inappropriate for many domains. Rather, considerable re-

gional and local leeway to take into account prevailing preferences, accountability and discovery

of practices fosters incentives. A parallel harmonization of overarching goals unfolds guidance

and pressure to safeguard the overall process, also through regional bottom-up cooperation and

convergence. In this spirit, actually implemented integration policies can rather be found on

a regional basis where it is easier to install institutional arrangements involved parties agree

upon (Gerbaulet, Lorenz, et al. 2014).

Second, actual coordination measures must be soundly implemented to facilitate reaping the

gains from integration (ACER and CEER 2015). By enabling better use of existing infrastruc-

tures, less frictions, higher efficiency, and mitigating undesired spillovers sound coordination is

a measure of integration. Newbery et al. (2013) notes that prudent market integration com-

plements renewables deployment, also without additional grid enforcements. In that sense,
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integration benefits are, to a large extent, sensitive to integration depth; an insight which is

also explicitly acknowledged by European policymakers (European Commission 2012, 2015b).

Domains for coordination comprise policies on renewables and capacity remuneration, rules for

different market segments, as well as the technical and economic management of the network.

ACER and CEER (2015) note that physical interconnection needs to be accompanied by

close coordination between transmission system operators (TSO) to optimally use existing in-

frastructure and enable flexible and efficient market operations. Measures are the exchange of

information, calculation procedures for cross-border capacities, and implicit, preferably flow-

based, interconnector capacity auctions within widespread market coupling. In balancing and

intraday markets, regulatory alignments can yield further gains from competition, liquidity, and

evening out RES fluctuations. As regards network management, loop flows contribute to un-

scheduled network use and congestion mitigation costs, also across borders (ACER and CEER

2015). A prudent integrated management can therefore enable more efficient cooperation (Eu-

ropean Commission 2015a). Likewise, regional market power of generators must be addressed.

Theoretical evidence shows that neglecting strategic generator behavior can lead to inefficient

interconnector capacity expansion and suboptimal welfare gains (Borenstein et al. 2000; Pozo,

Contreras, et al. 2013)

1.3.7 Research agenda

While the rationales for cross-border integration of electricity systems are rooted in overall wel-

fare gains, sound coordination is necessary to efficiently reap possible welfare benefits. There-

fore, the need for research arises on how measures of coordination can be designed. Specifically,

an investigation of the incentives of involved parties can shed light on the question in which

way they may be opposed, and how an alignment could be implemented. After this broad

exposition on benefits and challenges of electricity market integration in Section 1.3 has set

the background, I address more specific research questions on the design of coordination mea-

sures. In this respect, the second part of this dissertation tackles gaps in the existing research

literature and aims at providing new insights.

Chapters 6 and 7 address the coordination of congestion management in electricity trans-

mission grids. The respective TSO is responsible for relieving congestion through altering nodal

net feed-ins until line flows are feasible. As in meshed system injections at all nodes, to some

extent, influence flows on all lines, undesired spillovers on adjacent systems can arise. Sound

coordination between TSOs, thus, can mitigate those spillovers and increase efficiency. To

this end, it is necessary to analyze both the physical aspects of the network and institutional
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modes of cooperation. Chapter 6 develops a theoretical model of coordination on the basis

of a detailed network representation. It aims to identify efficiency gains from coordination

and mechanisms through which they arise. On that basis, a transfer to a European case of

cross-border coordination is carried out in Chapter 7.

The network is also the physical prerequisite for competition between generators. As laid

out, integration across borders has the potential to mitigate undesired repercussions of market

power and thus increase economic welfare. However, a strand of research going back to the

seminal paper by Borenstein et al. (2000) points out that optimal network expansion must take

the incentives of strategic generators with respect to their position in the grid into account.

Strategic firms can have the incentive to “play the network”, that is, induce congestion, and

separate market areas to exploit their dominant position. Therefore, research needs arise on how

welfare-optimal network expansion can take such strategic behavior into account. Chapter 8

explores the theoretical basis. It devises a three-stage model of optimal network expansion,

taking into account the incentives of strategic firms. In this respect, it extends a new method

to solve the arising class of problems to a new case, generalizes existing insights, and provides

new evidence on mechanisms.

Importantly, all chapters in the second part of the dissertation take integration across bor-

ders as datum, motivated by the potential for various efficiency and welfare gains. Their focus

lies on the analysis and design of coordination to achieve more efficient outcomes. While Chap-

ters 6 and 7 on congestion management are applied to the German or European case, the

theoretical basis can readily be transferred to other settings. As Chapter 8 is a theoretical

analysis, and delivers methodological advances as well, its insights do, as such, not depend on

a certain actual framework.

1.4 Dissertation outline

This dissertation is based on seven original research articles, which are organized in two parts:

Part I analyzes economic challenges of integrating renewable electricity supply on large scale an

comprises Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5. Part II examines benefits from coordinating the integration

of electricity systems across borders and comprises Chapters 6, 7, and 8.
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Table 1.1: Overview of this dissertation by chapter: topic, methodology and contribution

Chapter Topic Methodology Contribution to the literature

Part I – Renewables integration

2 Wind power in the context
of externalities

Literature review and
qualitative analysis

Derives a comprehensive synthesis
of the literature on wind power and
externalities from multiple research
strands

3 Externalities of wind tur-
bines

Econometric analysis Provides evidence for externalities
of wind turbines using a unique
dataset and novel method

4 Integration of renewables
into the electricity system

Power system opti-
mization model

Develops a new open-source elec-
tricity system model and analyzes
flexibility options to complement
large-scale renewables deployment

5 Demand-side management
as source of flexibility

Power system opti-
mization model

Suggests a new and concise formu-
lation to represent DSM in power
system models

Part II – Cross-border integration

6 Coordination of conges-
tion management

Theoretical model and
simulation

Develops a new method to incorpo-
rate shared constraints to represent
levels of coordination

7 Coordination of conges-
tion management

Theoretical model and
simulation

Analyzes efficiency gains from dif-
ferent modes of cross-border coop-
eration

8 Network expansion Theoretical model Proposes a new three-stage model
to assess the impact of network ex-
pansion on competition

Table 1.1 gives an overview of all chapters, their topic, methodology used, and contribution

to the literature; Table 1.2 at the end of this chapter indicates joint authorships, my own

contribution, and the publication status for each chapter of this dissertation.

1.4.1 Part I – Integration of renewable electricity generation

Part I of this dissertation consists of research concerned with the integration of renewable

electricity. To this end, I draw on a variety of methods. I devise a detailed review and qualitative

synthesis of findings from different strands of literature on wind power and externalities in

Chapter 2. Chapter 3 uses an econometric analysis to quantify the externalities of the presence

of wind turbines. Specifically, it uses a fixed effects difference-in-differences estimation on a

panel data set, combining the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP) with a self-collected

dataset on wind turbines in Germany. The dependent variable of interest is satisfaction with

life, which follows a recent identification method for detecting externalities (Ferreira and Moro
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2010; Frey et al. 2009, for reviews) in the tradition of Bentham’s experienced utility (Kahneman

et al. 1997; Kahneman and Sugden 2005). Chapters 4 and 5 develop a new open-source power

system optimization model, which can be accessed under www.diw.de/dieter. As long-term

developments and projections are highly uncertain, the model is designed to remain tractable

to enable multiple sensitivity analyses and explore impacts of different developments.

Chapter 2 – Wind power and externalities

This chapter renders a multi-perspective account of wind power and externalities, both miti-

gated and imposed. To this end, it brings together evidence from diverse strands of research,

structures it according to scope and effect of externalities, and draws a comprehensive map of

state-of-the-art findings. Central results are synthesized in short propositions.

Governmental support schemes for wind turbines are still widespread by 2016. The rationale

is rooted in a discrepancy between the private and public economics of wind power. Specifically,

by crowding out conventional technologies, wind power can mitigate their negative externalities,

and thus contribute to the public good of climate stability and environmental quality. However,

wind power is neither free of externalities itself. A large number of single units can impose

threats to wildlife, and lower quality of life through noise emissions and visual degradation.

Beyond externalities as such, electricity generated by wind turbines can impose additional

short-run and long-run costs within the electricity system through its intermittency. Moreover,

local and national effects on economic stimulus and security of supply must be taken into

account.

As system effects depend on the idiosyncratic features of the respective power system, and

many externalities vary across space and time, a generic benefit-cost analysis is not advisable.

Instead, a synthesis of findings can shed light on implied tradeoffs. External costs of wind

turbines are mostly local, in principle reversible, and directly related to individual well-being.

There is also evidence that they can be mitigated by prudent siting and operation of facilities.

On the other hand, external costs of conventional technologies are rather global and unfold

their impact over time. They affect a large number of individuals, also at places remote to the

source, and future generations. Ethical considerations of intergenerational discounting, intrinsic

values, and sound aggregation of preferences must be taken into account.

Thus, the deployment of wind power entails distributional effects, which must be moderated

by policy-makers, between the local scale, at sites where wind turbines are installed, the na-

tional scale, where costs for re-shaping the electricity system arise, and the global scale, where

mitigation world-wide environmental damages is negotiated.

www.diw.de/dieter
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Chapter 3 – Detecting externalities of wind turbines using well-being data

This chapter takes a closer look and one specific externality of wind power, rendered by the

presence of wind turbines. It applies a recent assessment framework to a novel dataset and uses

innovative matching methods to evaluate externalities on a large scale.

Although general public approval of wind power is consistently found to be high throughout

the world, wind turbines entail external costs, which for a balanced assessment have to be

quantified. While large centralized conventional plants tend to foster out-of-sight-out-of-mind

attitudes, spatially dispersed wind turbines increase the salience of energy supply. The literature

predominantly identified the impact on landscape aesthetics as intrusions typically triggered

by the physical presence of wind turbines. This chapter aims to quantify these externalities by

using the life-satisfaction approach, which has previously been used to analyze, among others,

air pollution and climate change. To this end, a novel extensive dataset on wind turbines in

Germany was assembled, comprising their exact geographical position and date of operation,

and matched with panel data from the German Socio-Economic Panel Study (SOEP). Using a

difference-in-differences regression design, the causal effect of the presence of wind turbines on

well-being in their immediate surroundings is econometrically isolated.

In order to establish a clean econometric identification, households are attributed into a

treatment and a control group, depending on whether a wind turbine is present within a spec-

ified distance radius around their places of residence. As the assignment into groups happens

on a basis exogenous to the relevant variables in the model – individuals who moved during

the observation period 2000-2012 are excluded – bias due to endogenous sorting is prevented.

Exploiting the panel structure of the data, unobserved heterogeneity between individuals is ad-

dressed and the model is estimated in a fixed effects framework using time dummies and a large

set of established covariates. The causal effect of the wind turbine treatment on residential well-

being is then given by the difference in differences, that is the change in life satisfaction arising

from being treated while accounting for the change that might have happened over time in case

no treatment occurs. In order to support the common trend assumption, two distinct matching

methods are employed: first, propensity-score matching based on geographical characteristics

and exogenous weather data; second, a spatial matching approach, establishing comparability

between the treatment and the control group by spatial proximity.

Results show that the construction of a wind turbine in a default 4, 000 meters treatment

radius can have a significant negative impacts on life satisfaction. For larger distances, and more

than five years after construction, no effect can be identified any more. When monetizing the

externality and comparing it to the mitigated CO2 emissions through wind power deployment
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in Germany, external benefits exceed external cost by several magnitudes.

Chapter 4 – Long-term power system flexibility requirements

This chapter analyzes the large-scale system integration of renewable electricity generation with

a distinct focus on the role of storage. Other flexibility options are as well explicitly taken into

account. It develops a new open-source electricity system model and derives results on flexibility

requirements.

Based on a survey of the literature on power system modeling and storage, common findings

and key model features required for a sound assessment of future storage requirements are

identified. Then, a new open-source electricity dispatch and investment model, DIETER, is

devised and applied to determine optimal system configurations for high shares of renewable

electricity generation. The model captures multiple system values of power storage related to

arbitrage, dispatchable capacity, and reserves. In this respect, it assumes up to seven storage

technologies, where investment into power and energy is mutually independent.

The model is calibrated to German data, and uses different cost and availability projections

for the year 2050. The objective function consists in the minimization of total costs, that is,

investment plus dispatch costs, and simulates one year with an hourly resolution. As such,

it operates in a greenfield setting. Results can therefore be interpreted as a benchmark for

a future ideal configuration. As projections for the distant future are subject to considerable

uncertainty, the model remains concise and tractable to enable various sensitivity analyses.

In a baseline scenario, power storage requirements remain moderate up to a renewables

share of around 80%, as other options on both the supply side and demand side also offer

flexibility at low cost. Yet storage plays an important role in the provision of reserves. If

the renewables share increases to 100%, power storage capacities increase substantially. In the

sensitivity analyses, as a general finding, storage requirements are found to strongly depend

on the costs and availability of other flexibility options, particularly on biomass availability.

Specifically, pumped-hydro storage emerges as technology to complement diurnal solar PV

patterns. Long-term power-to-gas-to-power storage is only deployed to a large extent in case

biomass is unavailable and extended zero renewables feed-in periods are assumed.

Thus, power storage becomes an increasingly important element of a transition towards a

fully renewable-based power system. Specifically, power storage gains further relevance if other

potential sources of flexibility are less developed.
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Chapter 5 – Representing demand-side management

This chapter takes a closer look at the representation of demand-side management in power

system models. It derives a new concise, and linear yet comprehensive formulation.

Inelastic demand, which must be satisfied by supply in each simulated time step, is a common

assumption in large-scale electricity system simulation models. The representation of demand-

side flexibility as a resource to complement fluctuating supply and provide intertemporal arbi-

trage is regularly under-developed. While several formulations exist, no sound representation

that is both concise and linear could be identified based on a screening of the literature.

This chapter identifies flaws of previous suggestions and develops relevant criteria that a

sound formulation must fulfill. It suggest a new formulation that is simple, flexible, and linear

while capturing the intertemporal restrictions on maximum shifting times and eligible activity

patterns. The capabilities of the formulation, which can readily be applied in a wide range of

models, are demonstrated in illustrative test cases.

1.4.2 Part II – Integration of electricity systems across borders

Part II of this dissertation consists of research concerned with the integration of electricity sys-

tems across borders. Specifically, borders can run between network control zones (Chapter 6),

between countries (Chapter 7), or in a stylized representation between nodes (Chapter 8). To

analyze how cooperation can facilitate reaping the gains from integration, I devise theoretical

models of coordination between multiple players. Specifically, Chapter 6 develops a Generalized

Nash Equilibrium (GNE) framework of coordination between transmission system operators.

While several TSOs in one stage have separate objective functions, the minimization of redis-

patch costs, they interact over shared constraints of network feasibility. After the theoretical

representation has been set out, Chapter 6 applies it to the German case, while Chapter 7 takes

a closer look at the European case in successively implementing deeper integration steps across

national borders. Chapter 8 is concerned with the competitive effects of network integration.

In the spirit of Borenstein et al. (2000), generators may have the incentives to “play the net-

work” by congesting lines and isolating their local markets. To this end, Chapter 8 develops a

three-stage model of optimal line expansion, taking into account strategic generator behavior.

In doing so, the model proposes a new solution method for solving the arising problem class of

Equilibrium Problems under Equilibrium Constraints (EPEC) by using properties from duality

theory.
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Chapter 6 – Modeling the coordination of congestion management

This chapter devises a two-stage model of coordination in electricity network congestion man-

agement, and provides evidence in a large-scale application for Germany. In this respect, it

proposes a new method to solve GNE problems while introducing modes of coordination, and

illustrates effects of the model mechanics on a large dataset.

By 2016, the German high-voltage transmission grid is divided into four control zones, each

managed by one TSO. In case network congestion arises, the TSO is responsible for relieving

it within its control zone, particularly by carrying out redispatch, that is ramping plants up

or down, or curtailment of renewable feed-in. Both measures, which must set off each other

energy-wise, alter nodal net feed-ins and thus network flows until congestion is relieved. As

in a meshed network, electricity spreads according to Kirchhoff’s laws and cannot be directed

as such, actions of one TSO take effect on lines located within other TSOs’ zones and thus on

their feasible action set.

In the first model stage, a cost-minimizing dispatch is carried out for all hours of a year

to determine nodal net feed-in and network flows. In the second model stage, in case conges-

tion arises, the respective TSO has the objective to relieve it with minimum redispatch costs.

As actions of one TSO can influence the network situation in all other zones, the agents in-

teract over their constraints. Some of these constraints on network feasibility can be shared

between TSOs. Therefore, the model constitutes a so-called Generalized Nash Equilibrium.

Mathematically, when constraints are identical across players, but their valuation, that is, the

Lagrange multiplier on the constraint, is specific to each player, there are more distinct variables

than equations. These degrees of freedom prevent a straightforward solution. To tackle the

mathematical problem and at the same time introduce different degrees of coordination, a mul-

tiplicative decomposition of the shadow prices on the shared constraints is applied. It renders

an endogenous part, which is determined while solving for the equilibrium, and an exogenous

part, which specifies the valuation of a player toward a shared constraint. The system is square

and features a unique equilibrium, while at the same time different degrees of coordination are

introduced.

In the application for German data from the year 2011, three cases on coordination are

analyzed. First, an unrestricted case, in which one integrated optimization across all control

zoned is carried out; second, a restricted coordinated case, in which each TSO only has access

to resources within its own zone but responsibility for feasible network flows on all lines; third,

a restricted uncoordinated case, in which each TSO also only takes into account within its own

zone. Numerical results provide evidence for the beneficial impact of coordination. Channels
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are the access to more efficient and less costly redispatch resources, avoidance of adverse effects

on neighboring networks, and a reduced requirement to keep up the energy balance within each

zone.

Chapter 7 – Coordinating cross-country congestion management

This chapter builds on the congestion management model of the previous Chapter 6, and

takes the analysis further to the coordination of cross-country congestion management. In

this respect, it extends the methodology from Chapter 6 and assesses proposals to harmonize

European network management coordination.

The model consists of two stages. In the first stage, a cost-minimal dispatch for Germany

and its eastern neighbors, that is Austria, Czech Republic, Poland and Slovakia, is carried out.

Cross-border trade within wholesale markets is represented via market coupling and net transfer

capacities. Beyond a detailed representation of the study region, further European countries

are included on an aggregate level. In the second model stage, national TSOs engage in cost-

minimizing redispatch in case of network congestion. Again, different cases of coordination in

congestion management are distinguished, here across national borders.

Cases of coordination gradually introduce additional layers of cooperation. First, in an

uncoordinated case without information sharing, the focus is purely national and each country

solves for a cost-minimal redispatch without taking effects on neighboring countries into account;

second, in an coordinated case with information sharing, each TSO takes congestion on each line

equally into account; third, in an coordinated case with counter-trading, redispatch resources

can additionally be activated across countries; fourth in a coordinated case with multilateral

redispatch actions, perfect coordination through integrated optimization within the study region

is carried out.

Numerical results show that overall system costs decrease in the degree of coordination.

When moving from the uncoordinated case to information sharing, resources in all countries can

be used to alleviate congestion, and adverse effects on neighboring systems are avoided. When

further introducing counter-trading, specific redispatch costs substantially decrease as costly

balancing within each country is avoided. In the integrated optimization with multilateral

redispatch actions, which can also be described as “flow-based congestion management”, cross-

border capacities are optimally exploited for redispatch, based on the actually prevailing flow

pattern. Total system costs decrease further. While closer cross-border integration entails

efficiency gains, distributional effects between countries require a prudent regulation to maintain

incentives to reap the benefits of coordination.
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Chapter 8 – Network expansion to mitigate market power

This chapter develops a theoretical model to study the competitive effects of integration in

a stylized framework. It generalizes research on the so-called “thin-line effect”, stating that

a transmission line with relatively low capacity can be enough to foster competition between

generators. In doing so, it extends a method to solve EPECs to new problem classes.

The model consists of three stages where in each stage agents anticipate the impact of their

decisions on the incentives of players in the lower stages. In the third stage, a system operator

clears the nodal electricity market by maximizing welfare, the sum of consumer and producer

surplus as well as congestion rent, subject to feasibility of network flows. The operator decides

on dispatch of competitive fringe plants and demand levels, taking generation by strategic firms

as given. In the second stage, strategic generators maximize profits by deciding on output, thus

engaging in Cournot competition. They anticipate lower stage market clearing, which is repre-

sented as constraints in their optimization programs. The structure of this game is described as

Equilibrium Problem under Equilibrium Constraints (EPEC): strategic generators play a Nash

equilibrium game subject to equilibrium market clearing. Mathematically, the lowest-stage

equilibrium conditions are non-linear, and rendered in complementarity form. Therefore, they

cannot be directly included as constraints for the firms’ optimizations problems.

As a remedy, a property from duality theory is invoked. By definition, the optimal value of

the dual problem is not greater than the optimal value of the primal problem. If the difference

between those values, referred to as duality gap, collapses to zero, the supporting vector estab-

lishes optimality. Imposing this identity allows replacing the complementarity conditions by

a set of inequalities to impose welfare-optimal market clearing in the lowest model stage, and

necessary conditions for firms’ optimal behavior can mathematically be derived. While a set of

stationary points for the EPEC is described, the first model stage serves as a selection device.

A social planners maximizes overall welfare by deciding on network expansion, anticipating

market equilibrium behavior, and implements an optimal solution. An post-solve algorithm

checks for incentive compatibility for all strategic players.

Applying the theoretical model to an illustrative case isolates three results. First, optimal

network expansion that anticipates strategic generator behavior can increase welfare. A myopic

focus on congested lines only can yield suboptimal outcomes as other lines can be necessary

to foster competition. Second, optimal network expansion can reduce market power and thus

entail both an absolute and a relative shift of rents. Third, disregarding strategic generator

behavior can decrease welfare, and, from a theoretical perspective, evoke out-of-equilibrium

results.
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1.5 Concluding remarks and future research

While this dissertation sheds light on challenges that are linked to the integration of renewable

electricity generation and the integration of electricity systems across borders, there remains

scope for further research within both strands tackled in this thesis.

Chapter 3 highlights that the presence of wind turbines can constitute an externality and

lower individual well-being. However, not only wind turbines, but also the presence of other

electricity infrastructures can be regarded as a form of locally undesired land use. The method-

ology to evaluate spatial externalities developed in Chapter 3 can, therefore, be transferred.

Specifically, spatial and temporal data on biogas facilities is available. Anecdotal evidence

and action groups point toward the presence of externalities, which can readily be captured

with life satisfaction data. Applying distance matching to places of residence with SOEP data,

and exploiting temporal and spatial variation, a causal link from proximity of biogas plants

to residents’ well-being can be isolated. Likewise, comprehensive open-source datasets on geo-

locations of high-voltage overhead electricity transmission lines exist. As there is, however, no

publicly available data on installation dates of lines, another source of variation must be found

to overcome econometric simultaneity issues. Based on Krekel et al. (2016), moving patterns of

residents can be exploited, if it can be reasonably argued that the change of place of residence

is due to other controllable factors.

The new dataset collected for Chapter 3 can also be used to shed light on the question

whether pro-environmental attitudes, recorded in the SOEP, are influenced by exposure to

renewable energy infrastructures, in this case wind turbines. While existing empirical research

on attitude formation suggests no clear indication, the unique structure of the datasets allows to

derive new insights. To arrive at robust results, problems of endogeneity have to be overcome,

that is, reverse causality between wind turbine installation and attitude formation. As in

Chapter 3, I envisage instrumenting the geographical dispersion of wind turbines using data

on wind power adequacy, based on wind speeds and local geographical conditions. To tackle

temporal endogeneity, a promising way consists in the analysis of sufficiently similar cross-

sections based on a matching approach.

Chapters 4 and 5 develop a new open-source electricity system model to evaluate power

storage and other flexibility options to integrate large shares of fluctuating renewables. While

the model DIETER is limited to the electricity sector, extensions aim at integrating further

markets to gain a more complete assessment of the energy sector beyond electricity. Recently,

a first draft version featuring electro-mobility has been devised, together with an analysis on

the capabilities of electric vehicles to supply balancing reserves (Schill et al. 2016). A more
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in-depth treatment of the interaction of electric vehicles and renewables deployment promises

valuable insights on the extent of new flexibility options or requirements. Likewise, it is planned

to extend the model by incorporating the residential heating sector. Beyond a broader analysis

of decarbonization within the energy sector, also an assessment of interactions concerning flex-

ibility and intermittent renewables supply can provide valuable insights. To increase realism,

future research will link wind and solar PV feed-in time series to regional potentials, and aim

at a Europeanization of the geographical scope. A further strengthening of the open-source

character is supposed to increase both transparency and visibility.

Future research on the theoretical foundations of the duality method, applied in Chapter 8,

aims to deepen the comprehension of the methodological basis. While the concept as such

is understood, research gaps remain. Specifically, the shadow price on the duality constraint

deserves some further explorations. Basically, it measures a kind of deviation from optimality

and, therefore, a degree of disequilibrium. A more comprehensive formal treatment promises

fruitful results.
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Table 1.2: Chapter overview: publications and own contribution

Chapter Origin Own contribution

Part I – Renewables integration

2 This chapter is based on the unpublished manuscript “Wind
power and externalities”, Mimeo, DIW Berlin, 2015. The
manuscript is under review with Ecological Economics.

Single-author independent research

3 This chapter is based on a revised version of Christian Krekel
and Alexander Zerrahn, “Sowing the Wind and Reaping the
Whirlwind? The Effect of Wind Turbines on Residential Well-
Being”, SOEP Paper 760, 2015. The paper is under revise &
resubmit with the Journal of Environmental Economics and
Management.

The paper was jointly written with Christian Krekel. Alexan-
der Zerrahn initiated the research question. Christian Krekel
and Alexander Zerrahn jointly had the lead role in the model
development, and data collection. Alexander Zerrahn had the
lead role in the STATA implementation, analysis of results,
and writing of the manuscript.

4 This chapter is based on a revised version of Alexander Zerrahn
and Wolf-Peter Schill, “A greenfield model to evaluate long-
run power storage requirements for high shares of renewables”,
DIW Discussion Paper 1457, 2015. The paper is under review
with Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews.

The paper was jointly written with Wolf-Peter Schill who ini-
tiated the research question. Alexander Zerrahn had the lead
role in the model development, GAMS implementation, anal-
ysis of results, and writing of the manuscript.

5 This chapter is based on Alexander Zerrahn and Wolf-Peter
Schill, “On the representation of demand-side management in
power system models”, Energy 84: 840–845, 2015.

The paper was jointly written with Wolf-Peter Schill. Alexan-
der Zerrahn and Wolf-Peter Schill jointly initiated the research
question. Alexander Zerrahn had the lead role in the model
development, GAMS implementation, and analysis of results.
Alexander Zerrahn and Wolf-Peter Schill jointly had the lead
role in writing of the manuscript.

Part II – Cross-border integration

6 This chapter is based on Friedrich Kunz and Alexander Zer-
rahn, “Benefits of coordinating congestion management in elec-
tricity transmission networks: Theory and application for Ger-
many”, Utilities Policy 37: 34–45, 2015.

The paper was jointly written with Friedrich Kunz. Friedrich
Kunz and Alexander Zerrahn jointly initiated the research
question, had the lead role in the model development, and the
implementation in GAMS. Alexander Zerrahn had the lead
role in the analysis of results, and writing of the manuscript.
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DIW Discussion Paper 1551, 2016. The paper is under revise
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The paper was jointly written with Friedrich Kunz. Friedrich
Kunz and Alexander Zerrahn jointly initiated the research
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writing of the manuscript.
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Spatial Economics.
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model development, GAMS implementation, analysis of re-
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Chapter 2

Wind Power and Externalities

2.1 Introduction

Since the beginning of the 2000s, wind power has gained a considerable share in electricity

generation portfolios throughout the world.12 While 17 gigawatt (GW) of onshore turbines

were in operation in 2000, capacity increased to 361 GW in 2014 (IRENA 2015). In Germany,

for example, wind power accounted for almost 10% of total electricity consumption in 2014

(BMWi 2015). The US, where onshore capacities more than quintupled between 2007 and

2014, and China, as the world’s biggest market in 2014 (IRENA 2015), are also drivers of wind

power dynamics in the 2010s.

Although costs of wind turbines have declined, governmental support schemes are still the

rule in 2015. The rationale is a wedge between the private and the public economics of wind

power (Borenstein 2012). While private costs can be greater than for its conventional alterna-

tives, social costs are presumed to be lower. This is due to the externalities inherent to many

conventional technologies, which can be mitigated through wind power. Fossil fuel combustion

releases emissions, unfolding detrimental impacts both regionally and globally. Nuclear power is

subject to unclear long-term storage of radioactive waste and the risk of high-impact accidents.

Wind power, on the other hand, is also not inherently free of externalities. For electricity

generated by wind turbines to play an effective role, wind turbines have to be constructed in

large numbers. Such land use may incur local external effects and meet resistance of affected

individuals. Beyond externalities, wind electricity, due to its intermittency, poses new challenges

12. At the time of submitting this thesis, this manuscript was under review with Ecological Economics.
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to the short-term and long-term operation of the power system. Arising integration costs can

be regarded as indirect costs.

Thus, the economics of wind power cannot be understood outside the context of externali-

ties. In principle, an externality is present whenever utility or production possibilities directly

depend on activities not under control of a consumer or producer (Mas-Colell et al. 1995).

In case of negative externalities, arising in electricity generation, social costs are greater than

private costs, and social welfare is reduced. Research or policy concerned with internaliza-

tion must be informed about categories, scope, and the state of knowledge. To this end, this

chapter gives an account of wind power and externalities. Surveying the literature, we identify

external effects both triggered and mitigated by the deployment of wind power, structure them

according to scope and effect, and synthesize findings. To the best of our knowledge, there

is no existing comprehensive survey, consolidating evidence from otherwise disparate sources:

economics, ecology, public health, and economics and engineering; a gap that this chapter ad-

dresses. Providing a qualitative map of the public economics of wind power, it serves as a point

of reference for both the scientific community and policymakers as an understanding of exter-

nalities is key for thorough economic analysis and designing policies that promote a preferred

carbon mitigation option.

The remainder of this chapter proceeds as follows: Section 2.2 proposes a taxonomy of wind

power and externalities. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 render an account of externalities and indirect

costs related to wind turbines and wind electricity, respectively. Section 2.5 discusses economic

and security-related effects outside the electricity system; Section 2.6 concludes and outlines

avenues for future research.

2.2 Wind turbines, wind electricity and externalities

2.2.1 Scope of the externality concept

Before structuring the analysis, we want to clarify the application of the externality concept on

wind power. While plenty of related notions exist, there is no single acknowledged definition

(Baumgärtner and Quaas 2010). In principle, a negative externality is an effect external to

market mechanisms that influences an individual or a firm beyond her control, by lowering her

utility or altering her feasible production set. In a neoclassical view, it constitutes a market

failure and reduces social welfare in putting a wedge between private and social costs of an

alternative. For a quantification, several valuation methods exist, methodologically rooted in

an individual utility framework. For the presence of wind turbines, which is locally bounded,
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numerous papers derive a numerical valuation based on those methods. A wider externality

concept can also be understood outside a neoclassical setting, as long as some agent’s well-being

is affected as side effect beyond market-based transactions. In this respect, a researcher adopts

a system perspective (van den Bergh 2010).

Welfare policies aim at the internalization of externalities, guided by quantifications. How-

ever, environmental externalities arising in electricity generation can be subject to wide spatial

and temporal boundaries. Consequences of emissions, as climate change, affect individuals in

places remote to their source. Likewise, detrimental impacts unfold over time, impacting future

generations. Cause and effect can be spatially and temporally detached, rendering quantifica-

tion and thus comparison to narrower external effects difficult (Bithas 2011).

Conceptually, Söderholm and Sundqvist (2003) argue that behavioral and ethical founda-

tions of externality valuation can be too restrictive a basis for social choice. Beyond personal

utility, individuals can appreciate absolute intrinsic values, of human health or the environ-

ment. Such distinction becomes particularly important when there is little experience and high

complexity. As with far-reaching externalities of emissions and nuclear power, valuation and

aggregation of preferences based on an individual utility concept can be stretched to its lim-

its. While externalities are, as such, a descriptive concept, their implications are normative.

Questions on which effects to include, to which extent, and trade-offs between efficiency and

distribution imply a choice of goals (Baumgärtner and Quaas 2010).

When discussing externalities of wind power, both imposed and mitigated, we therefore

abstain from generic full-cost valuations and aggregate cost-benefit analyses. Instead, we syn-

thesize evidence and qualitatively elaborate on relevant dimensions.

2.2.2 A Taxonomy

Wind power entails peculiarities distinct from conventional electricity generation technologies.

In this chapter, we distinguish three categories: (i) externalities of the wind turbines, (ii)

externalities and indirect costs of wind electricity, and (iii) economic and security-related side

effects. Table 2.1 gives an overview of our taxonomy.

First, for wind turbines, a pivotal characteristic is the greater number of single installations,

rendering energy supply more salient (Wüstenhagen et al. 2007), and increasing awareness

toward intrusions in the environment and personal space (Pasqualetti 2000). Direct negative

externalities of wind turbines are impacts on wildlife, especially birds and bats, unpleasant

noise emissions, and, most importantly, a deterioration of the aesthetic quality of landscapes.

These externalities can trigger adverse effects on nearby residents and lower quality of life.
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Against this background, the siting process negotiates potential conflicts of interest between

beneficiaries and affected residents. As externalities of wind turbines are salient and largely

local, several studies aim at a quantification. The literature features hedonic pricing approaches

choice experiments, contingent valuation studies, and research on subjective well-being.

Table 2.1: Wind power: externalities and indirect effects

Wind turbines Wind electricity

Imposed external & indirect costs Wildlife Short-term system integration
Noise Long-term system restructuring
Landscape aesthetics

Mitigated externalities Climate change
Regional emissions
Nuclear risk and waste

Transmission & mitigation Environmental psychology Intermittency
Turbine siting Zero short-run marginal costs

Quantification Hedonic pricing, subjective well-
being, choice experiments, con-
tingent valuation

Power system models, Integrated
Assessment Models, Life cycle
assessments

Wind power

Indirect effects Local economic impacts, macroeconomic impacts, security of supply

Overall evaluation Consumer preferences for green wind power

Second, for wind electricity, pivotal characteristics are the intermittency of supply, which

poses challenges to short-term and long-term power system operation, and the virtually zero

marginal costs. As electricity is, as such, not storable and supply and demand have to be

continuously equalized, wind electricity may require sufficient flexibility to level out short-term

fluctuations. Such integration costs do not constitute an externality in a definitional sense,

as neither consumer well-being nor physical production possibilities are directly influenced.

Nonetheless, as indirect costs they constitute an important component when analyzing all

indirect effects of wind power.

Wind electricity, due to its zero marginal cost, displaces conventional generation, and thus

mitigates its negative externalities, such as regional health and environmental risks from emis-

sions, and world-wide climate change due to CO2. Nuclear power incurs risks of unclear long-

term storage of radioactive waste, high-impact accidents, and proliferation. At the same time,

falling wholesale prices can reduce incentives to invest in dispatchable plants, which may be

required for security of supply.

Third, wind power can trigger economic and security-related side effects beyond the electric-
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ity system. These indirect costs and benefits materialize both on a local scale, in areas where

wind turbines are installed, and on a macroeconomic scale. Security of electricity supply can

be affected, in a narrower view, through intermittency or, in a broader view, lower dependency

on imports of depletable resources.

2.2.3 Green electricity from wind turbines

As wind power touches upon multiple externalities, an explicit cost-benefit analysis faces sev-

eral caveats: first, as many externalities are specific to place and time, generalizations and

aggregations are not instructive (Borenstein 2012; Stirling 2010). Second, demarcations are not

unanimous and subject to discretion (Bithas 2011; Laes et al. 2011; Söderholm and Sundqvist

2003); for example whether and how to value intrinsic environmental values, or long-term secu-

rity of supply. Third, any comparison would imply normative statements about distributional

issues and the aggregation of preferences across space and time (Baumgärtner and Quaas 2010).

Notwithstanding, an extensive literature explores preferences for green electricity, and wind

power in particular (Zoric and Hrovatin 2012). Studies evaluate an entire bundle, including

direct monetary costs, shedding light on trade-offs between multiple relevant factors from an

individual perspective. The meta-analysis by Sundt and Rehdanz (2015) concludes on a positive

willingness to pay (WTP) for green electricity. It is especially driven by information about

displaced conventional generation, pointing at a high weight of climate change considerations.

Preferences for green electricity, including wind power, were also detected in studies for Chile

(Aravena et al. 2012), Japan (Murakami et al. 2015), Korea (Yoo and Kwak 2009), Scandinavia

(Ek 2005; Kosenius and Ollikainen 2013; Navrud and Braaten 2007), and the UK (Longo et al.

2008), whereas wind power was evaluated as inferior to generic green electricity by Borchers et

al. (2007). For Scotland, positive net welfare effects were calculated by Moran and Sherrington

(2007), while Bergmann et al. (2008) do not come to unanimous conclusions.

Proposition I – PREFERENCES FOR WIND POWER

Consumers were found to have preferences for green electricity in general, and wind power in

particular. Following neoclassical utility theory, the bundle of externalities from wind power is

evaluated less important than that from its alternatives.
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2.3 Wind turbines

The presence of wind turbines increases the salience of energy supply and entails intrusions into

the landscape. External effects comprise impacts on wildlife, noise and aesthetic deterioration.

Underlying transmission and mitigation channels are discussed by environmental psychology

and the large literature on turbine siting. As such, externalities of wind turbines are mostly

local, and static. Therefore, stated or revealed preference approaches are applied to provide

quantitative assessments. Table 2.2 gives an overview of our classification.

Table 2.2: External effects of the presence of wind turbines

Aspect Categories Section

Externalities

Wildlife Direct impacts, preferences for wildlife protection 2.3.1
Noise Self-reported annoyance, health impacts 2.3.2
Landscape aesthetics Visual disamenity, proximity, habituation, type of

landscape
2.3.3

Transmission & mitigation channels

Environmental psychology Landscape ideals, place-bound identities 2.3.4
Turbine siting process NIMBYism, fairness, involvement 2.3.5

Quantification

Revealed preferences Hedonic pricing, subjective well-being 2.3.6.1, 2.3.6.2
Stated preferences Choice experiments, contingent valuation 2.3.6.3

2.3.1 Impacts on wildlife

Supposing an intrinsic existence value of biodiversity, a direct negative external effect of wind

turbines consists in adverse impacts on wildlife. Ecologic analyses found an increased mortality

for birds (Barclay et al. 2007; Barrios and Rodriguez 2004; Loss et al. 2013), and bats (Hayes

2013; Lehnert et al. 2014; Voigt et al. 2015). Beyond collision fatalities, also locally lower breed-

ing and occurrence frequencies around sites are detected (Pearce-Higgins et al. 2009). However,

methodological difficulties (Peron et al. 2013), small databases (Sovacool 2009; Willis et al.

2010), site-species idiosyncrasies (Loss et al. 2013; de Lucas et al. 2012; Schuster et al. 2015)

as well as missing long-term population studies (Schuster et al. 2015) render a comprehensive

assessment intricate. In this respect, Douglas et al. (2011) and Pearce-Higgins et al. (2012)

could not detect persistent population losses from wind farm operation, or evidence is at most

mixed, while birds may also adapt to the presence on turbines (Plonczkier and Simms 2012).
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More severe impacts rather arise from habitat loss through changed land use and construc-

tion activities (Kuvlesky Jr. et al. 2007; Pearce-Higgins et al. 2012). At the same time, prudent

siting and operation can substantially reduce impacts (de Lucas et al. 2012; Schuster et al.

2015). Put into perspective, wind turbines were found to have a lower impacts on the avifauna

than other energy-related infrastructure such as nuclear and fossil-fueled generation (Sovacool

2013b), and other anthropogenic threats such as building windows, communication towers and

pet cats (Loss et al. 2013; Sovacool 2013b).

Social science acknowledges threats on wildlife as relevant concern for individuals. Several

studies find a positive WTP for reducing bird mortality (Drechsler et al. 2011; Meyerhoff et al.

2010) and wildlife impacts in general (Alvarez-Farizo and Hanley 2002; Bergmann et al. 2006;

Cohen et al. 2014; D’Souza and Yiridoe 2014).

PROPOSITION II – WIND TURBINES AND WILDLIFE

Ecological research acknowledges threats on birds and bats, while population-level effects are

unclear. Impacts can be mitigated by prudent siting and operation. Social science determines

external effects on wildlife as important factor shaping individual preferences for wind turbines.

2.3.2 Noise

Nuisance from wind turbine noise was detected in several stated-preference studies (Whitfield

Aslund et al. 2013; Groth and Vogt 2014; Shepherd et al. 2011, 2014), also associated with a

lower physical health-related quality of life and sleep quality. Questionnaire results from Swe-

den and the Netherlands identified annoyance, triggering psychological distress and disturbed

sleep, although on a low level and only for a small fraction of respondents (Bakker et al. 2012;

Pedersen and Waye 2007). Importantly, annoyance is positively related to turbine visibility

and a generally negative attitude toward wind farms as intrusions into landscape aesthetics

(Pedersen and Larsman 2008; Pedersen et al. 2009).

In this respect, the surveys by McCunney et al. (2014) and Schmidt and Klokker (2014)

criticize the methodology of stated preference studies. While dose-response relationships be-

tween sound pressure levels and self-reported outcomes can be established, there is no evidence

on a causal relationship. Rather, biases in answers, situational salience and general opposition

trigger a kind of nocebo effect, as concluded in a comprehensive literature review by Knopper

and Ollson (2011). A lab experiment underlines that awareness of wind turbines as source of

noise emissions can foster annoyance (Van Renterghem et al. 2013).
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PROPOSITION III – NOISE POLLUTION

While wind turbine noise triggers self-reported annoyance, often associated with general op-

position against turbines, no clinical study could established a causal link to adverse health

effects.

2.3.3 Landscape aesthetics

Throughout the literature, negative landscape externalities in form of visual disamenities are

consistently found to be a main trigger of opposition against wind turbines (D’Souza and Yiridoe

2014; Ek 2005; Groothuis et al. 2008; Jones and Eiser 2010; Meyerhoff et al. 2010; Pepermans

and Loots 2013; Wolsink 2007), while also positive perceptions (Molnarova et al. 2012), for

example as “iconic statements” (West et al. 2010, p. 5747) or triggers of “place distinctiveness”

(Cohen et al. 2014, p 6), are possible. However, in a complete view, the deterioration of the

aesthetic quality dominates and thus constitutes a central externality of the presence of wind

turbines (Alvarez-Farizo and Hanley 2002; Bergmann et al. 2006). In this respect, a meta-study

for Ireland (van Rensburg et al. 2015) econometrically identifies low visual impacts as driver of

wind farm project success.

The presence of wind turbines is found to shape negative attitudes in three dimensions:

proximity, habituation and type of landscape. Concerning proximity to places of residence,

most studies identify a significant WTP for locating planned turbines further away (Drechsler

et al. 2011; Guo et al. 2015; Janhunen et al. 2014; Jones and Eiser 2010; Ladenburg and

Dubgaard 2007; Meyerhoff et al. 2010; Molnarova et al. 2012), whereas Devine-Wright (2005)

and Ladenburg et al. (2013) also review papers finding no or a reverse relationship. Taken

together, however, the literature suggests that proximity of wind turbines to places of residence

negatively influences attitudes towards installations.

Evidence on habituation to wind turbines, over time or due to more frequent encounters,

is inconclusive: Ladenburg (2010) and Ladenburg et al. (2013) detect that frequent exposure

negatively shapes attitudes. Comparing attitudes prior and post construction of a wind park,

Eltham et al. (2008) could not isolate changes whereas a temporal U-shaped pattern was found

by Krohn and Damborg (1999), Warren et al. (2005) and Wolsink (2007). Higher acceptance

rates in affected communities, as detected by Baxter et al. (2013), suggest habituation.

The perception of wind turbines is hypothesized to depend on the quality of landscape they

are present in. While Devine-Wright (2005) does not detect contingent attitudes, van der Horst

(2007) puts forward that turbine placement in rather industrial areas faces less opposition.

Comparing landscape types with manipulated photos, significantly lower acceptance rates in
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more scenic areas are detected by Molnarova et al. (2012).

PROPOSITION IV – LANDSCAPE AESTHETICS

A deterioration of landscape aesthetics is a central driver of opposition, while also positive

perceptions, for example in industrialized areas, are possible. Concerning habituation, evidence

is inconclusive.

2.3.4 Psychological rationales

Environmental psychology provides deeper explanations for underlying rationales, such as pref-

erences for natural land covers (Kopmann and Rehdanz 2013), having higher recreational values

(Zoellner et al. 2008). Kirchhoff (2014) argues that subjective evaluation of landscapes is based

on culturally determined patterns of perception. In Germany, for example, these are predomi-

nantly conservative, triggering a preference for traditional idiosyncrasies, in particular pastoral

scenery or untouched wilderness. Both contradict an industrialized appeal due to uniform tech-

nological structures, such as wind turbines. Likewise, Bidwell (2013) identifies traditionalism,

fostering conservative place-bound identities, as important trigger for wind farm rejection.

The environmental psychological theory of place attachment posits a positive emotional

bond between people and places, which generates meaning and belonging (Cass and Walker

2009; Vorkinn and Riese 2001). As place attachment has a strong temporal component and

is related to personal or local tradition, it fosters a taste for continuity (Devine-Wright 2005;

Pasqualetti 2011). By disrupting this continuity, the construction of wind turbines can cause

negative emotions, evoke oppositional attitudes, and reduce well-being (Cass and Walker 2009).

In a case study, Devine-Wright and Howes (2010) identify the conflict between an industrialized

appeal and natural scenic beauty as source of disrupted place-bound identities. Likewise, Swof-

ford and Slattery (2010) associate low support levels to place-protective behavior, while Fast

and Mabee (2015), Graham et al. (2009), and Toke et al. (2008) find respect for idiosyncratic

place attachment as important driver for planning success.

PROPOSITION V – PLACE-BOUND IDENTITIES

Preferences for untouched landscapes, and place-bound identities are transmission mechanisms

for negative landscape externalities of wind turbines.
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2.3.5 Procedural aspects: not in my back yard?

Global approval of wind power alongside local opposition toward wind turbines is a widespread

narrative. The academic literature, however, has come to abandon NIMBYism, short for “not

in my back yard,” as explanation for opposition as too superficial to capture the complexity of

the phenomenon (Pepermans and Loots 2013; West et al. 2010; Wolsink 2007). In this respect,

Wolsink (2012) subsumes more than a decade of research on acceptance of wind turbines and

stresses the harmful character of the concept. Normatively, it is a self-reinforcing institution

and harms the important resource of trust among stakeholders (Batel et al. 2014). Positively,

it is not confirmed in most empirical research (Bidwell 2013; Ek 2005; Groothuis et al. 2008;

Jacquet 2012; van Rensburg et al. 2015; Rygg 2012; Swofford and Slattery 2010).

Instead of NIMBYism, the literature identifies other relevant factors: trust among involved

stakeholders as well as distributional and procedural fairness in the siting process (Devine-

Wright 2005; Eltham et al. 2008; Hall et al. 2013; Wolsink 2000): residents exhibit a sub-

stantially higher level of acceptance toward turbines if the decisions process is accompanied by

transparent information, early political and economic participation, and possibilities for dis-

cretion at the local level (Aitken 2010; Cowell et al. 2011; Dimitropoulos and Kontoleon 2009;

D’Souza and Yiridoe 2014; Ek and Persson 2014; Fast and Mabee 2015; Guo et al. 2015; Jobert

et al. 2007; Musall and Kuik 2011; Ottinger et al. 2014; Pepermans and Loots 2013; Toke et al.

2008), instead of decide-announce-defend practices (Cohen et al. 2014).

PROPOSITION VI – NIMBY AND SITING

The NIMBY concept is too superficial to explain opposition and could not be confirmed in most

empirical research. Rather procedural aspects like fairness, transparent information and early

involvement can mitigate externalities of wind turbines.

2.3.6 Quantitative valuation

As externalities of wind turbines are largely local, and often salient, established valuation

techniques within a neoclassical utility framework can readily be applied for quantification.

2.3.6.1 Hedonic pricing

As revealed preference approach, the hedonic pricing method econometrically infers a monetary

valuation from a change in real estate prices in the surroundings of wind turbines. Evidence

for significant negative externalities comes from Denmark (Jensen et al. 2014), England and

Wales (Gibbons 2015), Germany (Sunak and Madlener 2014), the Netherlands (Dröes and
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Koster 2014), and the United States (Heintzelmann and Tuttle 2012), while other studies do

not detect significant effects (Hoen et al. 2011; Lang et al. 2014; Sims and Dent 2007; Sims

et al. 2008). The decrease in real estate prices due to the construction of wind turbines is

estimated to range between 2% and 16%, depending on proximity of households to the nearest

wind turbine.

To disentangle transmission channels, either varying distance radii as proxy (Dröes and

Koster 2014; Heintzelmann and Tuttle 2012), or specific visibility indices drawing upon terrain

characteristics (Gibbons 2015; Jensen et al. 2014; Sunak and Madlener 2014) are used. In all

studies, negative externalities through visual pollution are found to significantly materialize

in property prices. Jensen et al. (2014) additionally identify a noise pollution component,

accounting for an up to 6% lower average marginal WTP.

2.3.6.2 Subjective well-being

The so-called life satisfaction approach estimates a micro-econometric function, relating self-

reported subjective well-being to the presence of wind turbines and other covariates that were

found to be influential (for an exposition, see Welsch 2007, 2009). Using German data at the

postal-code level, von Moellendorff and Welsch (2015) find that the presence of wind turbines has

temporary negative effects. Krekel and Zerrahn (2015) specify exact distances from households

to the nearest installation. Using a matched control group, they find that the installation of

a wind turbine within a 4,000 meters radius significantly reduces life satisfaction. For larger

distances and after five years at most, no effect is estimated to be present.

2.3.6.3 Choice experiments and contingent valuation

In choice experiments (CE) and contingent valuation (CV) studies, respondents are either asked

directly how much they are willing to pay to avoid a certain externality, or a valuation is inferred

from choices for certain bundles of characteristics. Studies for Denmark (Ladenburg and Dub-

gaard 2007) and Germany (Drechsler et al. 2011; Meyerhoff et al. 2010) elicit a positive WTP

for locating planned turbines further away, pointing at relevant visual externalities. Similar

evidence comes from Portugal (Botelho et al. 2013), Scotland (Bergmann et al. 2006), Spain

(Alvarez-Farizo and Hanley 2002), and the US (Groothuis et al. 2008). Also, impacts on wildlife

are identified as important (Alvarez-Farizo and Hanley 2002; Bergmann et al. 2006; Drechsler

et al. 2011; Meyerhoff et al. 2010), as well as the protection of typical landscapes (Alvarez-Farizo

and Hanley 2002; Dimitropoulos and Kontoleon 2009), referring to place-bound identities. A

participatory and cooperative siting process was stressed for Greece by Dimitropoulos and Kon-
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toleon (2009).

Proposition VII – QUANTIFICATION OF EXTERNALITIES

Revealed and stated preference methods consistently find significant negative monetizations

for externalities of wind turbines. While channels vary, there is evidence for dis-utility from

proximity of places of residence to turbine sites.

2.4 Wind electricity

Wind electricity has two decisive characteristics: first, its supply depends on weather conditions

and cannot be scheduled as required; this intermittency can put indirect costs on a power system

with inherent rigidities, referred to as integration costs. In the long term, the electricity system

can be re-shaped to suit the needs of intermittent generation. Second, it enters the market at

virtually zero marginal costs. Wind power thus displaces conventional generation and avoids

the according production externalities. See Table 2.3 for an overview.

Table 2.3: Externalities and indirect costs affected by wind electricity

Aspect Categories Section

Imposed indirect costs

Short term: integration costs Balancing costs, grid-related costs, profile costs 2.4.1.1
Long term: system re-shaping Flexibility, security of supply 2.4.1.2

Mitigated externalities

CO2 emissions Climate change, social costs of carbon 2.4.1.3, 2.4.2.1
Regional emissions Health impacts, accident risk 2.4.1.3,2.4.2.2
Nuclear risks Long-term storage, accident risk 2.4.1.3, 2.4.2.3

2.4.1 System integration

In the short term, intermittent wind supply can create indirect costs within an existing electric-

ity system with inherent rigidities. Fundamentally, the default, to which these integration costs

are compared to, does not have to be a thermal system. Pragmatically, however, many power

systems evolved to suit centralized generation. In the long term, new flexibility options as

storage, international integration or more elastic demand can re-shape a power system toward

the requirements of intermittent wind generation. When wind electricity enters the system, it
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displaces conventional generation, and mitigates the according externalities.

Importantly, system integration costs, both in the short and long term, and the displacement

of conventional generation including its externalities depend on a multitude of idiosyncratic

features of an electricity system. As the generation mix, characteristics of wind sites, coupling

with neighboring systems, or integration of other energy markets, for example heat or mobility,

vary by country or region, standardized quantifications are, thus, not possible. However, the

discussion of underlying mechanisms provides insights. See Figure 2.1 for an illustration.

Figure 2.1: Wind power in the electricity system

Wind power 

Short term  
System integration costs 

Long term  
System re-shaping 

Displaced generation 
Mitigated externalities 

Electricity system 

2.4.1.1 Integration costs in the short term

Ueckerdt et al. (2013) propose splitting integration costs into three components: first, balancing

costs arising due to stochasticity of wind supply. They refer to adjustments of generation

schedules and increased reserve requirements to level out short-term fluctuations and forecast

errors. Second, costs related to the decentralized locations of wind turbines in an electricity grid.

Third, costs arising from the impact of intermittent zero-cost supply on the existing generation

fleet. While other designations are possible, Ueckerdt et al. (2013) propose the term profile costs

as umbrella capturing effects that arise from diverging patterns of demand and wind supply:

lower efficiency as well as increased wear and tear from higher cycling requirements and part-

load operation of thermal plants (flexibility costs), reduced full-load hours of conventional plants

(opportunity costs of not producing), and reduced full-load hours of wind turbines (opportunity

costs of overproduction).13

As discussed above, the extent of integration costs depends on the respective power system.

13. The single components of integration costs arise under different terms in the literature.
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As a general finding, they increase in the penetration level of wind power (Ueckerdt, Brecha, and

Luderer 2015). For Germany, Ueckerdt et al. (2013) quantify integration costs between 20 and

60 Euro per Megawatt-hour (MWh), at 5-10% and 40% wind penetration, respectively, where

profile costs make up for the highest share. Likewise, the reviews by Sijm (2014) and Hirth

et al. (2015) synthesize numerical values between 10-30 Euro per MWh for 10% penetration,

and 25-25 Euro per MWh for 30-40% penetration. This corresponds to 15 to 50% of the private

full costs, the so-called levelized costs of electricity (LCOE).

Importantly, it depends on the perspective which effects should be subsumed as integration

costs. When adding wind power to an existing system, adverse interactions with existing plants

do not necessarily have to be seen as costs, but rather as new status quo.

2.4.1.2 Flexibility and security of supply in the long term

In the long term, the electricity system can be re-shaped in order to suit the greater flexibility

requirements of intermittent wind feed-in. Flexibility options to address balancing and profile

costs consist in flexible biomass or fossil plants like natural gas units, energy storage and more

elastic consumption (Schill 2014; Ueckerdt, Brecha, Luderer, et al. 2015; Zerrahn and Schill

2015a)14. Connection of new supply to demand can be achieved by building new transmission

lines (Spiecker et al. 2013; Spiecker and Weber 2014). Enhanced integration with neighboring

electricity systems can introduce new flexibility and reduce fluctuations of wind feed-in: over

greater geographical areas, wind patterns tend to be smoother (Becker et al. 2014; Huber et al.

2014; Nagl et al. 2013; Rodriguez et al. 2014).

Overall, energy system costs are calculated to increase in the share of wind (or other renew-

ables) penetration, however, without taking other, especially environmental, externalities into

account. While future cost projections are highly uncertain, an optimal system configuration

can accommodate high wind shares at cost increases which are non-negligible, however in many

studies not excessive (Brouwer et al. 2016; Nagl et al. 2013; Zerrahn and Schill 2015a).15

As wind power enters the market at zero marginal costs, it has a depressive impact on

wholesale electricity prices, the so-called merit-order effect (Cludius et al. 2014; Hirth 2013;

Ketterer 2014). This can deter incentives to invest into conventional capacities, which are able

to generate electricity when wind supply is low. This “missing money” may threat security of

supply (Cepeda and Finon 2013; Cramton et al. 2013; Joskow 2008). However, whether these

threats actually materialize, and additional mechanisms are necessary is subject to debate

(Finon and Pignon 2008; Roques 2008). Additional flexibility through more elastic demand,

14. See Chapter 4 for a model-based analysis.
15. See results in Chapter 4.
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international integration, or storage can counteract such tendency and enhance security of

supply.

2.4.1.3 Replacement of conventional technologies

The extent to which externalities of conventional technologies are mitigated through wind elec-

tricity depends on the respective power system; particularly, which plants are displaced through

wind power entering the market. As effects are specific to place and time, results are, as such,

not generalizable.

To give some notion, CO2 abatement between 0.65 and 0.775 tons per MWh wind power

at roughly 10% wind power penetration is determined for Germany (UBA 2014a; Weigt et al.

2013), and the European Nordic market, respectively (Holttinen and Tuhkanen 2004), using

fundamental bottom-up power system simulation models. While here mainly coal power is

displaced, wind power unfolds emission-saving impacts also in systems based on less emission-

intensive natural gas or hydropower. Wheatley (2013) estimates 0.28 tons CO2 abatement per

MWh wind power in Ireland, and Wächter (2013) specify a potential of 4 million tons carbon

abatement for Austria. Likewise, ex-post econometric studies for the US and OECD countries

determine long-run mitigating effects of wind deployment on CO2 emissions (Jaforullah and

King 2015; Novan 2015; Shafiei and Salim 2014).

2.4.2 Mitigated environmental externalities

2.4.2.1 Climate change and social costs of carbon

When wind electricity displaces fossil generation, carbon savings occur. To assess the benefits,

Integrated Assessment Models (IAM) calculate the so-called social cost of carbon (SCC). IAMs

combine a climate module, mapping emissions to climate change, and an economic module,

projecting growth paths of population and economic activity. Within this framework, damages

to the economy, human health, and ecosystems as well as according adaptation measures are

assessed (Doyne Farmer et al. 2015). Estimates of SCC are subject to academic debate and

high variance. They reach from below 10 Dollars per ton of carbon emissions to above 1,000

Dollars, with many estimates closer to the lower end of the interval (Anthoff et al. 2009; Foley

et al. 2013; Tol 2005).

Relating to the discussion which externalities can and should readily be quantified (Baumgärt-

ner and Quaas 2010; Bithas 2011), the methodology of IAMs is exposed to fundamental criticism

(van den Bergh and Botzen 2015): first, dimensions of climate damage are subject to spatial

and non-use boundaries: intrinsic values of biodiversity, valuations of a statistical life, political
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stability, migration flows, and violent conflict are often incomplete and require more complex

ethical frameworks (Doyne Farmer et al. 2015; Stern 2013, 2014a). Second, intergenerational

discounting should rather be based on ethical principles than on higher private or economic time

preferences (Stern 2014b).16 Third, uncertainty and extreme consequences are often neglected,

concerning the effect of both carbon on climate, which is subject to idiosyncratic uncertainty

(Roe and Baker 2007), and climate on welfare (Doyne Farmer et al. 2015). Theoretically, struc-

tural uncertainty translates to declining social discount rates over time (Weitzman 1998, 2001;

Gollier and Weitzman 2010). Fourth, central insights from behavioral economics, such as am-

biguity or loss aversion, are not incorporated in many studies, and accordingly under-estimate

the SCC. Addressing the discussed biases, van den Bergh and Botzen (2014) suggest a lower

bound of 125 dollar per ton of CO2 .

Pindyck (2013) subsumes that IAMs suggest precision where there is little. Knowledge con-

cerning the causality from CO2 emissions to climate change to welfare losses would be limited.

Likewise, Weitzman (2009) points out that structural uncertainty about fat-tailedness of catas-

trophic climate outcomes and can outweigh any discounting (Weitzman 2014). Adjustments

in risk attitudes, uncertainty-consistent social discount rates, and normative perspectives yield

much higher damage estimates (Bommier et al. 2015; Botzen and van den Bergh 2014; Freeman

et al. 2015; Weitzman 2013). Re-examining impact studies through the lens of climate uncer-

tainty, Burke et al. (2015) conclude that a broader range of economic outcomes, and especially

non-negligible risks for catastrophic events, were failed to be considered.

PROPOSITION VIII – MITIGATED EXTERNALITIES: CLIMATE CHANGE

The social cost of carbon are subject to great uncertainty. Taking into account political, eco-

logical and catastrophic risks, as well as intrinsic ethical valuations, they should not be under-

estimated.

2.4.2.2 Mitigated externalities of regional emissions

Relevant regional externalities of fossil fuel combustion comprise airborne sulphur dioxides

(SO2), nitrogen oxides, particulate matter (PM), heavy metals like mercury, and others, all

of which were found to affect human health and the ecological sphere. In a comprehensive

assessment for the US, Muller and Mendelsohn (2007) quantify damages from air pollution

between 70 and 280 billion US dollar per year, accounting for 0.7 or 2.8 percent of GDP. Over

90 per cent accrue from human health effects, especially from fine PM and SO2. For Europe,

16. Also from a market perspective, analysis of leaseholds spanning several centuries infers low very long-term
discount rates (Giglio et al. 2015).
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total life cycle assessments based on the ExternE (Externalities of Energy) framework quantify

external costs on human health, crop yield, material damage and wildlife between 8 and 14

Euro per MWh for coal as well as and 3.5 and 5 Euro for natural gas (CASES 2008; NEEDS

2009).17 Treyer et al. (2014) conclude that coal, especially lignite, has by far the most adverse

consequences on human health over the total life cycle. Likewise, Epstein et al. (2011) estimate

total non-climate externalities of US hard coal at 147 Dollar per MWh, taking into account

increased morbidity, mortality and land disturbance.

Burgherr and Hirschberg (2014) analyze that extraction, transport and storage bear high

risks of severe accidents along the value chain; for coal and natural gas with over 2,000 fatalities

in the OECD since 1970, and over 40,000 (coal), and 4,000 (natural gas) world-wide.

Wind power is attributed substantially lower environmental externalities from emissions as

compared to fossil plants (McCubbin and Sovacool 2013; Nugent and Sovacool 2014). Human

health impacts are mostly lower (Treyer et al. 2014) and the accident risk is substantially lower

(Burgherr and Hirschberg 2014). Likewise, complete life-cycle non-climate externalities were

estimated to be considerably lower in the ExternE framework (CASES 2008).

Regional externalities of fossil plants can also be quantified by evaluating outcomes directly.

For Germany and Europe, respectively, Luechinger (2009, 2010) estimates an implicit WTP of

around 1% of the annual income to decrease SO2 concentration by one micro-gram per cubic

meter air, using subjective well-being data. Likewise, statistically and economically significant

negative impacts of air pollution on life satisfaction are found for Australia (Ambrey et al. 2014)

and Europe (Ferreira et al. 2013). Applying the hedonic method, Davis (2011) finds that new

large fossil plants decrease house values between 3 and 7%. Underlying channels are landscape

disamenities, noise, and local emissions.

Proposition IX – MITIGATED EXTERNALITIES: REGIONAL EMISSIONS

When wind power displaces fossil-fueled generation, it can reduce morbidity and mortality due

to regional emissions, as well as accident risks along the value chain. Benefits for human health

and well-being can be substantial.

2.4.2.3 Mitigated externalities of nuclear power

For nuclear power, external effects can arise upstream, during uranium mining and processing

as well as downstream, during site dismantling and the long-term storage of radioactive waste.

17. ExternE is a comprehensive green accounting framework to value cradle-to-grave external costs of electricity
generation. It was developed in a large-scale project funded by the European Commission in 1995 and is
continuously updated and applied. See also www.externe.info (European Commission 2005)

www.externe.info
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Especially the low-probability events of high-impact accidents render an assessment intricate.

Due to high uncertainty, the literature provides a wide range of estimates.

At the lower end, estimates based on the ExternE methodology report external costs between

around one Euro (Laes et al. 2011) and 2.5 Euro, with somewhat higher accident costs up to 32

Euro per MWh (Rabl and Rabl 2013). Particularly, Laes et al. (2011) argue that an external

cost calculation for severe nuclear accidents is delicate. Assumptions for low-probability-high-

impact events are debated among experts, and intangible costs in the psychological and moral

domain are difficult to quantify using a standard framework. Also, no full private insurance

exists so far such that a part of the risk is always borne by society (Davis 2012). In this respect,

the extensive report by Meyer (2012) concludes on external costs between 110 and 340 Euro

per MWh.

Analyzing intangible externalities of nuclear power, studies in the aftermath of the 2011

Fukushima disaster found higher risk aversion (Goebel et al. 2015), fear (Hartmann et al.

2013), and significantly reduced subjective well-being (Welsch and Biermann 2014). More gen-

erally, the application of a neoclassical external cost concept may not capture externalities

to a full extent. Accident risk and long-term storage of radioactive waste touch upon spatial

and temporal ranges as well as damage categories which require the application of more funda-

mental behavioral and ethical considerations (Laes et al. 2011; Söderholm and Sundqvist 2003).

Proposition X – MITIGATED EXTERNALITIES: NUCLEAR POWER

Intangible externalities of nuclear power adversely affect individuals’ quality of life. Quantifi-

cation of tangible externalities involves complex assessments based on little empirical evidence.

The probability of disastrous events is low, but consequences particularly high.
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2.5 Economic side effects and security of supply

Table 2.4 gives an overview of economic and security-related side effects of wind power outside

the electricity system.

Table 2.4: Economic and security-related external effects of wind power

Aspect Categories Section

Economic side effects

Local scale Local employment, local GDP, tourism 2.5.1
Macroeconomic scale National employment, national GDP 2.5.2

Security of electricity supply

Narrower view Intermittency, low capacity value 2.5.3
Broader view Resource dependency, political conflict, attacks and fail-

ure
2.5.3

2.5.1 Local economic impacts

Evidence from the US on local employment is mixed: Brown et al. (2012), Greene and Geisken

(2013), and Slattery et al. (2011) detect a growth in employment, while Hartley et al. (2015)

does not find significant effects. For local GDP, positive spillovers (Brown et al. 2012; Greene

and Geisken 2013; Slattery et al. 2011), or increased public finance quality concerning schooling

and taxes (Kahn 2013) are calculated. For Wales (Bristow et al. 2012; Munday et al. 2011)

and Germany (May and Nilsen 2015), at most marginal financial benefits, and no positive

spillovers on local GDP, respectively, were found. Evidence on local tourism effects is also

mixed: while several studies detect negative impacts on local touristic appeal (Broekel and

Alfken 2015; Janhunen et al. 2014; Ladenburg 2010), Frantal and Kunc (2011) and Lilley et al.

(2010) identified negligible effects or enhanced touristic attractiveness.

2.5.2 Macroeconomic effects

From a macroeconomic perspective, Borenstein (2012) and Edenhofer et al. (2013) conclude

that there is little deep evidence on green jobs and green growth. Social returns on investment

are unclear, and general equilibrium effects are not well understood. In the literature, mostly

impacts of renewables in general are analyzed; specific studies for wind power are rare.

Using bottom-up macroeconomic simulations, Blazejczak et al. (2014) and Lehr et al. (2008,
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2012) project positive net effects of ambitious future RES expansion on GDP, employment, and

wages for Germany, where benefits are mainly driven by wind power. They take international

trade and offsetting effects like foregone expenditures into account. Results critically depend

on high exports of domestically built hardware. Similar Porter-like effects can render pioneer

countries lead markets for wind technology with substantial export opportunities (Beise and

Rennings 2005; Dechezleprêtre et al. 2011; Dechezleprêtre and Glachant 2014), with potentially

positive net effects (Lund 2009). Using input-output analyses on green investments for Greece,

Tourkolias and Mirasgedis (2011) and Markaki et al. (2013) conclude on a positive net direct,

indirect and induced macroeconomic payoff. Two million Euro and somewhat below 20 full-

time equivalent jobs would be created per million Euro invested in onshore wind farms, or 17

man-years per MW from construction. Frondel et al. (2010) are more skeptical and highlight

crowding out effects in other industries and increasing energy prices. Using a computable

general equilibrium model, Böhringer et al. (2013) point out that employment and welfare can

be negatively affected.

Analysis of descriptive statistics indicates modest positive net job impacts of wind power

within the electricity sector in China (Cai et al. 2011). Likewise, Wei et al. (2010) conclude on

positive net employment effects from renewables deployment in the US in a survey of green job

studies. For Scotland, Connolly et al. (2016) conclude that renewables deployment has created

jobs 2004 through 2012, but this employment has been volatile, susceptible to economic crisis,

and rather transitorily focused on installation.

Another stream employs ex-post econometric analyses. Panel studies with different ge-

ographical coverage for developed countries identify a significant long-run equilibrium rela-

tionship between real GDP, capital formation and labor force, with both renewable and non-

renewable energy consumption (Apergis et al. 2010; Apergis and Payne 2010b, 2010a; Salim

et al. 2014; Tugcu et al. 2012). Ohler and Fetters (2014) provide similar evidence particularly

for wind energy generation, although less pronounced than for other renewables. Causality

between both energy types and growth is bi-directional both in the short run and in the long

run. In conclusion, renewables were not found to harm economic prosperity (Inglesi-Lotz 2016).

Evidence from emerging countries (Mexico, Indonesia, South Korea, Turkey) corroborates long-

run unidirectional causality from renewable energy consumption to growth (Pao et al. 2014),

whereas Menegaki (2011) isolates a neutral link for 27 European countries. Using structural

equation modeling for 116 countries, Chien and Hu (2008) highlight a significant positive effect

of renewable energy deployment on GDP through increased capital formation.
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Proposition XI – ECONOMIC SIDE EFFECTS

Evidence on local GDP, employment and tourism effects of wind turbines is mixed. The macroe-

conomic literature gives some indications about positive impacts of renewables. In total, there

is no comprehensive evidence on economic side effects of wind power outside the electricity

system.

2.5.3 Security of electricity supply

Wind power can affect security of electricity supply in two respects: in a narrower view, its

variability leads to a low capacity value, that is the fraction of installed capacity available with

a sufficiently high likelihood at any point in time (Amelin 2009). Generally, it decreases with

installed capacity (Amelin 2009; Keane, Milligan, et al. 2011). In case studies for electric-

ity systems with substantial onshore wind capacities, it is typically below 20% (Hasche et al.

2011; Keane, Milligan, et al. 2011). Long-term system analyses, however, underline the feasi-

bility of re-shaping the electricity system by introducing more flexibility to accommodate wind

intermittency (Brouwer et al. 2016; Zerrahn and Schill 2015a).18

In a broader view, “the continuity of energy supplies relative to demand” (Winzer 2012)

can be threatened over the transformation process from primary energy to end-user utility

(Månsson et al. 2014). Sources of risk are human, technical, or natural. From a political

perspective, wind power can decrease import-dependency for fossil fuels, such as natural gas,

and thus reduce reliance on few dominant suppliers and central transport routes (Jewell et al.

2014; Löschel et al. 2010; Richter and Holz 2015). Political pressure and conflict can thus

be mitigated (Johansson 2013a, 2013b).19 As wind power is more decentralized, vulnerability

toward physical and virtual attacks or technology failure is decreased (Grubb et al. 2006; Ölz

et al. 2007; Sovacool and Saunders 2014). Opposed to fossil fuels, wind power is, literally,

sustainable and cannot be depleted, rendering it a key domestic resource (Sovacool et al. 2011).

So-called rare-earth metals are used in modern wind turbines as components (Kleijn and

van der Voet 2010; Kleijn et al. 2011). While demand may rise (Alonso et al. 2012) and

supply is highly concentrated in 2015 (European Commission 2014), reduced material intensity

(ERECON 2015), substitute technologies (Graedel et al. 2015; Pathak et al. 2015), recycling and

diversified supply (ERECON 2015) mitigate critical reliance on single suppliers. In this respect,

new dependencies would not pose major threats on security of supply (Johansson 2013b).

Overall, indicator studies attribute wind power a positive influence on national energy se-

18. See Chapter 4.
19. In a liberal perspective, international trade can as well foster security through mutual interests (Oneal and

Russett 1999).
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curity (Sovacool et al. 2011; Sovacool 2013a), also with respect to diversification of national

portfolios, enhancing resilience of the electricity system (Grubb et al. 2006; Ölz et al. 2007).

Proposition XII – SECURITY OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY

Wind power is a key domestic resource, lowering dependency on imports and depletable fuels.

Its low capacity value may be enhanced within a re-shaped electricity system.

2.6 Conclusions

Surveying the literature, this chapter gives a comprehensive account of wind power and ex-

ternalities along relevant categories, and summarizes evidence in short propositions. Table 2.5

gives a synthesis of central results. While some externalities of wind power are well understood,

there are still several gaps in the research. Case studies and large-scale analyses on the presence

of wind turbines provide rich evidence on landscape externalities and mitigation channels. For

wind electricity, various power system models assessing short-term and long-term consequences

within the electricity system exist. Research gaps remain especially for macroeconomic effects

like green jobs and green growth (Edenhofer et al. 2013). Likewise, consequences of climate

change remain to be subject to great uncertainties (Burke et al. 2015; Pindyck 2013).

Necessarily, this survey is subject to limitations: a focus on thermal systems leaves the

context of hydropower aside. As hydropower has many desirable properties, it is widely installed

where geographically suitable; trade-offs to wind power are not analyzed here. Likewise, other

renewable technologies as solar PV or biomass combustion are not taken into account, and for

wind power, this analysis is solely concerned with onshore installations. A different focus could

provide an interesting complement to this chapter.

While idiosyncratic aspects of place and time prevent aggregation into a single metric,

conclusions taking into account different externality concepts shed light on implied trade-offs.

Most externalities of wind turbines are local, in principle reversible and predominantly unfold

their effect directly on individual well-being. Thus, they can be captured within a traditional

neoclassical utility framework and quantified using established methods. The literature also

acknowledges that prudent siting can mitigate the two most important externalities: adverse

effects on wildlife and affected residents.

On the other hand, externalities of conventional generation technologies, which are mitigated

by wind power, are rather global, and often dynamic. They affect a large number of individ-

uals, also at places remote to the source, and future generations. Also, their scope impacts
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domains in which the applicability of classical valuation techniques is stretched to its limits.

Ethical considerations of intergenerational discounting, intrinsic values, and sound aggregation

of preferences must be taken into account.

Therefore, the deployment of wind power entails distributional effects which must be mod-

erated by policy-makers; These run between the local scale, at sites where wind turbines are

installed, the national scale, where costs for re-shaping the electricity system arise, and the

global scale, where mitigation world-wide environmental damages is negotiated. In this re-

spect, an understanding of the externalities of wind power is vital when it comes to the prudent

design or evaluation of policies, in particular with respect to these distributional implications.

With this survey, we hope to render an account of central research results around the most

important aspects, which may serve as point of reference of academia and policy.
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Table 2.5: Central findings, core references and aspects for future research

Section
Regional
Scope

Central Findings Core References Future research

Green
electricity

2.2.3
Consumers exhibit positive WTP for green
electricity; positive evaluation of net
externalities

Sundt and Rehdanz (2015)
WTP studies specific for
wind power

Wind turbines

Evidence on externalities

Wildlife 2.3.1
Local-
regional

Impacts on birds and bats, mitigation possible,
evidence on population losses mixed; important
aspect for acceptance

Schuster et al. (2015), Sovacool (2013b)
Large-scale studies on
long-term population
effects

Noise 2.3.2 Local
Reported annoyance, no evidence on causal
health effects

Knopper and Ollson (2011), McCunney
et al. (2014), Schmidt and Klokker
(2014)

Studies on causal effects

Landscape 2.3.3 Local
Deterioration of landscape aesthetics as central
externality

Groothuis et al. (2008), Meyerhoff et al.
(2010), van Rensburg et al. (2015)

Systematic evidence on
habituation and positive
attitudes

Evidence on transmission and mitigation channels

Psychological
rationales

2.3.4 Local
Preferences for natural landscapes, place-bound
identities

Cass and Walker (2009), Devine-Wright
and Howes (2010), Pasqualetti (2011)

Evidence on
heterogeneous preferences
and identities

NIMBYism 2.3.5 Local
Procedural fairness and participatory siting
process more important than NIMBY concept

Devine-Wright (2005), Wolsink (2012)
Identification of best
practices

Quantitative
valuation

2.3.6 Local
Significant negative monetizations of
externalities of wind turbines across
methodological approaches

Bergmann et al. (2006), Gibbons (2015)
More detailed
investigation of channels

Wind electricity

Evidence on short and long term effects within the electricity system

System
integration

2.4.1
National-
international

Short-term integration costs, long-term
re-shaping of power system possible, mitigation
of externalities; all system effects idiosyncratic

Brouwer et al. (2016), Cramton et al.
(2013), Ueckerdt et al. (2013)

Efficient provision of
flexibility and firm
capacity

Evidence on avoided externalities

Climate change 2.4.2.1 Local-global
Substantial negative externalities possible;
knowledge on extent and consequences of
climate change subject to uncertainty

Doyne Farmer et al. (2015),
van den Bergh and Botzen (2015)

Distributional issues,
political stability,
migration

Regional
emissions

2.4.2.2
Local-
regional

Substantial negative externalities on human
health and ecosystems

CASES (2008), Nugent and Sovacool
(2014), Treyer et al. (2014)

Nuclear power 2.4.2.3
Local-
international

Substantial negative externalities possible;
unclear long-term storage and
high-impact-low-probability events render
assessment difficult

Laes et al. (2011), Welsch and Biermann
(2014)

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Section Scope Central Findings Core References Future research

Economic and security-related side effects

Evidence on local and macroeconomic impacts

Local 2.5.1 Local
Evidence on local employment, GDP, and
tourism mixed

Brown et al. (2012), Hartley et al.
(2015)

Broader geographic scope,
more analyses on
mechanisms

Macro 2.5.2
Local-
international

Some indications for positive effects, but no
comprehensive evidence

Apergis et al. (2010), Edenhofer et al.
(2013)

Detailed implementation
of energy sectors into
macroeconomic models

Evidence on security of electricity supply

Supply security 2.5.3
National-
international

Wind power as non-depletable key domestic
resource; however, low capacity credit

Jewell et al. (2014), Johansson (2013b)
More evidence specific on
wind power





Chapter 3

Does the Presence of Wind Turbines

Have Externalities for People in Their

Surroundings?

Evidence from Well-Being Data

3.1 Introduction

Since the 1990s, there has been a world-wide trend towards renewable resources for electricity

generation.20 In OECD countries, the share of renewables, excluding hydro power, quadrupled

from 1.8% to 7.2% between 1990 and 2012 (IEA 2013). Wind power has been a major driver of

this development: in the same time period, capacity and production grew by more than 20%

annually (IEA 2013). In Germany, for example, more than 20,000 wind turbines contributed 9%

to total electricity consumption in 2014 (BMWi 2015). Also in non-OECD countries, wind power

plays an ever increasing role, for example in China, being the world’s biggest market by 2012

(WWEA 2013). The economic rationale behind this trend is to avoid negative environmental

20. This chapter is a modified version of Krekel and Zerrahn (2015), joint work with Christian Krekel, published
as SOEP Paper 760. It was presented at the 2015 Jahrestagung des Vereins für Socialpolitik (Annual Meeting of
the German Economic Association) in Münster, the 30th Annual Congress of the European Economic Association
in Mannheim, the 11th World Congress of the Econometric Society in Montral, the 20th Spring Meeting of
Young Economists in Ghent, the 2015 Annual Conference of the Scottish Economic Society in Perth, and the
14th European Conference of the International Association for Energy Economics in Rome. At the time of
submitting this thesis, it was under revise and resubmit with the Journal of Environmental Economics and
Management.
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externalities common to conventional electricity generation technologies. Beyond noxious local

emissions from burning fossil fuels, carbon dioxide emissions are responsible for global climate

change. Nuclear power is subject to unclear long-term storage of waste and low-probability but

high-impact accidents.

While wind power is largely free of emissions, waste, and risks,it is not free of externalities

itself. Thereby, it is important to distinguish between wind power and wind turbines. Wind

power, that is, electricity generated by wind turbines, might require costly changes within the

electricity system, including the need to build more flexible backup capacities or to expand the

transmission grid. Wind turbines, in contrast to large centralized conventional power plants,

which foster out-of-sight-out-of-mind attitudes, must be constructed in large numbers for wind

power to play an effective role. This renders them more spatially dispersed and therefore in

greater proximity to consumers, increasing the salience of energy supply (Pasqualetti 2000;

Wüstenhagen et al. 2007). In fact, beyond unpleasant noise emissions (Bakker et al. 2012;

McCunney et al. 2014) and impacts on wildlife (Pearce-Higgins et al. 2012; Schuster et al.

2015), most importantly, wind turbines have been found to have negative impacts on landscape

aesthetics for residents living close by (Devine-Wright 2005; Jobert et al. 2007; Wolsink 2007).

In general, no market prices exist for these negative externalities. Therefore, they are typically

valued using stated preference (Groothuis et al. 2008; Jones and Eiser 2010; Meyerhoff et al.

2010) or revealed preference approaches (Gibbons 2015; Heintzelmann and Tuttle 2012).

We investigate the effect of the presence of wind turbines on residential well-being and

quantify their negative externalities, using the so-called life satisfaction approach. To this end,

we combine household data from the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP) with a unique

and novel panel dataset on more than 20,000 wind turbines in Germany for the time period

between 2000 and 2012. Trading off the decrease in life satisfaction caused by the presence

of wind turbines against the increase caused by income, we value the negative externalities

monetarily (see, for example, Welsch 2007). As this approach has already been applied to

various other environmental externalities, including air pollution (Ambrey et al. 2014; Ferreira

et al. 2013; Levinson 2012), landscape amenities (Kopmann and Rehdanz 2013), noise pollution

(Rehdanz and Maddison 2008; van Praag and Baarsma 2005), or flood disasters (Luechinger

and Raschky 2009), we contribute to a steadily growing stream of literature.

Using a treatment effect analysis, we allocate residents to the treatment group if a wind tur-

bine is constructed within a pre-defined radius around their household, and to the control group

otherwise. We establish causality in a difference-in-differences design that exploits variation in

time and space. To ensure comparability of the treatment and control group, we apply, first,
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propensity-score matching based on socio-demographic characteristics, macroeconomic condi-

tions, and exogenous weather data; and second, novel spatial matching techniques based on

geographical locations of residence.

We show that the construction of a wind turbine within a radius of 4,000 meters has a sig-

nificant negative effect on life satisfaction. The size of the effect is also economically significant,

accounting for up to a fourth of the effect of being unemployed. For larger radii, no negative ex-

ternalities can be detected. Importantly, the effect is transitory, vanishing after five years at the

latest, and does not intensify with proximity or cumulation of wind turbines. Contrasting the

monetary valuation of the imposed negative externalities with the avoided negative externali-

ties through reduced CO2 emissions, wind power is a favorable technology. In fact, the avoided

damage exceeds the valuation of the spatially and temporally limited negative externalities by

several magnitudes.

To our knowledge, there exists only one working paper that investigates the effect of wind

turbines on residential well-being (von Moellendorff and Welsch 2015), finding that the presence

of wind turbines has temporary negative effects. However, it differs from this chapter in at least

two important aspects: the authors do not account for self-selection of residents into particular

geographical locations, and the data is analyzed at the post code level, rendering a clear-cut

treatment-effect interpretation difficult. As we argue, we overcome both shortcomings and thus

contribute to the literature in several ways. First, we investigate the effect of wind turbines on

residential well-being for the first time based on exact distances. Second, we use a difference-in-

differences design in combination with propensity-score and novel spatial matching techniques,

ensuring comparability of the treatment and control group, to establish causality. Third, we

add to the ongoing debate on the political economy of renewable energy by providing figures on

negative externalities, which can be contrasted with those of conventional electricity generation

technologies. Finally, we provide an assessment from a macro perspective as our results are not

site-specific, compared to most previous research.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 reviews the literature on neg-

ative externalities of wind turbines and different valuation approaches. Section 3.3 describes

the data, and Section 3.4 the empirical model. Results are presented in Section 3.5 and put

into perspective in Section 3.6. Finally, Section 3.7 concludes and outlines avenues for future

research.
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3.2 Literature review

3.2.1 Stated and revealed preference approaches

Throughout stated preference studies, landscape externalities in form of visual disamenities are

found to be a crucial trigger of opposition to particular wind turbine projects (Groothuis et al.

2008; Jones and Eiser 2010; Meyerhoff et al. 2010). Opposition is found to be shaped by two

potentially opposing forces: proximity and habituation. Concerning proximity, most studies

find a significant willingness-to-pay to locate planned wind turbines further away from places of

residence (Drechsler et al. 2011; Jones and Eiser 2010; Meyerhoff et al. 2010; Molnarova et al.

2012). Concerning habituation, evidence is more mixed. While some papers detect decreasing

acceptance (Ladenburg 2010; Ladenburg et al. 2013), other papers find unchanged attitudes

(Eltham et al. 2008) or adaptation (Warren et al. 2005; Wolsink 2007) over time.

Environmental psychology provides deeper explanations for the underlying rationales: a

preference for a traditional landscape instead of an industrialized appeal (Kirchhoff 2014), and

a positive emotional bond between people and places, which develops over time and which

generates meaning and belonging (Devine-Wright and Howes 2010; Vorkinn and Riese 2001).

A disruption of such place-bound identities can cause negative emotions and reduce subjective

well-being (Cass and Walker 2009; Pasqualetti 2011).

Likewise, hedonic studies, drawing on variations in real estate prices, find evidence for

significant negative externalities caused by wind turbines for the United States (Heintzelmann

and Tuttle 2012), Denmark (Jensen et al. 2014), the Netherlands (Dröes and Koster 2014),

England and Wales (Gibbons 2015), and Germany (Sunak and Madlener 2014). The decrease

in real estate prices due to the construction of wind turbines is estimated to range between 2%

and 16%. Other studies do not detect significant effects (Lang et al. 2014; Sims et al. 2008).

3.2.2 Life satisfaction approach

The life satisfaction approach (LSA) is increasingly used as an alternative to stated and revealed

preference approaches. It specifies a microeconometric function relating life satisfaction to the

environmental disamenity to be valued, along with income and other variables. Parameter

estimates are then used to calculate the implicit marginal rate of substitution, that is, the

amount of income a resident is willing to pay in order to decrease the environmental disamenity

by one unit (Frey et al. 2004).

Compared to stated preference approaches, the LSA avoids bias resulting from the expression

of attitudes or the complexity of valuation. On that note, stated preference approaches are
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subject to symbolic valuation. For wind turbines, Batel et al. (2014) point at subtle differences

in the wording of questionnaires driving results. What is measured may thus be intrinsic

attitudes rather than extrinsic preferences. At the same time, this approach is prone to framing

and anchoring effects (Kahneman and Sugden 2005). Instead of asking residents to monetarily

value a complex environmental disamenity in a hypothetical situation, the LSA does not rely

on the ability to consider all relevant consequences, which reduces cognitive burden. Likewise,

it does not reveal the relationship of interest, mitigating the incentive to answer in a strategic

or socially desirable way (Kahneman and Sugden 2005; van der Horst 2007).

Compared to revealed preference approaches, the LSA avoids bias resulting from the assump-

tion that the market for the private good taken as complement of the environmental disamenity

is in equilibrium. Typically, this assumption is violated in case of slow adjustment of prices,

incomplete information, transaction costs, and a low variety of private goods, as is the case

for wind turbines and real estate. It also avoids potentially distorted future risk expectations

common to market transactions (Frey et al. 2004). Finally, it avoids bias resulting from the

misprediction of utility, which is common to both stated and revealed preference approaches

(Frey and Stutzer 2014).

Intuitively, the LSA is not entirely free of methodological issues itself. For data on self-

reported well-being to constitute a valid approximation of welfare, they have to be at least

ordinal. Moreover, the microeconometric function that relates life satisfaction to the environ-

mental disamenity to be valued has to be specified correctly. These requirements, however, are

typically met in practice (Welsch 2009).

3.3 Data

3.3.1 Data on residential well-being

We use panel data from the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP) for the time period between

2000 and 2012. The SOEP is an extensive and representative panel study of private households

in Germany, covering almost 11,000 households and 22,000 individuals annually (Wagner et al.

2007, 2008). Most importantly, it provides information on the geographical locations of places

of residence, allowing to merge data on well-being with data on wind turbines.21 Our dependent

variable is satisfaction with life as an indicator of life satisfaction in general. It is obtained from

an eleven-point single-item Likert scale that asks How satisfied are you with your life, all things

21. The SOEP is subject to rigorous data protection legislation. It is never possible to derive the household
data from coordinates since they are never visible to the researcher at the same time. For more information, see
Göbel and Pauer 2014.
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considered? Conceptually, life satisfaction, which is equivalent to subjective well-being (Welsch

2009) or experienced utility (Kahneman et al. 1997), is defined as the cognitive evaluation of

the circumstances of life (Diener et al. 1999).

3.3.2 Data on wind turbines

At the heart of our analysis lies a unique and novel panel dataset on wind turbines in Germany.

For its creation, we drew on a variety of dispersed sources, mostly the environmental authorities

in the sixteen federal states. If data were not freely accessible, we contacted the body in charge

for granting access and filed a request for data disclosure.22 We brought together data on

more than 20,000 wind turbines with construction dates ranging between 1985 and 2012. The

core attributes rendering an observation suitable for our empirical analysis are (i) the exact

geographical coordinates, (ii) the construction dates, (iii) construction past 2000, and (iv) some

indicator for the size of the installation.

Concerning (i), the exact locations constitute the distinctly novel feature of our dataset. Zip

codes or postal addresses, as provided in the public transparency platform on renewable energy

installations in Germany23, would render an exact matching between turbines and individu-

als impossible. All turbines in our sample, in contrast, are recorded with exact coordinates.

Concerning (ii), construction dates must be available to contrast them with interview dates

of households in the SOEP. Construction past 2000, (iii), has pragmatic reasons: geographic

coordinates of households are only available from 2000 onwards. Concerning (iv), we focus on

turbines that exceed a certain size threshold. Very small installations are less likely to inter-

fere with landscape aesthetics. Moreover, it is more likely that they are owned by residents in

immediate proximity to the site. We could therefore measure an effect other than a negative

externality. Naturally, there is some degree of arbitrariness in determining a size threshold.

Beyond those without any information on size at all, we exclude all wind turbines with a hub

height of less than 50 meters or a capacity of less than 0.5 megawatts.

Out of more than 20,000, this conservative approach leaves us with a set of 10,083 wind

turbines relevant for our analysis. These constitute the included group24. The other 10,554

turbines constitute the excluded group.
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Figure 3.1: Households are in the treatment group, control group, or discarded
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Note: households around which a wind turbine of the excluded group is constructed first are
discarded, the others are allocated to either the treatment or control group

.

3.3.3 Merge

We merge the data on residential well-being with the data on wind turbines by calculating

the distance between the place of residence of an individual and the nearest installations in a

Geographical Information System (GIS). A treatment radius around each household is specified

within which wind turbines of the included group trigger the household members to be allocated

to the treatment group. If there is no such turbine within the treatment radius, the individual

is allocated to the control group. We subsequently check for each individual and year whether

a wind turbine from the excluded group is located within the treatment radius at the interview

date. Turbines from the excluded group receive special attention as households in their proximity

must be dropped from the analysis. Otherwise, for example, if an individual lives close to a

22. See Appendix A.3 for a detailed account and information on data protection.
23. See www.netztransparenz.de/de/Anlagenstammdaten.htm (in German), accessed June 1, 2015.
24. Table A.1 in Appendix A.1 provides descriptive statistics

www.netztransparenz.de/de/Anlagenstammdaten.htm
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wind turbine which was constructed before 2000, this observation would blur the results if it is

fully attributed to the control group although it in fact belongs to the treatment group. If both

a turbine from the included and excluded group are present, then the individual is allocated to

the treatment group in case the first turbine built is from the included group, and discarded

otherwise. Consider Figure 3.1 for a graphical illustration.

Some further data adjustments must be made. Due to currentness of data, only years up to

2010 are included for the federal state of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, up to 2011 for Saxony, and

all years up to 2012 for all other states. Moreover, we discard individuals for which the interview

date is given with insufficient accuracy in the year the first wind turbine was constructed in

their surroundings. For those individuals, we cannot be sure whether they are allocated to the

treatment or control group in this specific year. We also discard individuals who “start” in the

treatment group, for example, if they enter the SOEP while a wind turbine is already present

in their surroundings. For them, no pre-treatment information to base inference on is given.

Note that the size of the treatment and control group depends on the respective choice of the

treatment radius.

Finally, we add controls at the micro level, originating from the SOEP, and at the macro

level, originating from the Federal Statistical Office, all of which have been shown to affect

the dependent variable in the literature (see Frey (2010) for a review). Micro controls include

demographic characteristics, human capital characteristics, and economic conditions at the

individual level, as well as household characteristics and housing conditions at the household

level. Macro controls include macroeconomic conditions and neighborhood characteristics at

the county (Landkreis) level. The descriptive statistics of the final sample are given in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Descriptive statistics for the final sample

Variables Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum Number of Observations

Dependent Variable
Satisfaction With Life 6.9798 1.7679 0 10 40,398

Controls – Micro Level
Age 53.2430 15.9781 16 99 40,398
Is Female 0.5145 0.4998 0 1 40,398
Is Married 0.7409 0.4382 0 1 40,398
Is Divorced 0.0476 0.2130 0 1 40,398
Is Widowed 0.0765 0.2657 0 1 40,398
Has Very Good Health 0.0684 0.2525 0 1 40,398
Has Very Bad Health 0.0427 0.2023 0 1 40,398
Is Disabled 0.1430 0.3501 0 1 40,398
Has Migration Background 0.1361 0.3429 0 1 40,398
Has Tertiary Degree 0.2592 0.4382 0 1 40,398
Has Lower Than Secondary Degree 0.1965 0.3974 0 1 40,398
Is in Education 0.0154 0.1233 0 1 40,398
Is Full-Time Employed 0.3613 0.4804 0 1 40,398
Is Part-Time Employed 0.1072 0.3094 0 1 40,398
Is on Parental Leave 0.0118 0.1075 0 1 40,398
Is Unemployed 0.0502 0.2184 0 1 40,398
Individual Incomea 1,633.3140 1,339.8170 4 25,000.0000 21,448
Has Child in Household 0.2612 0.4393 0 1 40,398
Household Incomeb 39,592.4300 27,569.4600 25 743,830.0000 40,394
Lives in Housec 0.7991 0.4007 0 1 4,585
Lives in Small Apartment Building 0.0663 0.2488 0 1 4,585
Lives in Large Apartment Building 0.0515 0.2210 0 1 4,585
Lives in High Rise 0.0037 0.0608 0 1 4,585
Number of Rooms per Individual 1.9279 0.9969 0 12.5000 46,071

Controls – Macro Level
Unemployment Rate 8.5123 4.8383 1.6000 29.3000 40,398

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Variables Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum Number of Observations

Average Household Incomea 1,468.7570 220.7825 988.0000 2,533.0000 40,398
a Annually in Euro/Inflation-Adjusted (Base Year 2000), c Detached, Semi-Detached, or Terraced

Note: all figures are rounded to four decimal places.
Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix A.3, own tabulations.
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3.4 Empirical model

3.4.1 Choice of treatment radius

As default treatment radius, we choose 4,000 meters, motived by three considerations. First,

we consider this radius close enough for turbines to unfold a negative impact. Second, this

radius allows for a sufficient sample size not only for the entire population, but also for different

population sub-groups when stratifying the final sample. Third, there is no uniform legislation

in Germany that could serve as reference. Across time and federal states, the so-called impact

radius, based on which intrusions into the environment are evaluated, varies between 1,500 and

6,000 meters for a wind turbine with a hub height of 100 meters. Beyond the 4,000 meters

default treatment radius, we carry out sensitivity analyses with other radii.

Moreover, for a clear-cut distinction between treatment and control group at the margin,

we introduce a ban radius of 8,000 meters, twice the length of the treatment radius: residents

who experience the construction of a turbine within the ban radius, but outside the treatment

radius, are omitted.

3.4.2 Identification strategy

To establish causality, we have to make three identifying assumptions. First, the interview date

is random and unrelated to the construction date of a wind turbine. In other words, residents

should not strategically postpone interviews due to construction. We make sure that this iden-

tifying assumption holds by checking the distribution of interview dates around construction,

and it seems that their distribution is indeed random and unrelated. Second, treatment and

control group follow a common time trend in the absence of treatment. We make sure that

this identifying assumption holds by controlling for confounders that could cause differences

in time trends. Moreover, we apply propensity-score and novel spatial matching techniques,

as described in Section 3.3.3. Third, the construction of a wind turbine within the treatment

radius is exogenous. In our setting, endogeneity may arise through two channels: endogenous

construction of turbines or endogenous residential sorting. In other words, for certain residents

it could be systematically more likely that either a new wind turbine is constructed in their

surroundings, or that they move away from or towards existing turbines. In both cases, esti-

mates would be biased if such endogenous assignment into the treatment or control group is

based on an omitted or the outcome variable. We argue that both channels are mitigated.

Concerning endogenous construction of turbines, we omit small installations and individu-

als in their surroundings as they are more likely to be installed by nearby residents as private
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operators, and focus on large installations instead. Moreover, we omit residents who are farm-

ers: these are more likely to let land to commercial operators.25 Finally, a set of established

controls at the micro and macro level, as well as fixed effects at the individual level, account

for systematic differences between treatment and control group over time and at any point in

time.

In case of endogenous residential sorting, residents with lower (higher) preference for wind

turbines self-select into areas with greater (smaller) distance to them, whereby the preference is

correlated with the outcome. This can happen either prior to the observation period, so that we

have an issue of preference heterogeneity, which we already account for by including individual

fixed effects, or during the observation period, so that we have an issue of simultaneity. We work

around simultaneity by excluding residents who move. However, this comes at the cost that the

parameter estimates might be biased as residents who move might be systematically different

from residents who do not. In fact, this bias might run in both directions, that is, an upward

bias in case residents move away from wind turbines or a downward bias in case residents move

towards wind turbines (and vice versa when hypothesizing a positive effect of wind turbines

on residential well-being). However, when trading off this bias against the bias resulting from

simultaneity, distortions from the exclusion of movers are likely to be considerably smaller

than distortions from the endogenous assignment of treatment status. Besides, traditionally,

geographical mobility in Germany is low: in a given year, only about 1% of respondents move.

Moreover, hypothesizing that wind turbines exert a negative effect on residential well-being,

distortions from the exclusion of movers will result in attenuated estimates as most adversely

affected individuals are most likely to move away from wind turbines. As such, parameter

estimates can be interpreted as lower bounds.

This lower-bound interpretation is also in line with the definition of our treatment variable:

as it proxies the effect of the presence of wind turbines on residential well-being by distance,

it implicitly assumes that every wind turbine is visible to every resident at any time, which is

unlikely to be the case.

3.4.3 Matching treatment and control group

Under the basic definition, the treatment group is relatively small and concentrated in particular

rural areas, whereas the larger control group is dispersed over the whole country. Individuals

may thus not be comparable to each other, questioning the assumption of a common time

trend between treatment and control group. We therefore focus only on residents in rural

25. Results are robust to the inclusion of farmers.
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areas, excluding individuals living in city counties (kreisfreie Städte) and counties ranked in the

top two deciles according to population density.26 Moreover, we use two types of matching.

Figure 3.2: Empirical model – matching strategy
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The first type of matching is propensity-score matching. Specifically, we use one-to-one

nearest-neighbor matching on macro controls, that is, the unemployment rate, average house-

hold income, population density at county level, and a federal state dummy. See the upper

panel of Figure 3.2 for an illustration. Notably, we match residents on time-invariant variables,

which are generated by taking the means over the entire observation period. Strictly speak-

ing, it would be cleaner to use pre-treatment values of these variables only. This, however, is

computationally complicated as we employ a difference-in-differences design with treatment at

multiple points in time. Moreover, using the means is conceptually uncomplicated as treatment

is unlikely to affect these aggregate variables.27 We also match on a variable that captures

local wind power adequacy, defined as the average annual energy yield of a wind turbine in

kilowatt hours per square meter of rotor area, based on weather data from 1981 to 2000 (DWD

26. Results are robust to the inclusion of residents living in urban areas.
27. In a comprehensive study for Germany, May and Nilsen (2015) could not find any significant effects of

wind power deployment on local GDP.
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2014). It encompasses a multitude of exogenous climatic and geographical factors. Specifically,

it is based on wind velocity and aptitude, taking into account between-regional factors, such

as coasts, and within-regional factors, such as cities, forests, and local topographies. Wind

power adequacy is recorded on the basis of 1 kilometer × 1 kilometer tiles, distributed over the

entire country. Using a GIS, we match households with the nearest tile, and calculate the mean

expected annual energy yield of a wind turbine from the 25 tiles surrounding it. See Figure 3.3

for a graphical illustration.

Figure 3.3: Calculation of mean expected annual energy yield

Note: calculation for each household of the mean expected annual energy yield of a wind
turbine from the 25 one kilometer times one kilometer tiles surrounding it. Coding ranging
from dark blue (lowest expected annual wind yield) to red (highest expected annual wind
yield)

.

Source: DWD (2014)

Figure 3.4 visualizes how the dependent variable, satisfaction with life, evolves over time.

The annual mean life satisfaction is shown for the matched control group (solid line) and the

treatment group before treatment (dashed line).28 All graphs control for confounders. As can

be seen, the matched control and pre-treatment group co-move in a similar pattern over time,

28. The horizontal axis is restricted to the time period between 2000 and 2008. Thereafter, the pre-treatment
group mean is based only on very few observations and hardly delivers insightful information.
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and there is no evidence for a diverging time trend.

Figure 3.4: Common time trend (propensity-score matching)
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Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, own calculations

The second type of matching is called spatial matching. It is a novel type of matching,

based on the first law of geography which states that closer things are more similar to each

other. In this vein, it follows the idea that residents in close proximity to wind turbines

are sufficiently similar to those living close but slightly farther away. Specifically, we define

a matching radius around each place of residence. Individuals who are neither treated nor

discarded, but experience construction of a turbine within the matching radius, constitute

the control group. In other words, we match residents who live close to a wind turbine and

close enough to be treated with those who live close, but not close enough to be treated. We

choose 10,000 and 15,000 meters as matching radii, where the latter serves as default. See

the lower panel of Figure 3.2 for an illustration. Through spatial matching, the scope of the

analysis is narrowed down to residents who are comparable in terms of local living conditions.

Likewise, potential positive effects of wind turbines, in particular local economic benefits, can

be mitigated: while both treatment and control group could profit to a certain extent from a

wind turbine, only the treatment group within 4,000 meters distance is likely to be negatively

affected by its presence.

Figure 3.5 is constructed analogously to Figure 3.4, using the default matching radius of

15,000 meters. Again, there is no evidence for a diverging time trend between matched control

and pre-treatment group. A similar picture arises for the matching radius of 10,000 meters.
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Figure 3.5: Common time trend (spatial matching, 15,000 meters)
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Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, own calculations

3.4.4 Regression equation

We employ a linear model estimated by the fixed-effects (FE) within estimator and robust

standard errors clustered at the federal state level.29 The specification test by Wu 1973 and

Hausman 1978, as well as the robust version by Wooldridge 2002 indicate that a FE model is

strictly preferable. Specifically, all tests reject the null of identical coefficients between a fixed

and a random effects specification at the 1% significance level.30

Regression Equation (3.1) estimates the overall treatment effect, with Constructionitr as the

regressor of interest. Constructionitr is a dummy variable equal to one in time period t if a wind

turbine is present within the treatment radius r around the household of individual i, and zero

else. Regression Equation (3.2) estimates the treatment effect intensity, with the interaction

Constructionitr × Intensityitr as the regressor of interest. Intensityitr is a placeholder for

different measures of treatment intensity, either InvDistitr as the inverse of the distance to

the nearest turbine in kilometers, RevDistitr as the treatment radius minus the distance to

the nearest turbine, and Cumulitr as the number of turbines within the treatment radius.

As more or more closely located wind turbines can be constructed during the observation

period, the intensity can change over time, while the two distance measures make different

parametric assumptions. Regression Equation (3.3) estimates the treatment effect persistence.

The regressor of interest, Transi(t−τ)r, is a dummy variable equal to one in time period t, which

is τ periods after the construction of the first turbine within the treatment radius, and zero

29. This preference heterogeneity is mitigated by including individual fixed effects. However, discrete models
for ordinal variables are not easily applicable to panel data and fixed effects. In practice, continuous linear
models assuming cardinality are preferred. In fact, this introduces measurement error as satisfaction with life
is a discrete variable, which is censored from above and below. The bias resulting from this measurement error,
however, has been found to be minor in practice (see for example Brereton et al. 2008; Ferreira and Moro 2010;
Ferrer-i-Carbonell and Frijters 2004).
30. Empirical values of the test statistic, 204.20 and 220.38 under propensity-score matching and 211.12 and

243.20 under spatial matching, exceed the critical value 56.06 of the χ2-distribution with 34 degrees of freedom.
As such, we cannot reject that regressors are correlated with the error terms.
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else.

yit = β0 + MIC′itβ1 + MAC′itβ2 + δ1Constructionitr+

+
12∑
n=1

γnY ear2000+n + µi + εit (3.1)

yit = β0 + MIC′itβ1 + MAC′itβ2 + δ1Constructionitr × Intensityitr+

+
12∑
n=1

γnY ear2000+n + µi + εit (3.2)

yit = β0 + MIC′itβ1 + MAC′itβ2 +
9∑

τ=1

δτTransi(t−τ)r+

+
12∑
n=1

γnY ear2000+n + µi + εit (3.3)

where yit as satisfaction with life is the regressand, β0 the constant, β1, β2, δ1, δτ , and γn

the coefficients, MICit and MACit vectors of controls at the micro and macro level, respec-

tively, and Y ear2000+n are yearly dummy variables. The fixed effect µi captures time-invariant

unobserved heterogeneity at the individual level, and εit is the idiosyncratic disturbance. The

respective average treatment effects on the treated (ATET) are captured by coefficients δ1 and

δτ .

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Treatment effect

Table 3.2 shows the results of the difference-in-differences specification using the default treat-

ment radius of 4,000 meters, both for propensity-score and spatial matching. For convenience,

we only report results on our treatment variables here; a detailed account reporting all covariates

can be found in Table A.2 in Appendix A.2.

For all matching specifications, a central result emerges: the presence of a wind turbine

within the default treatment radius of 4,000 meters around households has a significant neg-

ative effect on life satisfaction at the 1%, or 5% level respectively. The size of this effect is

also economically significant: under propensity-score matching, for instance, life satisfaction

decreases by 8% of a standard deviation, compared to a 26% drop when becoming unemployed.

The baseline specification thus provides evidence for significant negative local externalities. As

we do not have information on particular viewsheds or visibility of turbines from places of res-

idence, the baseline results, as such, can be interpreted as lower bounds: installations might
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not be visible to every individual within the treatment radius to the same extent. Still, the

coefficient estimates are both statistically and economically significant.

Table 3.2: Results – FE models, propensity-score (PS) and spatial (S) matching
Constructiont,4000

Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors PS S (10, 000m) S (15, 000m)

Constructiont,4000 -0.1405*** -0.1088*** -0.1138**
(0.0399) (0.0222) (0.0366)

Micro Controls yes yes yes
Macro Controls yes yes yes

Constant 7.2583*** 7.7061*** 6.7254***
(0.8130) (0.6694) (0.8511)

Number of Observations 6,637 8,609 16,378
Number of Individuals 986 1,317 2,586

of which in treatment group 498 506 506
of which in control group 488 811 2,080

Adjusted R2 0.0657 0.0678 0.0632

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Constructiont,4000 is a dummy variable equal to one if a wind turbine is present within a
treatment radius of 4,000 meters in year t, and zero else. All regression equations include dummy
variables for years. All figures are rounded to four decimal places.

Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix A.3, own
calculations.

What happens if we increase the treatment radius? For 8,000 and 10,000 meters under

propensity-score matching, coefficient estimates are negative but considerably smaller in size,

δ1 = −0.0348 and δ1 = −0.0074, respectively, and insignificant at any conventional level.

Likewise, no effect can be detected in case of a 15,000 meters treatment radius.31 An analogous

result emerges for an increased treatment radius of 8,000 meters under spatial matching. This

corroborates that we indeed systematically pick up negative local externalities triggered by the

presence of wind turbines rather than local peculiarities: while closer proximity serves as a good

proxy for an undesired impact, for larger distances such an effect cannot be detected anymore.

31. For larger treatment radii, we apply no ban radius. See Table A.4 in Appendix A.2 for detailed results.
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Table 3.3: Results – FE models, propensity-score (PS) and spatial (S) matching
Constructiont,4000× Intensity

Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

PS S (15, 000m)
Regressors InvDistt,4000 RevDistt,4000 Cumult,4000 InvDistt,4000 RevDistt,4000 Cumult,4000

Constructiont,4000 × Intensity -0.2090 -0.0128 -0.0178 -0.1862* -0.0181 -0.0174
(0.1605) (0.0550) (0.1556) (0.0940) (0.0338) (0.0106)

Micro Controls yes yes yes yes yes yes
Macro Controls yes yes yes yes yes yes

Constant 7.5459*** 7.8139*** 7.6105*** 6.7883*** 6.8483*** 6.7995***
(0.8708) (0.8644) (0.8269) (0.8429) (0.8313) (0.8319)

Number of Observations 6,637 6,637 6,637 16,378 16,378 16,378
Number of Individuals 986 986 986 2,586 2,586 2,586

of which in treatment group 498 498 498 506 506 506
of which in control group 488 488 488 2,080 2,080 2,080

Adjusted R2 0.0650 0.0646 0.0659 0.0630 0.0629 0.0630

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Constructiont,4000 is a dummy variable equal to one if a wind turbine is present within a treatment radius of 4,000 meters in year t, and zero
else. InvDistt,4000 is the inverse distance, RevDistt,4000 is equal to 4 minus the distance to the next wind turbine in kilometers, Cumult,4000 is equal
to the number of wind turbines within a 4,000 meters treatment radius, all in year t. All regression equations include dummy variables for years. All
figures are rounded to four decimal places.

Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix A.3, own calculations.
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3.5.2 Treatment effect intensity

We explore treatment effect intensity next. For inverse distance, reverse distance, and cumu-

lation, coefficient estimates have the expected sign, but none of them is significant for any

matching specification (see Table 3.3).32 It seems that the presence of a wind turbine itself is

sufficient for negative externalities to arise, and specific intensity measures do not matter in

addition.

To explore this finding further, we investigate closer treatment radii below 4,000 meters

under spatial matching (with propensity-score matching, the control group would have to be

determined anew for each treatment radius, rendering comparability difficult). Specifically, we

use 2,000, 2,500, and 3,000 meters as treatment radii, and analyze different distance bands

around treated individuals. For example, only individuals experiencing wind turbine construc-

tion between 2,000 and 3,000 meters around their places of residence are assigned to the treat-

ment group; residents with wind turbines in closer proximity are dropped. Analogously, we

specify bands between 2,000 and 4,000 meters, 2,500 and 4,000 meters, and 3,000 and 4,000

meters. Table 3.4 shows the results for both spatial matching radii. For distances below 4,000

meters, no significant effects are detected, and neither is for the [2, 000; 3, 000] band. For larger

distance bands, however, coefficient estimates are negative and statistically significant at the

1% or 5% level, and large in size.

This finding can have several explanations. First, results can be driven by smaller sample

sizes. In the baseline 4,000 meters specification, there are 506 treated individuals, decreasing

to only 183 for 2,000 meters. Beyond such a potential statistical artifact, residents in closer

proximity may exhibit certain peculiarities: some could effectively profit from installations, for

instance, by directed compensation measures, as anecdotal evidence suggests. Alternatively,

individuals in particularly close distance could also actively erect turbines in their surroundings,

and profit monetarily. Although we discarded small turbines that are unlikely to be built by

utilities from our analysis, we cannot fully exclude this case as we do not have information on

the ownership structure of particular installations.

Concerning size and statistical significance of coefficient estimates, this result is in line with

the treatment effect for the default 4,000 meters radius: while the effect is much stronger

within the [2, 000; 4, 000] band, it is statistically insignificant for closer proximity. Concerning

directed compensation measures or active turbine erection by residents, results are in line with

a lower-bound interpretation: as it cannot be excluded that some individuals in close distance

may profit, estimates are, if anything, attenuated, given that overall significance for a negative

32. Results for spatial matching with a 10,000 meters matching radius are analogous. See Tables A.5, A.6, and
A.7 in Appendix A.2 for detailed results.
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treatment effect remains a robust finding. As discussed above, this lower-bound interpretation

is consistent with the definition of the treatment variable.

Table 3.4: Results – FE models, closer proximity and distance bands, spatial (S) matching
Constructiont,r/b

Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

S (10, 000m) S (15, 000m)
Treatment radius Constructiont,r Constructiont,r # treated

2,000 -0.0254 0.0232 183
(0.1278) (0.1107)

2,500 -0.0119 -0.0169 274
(0.0717) (0.0613)

3,000 -0.0450 -0.0442 356
(0.0575) (0.0589)

4,000 -0.1088*** -0.1138** 506
(0.0222) (0.0366)

Treatment bands Constructiont,b Constructiont,b # treated

[2, 000; 3, 000] -0.0783 -0.0827 243
(0.0549) (0.0614)

[2, 000; 4, 000] -0.1711*** -0.1749** 411
(0.0423) (0.0551)

[2, 500; 4, 000] -0.1860** -0.1869** 329
(0.0635) (0.0754)

[3, 000; 4, 000] -0.1735** -0.1799* 232
(0.0725) (0.0842)

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Constructiont,r (Constructiont,b) is a dummy variable equal to one if a wind turbine is present
within a treatment radius of r meters (treatment band b) in year t, and zero else. All regression
equations include micro controls, macro controls, and dummy variables for years. All figures are
rounded to four decimal places.

Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix A.3, own
calculations.

In this respect, insignificant parameter estimates for the different intensity measures are

explained by non-significance of effects for smaller distances: if coefficients are insignificant

for individuals living closer to wind turbines, treatment intensity increasing in proximity is

obsolete.

3.5.3 Treatment effect transitoriness

Intuitively, the question arises whether residents adapt to the presence of wind turbines in

their surroundings. Table 3.5 presents results on habituation for all matching specifications,
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including coefficient estimates for up to nine transition periods after construction of a wind

turbine within the default treatment radius of 4,000 meters. As can be seen, the effect is not

only spatially, but also temporally limited. It is significant at the 1% or 5% level from transition

period two, that is, one year after the construction of a wind turbine, to at most transition

period five. The size of the effect in each time period is somewhat larger than the size of the

combined effect.

Table 3.5: Results – FE models, propensity-score (PS) and spatial (S) matching
Transt-τ ,4000

Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

PS S (10, 000m) S (15, 000m)
Regressors Transt−τ,4000 # treated Transt−τ,4000 Transt−τ,4000 # treated

Transt−1,4000 -0.0546 498 -0.0401 -0.0392 506
(0.0642) (0.0657) (0.0642)

Transt−2,4000 -0.1616** 444 -0.1212** -0.1262** 450
(0.0697) (0.0482) (0.0697)

Transt−3,4000 -0.192** 424 -0.1381*** -0.1506** 430
(0.0609) (0.0411) (0.0609)

Transt−4,4000 -0.2242** 376 -0.1808** -0.1902* 382
(0.0917) (0.0687) (0.0917)

Transt−5,4000 -0.2253** 335 -0.1311 -0.1472 341
(0.0924) (0.0837) (0.0924)

Transt−6,4000 -0.2637 288 -0.1664 -0.1519 291
(0.1495) (0.1264) (0.1495)

Transt−7,4000 -0.2215 240 -0.0963 -0.0744 243
(0.1271) (0.0941) (0.1271)

Transt−8,4000 0.0305 204 0.1847 0.2104 207
(0.1846) (0.1483) (0.1846)

Transt−9,4000 -0.0679 167 0.0378 -0.0778 170
(0.2816) (0.2452) (0.2816)

Micro Controls yes yes yes
Macro Controls yes yes yes

Constant 7.0489*** 7.7148*** 6.7459***
(0.9185) (0.6749) (0.8462)

Number of Observations 6,637 16,378 16,378
Number of Individuals 986 1,317 2,586

of which in control group 488 811 2,080
Adjusted R2 0.0659 0.0680 0.0635

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Transt−τ,4000 is a dummy variable equal to one if a wind turbine is present within a 4,000
meters treatment radius in year t−τ , and zero else. All regression equations include dummy variables
for years. All figures are rounded to four decimal places.

Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix A.3, own
calculations.
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Note that a non-significant effect in transition period one is not surprising. While we use the

construction date as reported in the data sources, in reality there might be some blur, which is

picked up by the first period coefficient: a wind turbine is usually not erected within a single

day, and it is not stated explicitly whether the construction date marks the beginning or the

end of the construction process. Additional sensitivity checks including a dummy variable for

the time period before the construction of a wind turbine, on the contrary, provide no evidence

of anticipation effects.

Results thus suggest that residents adapt to wind turbines in their surroundings, and their

presence does not prove to be a permanent burden. As a caveat, however, one should note that

the treatment group size decreases over time. For a lag of nine years, construction from 2000

to 2003 is possible, whereas for shorter intervals more years are relevant. Non-significance may

thus arise as a statistical artifact. Likewise, heavily affected residents might be excluded as

they move away. Both indications are, again, consistent with a lower-bound interpretation.

3.5.4 Heterogeneity analysis

To gain a more diverse picture, we now apply our treatment effect analysis to different pop-

ulation sub-groups. Table 3.6 presents the results for residents who are house owners versus

residents who are not, as well as residents who are very concerned about the environment or

climate change, respectively, versus residents who are not. The indicators on environmental

and climate change concerns are obtained from single-item three-point Likert scales that ask

respondents to rate how concerned they are about “environmental protection” and “climate

change”, respectively. We collapse these items into binary indicators equal to one for the

highest category of concerns, and zero otherwise. Throughout all models, we use the difference-

in-differences specification with spatial matching and the 15,000 meters matching radius; results

are robust to using the 10,000 meters matching radius.

Stratifying along real estate ownership, the coefficient estimate for house owners shows a

significant negative effect (first column), which is not the case for non-house owners (second

column). The size of the coefficient estimate is somewhat larger than at the aggregate level.

This result is intuitive as house owners, beyond negative local externalities due to a decrease

in landscape aesthetics, may suffer an additional monetary loss from a decrease in real estate

prices. Sensitivity analyses including land price at the county level as an additional control

leave results for both the entire population and the different population sub-groups unchanged.

Relating this result to hedonic pricing theory, it is in line with both classic economic theory

and the critique of the hedonic method: if a negative externality was already completely priced
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into real estate values, there would be no scope for an additional effect. If, however, market

frictions and transaction costs preclude full internalization, then other methods can detect

complementary effects.33

Stratifying along environmental concerns, coefficient estimates for non-concerned individu-

als show significant negative effects (fourth column for environment, sixth for climate change),

which is not the case for concerned individuals (third and fifth column, respectively). Again,

the size of coefficient estimates is higher than at the aggregate level. In this respect, we inter-

pret environmental concerns as referring to more global rather than local impacts. Generally,

wind turbines are regarded as environmentally friendly, and findings for residents who are en-

vironmentally aware are in line with that interpretation. Likewise, less environmentally aware

individuals may have lower preferences for emission-free electricity production and, thus, be

more sensitive towards intrusions into their surroundings.

33. In this context, Luechinger (2009) provides a discussion of this complementarity in the context of air
pollutant emissions from fossil-fueled power plants.
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Table 3.6: Results – Sub-samples, FE models, spatial matching (15, 000m)
Constructiont,4000

Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Constructiont,4000 -0.1261** -0.0937 -0.0711 -0.1356** 0.0634 -0.2127***
(0.0488) (0.1132) (0.0686) (0.0436) (0.0499) (0.0605)

Micro Controls yes yes yes yes yes yes
Macro Controls yes yes yes yes yes yes

Constant 6.2501*** 7.2812*** 10.7316*** 6.1764*** 6.6104*** 6.7511***
(0.9662) (1.6959) (1.1070) (0.9447) (1.5696) (1.1183)

Number of Observations 12,570 3,808 3,934 12,350 5,469 10,909
Number of Individuals 2,047 700 1,380 2,400 722 1,864

of which in treatment group 388 155 308 488 148 358
of which in control group 1,659 545 1,072 1,912 587 1,506

Adjusted R2 0.0635 0.0733 0.0668 0.0636 0.0669 0.0650

(1) House-owners, (2) Non-house-owners, (3) Worries environment high, (4) Worries environment not high,
(5) Worries climate change high, (6) Worries climate change not high

Robust standard errors inn parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Constructiont,4000 is a dummy variable equal to one if a wind turbine is present within a treatment radius of 4,000 meters in year t, and zero
else. All regression equations include dummy variables for years. All figures are rounded to four decimal places.

Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix A.3, own calculations.
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3.6 Discussion

Our findings provide empirical evidence that the presence of wind turbines entails negative

externalities, though limited in both time and space. This insight can add to the analysis of the

transition towards renewables in electricity generation, which features high on the policy agenda

in many countries. We put our findings into this context and draw some modest comparisons

to the negative externalities that wind turbines are targeted to mitigate, in particular green-

house gas emissions. Though necessarily remaining a somewhat ad-hoc back-of-the-envelope

calculation, this assessment puts some intuition on our results.

To this end, we first monetize the identified negative externalities. Some caveats apply.

First, regression coefficients capture marginal effects, while changes to be valued are greater

than marginal. Likewise, the impact of income on life satisfaction may comprise more subtle

aspects like relative comparisons to the past or to others. Moreover, evidence suggests that

quantifications may overestimate the monetary effect of an environmental externality to be

valued (Luechinger 2009). Numbers derived here are thus an informed point of reference for

comparisons.

We provide a lower and an upper bound for the monetized negative externalities. For the

lower bound, we draw on results from the 10,000 meters radius matching, as in Table 3.5,

where only coefficient estimates for transition periods two to four are significant negative at

a conventional level. Intuitively, the monetary valuation applies only to affected residents.

In the final sample, each turbine affects approximately 0.2 residents. As wind turbines are

concentrated in rural areas, the actual ratio is likely to be lower. Trading off the estimated

coefficients against each other, summing over the three transition periods for which significant

effects are found, and weighting results with the factor 0.2, the average monetized negative

externality amounts to 181 Euro per wind turbine in total, 49 Euro for the second year, 58 for

the third, and 74 for the fourth. Assuming a lifetime of a wind turbine of 20 years and, for

simplicity, no discounting, this translates to 9 Euro per wind turbine and year. For the upper

bound, we suppose a permanent effect and take the coefficient estimate largest in size from the

propensity-score matching. Here, the average monetized negative externality amounts to 59

Euro per wind turbine and year.34

Next, we assess how much CO2 emissions are avoided by a single wind turbine. To this

end, we draw on the energy economics literature. The methodology consists in the numerical

34. Or framed to the perspective of an affected resident, at the lower bound on average 906 Euro in total; 245,
292, and 369 Euro for the effective years respectively, and 45 Euro per year over a turbine’s lifetime; and 293
Euro per year at the upper bound. This result is in line with Gibbons (2015) who finds that a household would
be willing to pay around 600 Pound Sterling (861 Euro, converted as of July 17, 2015) per year to avoid having
a wind farm of average size within 2km distance.
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simulation of a counterfactual electricity system without wind power. To be clear, these nu-

merical simulations depend in part on assumptions to which extent conventional technologies

are replaced by renewables. Nevertheless, the literature delivers a narrow corridor of results for

Germany, ranging between 650 and 790 grams of CO2 per kilowatt hour of wind power between

2006 and 2010 (Weigt et al. 2013), and 720 grams for 2013 (UBA 2014a).

Damage through CO2 is world-wide and quantified by large integrated assessment models

(see, for example, Pindyck 2013). We assume a value of 50 Euro per ton (Foley et al. 2013; van

den Bergh and Botzen 2014, 2015). A modern wind turbine with a capacity of 2.5 megawatts

(UBA 2014a) and an average operating time of 1,600 full-load hours per year (BMWi 2015)

produces 4 gigawatt hours of electrical energy per year. With 700 grams of CO2 displaced per

kilowatt hour produced, a total of 2,800 tons of CO2 is avoided. In other words, there is a total

monetized avoided negative externality of 140,000 Euro per year. Even under very conservative

assumptions, that is, a wind turbine with a capacity of 1 megawatt, operating time of 1,500

full-load hours, 650 grams of CO2 displaced, and social costs of carbon dioxide emissions of

20 Euro per ton, the total monetized avoided negative externality amounts to 19,500 Euro per

year.

Likewise, findings for wind power could be contrasted to other avoided externalities: SO2 emis-

sions, causing so-called acid rain (Luechinger 2009, 2010), particulate matter, causing detri-

mental health impacts (Cesur et al. 2016), or nuclear power, which produces radioactive waste

and is subject to low-probability but high-impact accidents, which do not only have negative

local effects, but also significant spillovers on other countries (Goebel et al. 2015). Compared

to these negative externalities, which are common to conventional technologies, the both spa-

tially and temporally limited negative externalities caused by the presence of wind turbines are

small. Taking the monetized valuation between 9 and 59 Euro per wind turbine and year at

face value, annual benefits from displacing CO2 emissions of up to over 100,000 Euro per year

are disproportionately high. In total, for damage caused by CO2 emissions, wind turbines saved

between 1.1 and 3.7 billion Euro in Germany in 2013 alone, as opposed to 1.2 million Euro in

monetized negative externalities.

A major implication for policy-makers is to communicate these findings. Besides that, the

damage caused by CO2 emissions is global, whereas the negative externalities caused by the

presence of wind turbines are highly local. It is thus distributional issues that have to be

balanced, for example, by organizationally or financially involving affected communities.
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3.7 Conclusion

In many countries, wind power plays an ever increasing role in electricity generation. The

economic rationale behind this trend is to avoid negative environmental externalities common

to conventional technologies: wind power is largely free of emissions from fossil fuel combustion,

as well as waste and risks from nuclear fission. For wind power to play an effective role, however,

wind turbines must be constructed in large numbers, rendering them more spatially dispersed.

In fact, the greater proximity of wind turbines to consumers has been found to have negative

externalities itself, most importantly negative impacts on landscape aesthetics.

Against this background, we investigated the effect of the presence of wind turbines on

residential well-being in Germany, combining household data from the German Socio-Economic

Panel (SOEP) with a unique and novel panel dataset on more than 20,000 wind turbines for

the time period between 2000 and 2012. In doing so, we quantified the negative externalities

caused by the presence of wind turbines, using the life satisfaction approach. Employing a

difference-in-differences design, which exploits the exact geographical coordinates of households

and turbines, as well as their interview and construction dates, respectively, we established

causality. To ensure comparability of the treatment and control group, we applied propensity-

score and novel spatial matching techniques based, among others, on exogenous weather data

and geographical locations of residence. We showed that the construction of a wind turbine in

the surroundings of households has a significant negative effect on life satisfaction. Importantly,

this effect is both spatially and temporally limited. The results are robust to using different

model specifications.

We arrived at a monetary valuation of the negative externalities caused by the presence

of an average wind turbine between 9 and 59 Euro per installation and year. Though non-

negligible, this amount is substantially lower than the damage through CO2 emissions of con-

ventional power plants displaced by wind turbines. An average wind turbine avoids negative

externalities of about 140,000 Euro per year under standard assumptions or 19,500 Euro per

year under very conservative assumptions. From a policy perspective, nevertheless, opposition

against wind turbines cannot be neglected: our results indicate a significant negative effect on

residential well-being. It remains the task of the policy-maker to communicate benefits and

moderate decision-making processes, and to consider distributional implications and potential

compensation measures.

Several limitations and open points provide room for further research. First, we do not

have data on view-sheds or concrete visibility of wind turbines from places of residence, as

could be provided by digital surface models. Second, for convenience, we exclude residents
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who move from our analysis. Third, we do not have data on the ownership structure of wind

turbines. All three caveats, however, are consistent with a lower-bound interpretation of our

findings: residents in the treatment group might actually not be affected, residents who are

most adversely affected might be most likely to move away, and wind turbines in community

ownership might have potentially positive monetary or idealistic effects on nearby residents.

Beyond that, avenues for future research lie in the transfer of the empirical strategy applied in

this study to other energy infrastructure, such as biomass plants or transmission towers.





Chapter 4

Long-Run Power Storage Requirements

for High Shares of Renewables:

A New Model

4.1 Introduction

An increasing utilization of renewable energy sources is foreseen in many countries around the

world, driven by tighter carbon constraints and growing concerns about security of supply.35

The power sector is often perceived as a particularly promising area for reaching high shares of

renewables. In Germany, the shares of renewable sources in gross power demand have increased

from around 3% in the early 1990s to nearly 28% in 2014. In the context of an ambitious long-

term energy transition, the German government aims for a share of at least 80% by 2050.36 In

the long run, comparable or even higher shares of renewables may also be required in many

other countries, as greenhouse gas mitigation options outside the power sector appear to be

comparatively expensive.

In countries in which hydro, biomass or geothermal resources are limited, achieving such

high shares of renewables requires a massive deployment of fluctuating wind and solar power

35. This chapter is a modified version of Zerrahn and Schill (2015a), joint work with Wolf-Peter Schill, published
as DIW Discussion Paper 1457. It was presented at the 9th International Renewable Energy Storage Conference
in Düsseldorf, the 5th International Ruhr Energy Conference in Essen, and the 14th European Conference of the
International Association for Energy Economics in Rome. At the time of submitting this thesis, it was under
review with Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews.

36. This target has been stated in numerous government documents and is also included in the 2014 Renewable
Energy Sources Act.
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generation. A cost-efficient power system that is largely based on such fluctuating renewables

not only requires an appropriate mix of different generation technologies, but also the utilization

of dedicated flexibility options such as power storage or demand-side management (DSM).

In this chapter, we first provide a review of the academic literature analyzing the role

of power storage and other flexibility measures to accommodate electricity generation from

intermittent renewables deployed on large scale. We synthesize central findings identify relevant

aspects for comprehensively modeling the interplay between fluctuating energy sources and

storage. Based on that, we introduce a new open-source model, the Dispatch and Investment

Evaluation Tool with Endogenous Renewables (DIETER)37, to analyze the role of different

power storage technologies in a long-term greenfield system with high shares of renewables

between 60% and 100%. The model determines cost-minimizing combinations of generation,

DSM, and power storage capacities and their respective dispatch. In addition, we explore the

impact of alternative parameter assumptions and different modeling features by carrying out

various sensitivity analyses, particularly on future costs and availabilities of different technology

options. Whereas our greenfield analysis is parameterized to loosely reflect the German system,

the simulation setup is rather general in nature, such that the findings are also relevant for

other countries moving toward high shares of fluctuating renewables.

We contribute to the literature in several respects. First, we identify common findings and

relevant modeling features concerning the role of storage. Second, in the model we propose,

we abstract from path dependencies by simultaneously optimizing the full power system with

all capacities being endogenous variables. Next, the analysis not only focuses on the wholesale

market, but also considers balancing reserves, the requirements of which are endogenously

determined, depending on the deployment of fluctuating renewables. We further include a novel

representation of DSM, building on a formulation introduced by Zerrahn and Schill (2015b),

which is applied in a large-scale model for the first time.38 Aside from DSM and different

power storage technologies, which can be freely optimized with respect to their energy to power

(E/P) ratio39, the model comprises further flexibility options such as flexible thermal plants,

dispatchable biomass generators, and oversizing as well as curtailment of fluctuating renewables.

Importantly, the model-based analysis considers three distinctive system values of storage and

37. DIETER is an open-source model which may be freely shared and adapted for non-commercial uses. It
is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. To
view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/. The model and further
information are provided at http://www.diw.de/dieter.

38. See Chapter 5 for an in-depth treatment.
39. The E/P ratio is the relationship between the energy storage capacity (for example, in MWh) and the

power rating (in MW) of a storage technology. Technologies with E/P ratios up to around 4 hours are referred
to as short-term storage in the following; a ratio up to around 12 hours qualifies as mid-term storage, and larger
ratios as long-term storage.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
http://www.diw.de/dieter
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other flexibility options: an arbitrage value, a balancing value and a capacity value.40 At the

same time, the model is set up as parsimonious as possible in order to remain traceable and to

allow for numerous sensitivity analyses.

The remainder is structured as follows. Section 4.2 provides a review of relevant literature

to identify common findings on the role and modeling of storage. Section 4.3 introduces the

analytical formulation of the numerical model, whereas Section 4.4 contains all relevant input

data and scenarios. We present model results in Section 4.5 and briefly discuss possible effects

of model limitations in Section 4.6. The final Section 4.7 concludes.

4.2 Literature review

The analysis of electricity or, more generally, energy systems with high shares of fluctuating

renewables spawned a broad literature featuring a variety of modeling approaches. Power

storage and other flexibility options are one important aspect of such exercises. Between the

ends of traceability and the degree of technical, economic or spatial detail, there is always a

trade-off depending on which features a particular focus is laid on – power system models are

suited to their application. In this section we review some recent contributions analyzing the

roles for power storage in energy systems dominated by fluctuating renewables. This review is

supposed to synthesize common findings within the academic literature on the needs for storage

to accommodate high shares of fluctuating renewables. Moreover, it identifies relevant aspects

in terms of modeling features to soundly address how storage and other flexibility options

interact in a renewable-dominated system.

4.2.1 Review papers

Specifically addressing the role of flexibility measures for electricity systems with high shares of

renewables, the comprehensive overview by Lund et al. (2015) points towards the different roles

that the literature identified different types of storage and demand-side flexibility measures

to be suited for. Generally, high power-low energy storage devices such as different types of

batteries are rather qualified to provide services such as short time balancing whereas pumped

hydro or hydrogen installations with high E/P ratios may bridge longer fluctuations. DSM is

found to complement variability in time frames up to twelve hours.

Specifically addressing the role of modeling, Pfenninger et al. (2014) discuss recent elec-

40. Network-related values of flexibility options, such as the contribution to congestion management, are not
considered here, as assumptions on network constraints would be rather arbitrary in our stylized, long-term,
greenfield setting.
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tricity sector developments, that is the mass deployment of variable renewables, against the

background of challenges for energy modeling features. They identify several domains to be

addressed: first, the appropriate resolution in time and space, second, the treatment of uncer-

tainty and transparency, third, the complexity of overlying scales, and fourth, the encompassing

of social and behavioral factors. As one basic conclusion, they subsume that models should be

transparently tailored to specific needs. On the same note, Haydt et al. (2011) point towards

the importance of incorporating sufficient information on short-term variability of fluctuating

renewables. Otherwise, the energy delivered by wind or solar PV can easily be overestimated.

4.2.2 Dispatch and investment models

There is a huge variety dispatch and investment models for long-term planning (a broad overview

by Despres et al. 2015). We review contributions distinctly encompassing a focus on the role of

storage for incorporating high shares of electricity generation by intermittent renewables.

The dispatch and investment model LIMES (Long-term Investment Model for the Electric-

ity Sector) (Ludig et al. 2011; Haller et al. 2012b; Nahmmacher et al. 2014) assesses long-term

decarbonization paths. In applications for Germany (Ludig et al. 2011) and Europe includ-

ing the Middle East/Northern Africa (MENA) region (Haller et al. 2012b), different storage

technologies are found to trigger a significantly higher deployment of wind power, along with

decreased curtailment. The temporal resolution is based on 96 hours in different time slice

configurations. This rather coarse approach may hamper assessing the role of power storage for

mitigating the variability of renewable energy sources (RES). Flexibility options on the demand

side are not included.

In a more generic dispatch and investment framework, storage is found to play a crucial role

in balancing fluctuating renewables, thus enabling a higher and earlier deployment of wind and

solar PV (Haller et al. 2012a). Short-term variability is, however, only captured by two type

days subdivided into six time slices. Storage is represented as one generic technology, shifting

load within a type day. Demand is inelastic and can neither be reduced nor shifted.

In an application of the electricity market model DIMENSION (Richter 2011), paths to

achieve a decarbonization in Europe’s power sector are analyzed (Fürsch et al. 2013; Jägemann

et al. 2013). The model features cost-minimal investment and dispatch decisions. Its temporal

resolution is based on several type days. Consequentially, the intermittency of RES impacts

results based on a selected sample and the modeling of longer-term storages is rather vague.

Demand-side flexibility options are not included.

When introducing risk concerning the realization of RES feed-in patterns, fluctuating re-
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newables are found to be less valuable and system costs higher compared to a deterministic

treatment (Nagl et al. 2013; Spiecker and Weber 2014). Being based on a limited number of

type hours, however, the mitigating role of different storage options may be underestimated.

Likewise, flexibility options on the demand side are not included (Nagl et al. 2013) or not

pronounced (Spiecker and Weber 2014).

Other large-scale dispatch and investment models applied to Europe and the MENA region,

or on a global scale, identify different roles for storages under a 100% renewables regime.

While battery (Bussar et al. 2014) or thermal (Pleßmann et al. 2014) systems mitigate short-

term volatility, pumped-hydro is found to address mid-term fluctuations and long-term storage

seasonal balancing. Beyond somewhat vague modeling details, competing flexibility options are

not regarded. Likewise, no sensitivity analyses are presented.

For the German case of 100% renewables, large-scale deployment of fluctuating wind and

solar PV together with extensive capacities of batteries and power-to-gas storage are found as

cost-optimal configurations to ensure stable energy supply (Henning and Palzer 2014; Palzer

and Henning 2014). These studies feature a greenfield setting based on one year with full hourly

resolution and heat demand as integral part. The representation of the electricity system, yet

broad, abstracts from aspects such as load flexibility outside the heating sector or control power.

With a distinct focus on methodology, a representation of intermittent renewables based on

few aggregated time slices is found to substantially smooth residual load, leading to significantly

lower investment into renewables and hence an overestimation of their potential (Poncelet et al.

2014). To this end, results between a time-slice and an hourly resolved version of a TIMES (The

Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System) (Loulou et al. 2005) modeling framework are compared.

On the other hand, the impact of simplifying dispatch rigidities such as unit commitment

requirements is found to be of lesser importance.

Finally, there is a literature that aims to determine the optimal share of variable renewables.

In an application of a stylized dispatch and investment model to north-western Europe, an

optimal share of 2% for onshore wind power and 0% for PV is determined, however, based

on comparatively high assumptions on specific costs (Hirth 2015). If cost reductions of 30%

for wind and 60% for PV are assumed, long-run shares increase to 20% (wind) and 2% (PV).

Power storage – which is restricted to pumped hydro storage with a fixed E/P ratio of 8 hours

– does not play a relevant role in this analysis, which is not surprising given the low renewable

shares. Likewise, the model neither includes power generation from biomass, nor offshore wind

power.41

41. There is one sensitivity dealing with offshore wind power, but it only draws on historic offshore feed-in
profiles without changing the assumed levelized cost of electricity.
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4.2.3 Dispatch models with exogenous capacity variations

This stream of the literature evaluates the role of storage within a short-term dispatch frame-

work. Capacities remain exogenously given through scenario assumptions. While the endoge-

nous interplay between storage and intermittent renewables deployment cannot be addressed,

this approach allows for insights into the operational aspects of the electricity system.

In a case study on the integration of 80% fluctuating renewables in Texas, already a moderate

deployment—12 GW, compared to 60 GW peak load and 300 TWh annual energy demand

– of mid-term twelve hour storage is found substantially reduce RES curtailment (Denholm

and Hand 2011). Likewise in a case study for the Netherlands, storage is found to unfold

its beneficial impact on system costs under large installations of fluctuating wind power as it

helps accommodating its variability (de Boer et al. 2014). In this framework, pumped hydro

storage proves most beneficial. Beyond exogenous capacities, optimization is based on restricted

intervals of twelve hours, rendering longer-term benefits of storage difficult. Moreover, demand-

side flexibility is neglected.

When focusing on longer-term variability under 85% renewables penetration in Germany,

an optimal capacity between 6 and 12 GW power-to-gas storage is detected, depending on

whether competing power-to-heat facilities are deployed in parallel (Jentsch et al. 2014). Also for

Germany, analyzing both short- and long-term storage requirements in parallel, a full integration

of all renewable surpluses would require a total of 42 to 66 GW of power storage if no other

flexibility options were available (Schill 2014).

In a more holistic approach for Germany – including the district heating system, flexibility

from different levels of exchange with neighboring countries, DSM, storage as well as power-

to-heat and power-to-gas – a mix of flexibility options is found to facilitate the integration of

high shares of intermittent renewables up to 75% (Koch et al. 2015). These foremost comprise

European exchange, as well as pumped-hydro storage and DSM. Only for renewables shares

close to 100% additional long-term storage would be necessary.

4.2.4 Time series-based models

Another modeling stream employs stylized time series models to analyze storage requirements

to satisfy large shares of demand by fluctuating renewables. Assuming perfect flexibility for

conventional power plants, stylized storage technologies serve to shift RES oversupply to periods

with positive residual demand.

For the German case, storage is found to be not required to almost fully integrate wind and

solar PV up to a renewable share of 50% in annual electricity demand (Weitemeyer et al. 2015).
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Between 50 and 80%, short-term storage is best suited to enhance integration, and for higher

RES shares long-term storage is most adequate. For Europe, storage energy needs of 1.5 to 1.8

times the average monthly load are determined (Heide et al. 2010). Finally, when addressing

both short-term and long-term variability, a mix of efficient short-term storage and long-term

hydrogen storage, with an energy capacity amounting to less than 1% of annual energy demand

is identified as sufficient to almost completely integrate fluctuating RES (Rasmussen et al.

2012). Beyond a stylized representation of the generation side, precluding uses for storage

other than integrating RES oversupply, only one (Heide et al. 2010; Weitemeyer et al. 2015)

or two (Rasmussen et al. 2012) stylized storage technology, defined by energy and efficiency,

are considered. Likewise, demand-side measures, endogenous investment and an economic

evaluation are disregarded.

Taking a slightly different perspective, the effect of excess wind and solar PV deployment

on storage needs for different types can be analyzed. For the European case, the tolerance

of 50% excess renewables generation would reduce the required storage energy to about 5%

compared no a full RES integration case (Heide et al. 2011). In this respect, a single idealized

storage technology with perfect roundtrip efficiency is assumed. Likewise, the need for gas-fired

or hydro reservoir backup capacities is sharply reduced through excess RES deployment. Nu-

merical findings, however, strongly depend on the wind/solar PV mix, for which, as for storage,

no economic considerations are regarded. The interaction of different storage technologies or

demand-side flexibility are neglected.

Other time series-based approaches point towards the importance of implementing different

storage techniques to accommodate fluctuations of varying time-scales. In this respect, wind

power (Hedegaard and Meibom 2012) or solar PV (Steinke et al. 2013) patterns predominantly

trigger the need for storages with E/P ratios up to one day, whereas long-term storage has the

potential to enable a fully renewable system, however, entailing significant costs (Steinke et al.

2013). However, the interplay of different storage technologies, or participation of the demand

side are not regarded. Neither, an optimization under economic criteria is carried out.

4.2.5 Theoretical approaches and agent-based models

From a different methodological angle, storage investments in a high-RES system can be an-

alyzed within a theoretical peak-load pricing model. For a dispatch and investment study

for Germany, storage was found to fulfill its classical role as arbitrageur between base and

peak plants with low CO2 prices (Steffen and Weber 2013). For lower (clean) spreads between

technologies, storage investments become efficient only for high RES shares. Beyond 60%
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renewable penetration, negative residual load triggers the additional role of storage to accom-

modate fluctuating renewable generation. As such analysis is based on residual load duration

curves, information on cyclicality and according issues of storage energy are disregarded. Like-

wise, demand-side flexibility is only roughly approximated, and additional services as reserve

provision are abstracted from.

In an agent-based setting to simulate annual investment decisions and an hourly dispatch

for selected years in Germany, a potential for 5 GW of eight-hour pumped hydro storage (PHS)

plants in a 58% RES system was identified, where inertia of conventionals as well as a merit

order-like effect drive results (Genoese and Genoese 2014). Investment in renewables and storage

is implemented exogenously via scenarios, and an optimization horizon of one day precludes

the analysis of longer-term storage. Likewise, demand-side flexibility is neglected.

4.2.6 Gray literature

Several studies dealing with long-term power storage requirements in Germany have been pub-

lished as gray literature. For example, within a pure dispatch model the requirement of two

stylized short- and long-term storage options is studied (VDE 2012a). For a renewable share

of 80%, 14 and 18 GW of short-term and long-term storage are considered economically ad-

vantageous. In a 100% renewable scenario, these values strongly increase to 36 and 68 GW,

respectively. Yet the analysis abstracts from most other flexibility options, including DSM, and

may thus overestimate storage requirements.

The so-called “Roadmap Storage” (Pape et al. 2014) determines German long-term storage

requirements in a European context with a model that partially includes investment decisions.42

For renewable shares under 70%, no additional storage investments are needed. In a 88% case,

additional short-term storage investments between 0 and around 20 GW are needed, depending

on the availability of solar thermal power imports, DSM potentials, and other flexibility options.

Among seven technologies, lead acid batteries are the dominant option. Results are largely

driven by extensive power exchange with neighboring countries, which are assumed to have

somewhat lower shares of renewables in all scenarios, and by the assumption of a very flexible

demand side.

In a related study that draws on a pure dispatch model (Agora 2014), it is found that up to

a renewable share of 60%, a moderate extension of existing German storage capacities would

be beneficial, however, only in case of optimistic assumptions on storage cost developments

combined with pessimistic assumptions on system flexibility. For a share of 90%, additional

42. The study also contains an analysis of short- and mid-term storage requirements, which is carried out with
a pure dispatch model.
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installations of 7 and 16 GW short- and long-term storage would be preferable.

4.2.7 Synthesis

Based on the literature review on the role of power storage in electricity systems dominated by

fluctuating renewables, some broader common findings emerge. First, different types of storage

are found be valuable to accommodate increasing generation of fluctuating RES. In this respect,

up to around 50% to 70% RES penetration, only moderate storage deployment is necessary.

Second, for higher RES shares, mostly short- and mid-term storage (roughly up to twelve hours)

proves economical. The bulk of the literature identifies long-term storage entering optimal

system configurations only for very high RES shares. The particular assessment, naturally,

depends on the specific cost and efficiency projections.

Addressing the relevant modeling dimensions to soundly assess the role of storage in re-

newable dominated electricity systems, several distinct domains emerge from the review of the

literature. First, in many models, the time resolution is rather coarse, for example based on

aggregated type days, rendering a more in-depth assessment especially of longer-term storage

deployment difficult. Second, competing flexibility options on the demand side are often dis-

regarded; as is, third, the potential value of storage for the balancing segment. Finally, many

complex and computationally demanding models tend to be silent about sensitivities towards

parameter assumptions – of which many usually have to be made. Based on these modeling

features identified relevant in the literature, we aim to tackle these issues and thus complement

previous research.

4.3 A new model

We introduce a new open-source model, the Dispatch and Investment Evaluation Tool with

Endogenous Renewables (DIETER), which addresses the domains distilled from the literature

review: an hourly resolution for a full year, and the incorporation of balancing energy and

demand-side management while being traceable to perform multiple sensitivity analyses on

various parameters.

DIETER minimizes total system costs over 8760 hours of a full year. System costs comprise

annualized investment costs and fixed costs as well as variable costs of conventional generators,

renewables, power storage, and DSM. For storage, separate investment decisions on power and

energy capacities are made. The model ensures that power generation equals price-inelastic

demand at all times, while also accounting for the provision and activation of balancing reserves.
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The full analytical formulation is provided in the following. Capital letters denote variables,

and lowercase letters denote parameters. Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 provide an overview of the

sets, variables, and parameters used.

Table 4.1: Sets

Set Element Description

C 3 con Conventional generation technologies
RE 3 res Renewable generation technologies
S 3 sto Storage technologies
LC 3 lc DSM load curtailment technologies
LS 3 ls DSM load shifting technologies
H 3 h, hh Hours
R 3 r Reserve energy qualities (pr+, pr−, sr+, sr−, mr+, mr−)

R ⊇ R+ 3 r+ Positive reserve energy qualities (pr+, sr+, mr+)
R ⊇ R− 3 r− Negative reserve energy qualities (pr−, sr−, mr−)

Table 4.2: Variables

Variables Unit Description

BCFcon,h [MW] Balancing Correction Factor conventional technology con in
hour h

CUres,h [MW] Curtailment renewable technology res in hour h
Dr [MW] Reserves demand of quality r

DSM cu
lc,h [MW] Load curtailment curtailment technology lc in hour h

DSM+
ls,h [MW] Net load increase shifting technology ls in hour h

DSM−ls,h,hh [MW] Net load decrease shifting technology ls in hour hh accounting
for increases in hour h

DSMd+
ls,h [MW] Load increase taking effect in the wholesale segment shifting

technology ls in hour h

DSMd−
ls,h [MW] Load decrease taking effect in the wholesale segment shifting

technology ls in hour h
Glcon,h [MW] Generation level conventional technology con in hour h

G+
con,h [MW] Generation increase conventional technology con in hour h

G−con,h [MW] Generation decrease conventional technology con in hour h

Gres,h [MW] Generation renewable technology res in hour h
RPr,con,h [MW] Reserves provision quality r in hour h by conventional tech-

nology con; analogous for renewable and DSM technologies
RP inr,sto,h [MW] Reserves provision quality r in hour h by storage technology

sto while storing in
RP outr,sto,h [MW] Reserves provision quality r in hour h by storage technology

sto while storing out
STOinsto,h [MW] Storage inflow technology sto in hour h

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Variables Unit Description

STOoutsto,h [MW] Storage outflow technology sto in hour h

STOlsto,h [MWh] Storage level technology sto in hour h

Ncon [MW] Installed capacity conventionals
Nres [MW] Installed capacity renewables
NE
sto [MWh] Installed capacity storage energy

NP
sto [MW] Installed capacity storage power
Nlc [MW] Installed capacity DSM load curtailment
Nls [MW] Installed capacity DSM load shifting

Table 4.3: Parameters

Parameters Description

ccu Curtailment costs
cfix Annual fixed costs
ci Annualized specific investment costs
ciEsto Annualized specific investments into storage energy
ciPsto Annualized specific investments into storage power
cm Marginal costs
c+ Load change costs for increases
c− Load change costs for decreases
dh Hourly wholesale demand
ηls DSM load shifting efficiency factor
ηsto Storage roundtrip efficiency
intr Intercept of reserve demand regression line
m Maximum installable capacity conventional/renewable/DSM technolo-

gies
mE
bio Yearly energy cap for biomass

mE
sto Maximum installable storage capacity energy

mP
sto Maximum installable storage capacity power
φ± Maximum load change per minute
φavlres,h Hourly available energy from renewables as fraction of installed capacity

φcallr,h Hourly called fraction of provided reserves

φcallr Mean activation of reserve type r
φpr Demand for primary reserves as fraction of demand for other reserves

types
φinisto Initial storage level as fraction of storage energy installed
φres Minimum fraction of annual total net load served by renewables
φshrr Fraction of secondary (minute) reserves among positive and negative

reserves
slpr Slope of reserve demand regression line
tdur Duration DSM
toff Recovery time DSM
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The objective function is given as

C =
∑
h

[∑
con

(
cmconG

l
con,h + c+conG

+
con,h + c−conG

−
con,h

)
+
∑
res

ccuresCUres,h

+
∑
sto

cmsto
(
STOoutsto,h + STOinsto,h

)
+
∑
ls

cmls

(
DSMd+

ls,h +DSMd−
ls,h

)
+
∑
lc

cmlcDSM
cu
lc,h

]

+
∑
con

[(
cicon + cfixcon

)
Ncon

]
+
∑
res

[(
cires + cfixres

)
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]
+
∑
sto

[(
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1

2
cfixsto

)
NP
sto +

(
ciEsto +

1

2
cfixsto

)
NE
sto

]
+
∑
lc

[(
cilc + cfixlc

)
Nlc

]
+
∑
ls

[(
cils + cfixls

)
Nls

]
+
∑
h

[∑
sto

(∑
r+

φcallr+,hc
m
sto

(
RP outr,sto,h −RP inr,sto,h

)
+
∑
r−

φcallr+,hc
m
sto

(
RP inr,sto,h −RP outr,sto,h

))

+
∑
lc

cmlc

(
φcallsr+,hRPsr+,lc,h + φcallmr+,hRPmr+,lc,h

)
+
∑
ls

cmls

(
φcallsr+,hPsr+,ls,h + φcallsr−,hRPsr−,ls,h + φcallmr+,hRPmr+,ls,h + φcallmr−,hRPmr−,ls,h

)]
(4.1)

Specifically, capacity investments N occur per technology without addressing discrete units.

A fixed exogenous capacity limit for conventionals, renewables, storage and DSM can be given

by m.

Ncon ≤ mcon ∀con (4.2a)

Nres ≤ mres ∀res (4.2b)

NP
sto ≤ mP

sto ∀sto (4.2c)

NE
sto ≤ mE

sto ∀sto (4.2d)

Nlc ≤ mlc ∀lc (4.2e)

Nls ≤ mls ∀ls (4.2f)

Yet to account for different flexibility capabilities of conventional installations in following

residual demand, we model the generation level of technology con in hour h, Glcon,h, which can

be altered by costly increases G+
con,h and G−con,h. The attached load change costs c+con, c−con

vary by technology and reflect different levels of flexibility. The constraint for these generation
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dynamics is given by

Glcon,h = Glcon,h−1 +G+
con,h −G

−
con,h ∀con, h > 1 (4.3a)

Glcon,1 = G+
con,1 ∀con (4.3b)

together with an initial condition for the first model period (4.3b). Generation level Glcon,h

and load changes G+
con,h, G−con,h are net in the sense that they comprise both energy actually

delivered to the wholesale market and activated reserves. For the hourly energy balance (4.5),

equalizing wholesale supply and demand, the generation level has to be corrected for the reserves

share. To this end, we introduce the Balancing Correction Factor BCFcon,h.

BCFcon,h ≡
∑
r−

φcallr−,hRPr−,h −
∑
r+

φcallr+,hRPr+,h ∀con, h (4.4)

where for reserves of type r, RPr,con,h is the capacity provided by technology con in hour

h. In this respect, index r− comprises negative reserves, index r+ positive reserves. If a certain

amount of reserve capacities is provided, fraction φcallr,h ∈ [0, 1] will be called, following actual

data from the base year. Wholesale gross supply by conventional generators is thus expressed

as GLcon,h +BCFcon,h. The wholesale energy balance reads

dh +
∑
sto

STOinsto,h +
∑
ls

DSMd+
ls,h

=
∑
con

(
Glcon,h +BCFcon,h

)
+
∑
res

Gres,h +
∑
sto

STOoutsto,h +
∑
lc

DSM cu
lc,h +

∑
ls

DSMd−
ls,h ∀h

(4.5)

Equally for secondary and minute reserves r, provision by conventional generators, storage,

renewables, DSM load curtailment, and DSM load shifting, must equal demand Dr in each

hour.

∑
con

RPr,con,h+
∑
sto

(
RP inr,sto,h +RP outr,sto,h

)
+
∑
res

RPr,res,h+

∑
lc

RPr,lc,h +
∑
ls

RPr,ls,h = Dr ∀h, r ∈ R \ {pr+, pr−} (4.6a)

where load curtailment cannot provide negative balancing power. DSM is assumed not to

be suited to satisfy primary reserves, which can only be supplied by conventional, renewable
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and storage technologies.

∑
con

RPr,con,h +
∑
res

RPr,res,h +
∑
sto

(
RP inr,sto,h +RP outr,sto,h

)
= Dr ∀h, r ∈ {pr+, pr−} (4.6b)

Reserves demand is constant over all periods. For secondary and minute qualities, it is

determined endogenously in the model as a function of installed wind and solar PV capacities

according to the following equation

Dr ≡ 1000 ∗ φshrr ∗

(
intrr +

∑
res

slprr,resNres/1000

)
∀r ∈ R \ {pr+, pr−} (4.6c)

Parameter φshrr is the split between secondary and minute reserves, for positive and negative

reserves separately.43 Intercept and slope of the reserves regression line are intrr, and slprr,res

respectively. For the parameters we draw on Ziegenhagen 2013, where a statistical convolution

analysis was carried out, determining reserves demand as a function of installed capacities of

variable renewables. Demand for primary reserves is symmetric and rendered as fraction φpr of

overall demand for the other types of reserves.44

Dpr+ = Dpr− = φpr
∑

r∈R\{pr+,pr−}

Dr (4.6d)

Moreover, we impose flexibility requirements on conventional generators for providing re-

serves, depending on the current load level of the technology.

RPr,con,h ≤ 0.5φ±con
(
Glcon,h +BCFcon,h

)
∀con, h, r ∈ {pr+, pr−} (4.6e)

RPr,con,h ≤ 5φ±con
(
Glcon,h +BCFcon,h

)
∀con, h, r ∈ {sr+, sr−} (4.6f)

RPr,con,h ≤ 15φ±con
(
Glcon,h +BCFcon,h

)
∀con, h, r ∈ {mr+,mr−} (4.6g)

Equation (4.6f) for instance restricts secondary reserves provision to the flexibility within

five minutes where φ±con is the maximum technically possible load change per minute.

The maximum production constraint on conventional generators requires gross wholesale

generation plus positive reserves provision to be no larger than installed capacity.

Glcon,h +BCFcon,h +
∑
r+

RPr+,con,h ≤ Ncon ∀con, h (4.7a)

43. Data follow the historical pattern of the years 2010-2012. Variations between years are negligible. We
therefore refrain from adapting to the respective base year of the analysis. The dimensioning of the input data
demands multiplication and division by the factor 1000.

44. We parametrize φpr resembling the actual ratio for Germany.
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Similarly, conventional generators may produce no less on the wholesale market than pro-

vided as negative reserves.

∑
r−

RPr,con,h ≤ Glcon,h +BCFcon,h ∀con, h (4.7b)

Constraints on renewables comprise the distribution of fed-in energy, (4.8a), between load

serving Gres,h, curtailment CUres,h, and positive reserve provision.45 For each type of installed

capacity Nres, φ
avl
res,h describes the hourly availability factor as a fraction of installed capacity

based on exogenous actual time series from the respective base year.

Equation (4.8c) is of central importance for our analysis: the share of conventional generation

in the total yearly energy delivered may be no larger than
(
1− φres

)
. Put differently, φres

prescribes the minimum renewable share in the electricity system.46 Total yearly consumed

energy, in this respect, comprises load minus load curtailment by DSM measures in the wholesale

and reserves segments, as well as storage losses in both segments, corrected by actually activated

reserves. For convenience, φcallr denotes the mean hourly activation of reserve type r. Finally,

(4.8d) caps the overall energy delivered by biomass at mE
bio.

Gres,h + CUres,h +
∑
r+

RPr+,res,h = φavlres,hNres ∀res, h (4.8a)

∑
r−

RPr−,res,h ≤ Gres,h ∀res, h (4.8b)

∑
con∈C\bio

∑
h

Glcon,h ≤

(
1− φres

)∑
h

[
dh +

∑
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(
STOinsto,h − STOoutsto,h

)
−
∑
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DSM cu
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+
∑
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∑
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−
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(
RP inr+,sto,h +RP outr+,sto,h

)
−
∑
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φcallr−,h

(
RP inr−,sto,h +RP outr−,sto,h

)]

−
∑
lc

∑
r+∈R+\pr+

RPr+,lc,hφ
call
r+,h

 (4.8c)

45. We set ccures to zero in the numerical application.
46. Note that biomass, a renewable source, is from the model’s point of view categorized as a conventional

technology as we assume it dispatchable; biomass nonetheless adds to the renewable share of the system.
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∑
h

Glbio,h ≤ mE
bio (4.8d)

The next set of constraints is related to storage technologies where efficiency losses in the

storage dynamics equations (4.9a) and (4.9b) are attributed equally to loading and generation.

Note that storage can provide both negative and positive reserves by both storing in, RP inr− ,

RP inr+ , and storing out, RP outr− , RP outr+ ; that is through increasing or withholding scheduled

inflows or outflows. Investments into energy and power are generally mutually independent –

that is we do not impose a predetermined E/P ratio – and power investments are assumed to be

symmetric between inflows and outflows; (4.9c–4.9e). Equations (4.9f–4.9g) restrict provision

of reserves to installed storage power. Two additional restrictions concerning reserve provision

are required: (4.9h) constrains generation for satisfying wholesale demand plus positive reserve

provision to last period’s storage level, and (4.9i) restricts storage inflow plus negative reserve

provision to the wedge between energy capacity and last period’s level. Otherwise, perverse

patterns of storage behavior would be possible. For instance, an empty storage could provide

reserves while anticipating never being called. Finally, to counteract model artifacts of excessive

loading in the first periods, each technology starts with a fraction φinisto of installed energy as

initial level of energy stored (4.9a). Likewise, energy stored after the last period of the model

horizon must equal that initial level according to (4.9j).

STOlevsto,1 = φinisto ∗NE
sto + STOinsto,1

(1+ηsto)
2 − STOoutsto,1

2
(1+ηsto) (4.9a)

STOlsto,h = STOlsto,h−1 + STOinsto,h
(1+ηsto)

2 − STOoutsto,h
2

(1+ηsto)

−
∑
r+

φcallr+,h

(
(1+ηsto)

2 RP inr+,sto,h + 2
(1+ηsto)RP

out
r+,sto,h

)
+
∑
r−

φcallr−,h

(
(1+ηsto)

2 RP inr−,sto,h + 2
(1+ηsto)RP

out
r−,sto,h

)
∀h > 1 (4.9b)

STOlsto,h ≤ NE
sto ∀sto, h (4.9c)

STOinsto,h +
∑
r−

RP inr−,sto,h ≤ N
P
sto ∀sto, h (4.9d)

STOoutsto,h +
∑
r+

RP outr+,sto,h ≤ N
P
sto ∀sto, h (4.9e)

∑
r+

RP inr+,sto,h ≤ STO
in
sto,h ∀sto, h (4.9f)

∑
r−

RP outr−,sto,h ≤ STO
out
sto,h ∀sto, h (4.9g)
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(
STOoutsto,h +

∑
r+

RP outr+,sto,h

)
2

(1+ηsto) ≤ STO
l
sto,h−1 ∀sto, h (4.9h)(

STOinsto,h +
∑
r−

RP inr−,sto,h

)
(1+ηsto)

2 ≤ NE
sto − STOlsto,h−1 ∀sto, h (4.9i)

STOlsto,h = φinisto ∗NE
sto ∀sto, h = |H| (4.9j)

DSM measures are separated into load curtailment (lc) and load shifting (ls). For load

curtailment, demand is reduced in one period without recovery at a later point in time. Each

installed facility Nlc may cut load once every tofflc hours, the recovery period, for a duration

of maximally tdurlc hours. By reducing demand, load curtailment may also provide positive

secondary and minute reserve energy.

∑
hh,h≤hh<h+toff

lc

DSM cu
lc,hh +

∑
r+∈R+\pr+

RPr+,lc,hφ
call
r+,h ≤ Nlct

dur
lc ∀lc, h (4.10a)

DSM cu
lc,h +

∑
r+∈R+\pr+

RPr+,lc,h ≤ Nlc ∀lc, h (4.10b)

The implementation of DSM load shifting follows a granular interpretation: units which are

shifted up in hour h, denoted by DSM+
ls,h, must be shifted down in the surrounding tdurls hours,

corrected by the efficiency factor ηls.
47 In this respect, DSM−ls,h,hh carries two time indices,

representing downshifts in hour hh to account for upshifts in hour h. Equation (4.10c) employs

this double-indexation to ensure that each unit of load on hold is recovered within the specified

duration period tdurls of the DSM technology. Both DSM upshifts and downshifts may either

take effect for the wholesale or the reserves segment. Therefore, equation (4.10d) distributes the

respective net upshift DSM+
ls,h into a portion DSMd+

ls,h entering the energy balance of supply

and demand on the wholesale market, (4.5), and a potion serving negative reserves activation.

The analogous distribution equation for negative shifts is given by (4.10e), where the left-hand

side simply represents all downshifts within period h, regardless for which hour’s upshifts they

account for. Interpreting each installed DSM load shifting unit Nls as one granular unit which

in each period can either shift up demand, shift down demand, provide reserves of one quality,

or be inactive, equation (4.10f) ensures that no undue overuse takes place. Equation (4.10g)

specifies a recovery period toffls for each DSM load shifting installation. For a more in-depth

47. We set ηls to one in the numerical application.
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treatment of the implemented DSM representation, see Chapter 5, or Zerrahn and Schill 2015b.

DSM+
ls,hηls =

∑
hh,h−tdur

ls ≤hh≤h+tdur
ls

DSM−ls,h,hh ∀h (4.10c)

DSM+
ls,h = DSMd+

ls,h +
∑

r−\pr−
RPr−,ls,hφ

call
r−,h ∀ls, h (4.10d)

∑
hh,h−tdur

ls ≤hh≤h+tdur
ls

DSM−ls,hh,h = DSMd−
ls,h +

∑
r+\pr+

RPr+,ls,hφ
call
r+,h ∀ls, h (4.10e)

DSMd+
ls,h +DSMd−

ls,h +
∑

r∈R\{pr+,pr−}

RPr,ls,h ≤ Nls ∀ls, h (4.10f)

∑
hh,h≤hh<h+toff

ls

DSM+
ls,h ≤ Nlst

dur
ls ∀ls, h (4.10g)

4.4 Data and scenarios

4.4.1 Data

The model is loosely calibrated to the German power system with regard to demand, hourly

availabilities of fluctuating renewables, and constraints for offshore, wind power, biomass,

pumped hydro storage, and DSM48. Hourly load values are taken from (ENTSO-E 2016) for

the year 2013. For the fraction of reserves called, we divide the mean hourly actually activated

reserves, provided by the German TSOs (regelleistung.net 2014a), by the contracted capacities

at that point (regelleistung.net 2014b).

Aside from time-related input data, which is based on 2013 under baseline assumptions,

all technology-specific input parameters reflect a 2050 perspective. Tables B.1 to B.5 in Ap-

pendix B.2 contain a detailed representation of all technology-specific assumptions of the base-

line, including respective units and data sources. Annualized fixed costs are generally calculated

by drawing overnight investment costs, fixed costs not related to power generation (where ap-

plicable), specific technical lifetimes, and an assumed interest rate of 4%. Monetary values are

generally stated in real prices of 2010.

Regarding thermal generation technologies, we include hard coal, combined cycle natural

gas (CCGT) and two types of open cycle natural gas turbines (OCGT)—an “efficient” one with

lower marginal but higher investment costs, and an “inefficient” type for which the opposite

48. Not only the source code, but also all input data is freely available under www.diw.de/dieter.

www.diw.de/dieter
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is true. By assumption, investments into nuclear, lignite, and run-of-river hydro power are

not possible. In case of nuclear, this reflects the legal situation in Germany. Lignite plants,

which have high specific CO2 emissions, are assumed not to be compatible with a long-term,

low-emission, renewable-based system.49 Run-of-river is excluded because, on the one hand,

potentials in Germany are small; on the other, it is a non-dispatchable low-cost technology,

such that unlimited investment opportunities would render model results trivial.

The major source for cost parameters for conventional generators and biomass plants is the

DIW Data Documentation (Schröder et al. 2013), of which medium projections for 2050 are

used. Supplementary information stems from VGB PowerTech (2012), and VDE (2012b) for

load change flexibility. Marginal production costs of conventional plants are calculated based

on the carbon content of the fuel (UBA 2013), an assumed CO2 price of 100 Euro per tonne,

and specific efficiency and fuel costs. Fuel prices follow the “medium” price path within DLR

et al. (2012), except for lignite (dena 2012).

Regarding fluctuating renewable technologies, we include onshore and offshore wind power

as well as solar photovoltaics. In addition, investments in dispatchable biomass generators –

which are treated like conventional thermal plants in the model formulation – are possible. Cost

data for renewables as well comes from the DIW Data Documentation (Schröder et al. 2013).

Under baseline assumptions, a cap on offshore wind power installations of 32 GW is assumed

(DLR et al. 2012). We further assume a yearly biomass budget of 60 TWh in the baseline (BMU

2012). We calculate hourly renewable availability factors by dividing the 2013 hourly in-feed

of onshore wind (50Hertz 2016b; Amprion 2016b; TenneT TSO 2016b; Transnet BW 2016b),

offshore wind (TenneT TSO 2016b), or solar PV (50Hertz 2016a; Amprion 2016a; TenneT TSO

2016a; Transnet BW 2016a), provided by the German TSOs, by the installed capacity in the

same year (BMWi 2014).50.

Building on the “Roadmap Storage” (Pape et al. 2014), we consider seven distinct storage

technologies which vary with respect to specific investments into power and energy as well

as roundtrip efficiency. In most scenarios, investment choices are restricted to three of these

technologies: lithium-ion batteries (Li-ion, as an example for a short-term storage technology),

pumped hydro storage (PHS, mid-term), and power-to-gas (P2G, long-term).51 The remaining

four technologies are included only in a sensitivity. These are considered to be either risky with

49. This assumption appears not to be critical. Additional model runs that include a lignite option
parametrized according to Table B.1 show that no such investments take place under the assumed baseline
CO2 price of 100 Euro per tonne, as lignite plants incur both high investments and variable costs.

50. For convenience, we impose a linear expansion path on the installed capacities between the beginning and
the end of 2013.

51. Here, “power-to-gas” involves the use of electricity to generate hydrogen and later reconversion to electricity.
A more precise, but rather lengthy term would be “power-to-hydrogen-to-power”.
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respect to environmental or security concerns, such as lead acid batteries and sodium-sulfur

(NaS) batteries, or not to be cost-competitive with the other storage options like redox flow

batteries and advanced adiabatic compressed air energy storage (AA-CAES). For DSM poten-

tials and costs, we largely draw upon Frontier (2014) who assemble evidence from numerous

academic and applied studies, as well as on Klobasa (2007), Gils (2014), and Agora (2013).

4.4.2 Scenario definition

The model is implemented in the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) and solved with

the commercial solver CPLEX.52 We apply the model to a baseline scenario and to numerous

sensitivities, while always varying the requirement for the minimum renewable share between

60, 70, 80, 90, and 100%. In order to study the effect of deviating parameter assumptions and

model, we carry out various sensitivity analyses (Table 4.4).

A first group of sensitivities deals with different assumptions on the costs and availabilities of

power storage technologies: availability of additional storage technologies, deviations of specific

investment costs, and a tighter energy cap for pumped hydro storage. Next, we consider two

extreme variations of the assumed DSM potentials, zero or double compared to the baseline.

Another group of sensitivities relates to costs and availabilities of renewables. This includes

alternative assumptions on offshore wind power costs and potentials – a very important sensi-

tivity for transferring results to other countries with higher or lower offshore wind potentials

compared to Germany – smoother onshore wind profiles53, and alternative specific investments

for PV. Moreover, we include a sensitivity on the availability of biomass and a worst case with

respect to fluctuating renewable feed-in by assuming a week of “dark winter-no wind”, during

which electricity demand is high, but no power generation from onshore wind, offshore wind,

or PV is possible. We moreover vary the level of required reserves, which may be considered

both as a sensitivity with respect to a distinctive model feature or a parameter assumption.

In Appendix B.1.2, we also provide capacity outcomes for sensitivity analyses with respect

to the base year. While the patterns of renewable feed-in and load are based on German data

of 2013 in all aforementioned model runs, we test the effect of alternatively drawing on 2011 or

2012 data. Yet the results are not fully comparable to 2013, as the offshore wind feed-in data is

less reliable, being based on very few single wind turbines, such that results may be distorted

with respect to one decisive variable, that is, offshore wind power deployment.

52. Whereas the source code as well as all input data of DIETER is freely available under the Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License, GAMS and CPLEX are proprietary software.

53. Profiles are taken from Gerbaulet, Kunz, et al. (2014).
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Table 4.4: Assumptions for sensitivities

Availability of storage technologies

Li-ion Lead acid NaS Redox flow PHS AA-CAES P2G
Baseline X - - - X - X
Seven technologies X X X X X X X

Annualized specific investment costs of storage in Euro/kWh, Euro/kW

Li-ion Lead acid NaS Redox flow PHS AA-CAES P2G
Baseline, ciEsto 14 - - - < 1 - < 1
Baseline, ciPsto 3 - - - 46 - 68

Double, ciEsto 28 - - - 1 - < 1
Double, ciPsto 5 - - - 92 - 136

Half, ciEsto 7 - - - < 1 - < 1
Half, ciPsto 1 - - - 23 - 34

Storage energy restriction in GWh

Li-ion Lead acid NaS Redox flow PHS AA-CAES P2G
Baseline ∞ - - - 300 - ∞
Tight restriction ∞ - - - 50 - ∞

DSM potentials in MW

Load shifting Load curtailment
1 h 2 h 3 h 4 h 12 h cheap medium expensive

Baseline 793 2, 535 1, 385 1, 451 1, 050 3, 300 1, 600 5, 400
No potential 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Double potential 1, 585 5, 088 2, 770 2, 902 2, 100 6, 600 3, 200 10, 800

Offshore wind power costs and potentials

Baseline 32 GW
No offshore 0 GW
Breakthrough 53 GW, and half specific investment costs

Onshore wind profiles

Baseline Derived from German feed-in time series of 2013
Smooth Smoothed pan-European pattern based on wind speed data of 2011

Specific annualized investment costs of PV in Euro/kW

Baseline 27
Double costs 54
Half costs 14

Dark winter-no wind

Baseline Wind and PV availability according to German patterns of 2013
DWD No wind and PV feed-in in week 45

Energy restriction on biomass in TWh

Baseline 60
No biomass 0

Reserve requirements

intr+ slpr+ intr− slpr−
Baseline, wind 1.912 0.031 3.242 0.026
Baseline, PV 1.912 0.005 3.242 0.018

Zero, wind 0 0 0 0
Zero, PV 0 0 0 0

Double, wind 1.912 0.062 3.242 0.052
Double, PV 1.912 0.010 3.242 0.036

Note: numbers generally rounded to integers, and to three decimals for reserve parameters. For reserve
requirements, subscript + indicates relevance for positive reserves, subscript − for negative reserves.
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4.5 Results

4.5.1 Baseline scenario

Under baseline assumptions, we determine a renewable share of around 76.5% in the unre-

stricted case.54 Photovoltaics and onshore wind power have the largest capacities installed,

see Figure 4.1. If the minimum renewable share approaches 100%, overall capacities increase

strongly. Gas-fired power plants are substituted by a mix of other flexibility options in the

100% case. First, the capacity of dispatchable biomass increases strongly, while its energy limit

stays constant. Biomass full-load hours accordingly decrease strongly. Second, the capacities of

fluctuating renewables increase disproportionately. Offshore wind power reaches its installation

limit already in the 90% case. At the same time, renewable curtailment increases from around

1.5% in the unrestricted case to 8.5% in the 100% case. Third, storage capacities are expanded.

Figure 4.1: Baseline scenario: installed capacities
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The requirements for short-term flexibility options (lithium-ion batteries and DSM) hardly

change between the cases.55 These technologies are already required in the unrestricted case. In

54. As restriction (4.8c) is not binding for minimum shares of both 60% and 70%, these can be interpreted as
“unrestricted” cases.

55. DSM shift 3h, DSM shift 4h, DSM shift 12h, DSM curt cheap, and DSM curt medium are always at their
capacity limits. This is also true for most of the sensitivities.
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contrast, pumped hydro storage increases strongly beyond a share of 80%. In a 100% renewable

setting, pumped hydro reaches a capacity of above 24 GW, corresponding to 32% of the system

peak load, and also reaches its energy cap. Long-term-storage is required only to a small extent

and only in the 100% case under baseline assumptions (around 3 GW). Yet its E/P ratio is

much larger compared to pumped hydro storage (42 compared to 12 hours for PHS and 3 for

lithium-ion batteries). Overall, the storage requirement nearly triples from around 12 GW in

the 80% renewables case to 34 GW in the fully renewable case.

As regards overall yearly energy provision, the shares of combined cycle gas turbines,

biomass, and offshore wind power are larger compared to the respective shares of installed

capacities, see Figure B.1 in Appendix B.1.1. These technologies achieve higher full-load hours

compared to onshore wind power and PV. In contrast, open cycle gas turbines and load cur-

tailment have disproportionately small energy shares, as these technologies have high variable

costs and are thus hardly used.

Figure 4.2: Baseline scenario: exemplary patterns of fluctuating renewable power generation
and storage energy levels
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Figure 4.2 shows the patterns of fluctuating renewable power generation and storage energy

levels for an exemplary week in spring time. Variations in renewable generation are dominated

by daily PV patterns. The energy level of pumped hydro storage closely tracks these PV
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fluctuations. In this respect, pumped hydro storage may be referred to as “daily storage” or

even as “PV storage”. Lithium-ion batteries are operated in similar cycles, but have lower E/P

ratios and thus reach their upper and lower capacity limit virtually every day. In contrast,

power-to-gas storage follows a much longer-term cycle.

Compared to its shares in overall capacity or yearly energy, power storage plays a much

larger role in the provision and activation of control reserves. This is particularly the case

for short-term lithium-ion batteries. FiguresB.4–B.7 in Appendix B.1.3 show the shares of

technologies in both reserve provision and activation for overall renewable shares of 80% and

100%. It can be seen that power storage particularly contributes to primary reserves, and its

relevance for the other reserve segments also increases in the 100% case.

4.5.2 Sensitivities on storage costs and availabilities

Availability of additional storage technologies

We now assume that additional storage technologies are available. These are parametrized

according to Table B.3, leaning on Pape et al. (2014). The results of this sensitivity – as well

as several others – are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, which indicate the changes in installed

storage power compared to the baseline for the cases with 80% and 100% renewables.

In case additional storage technologies are available, we observe a massive deployment of

lead acid batteries which causes a full substitution of lithium-ion batteries as well as – in the

100% case – long-term storage. Moreover, pumped hydro storage capacities are partly replaced.

Overall, storage capacity slightly increases compared to the baseline. Because of their favorable

investment costs, lead acid batteries become the dominant short- and mid-term technology in

this scenario with E/P ratios of 4 (unrestricted case) to nearly 6 (100% renewables). Pumped

hydro, conversely, turns into some kind of long-term storage in the 100% case with an E/P ratio

of 33 hours. Sodium-sulfur batteries are installed to a small extent with E/P ratios around 2.

Overall system costs decrease by around 1% as a consequence of the assumed availability of the

comparatively cheap lead acid technology. Redox flow batteries and adiabatic compressed air

energy storage are never installed because of higher costs and lower round-trip efficiencies.56

56. In an additional sensitivity run not shown here, we include all storage technologies except for lead acid
batteries and find very similar but slightly less pronounced effects. In this case, lead acid capacities are almost
entirely substituted by the slightly more expensive sodium-sulfur batteries which become the dominant short-
and mid-term storage option. System costs savings compared to the baseline are accordingly slightly lower.
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Figure 4.3: Sensitivities on storage, DSM, and reserves: changes in installed storage power for
80% renewables
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Figure 4.4: Sensitivities on storage, DSM, and reserves: changes in installed storage power for
100% renewables
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Half or double specific investment costs of all storage technologies

If investment costs of the three storage options considered in the baseline are assumed to

halve, for example because of technological breakthroughs, more short- and mid-term storage

capacities are installed for a renewable share of 80%, see Figure 4.3. The same is true for

the 90% case (not depicted here). In the fully renewable case, lithium batteries increase by

nearly 13 GW to a total level around 19 GW, corresponding to 25% of the system peak load,

see Figure 4.4. At the same time, both mid-term and long-term storage decrease slightly in

the 100% case. Pumped hydro storage nonetheless reaches its energy cap, going along with

a slightly increased E/P ratio. Overall, the assumed change in investment costs is relatively

more favorable for lithium-ion batteries. These changes in the storage portfolio go along with

slight deviations in the renewable mix: onshore and offshore wind power are used a little less,

whereas PV generation slightly increases. System costs decrease by 2.2% due to cheaper storage

options. Likewise, the renewable share in the unrestricted case increases from 76.4% to 78.1%.

Under the assumption of double investment costs of all storage technologies, for example

because of lower research activities or a more challenging investment environment, we gener-

ally find opposite effects, but less pronounced. In particular, hardly any long-term storage is

installed (around 1 GW). Instead, onshore wind power installations as well as renewable cur-

tailment increase slightly. Installed PV capacity, which requires daily storage, also decreases.

Overall costs increase by 3% in the fully renewable system.

Half specific investment costs of particular storage options

We now test the sensitivity of results with respect to cost breakthroughs of single storage

technologies. In doing so, we focus on lithium-ion batteries and power-to-gas, as these are less

developed than pumped hydro storage.

If specific investment costs of lithium-ion batteries decrease by 50%, we observe a major

shift towards this technology, see Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The E/P ratio of lithium-ion batteries

increases to around 4 to 6 hours, depending on the required renewable share, such that they

evolve into some kind of mid-term storage option. Pumped hydro requirements accordingly

decrease. Yet pumped hydro still reaches its energy cap in the 100% because of an increased

E/P ratio of nearly 33 hours. Overall costs decrease by 1.4%.

In contrast, a 50% cost reduction of long-term storage has smaller effects. Even under

these optimistic cost assumptions, power-to-gas is never built except for the 100% case, and

even there investments increase by merely 4 GW. Accordingly, cost breakthroughs in long-term

storage appear not to be a game changer in the setting analyzed here. The sluggish uptake of
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the long-term storage option in the model is mainly caused by its comparatively low round-trip

efficiency, which is far below the other options. If long-term storage is to become viable, cost

reductions thus have to be accompanied by efficiency improvements.

Tighter energy restriction on pumped hydro storage

Under baseline assumptions, pumped hydro is the dominant mid-term storage option. We

test the robustness of results with respect to a tighter cap on the maximum installable energy

capacity, i.e., 75 GWh as compared to 300 GWh. 75 GWh are a little higher than the cumulative

energy capacity of current pumped hydro storage facilities that are directly connected to the

German transmission grid. This is meant to reflect less optimistic prospects for constructing

upper and/or lower reservoirs, for example because of limited topographic potentials, public

resistance or environmental restrictions.

Due to the tighter energy cap, the E/P ratio of pumped hydro storage remains around 8

hours for all renewable shares, compared to up to 12 hours in the baseline. Accordingly, the

installed power of pumped hydro facilities changes less than its energy cap. Investments into

storage power change compared to the baseline only in the 90% and 100% cases; for the latter,

see Figure 4.4. Pumped hydro storage now reaches its energy cap already in the 90% case,

such that capacity is around 8 GW lower. Yet this decrease is partly compensated by a 6 GW

increase in lithium-ion batteries. In the 100 % case, pumped hydro decreases by more than

15 GW, but is substituted by the more expensive short-term (+10 GW) and long-term (+6 GW)

storage options. Overall system costs therefore increase by 1.7% in the fully renewable case.

4.5.3 Sensitivities on DSM potentials

Under the assumption that demand-side options cannot be developed, required power storage

capacities increase. In particular, DSM is substituted by lithium-ion batteries. In case of double

DSM potentials, we find corresponding effects in the opposite direction, but less pronounced.

For example, double DSM potentials decrease overall storage requirements by less than 4 GW

compared to the baseline in the 80% case (Figure 4.3), whereas the corresponding opposite

effect of zero DSM is much larger. Accordingly, the marginal rate of substitution between DSM

and storage decreases strongly. This may be due to time-related restrictions of load shifting

and comparatively high costs of several DSM segments.
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4.5.4 Sensitivities on reserve requirements

The future demand for reserves is generally uncertain, as it depends, among other factors, on

the size of the balancing area, tender and delivery periods, and the technical prequalification of

various technologies. We carry out two sensitivities with zero and double reserve requirements.

The sensitivity without any reserves also serves as a test of the importance of including reserves

at all in the model.

If reserve requirements are set to zero, the capacities of both short-term storage and DSM

decrease in all runs, irrespective of the minimum renewable share. In particular, the expensive

load curtailment technology is not deployed any longer. Likewise, lithium-ion battery capacity

is 2 to 3 GW lower than in the baseline. Neglecting reserves in power system models may thus

lead to a systematic underestimation of short-term storage and DSM capacities.

If reserve requirements are assumed twice as high as in the baseline, we find an corresponding

effect in the opposite direction. Yet the impact on short-term storage is much stronger with

a capacity increase of some 7 GW, see Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Load curtailment capacity also

increases, but less pronounced, as many DSM segments are already at their capacity limit in the

baseline. Overall, our findings thus suggest that considering reserves in power system modeling

is particularly important for a proper assessment of short-term power storage requirements.

4.5.5 Sensitivities on renewable costs and availabilities

Storage requirements also change under alternative assumptions on the costs and availabilities

of renewable power sources. The changes of installed storage power, compared to the baseline,

are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, for the cases with 80% and 100% renewables.
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Figure 4.5: Sensitivities on renewable costs and availabilities: changes in installed storage power
for 80% renewables
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Figure 4.6: Sensitivities on renewable costs and availabilities: changes in installed storage power
for 100% renewables
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Alternative costs and potentials of offshore wind power

Given the parameter assumptions used in this study, offshore wind power is a very cost-efficient

renewable energy source. Under an alternative assumption that offshore wind power poten-

tials cannot be developed, model results substantially change. The share of renewables in the

unrestricted case decreases to 65.6%, compared to 76.5% in the baseline. In order to reach

minimum shares of 70% and more, significant capacity additions of onshore wind power and

PV are necessary. Because of their comparatively lower full-load hours, overall installed capac-

ity of all technologies increases by nearly 130 GW, and reaches an absolute level of 538 GW

in the 100% case, which is more than seven times higher than the system peak load. At the

same time, renewable curtailment increases to 17% in the 100% renewable scenario (7% in the

baseline). In such an environment, power storage requirements also increase. In the 80% case,

around 14 GW additional pumped hydro storage capacity is needed, whereas in the 100% case

additional 10 GW of power-to-gas are installed compared to the baseline. System costs are

accordingly 13.7% higher than in the baseline in the fully renewable setting.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 also indicate the effect of deviating assumptions in the opposite direction,

i.e., an offshore wind power breakthrough. Extending the installation cap for offshore wind

power to 53 GW and at the same time halving specific investment costs increases the renewable

share to 81.4% in the unrestricted case. Lower capacities of onshore wind power and PV are

required in all cases. As offshore wind power fluctuates less than onshore wind and PV, the

overall storage requirement also decreases by around 11 GW, largely pumped hydro, in the fully

renewable setting. System costs substantially decrease by 11.4% in the 100% case compared

to the baseline. Accordingly, the availability and the costs of offshore wind power play an

important role for future power systems with high shares of renewables, and also have a strong

impact on the requirement of mid- and long-term storage technologies.

Alternative projections for onshore wind profiles

With alternative projections for onshore wind profiles, we aim to capture the effects of both

widespread geographical57 balancing, which makes the profiles smoother, and future changes

in generator configuration, which increases full-load hours. Under these assumptions, onshore

wind power gains ground in the competition with other renewable technologies. We accordingly

observe a massive shift towards onshore wind power, which substitutes both offshore wind and

PV capacity. At the same time, storage requirements hardly change compared to the baseline.

57. The profiles are based on interpolated European wind-time series data of the year 2011. From these, hourly
availabilities for many wind farm locations over Europe are derived. For further details, see Gerbaulet, Kunz,
et al. (2014).
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In the 100% case, see Figure 4.6, there is a minor shift from pumped hydro (-4 GW) to lithium-

ion batteries (+1 GW) and power-to-gas (+3 GW). This may be due to the fact that onshore

wind substitutes technologies which fluctuate both more (PV) and less heavily (offshore wind),

such that the net effect on storage largely cancels out.

Half or double specific investment costs of photovoltaics

As regards PV, we carry out model runs with respect to different developments of specific

investment costs, as these appear to be especially relevant sensitivities, given the wide range

of long-term cost projections (Schröder et al. 2013). Under the assumption that specific PV

investment costs halve compared to the baseline, PV capacity increases by around 40 GW in

all cases, substituting either offshore or onshore wind power. At the same time, pumped hydro

storage requirements increase in the order of 5 to 6 GW, see Figures 4.5 and 4.6.

Under the assumption that specific PV investment costs are twice as high as in the baseline,

we find corresponding effects in the opposite direction. Lower PV capacities go along with

decreases in pumped hydro storage requirements between 4 and 8 GW, depending on the

renewable share. These outcomes thus support the previously discussed finding that pumped

hydro may be interpreted as “PV storage” in this setting.

Dark winter-no wind

All model calculations presented so far have drawn on hourly renewable availability factors

derived from historic time series. Under baseline assumptions, the sum of hourly availabilities

of PV, onshore wind power, and offshore wind power drops to very low levels only during a

few subsequent hours. We now examine a kind of worst case scenario with respect to security

of supply by assuming that PV, onshore wind power and offshore wind power are completely

unavailable over a full winter week in which power demand is high (“dark winter-no wind”).

Up to a renewable share of 90%, some 11 GW of additional gas-fired power plants (largely

open cycle gas turbines) are sufficient to serve power demand during the dark winter week.

These partly substitute installations of the expensive load curtailment category, as gas turbines

have comparatively lower variable costs and thus displace load curtailment in both the reserve

and wholesale markets. Only in the 100% renewable case, in which no gas-fired generators can

be built, we observe substantial capacity additions of biomass as well as moderate increases in

all three power storage technologies, 1 GW lithium-ion batteries, 3 GW pumped hydro, and

1 GW power-to-gas, see Figure 4.6. It is thus biomass, and not power storage, that serves as

the main source of flexibility in this setting. Note that the energy cap on biomass does not
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change, such that full-load hours of biomass decrease substantially.58 In order to offset lower

power generation from biomass in the remaining hours of the year, additional PV installations

are required in the 100% case, which also contribute to increased storage requirements.

No biomass

In all scenarios, flexible power generation from biomass plays an important role. Under the

alternative assumption that no biomass is available for power generation, model results change

substantially. In the cases with renewable shares of 80 and 90%, substantial capacity addi-

tions of onshore wind power and PV are required – offshore wind power is already close to

the assumed capacity limit. As a consequence of increased supply-side fluctuations, storage

requirements, largely pumped hydro, also rise, see Figure 4.5. At the same time, renewable cur-

tailment increases to 4.7% (80%) and 8.3% (90%), compared to 1.6% and 3.7% in the baseline,

respectively. In the 100% case, however, the picture change, see Figure 4.6. Here, excessive

additional onshore wind power capacity is deployed combined with power-to-gas storage, ad-

ditional 27 GW compared to the baseline, in order to achieve full renewable supply without

flexible biomass. At the same time, both renewable curtailment and system costs significantly

increase. In other words, substantial capacity of seasonal storage is required only under the

assumption of both very high renewable shares and restricted availability of biomass in our

model setup.

In an additional model run, we combine the assumptions of “dark winter-no wind” and

complete non-availability of biomass. In such a setting, power-to-gas is used as seasonal storage

and becomes a main source of flexibility in the 100% renewable case with an absolute power

rating of 56 GW, and an energy capacity of nearly 17 TWh, see Figure 4.6. The corresponding

E/P ratio is 285 hours, i.e., around 12 days. The case for seasonal storage discussed above

thus increases further, if high RES shares and non-availability of biomass are combined with

simultaneous non-availabilities of fluctuating renewables for longer periods.

4.6 Discussion of limitations

In the following, we briefly discuss important limitations of our model and how these may affect

results.

We deliberately abstract from a real power system and instead adopt a long-term, green-

58. We implicitly assume that it is possible to shift a substantial fraction of the yearly biomass energy budget
to one particular winter week. In practice, this would require additional storage capacity of either biomass or
biogas.
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field perspective. This necessarily restricts the potential to draw policy conclusions that are

immediately relevant for today’s power systems. Rather, we aim to provide on the one hand

long-run benchmarks for power storage in an optimized future power system, and, on the other,

qualitative insights into interdependencies of power storage and various other flexibility options.

Our analysis may thus not be used to draw conclusions on today’s power systems, but rather to

guide longer-term research and development policy on power storage and other technologies as

well as the regulatory framework. Because of the greenfield perspective, we also do not address

questions of path-dependency or intermediate development stages of the power system on the

way towards high renewable shares. Results should accordingly not be interpreted as a forecast,

but rather as a benchmark for an optimized future system.

Despite adopting a greenfield perspective, it is necessary to loosely calibrate the model to

a specific power system. For example, the capacities of dispatchable renewables such as hydro

power or biomass have to be restricted in order not to generate trivial results. Our choice of

Germany is obvious because of the legally binding long-term renewable targets; yet it involves

a range of issues. For example, we abstract from power exchange with neighboring countries

and thus neglect the possibilities of smoothing both renewable fluctuations and power demand

by balancing over larger geographical areas.59. This may result in exaggerated fluctuations

of renewable generators, which in turn leads to an overestimation of the need for flexibility

and power storage. Another limitation that may distort results in a similar direction is the

linear scaling of historic renewable feed-in time series. This approach neglects future changes

in generator design as well as changes in the geographical distribution, which would lead to

smoother feed-in profiles. Likewise, the demand profile may become smoother in the future

because of demand-side innovations and behavioral changes. Our analysis, however, already

includes such developments at least to some degree, as we assume substantial DSM capacities

of both load shifting and load curtailment.

Next, the model analysis focuses on the power system and neglects interactions with the

heating or mobility sectors. While this simplification appears to be largely justified for current

real-world power systems, it can be expected that interactions with the heat and mobility sectors

gain importance in high-RES systems. For example, by means of power-to-heat applications

which may partly take up temporary renewable surpluses, or by flexibly using electricity for

mobility purposes. If such additional “power-to-X” flexibility options were considered, power

storage requirements should tend to decrease. Yet including such cross-sector interactions would

require extending the analytical framework from a partial equilibrium power sector model to-

59. One exception to this approach is the sensitivity with smoother onshore wind power profiles derived from
historic European wind speed data.
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wards a larger-scale energy system model. This appears to be both challenging and a promising

avenue for future research.

Finally, investment models generally require simplifications with respect to technical details

of thermal generators compared to pure dispatch models. Otherwise, investment models as large

as the one used for this analysis would be very hard to solve numerically. For example, our

linear model setup does not allow to accommodate a unit-commitment formulation with start-

up restrictions and costs of single thermal blocks, minimum on-time or off-time, or minimum

generation levels. Instead, we aim to approximate such constraints with linearized ramping

costs of aggregated technologies. This may tend to underestimate flexibility restrictions of

thermal generators and thus lead to an undervaluation of flexibility. Yet in a future system

with strongly growing renewable shares this might be of decreasing importance. Further, we

keep the model solvable by abstracting from network issues and by assuming perfect foresight.

These simplifications render possible a parsimonious model formulation that allows traceability

of results. Even more important, this provides scope for multiple sensitivities, which are at the

heart of our analysis, as long-run parameter assumptions in the power system are subject to

very high uncertainties.

4.7 Conclusions

We review recent literature on the role of power storage in electricity systems dominated by

fluctuating renewables. While there is no coherent consensus, some broad common indications

emerge. First, storage can be valuable in integrating high shares of renewables, but deployment

is rather moderate up to around 50% to 70% RES penetration levels. In this respect, second,

specifically short and medium term storage, up to 12 hours, can help accommodating the

variability of wind and solar PV. Third, primarily for very high RES shares beyond 80%, long-

term power storage is found to prove economic. In our review, we also identify modeling features

relevant to soundly assess different roles for storage: a fine temporal resolution over a longer time

period to capture short and long-term variability, the inclusion of competing flexibility options

such as demand-side management, the ability to capture different benefits to the system such

as the provision of balancing reserves and firm capacity, and sufficient traceability to perform

numerous sensitivity analyses.

Based on these domains, we develop a new dispatch and investment model (DIETER) to

study the role of power storage and other flexibility options in a greenfield setting with high

shares of renewables. In contrast to many other analyses, our model not only captures the
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arbitrage value of power storage, but also system values related to the provision of dispatchable

capacity and reserves. In a baseline scenario, we find that power storage requirements remain

moderate up to a renewable share of around 80%, as other options on both the supply side

and demand side also offer flexibility at low cost. These findings connect to other model-based

studies reviewed. If the renewable share increases to 100%, the required capacities of power

storage increase strongly and nearly triple compared to the 80% case. Yet even in a completely

renewable-based system, not much long-term storage is needed under baseline assumptions,

connecting to the lower end of the findings from the literature. Compared to the wholesale

market, power storage generally plays a larger role in the provision and activation of control

reserves.

As long-run parameter assumptions are highly uncertain, we carry out a range of sensitivity

analyses with respect to costs and availabilities of storage and renewables. We also vary as-

sumptions on DSM potentials and reserve requirements. A common finding of these sensitivities

is that – under very high renewable shares – the storage requirement strongly depends on the

costs and availability of other flexibility options. Aside from demand-side options, the avail-

ability of dispatchable biomass generators appears to be a key determinant for power storage

requirements. Further, storage needs strongly depend on the costs and the potentials of offshore

wind power, which has relatively smooth generation profiles compared to onshore wind power

and PV. Low-cost demand-side measures, both load shifting and curtailment, turn out to be

dominant options. In particular, load shifting potentials with 3, 4, and 12 hours are installed

up to their assumed capacity limits in most scenarios; the same is true for the cheap and the

medium load curtailment technologies.

As regards single storage technologies, we conclude that pumped hydro storage will continue

to play a dominant role under the cost assumptions made here. Pumped hydro is deployed

with such energy to power ratios that it serves as daily storage for balancing out PV-related

fluctuations. Lithium-ion (and other) batteries may increasingly contribute not only to reserve

provision, but also to wholesale balancing, in particular if their costs decrease further. In

contrast, long-term storage plays a major role only in rather extreme scenarios of the model

analysis. For example, if no biomass is available in a 100% renewable setting, and even more so

if this assumption is combined with a winter week without any fluctuating renewable feed-in.

While our model is loosely parameterized to the German power system, many of the findings

are also relevant for other countries moving toward high shares of fluctuating renewables. In

particular, the sensitivities may be of interest to international readers, as other countries may,

for example, have higher or lower offshore wind power potentials or lower biomass availability
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compared to Germany.

Based on our model results, we conclude that power storage becomes an increasingly im-

portant element of a transition towards a fully renewable-based power system. Power storage

gains further relevance if other potential sources of flexibility are less developed. Supporting

the development of power storage should thus be considered a useful component of policies

designed to safeguard the transition towards renewables. Policy-makers should aim for techno-

logical progress and cost reduction in different power storage technologies, primarily by means

of broad-based support for research and development. At the same time, politics should enable

a level playing field for competition among flexibility options in the various areas of application.



Chapter 5

On the Representation of Demand-Side

Management in Power System Models

5.1 Introduction

The application of demand-side management (DSM) in power systems recently gains increasing

attention in many countries.60 DSM may help to increase power system efficiency by reducing

peak generation capacity requirements and by improving the utilization of both generation and

network assets (Strbac 2008). DSM can further provide a means of accommodating growing

power generation from fluctuating renewable sources (Aghaie and Alizadeh 2013) and may also

help to address carbon emissions constraints (Bergaentzle et al. 2014). Moreover, the demand

side is viewed as a potentially relevant source for the provision of reserves. For example, Falsafi

et al. (2014) identify the potential of demand response in a smart grid setting to accommodate

uncertainties in wind power generation forecasting. Koliou et al. (2014) argue that the demand-

side could be a relevant source for balancing, but current market design hinders its participation

in reserve markets.

There is no common definition of demand-side management, and many authors differentiate

only vaguely between DSM, demand response, and (temporarily) increased energy efficiency (for

example, Miara et al. 2014). DSM may refer to increased responsiveness to real-time prices; for

example, Allcott (2012) analyzes the repercussions of elastic demand concerning efficiency and

60. This chapter is joint work with Wolf-Peter Schill. It is published as Zerrahn and Schill (2015b) in Energy
84 (2015): 840–845, doi:10.1016/j.energy.2015.03.037. It was presented at the 5th International Ruhr Energy
Conference in Essen.
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welfare, or Borenstein (2005) further elaborates on distributional implications. Likewise, DSM

may refer to load shifting between periods, temporary load shedding, or both of the latter like in

Paulus and Borggrefe (2011) or Keane, Tuohy, et al. (2011). DSM may be realized in industrial,

commercial or domestic applications. In the case of load shifting, which is in the focus in the

following, overall power demand does not change over the whole time frame considered; yet

some fraction of load may be moved between single hours, for example from periods with high

power prices or binding network constraints to hours with lower prices or lower congestion.

Practical experiences as well as costs and benefits of DSM programs actually implemented in

Europe are reviewed by Torriti et al. (2010) and Bradley et al. (2013): the former come to the

conclusion that slow diffusion is due to limited policy support; in this vein, the latter call for a

broader economic welfare perspective beyond isolated studies when it comes to assessing DSM

potentials. In the literature, substantial potentials for DSM applications in different sectors and

countries are reported. Stadler and Bukvic-Schäfer (2003) provide an early detailed assessment

for Germany. EPRI (2009) present an extensive review for the U.S., and Gils (2014) carries out

a comprehensive comparative study on DSM potentials for 40 European countries.

Many power system models incorporate some form of DSM representation. Yet given the

growing importance of DSM, surprisingly little attention is drawn to the intricacies of load

shifting. A proper representation of DSM requires not only a maximum power restriction on

hourly load shifting, but also consistent time-related constraints which ensure that load changes

in one direction are adequately evened out by changes in the opposite direction in due time. An

incomplete representation of these constraints may result in distorted levels of DSM utilization

and, accordingly, flawed assessments on the capabilities and benefits of DSM in power systems.

Previous model analyses largely do not incorporate these restrictions in a coherent way. For

example, Schroeder (2011) focuses on DSM modeling, but merely includes an hourly power

restriction and an overall energy balance equation for the whole time frame considered. Pina

et al. (2012) analyze the impact of DSM on renewable penetration in an island setting with the

TIMES model, but do not document DSM restrictions. It can be inferred from the TIMES doc-

umentation Loulou et al. (2005) published by the International Energy Agency, that the model

includes no more than an hourly power restriction and an overall energy balance constraint on

DSM. Paulus and Borggrefe (2011) differentiate between load shedding and load shifting and

also include the provision of reserves by DSM. Load shifting is modeled similar to power storage

with an additional energy balance equation for certain time intervals. Load shedding processes

are constrained by an overall seasonal energy restriction. It should be noted that Paulus and

Borggrefe (2011) do not present an analytical representation of their DSM formulation. This
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can only be found in an older conference paper version. The details of the formulation still

remain somewhat opaque, in particularly the specifics of the intervals considered, as well as

the interplay of restrictions related to storage size and shifting time. It further remains ques-

tionable if DSM can be modeled in a setting with single type days in a meaningful way. In

a related setting, Richter (2011) considers restrictions with regard to both hourly load shifts

and overall energy shifted in specific subsets of the whole time frame considered, but is rather

vague about how these subsets are implemented. Keane, Milligan, et al. (2011) model DSM in a

unit commitment framework. They also differentiate between load shifting and shedding (here

called “clipping”). Similar to the models proposed by Paulus and Borggrefe (2011) and Richter

(2011), they include an energy balance equation for load shifts, requiring overall shifted energy

to be zero over each optimization period (i.e., 36 hours), but do not include further restrictions

on the shifting duration. Hayes et al. (2014) as well as Falsafi et al. (2014) merely consider

hourly power constraints and do not include any time-related restrictions on load shifting.

Another strand of the literature covers DSM potentials related to particular thermal ap-

plications. In these specific cases, the analytical formulation poses different challenges, as

electric load shifts can be represented as thermal storage. For example, Hedegaard and Balyk

(2013) model flexible operation of heat pumps combined with various types of thermal storage.

Fehrenbach et al. (2014) extend the TIMES model to include thermal DSM, with a focus on

the interaction of cogeneration, heat pumps and thermal storage.

Many other papers dealing with demand response, such as Choi and Thomas (2012) or

Allcott (2012) just rely on price-sensitivity of demand and do not include explicit load shifting

at all. In contrast, De Jonghe et al. (2014) model demand response in a unit commitment

framework by not only including hourly own-price elasticities, but also cross-price elasticities

to account for load shifts between hours. Yet this approach still does not ensure a zero net

balance of load shifts in a given period of time.

The goal of this chapter is twofold. On the one hand, an improvement of a DSM model

recently published by Göransson et al. (2014) is suggested. Second, an alternative model is

introduced that allows for an even more realistic DSM representation. The formulation remedies

some of the shortcomings in the previously reviewed state-of-the-art literature. In contrast to

many other analyses, Göransson et al. (2014) use a concise yet comprehensive DSM model.

While this deserves merit, the model can be improved by introducing an additional constraint

on maximum hourly load shifts, which implies that a DSM unit cannot shift demand up and

down at full capacity at the same time. In addition, an alternative formulation is proposed

thatin contrast to Göranssons modeldoes not impose a specific temporal structure on load
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shifts. The alternative formulation allows for starting DSM processes either with upward or

downward shifts, which advances both the flexibility and the realism of DSM representations

in energy models. The model could readily be implemented in a wide range of applications.

Importantly, the DSM formulation proposed here does not aim to give a detailed account on

the operational constraints of specific DSM processes like, for example, Ramanathan and Vittal

(2008). Rather, a generic representation of DSM from a power system modelers perspective is

provided.

5.2 Improving the DSM formulation by Göransson et al.

(2014)

Göransson et al. (2014) introduce a concise, linear, and largely convincing method of including

DSM in a power system model. Yet there are two drawbacks. First, their formulation allows for

undue recovery of load shifts which may violate the time-related shifting constraint. Second,

load shifts always start with a delay of demand, i.e., with a downward adjustment of load. This

section focuses on the first drawback, while section 3 addresses the second one.

Göransson et al. (2014) represent DSM as follows. Note that Göransson et al. also include

a spatial resolution with a regional index i, which is excluded in the following for the sake of

brevity.

DHt ≤
l−1∑
l=0

DDt−l ∀t (5.1a)

DHt ≤
l∑
l=1

DSt+l ∀t (5.1b)

DHt = DHt−1 +DDt −DSt ∀t (5.1c)

Assuming a delay time L of the DSM process, (5.1a) constrains cumulative demand put on

hold DHt at time t by the sum of hourly delayed demand DDt over previous L − 1 periods,

including the current hour. Likewise, (5.1b) constrains DHt by the sum of hourly demand

served DSt over the next L hours. Equation (5.1c) is the balance of cumulative demand on

hold, given its previous period level and the net of demand delayed and demand served. DHt,

DDt and DSt may all be measured in MWh, or MWh per hour, respectively. In a model

with hourly time steps, MWh and MW are essentially equivalent. Furthermore, restrictions on

maximum hourly load shifting (5.1d-5.1e) can be inferred from what Göransson et al. (2014)
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provide in written form (section 2.2.4, page 865). These are not explicitly stated in the paper.

DDt ≤ cdd ∀t (5.1d)

DSt ≤ cds ∀t (5.1e)

Equations (5.1d-5.1e) ensure that hourly delayed demand does not exceed an hourly thresh-

old capacity cdd, and hourly demand served may not exceed its threshold capacity cds. Although

not stated by the authors, it can be reasonably inferred that DHt, DDt, and DSt are all positive

variables. Otherwise, excessive levels of demand on hold would be possible.

Combining (5.1a–5.1e) results in largely compelling patterns of DSM utilization. Yet the

formulation allows single DSM units to shift demand both up and down within the same period

at full capacity rating. While this may be considered as a small distortion on first sight, it allows

for undue DSM recovery, and may ultimately result in a serious overestimation of longer-term

load shifts. This is exemplified by the following numerical example, which is carried out with a

stylized dispatch model that minimizes variable costs.

Figure 5.1: A case of undue recovery
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Consider a case with only two generation technologies, one with low marginal costs (100 MW)

and one with high costs (20 MW). Demand is flat at 100 MW in most hours, but there is a

peak situation with 120 MW and an off-peak situation with 80 MW. A DSM technology is

present with a delay time L of 3 hours, hourly load shift capacities cdd = cds of 10 MWh, and
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negligible marginal costs. The formulation presented by Göransson et al. (2014) leads to the

the DSM pattern shown in Figure 5.1. After the first three hours of delayed demand, demand

on hold stays at the maximum possible level of 30 MWh for many hours. This is made possible

by repeatedly dispatching both DDt and DSt at full capacity in each hour. This can be inter-

preted as an instance of “undue recovery”, as it means that demand served is instantaneously

compensated by new demand delayed within the same DSM process. For clarification, let us

adopt a “granular” interpretation of the DSM potential, in which the overall capacity consists

of a large number of small single units that can either increase their load at full capacity rating

or decrease it, or are inactive in any given hour. Then, the pattern displayed in Figure 1 im-

plies that the same granular units are dispatched upward and downward simultaneously. The

formulation thus effectively circumvents the delay time restriction.

As a remedy of this problem, introducing an additional constraint on maximum hourly load

shifting is proposed. An additional equation (5.1f) implies that the same DSM capacity cannot

shift demand up and down at full capacity at the same time. Without loss of generality, suppose

that cdd ≥ cds. Then DDt has not only to be smaller than cdd, as required by (5.1d), but is

further constrained by same-period upshifts of demand DSt according to (5.1f). At the same

time, (5.1f) constrains DSt further than (5.1e) if (5.1e) is larger than the difference between

cdd and cds. From a granular DSM perspective, (5.1f) ensures that each granular DSM unit can

only be shifted once, either up or down, in each period. Note that for cdd ≥ cds, (5.1f) implies

equation (5.1d), which therefore does not have to be explicitly included. A similar reasoning

applies if cdd ≤ cds.

DDt +DSt ≤ max{cdd, cds} ∀t (5.1f)

Let us return to the stylized example discussed above, this time including equation (5.1f).

Figure 5.2 shows that the DSM capacity is no longer fully utilized in both directions at the

same time. Rather, only half of the capacity (5 MWh) is used in any period, such that each

portion of demand delayed can be released by a corresponding level of demand served in due

time. Demand on hold accordingly remains at 15 MWh, which is only half of the level that

would be possible during shorter load shifts, and also only half of the level of the flawed model.

Accordingly, one drawback of the model proposed by Göransson et al. (2014)–an overestimation

of longer-term load shiftsmay be effectively cured by the adjustment proposed here.
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Figure 5.2: A case without undue recovery
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5.3 Benefits of an alternative DSM formulation

A further shortcoming of specifying a DSM model according to (5.1a-5.1e) is related to the

specific temporal structure imposed on load shifts. More precisely, loads first have to be put on

hold, i.e., shifted down, and afterwards have to be served. It is, however, not possible to start

the DSM process with an upward load shift. This may not adequately represent the real-world

capabilities of various DSM processes which are in fact able to increase power consumption

when in baseline operational mode, such as, for example, cold storage houses. This problem

is illustrated by drawing on another stylized numerical example. Here, the same generation

and DSM capacities as above are assumed, but load temporarily increases from 80 to 120 MW.

Figure 5.3 shows that demand is put on hold at the end of the temporary load distortion. In

contrast, an inversed load shift does not occur at the beginning of the distortion, as negative

load shifts in, say, period 10 cannot be served by positive shifts in previous periods.

While sticking to the DSM model provided by equations (5.1a-5.1f), this problem could in

general be solved by including a corresponding second set of parameters, variables, and equa-

tions which start with positive demand shifts. Yet this approach would entail an unnecessary

increase in the number of variables and equations. It would also require assigning real-world

DSM potentials, which may in fact be able to shift loads in both directions in the first place,

partly to both stylized DSM representations. In the following, a more parsimonious model is

thus introduced which solves these problems.
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Figure 5.3: Specific temporal structure of load shifts according to Göransson et al. (2014)
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Positive variables DSMup
t and DSMdo

t,tt are introduced which represent hourly load shifts

in upward or downward direction. These resemble DSt and DDt, with the exception that

DSMdo
t,tt has two time-related indices. DSMdo

t,tt represents downward load shifts effective in

hour tt to compensate for upward shifts in hour t. In doing so, downward load shifts are

directly tagged to the respective upward shift. Equation (5.2a) ensures that every upward load

shift is compensated by according downward shifts in due time, which may take place either

before the upward load shift, after it, or both. Equations (5.2b–5.2c) restrict maximum hourly

upward and downward shifts to installed capacities cup and cdo, just like (5.1d–5.1e) in the

above formulation. Note that only one of these two equations is relevant, depending on which

restriction is tighter; the other constraint is implicitly rendered by (5.2d). If, for instance,

cdo ≥ cup, (5.2c) contains redundant information and can be ignored. Equation (5.2d) is the

respective counterpart to (5.1f). Note that this formulation does neither require a variable for

the overall energy being shifted at a certain point in time, such as DHt, nor a respective balance

equation corresponding to (5.1c).

DSMup
t =

t+L∑
tt=t−L

DSMdo
t,tt ∀t (5.2a)

DSMup
t ≤ cup ∀t (5.2b)
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tt+L∑
t=tt−L

DSMdo
t,tt ≤ cdo ∀tt (5.2c)

DSMup
tt +

tt+L∑
t=tt−L

DSMdo
t,tt ≤ max{cup, cdo} ∀tt (5.2d)

The numerical example presented above is revisited, this time with a DSM representation

according to equations (5.2a–5.2d). Figure 5.4 shows that load shifts now occur at both sides of

the load distortion, as demand can be shifted up in periods 7 to 9 with corresponding recovery

in periods 10 to 12. The level of shifted energy accordingly doubles in this stylized example.

The figure also includes the cumulative level of demand on hold, DHt, for illustrative purposes,

although this variable is not necessary for the functioning of the mechanism. Note that DHt is

interpreted as a free variable here. Demand on hold is negative in the initial periods as demand

is shifted up first.

Figure 5.4: A more realistic temporal structure of load shifts
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The real-world applicability of the approach to model DSM presented here may be further

improved, for example by including losses related to load shifting. These could be readily

incorporated by including an appropriate efficiency factor on the left-hand side of (5.2a’).

DSMup
t = η

t+L∑
tt=t−L

DSMdo
t,tt ∀t (5.2a’)
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Introducing a recovery time may constitute another meaningful extension of the model, as

many real-world DSM processes are not allowed to cycle continuously. An additional equa-

tion (5.2e) enforces a recovery time R by demanding that the cumulative upward load shift

over the whole recovery time does not exceed the maximum upward energy of one DSM cycle.

This formulation effectively prevents excessive DSM utilization without requiring, for example,

integer variables.

t+R−1∑
tt=t

DSMup
tt ≤ cupL ∀t (5.2e)

5.4 Discussion of limitations

While the novel DSM formulation proposed in Section 5.3 entails several benefits compared

to the previous literature, some caveats remain. To begin with, real-world DSM applications

may entail specific technical intricacies as well as seasonal restrictions that are not captured

by equations (5.2a–5.2e). For example, load shifting capabilities of DSM processes related

to heat or cold storage facilities can depend on both the season (heating periods) and the

outdoor temperature. Likewise, η in equation (5.2a’) may not only depend on the outdoor

temperatureseasonal or daily patterns could be introduced by adding a temporal index ηt—but

also on previous DSM activities, as well as respective production or consumption levels of the

underlying processes. Proper modeling of DSM in the context of district heating networks may

involve additional restrictions related to interactions of, for example, combined heat and power

units, electrical boilers, heat pumps, or solar thermal technologies. In any case, it is not the aim

of this chapter to provide a detailed bottom-up analysis rooted in the characteristics of single

processes, but to adopt a top-down perspective, wishing to contribute in the field of stylized

power system models. Nevertheless, the proposed formulation should conveniently serve as a

basis for more specific elaborations suited to the respective research focus.

In addition, the DSM model presented here may – although linear – involve numerical issues.

Especially in case of very long delay times L, the summing terms of equations (5.2a), (5.2c) and

(5.2d) may result in increased solution times. At the same time, the differences to the model

proposed by Göransson et al. (2014). may be smaller in real-world applications compared to

the stylized examples presented here.

It should also be noted that the DSM model focuses on the hourly wholesale power market.

Many real-world DSM applications have delay times shorter than one hour. Including DSM
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contributions to short-term ancillary service markets, such as reserve provision, would require

changes in the model formulation. What is more, as with many power system models, perfect

foresight is assumed. This results in optimal DSM patterns which may not be achievable by

myopic real-world agents.

Finally, a significant challenge remains for DSM modelers, namely to derive realistic, reliable

and sufficiently aggregated input parameters. In particular, assigning meaningful numbers to

cdo, cup and L is indispensable in order to derive meaningful conclusions on the system impacts

of DSM.

5.5 Conclusions

In the context of increasing shares of fluctuating renewable power sources, increasing net-

work congestion and growing generation adequacy concerns in many power systems around the

world, demand-side management is likely to gain greater importance: flexible loads can be a

means to alleviate these issues and may help re-shaping the electricity system. Accordingly, a

proper representation of DSM merits increasing attention by power system modelers. With re-

gard to analyses dealing with, for example, fluctuating renewable generation, carbon emissions

constraints, network restrictions, or capacity adequacy, it is important to incorporate DSM

constraints in a complete and consistent way. Otherwise, the modeled DSM patterns and the

related system impacts may be severely flawed, yielding potentially biased policy implications.

Because of its linear and parsimonious formulation, the DSM model proposed here could

readily be included in a wide range of numerical models dealing with the power system or

the energy system as a whole, as well as in agent-based models. The new approach of mod-

eling DSM presented in this chapter may thus not only contribute to the academic strand of

DSM-related literature, but also fosters improvements of applied and policy-relevant modeling

activities. Notwithstanding, determining reliable parameters of real-world DSM technologies,

such as shifting capacities and durations as well as related cost parameters, remains a challenge

for DSM modelers.
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Chapter 6

Benefits of Coordinating Congestion

Management in Electricity Transmission

Networks:

Theory and Application for Germany

6.1 Introduction

Incorporating increasing shares of renewable energy in the electricity generation portfolios of

many countries requires adjustments across the entire electricity system.61 For instance, mar-

kets and their underlying procedures must be redesigned to allow for the integration of inter-

mittent or variable generation. Furthermore, transmission of electricity to load centers becomes

more important in two aspects. First, the geographical location of renewable resources (in par-

ticular wind and solar) and thus their spatial generation pattern depend on natural conditions.

Second, renewable capacities are installed in a more decentralized fashion than conventional

thermal generation units. Both aspects result in new requirements on the transmission network

to transport electrical energy from generation to load centers. In the long term, the transmis-

61. This chapter is joint work with Friedrich Kunz. It is published as Kunz and Zerrahn (2015) in Utilities
Policy 37 (2015): 34–45, doi:10.1016/j.jup.2015.09.009. It was presented at the 37th European Conference of
the International Association for Energy Economics in Düsseldorf, the 10th Conference on European Energy
Markets in Stockholm, the 8th ENERDAY Conference in Dresden, and the 14th Young Energy Economists and
Engineers Seminar in Vienna.
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sion infrastructure62 can be reshaped in order to meet changing requirements and eventually

yield an efficient integration of renewable energy generation. In the short term, however, the

transmission network is determined by the existing infrastructure. Hence, the capacity of the

existing transmission network may not always be sufficient to transport the demanded amount

of electrical energy. Congestion occurs when the requested transmission capacity exceeds the

available capacity of the existing network.

One method to alleviate line overflows is the redispatch of power plants. To this end, a

transmission system operator (TSO), or any other entity in charge of managing the network,

alters nodal generation or demand to achieve a feasible flow pattern in the given electricity net-

work. Put abstractly, if a particular line is congested from north to south, lowering generation

in the north and increasing generation in the south can reduce the flow on that line until it is

below the capacity limit. At the same time, overall load must stay constant; thus other plants

might have to alter output as well until all adjustments level out.

In this chapter we analyze how the coordination of redispatch among different TSOs can

be beneficial. To this end, we set up a model in which different TSOs have the objective of

providing a cost-minimal redispatch to eliminate line overflows. In meshed alternating current

(AC) transmission grids, electricity flows cannot be distinctly directed through specific lines.

These so-called loop flows are not constrained by administrative borders and thus influence

neighboring transmission networks. At the same time, TSOs draw on different resources but

may be responsible for feasible flows on identical lines. We introduce different degrees of coor-

dination by varying these responsibilities for parts of the grid. Formally, this is achieved by a

multiplicative decomposition of shadow variables in the arising Generalized Nash Equilibrium

(GNE) framework.

Our approach is motivated by the situation in Germany where four TSOs are in charge of

network management in four different geographical areas. The framework and model could,

however, be also applied to other congestion management settings requiring coordination. Our

central result is in line with expectations. More coordination entails higher efficiency. A higher

degree of coordination allows access to cheaper units, thus lowering specific costs. At the same

time, maintaining zonal balances influences redispatching volumes. We discuss the implications

of our results for supply security and network expansion.

The contribution of this chapter is twofold: first, building on an equilibrium model devel-

oped in Oggioni et al. (2012), we suggest an intuitive approach to solving the formal class of

problems arising in this application. The approach is based on multiplicatively decomposing the

62. Throughout this chapter, we analyze high-voltage infrastructure for inter-regional transport of electricity;
for Germany covering voltage levels above 220 kilovolts.
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multipliers of shared constraints, while at the same time introducing degrees of coordination.

Second, in our application we illustrate the benefits of coordinating congestion management

in Germany using a detailed representation of the German transmission grid and generation

portfolio, as well as discussing channels through which coordination results in more efficient

outcomes.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 gives an overview of the

academic literature on congestion management and coordination issues. Section 6.3 introduces

the economic redispatch model that captures the issue of coordinating congestion management

among multiple TSOs. Section 6.4 describes the application of the model to a dataset covering

the German electricity system. We present our results in Section 6.5 and discuss them in

Section 6.6. Finally, Section 6.7 concludes.

6.2 Literature on congestion management and coordina-

tion

Generally, congestion management comprises all methods of dealing with limited transmission

capacities from an operational perspective. Methods have been developed to ease line overflows

either using technical or economic procedures. Kumar et al. (2005) provide a literature survey

on congestion management methods in deregulated electricity systems, finding that technical

measures increase capacity by adjusting load flows in the transmission network through specific

devices63, thus avoiding changes in demand and generation. On the other hand, economic

methods rely on adjusting nodal feed-ins or extractions to reduce line overload.

Those latter methods can be divided into preventive and curative methods based on their

timing within the market-clearing process. Preventive measures are applied before or during

the clearing of the daily electricity markets, while curative methods are applied after final mar-

ket clearing. Explicit and implicit auctions are exemplary preventive congestion management

methods. They are applied, for instance, in central Western Europe for allocating cross-border

transmission capacity in the market coupling scheme and in the US regional market of PJM

(Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland) using a nodal pricing approach. Curative congestion

management includes the redispatch of power plants based on the final market commitments,

and counter-trading. These methods are applied within many national electricity markets in

Europe to manage internal congestion.

Regarding the economic evaluation of these methods, de Vries and Hakvoort (2001) show

63. For example FACTS, phase-shifting transformers, and switching of transmission lines
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that both preventive and curative congestion management are equally efficient in the short

term. Ding and Fuller (2005) analyze the economic effects of different pricing and congestion

management regimes on the Italian electricity system, finding that generation costs are iden-

tical among the investigated regimes, but the distribution of benefits and costs among market

participants differs.

On a European scale, the issue of a coordinated congestion management approach among

zones or markets is discussed in Ehrenmann and Smeers (2005) and Perez-Arriaga and Olmos

(2005). Comparable analyses are performed in Kunz (2012) and in Neuhoff et al. (2013) for

the German and European electricity systems, respectively. These latter studies identify cost

savings from adjusting congestion management regimes from national curative redispatch to a

perfectly coordinated nodal pricing regime.

In a similar fashion, Chaves-Ávila et al. (2014) find that congestion across network areas

may cause the current German imbalance pricing scheme to give flawed incentives toward

increasing system imbalances and create undue arbitrage opportunities. Greater coordination,

taking account of the peculiarities of cross-zonal balances, entails efficiency gains in this respect.

More generally, Brunekreeft (2015) underlines the importance of coordination among market

players on or across different levels of the value chain in the electricity sector. Lessons from

vertical unbundling and optimal network charging point to substantial efficiency gains from less

fragmentation, be it through long-term or short-term incentive structures.

The issue of coordination in congestion management among different transmission system

operators is formally investigated in Oggioni et al. (2012). The authors develop a GNE model

that reflects different degrees of coordination among regional TSOs. Applications in Oggioni

and Smeers (2012) and Oggioni and Smeers (2013) to stylized electricity systems show that

the degree of coordination in congestion management affects redispatch costs. In this study,

we build on the equilibrium model developed in Oggioni et al. (2012), while addressing the

implications of the Generalized Nash property of the model, and apply it to a large-scale

dataset for Germany.

6.3 The model

Our model consists of two stages: first, in the pre-stage, the electricity spot market is cleared by

equalizing supply and demand in a cost-minimizing fashion without taking network limitations

into account. Thereafter, in the main stage, plants and load are redispatched to correct for

network infeasibilities that potentially may have emerged. Our focus lies on this congestion
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management stage.

Here, the network is divided into several non-overlapping geographic zones. For each zone,

there is a TSO in charge of relieving congestion. Within this basic framework, we analyze three

cases of coordination. First an unrestricted case provides a benchmark in which one single TSO

is responsible for congestion management in an integrated network across all zones. Second,

a restricted coordinated case involves one TSO for each zone, restricted to resources within

its own zone, but responsible for feasible flows on all lines in the system. Third, a restricted

uncoordinated case involves one TSO for each zone, restricted to resources within its own zone

and responsible only for feasible flows within its own zone.

Beyond the benchmark case, we thus separate the ability to conduct congestion management

from the responsibility to do so; restricted to resources within their own zone, TSOs must co-

ordinate responsibility for relieving overflows on different lines. This framework allows insights

into the effect of different degrees of coordination.

In all three cases, the two stages are not connected by any kind of feedback mechanism;

the pre-stage is solely supposed to create a market-clearing dispatch that serves as data for the

model’s main stage.

6.3.1 Pre-stage: market clearing

The power system consists of a set of nodes N = {n1, ..., nN} 3 n at each of which there is

inelastic demand qn and deterministic injection of renewable (that is wind, solar and biomass)

energy generation gresn . In this respect, the renewable technologies are assembled in R =

{Wind, Solar,Bio} 3 res. Residual demand is served by dispatchable plants p ∈ P = {p1, ..., pP },

each located at a certain node. Each conventional plant exhibits constant marginal generation

costs cp and a maximum capacity of gmaxp . For convenience, we abstract from further tech-

nical features such as minimum generation requirements or ramping constraints. Renewable

energy generation is neither dispatchable nor subject to any uncertainty, but enters the model

as deterministic data.

Exchange with markets in neighboring countries is taken into account implicitly by adjusting

the demand data (see Section 6.4). Mimicking the German market design, which features no

explicit or implicit auctions of national transmission capacities, we model a uniform price across

all nodes. Moreover, we assume perfect competition and the absence of any strategic behavior

in the pre-stage. The market is cleared on a power exchange run by a single cost-minimizing

entity, dispatching generation Gp for each plant and thereby equalizing supply and residual
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demand without taking the power network into account:

min
Gp

∑
p

cpGp (6.1a)

Gp ≤ gmaxp ∀p (6.1b)∑
p

Gp =
∑
n

(
qn −

∑
res

gresn

)
(6.1c)

where Gp ≥ 0. As the objective function (6.1a) and constraints (6.1b–6.1c) are affine, the

formulation constitutes a linear program (LP) such that a solution is globally optimal. We

denote the resulting dispatch of this pre-stage market clearing as vector g = [gp1 ...gpP ]
′ 3 gp.

Throughout the chapter variables are denoted by capital letters and parameters by lowercase

letters. Here, the pre-stage optimization result becomes data for the model’s main stage. Thus,

to be clear, the pre-stage serves as tool to create dispatch and congestion data to which our

model of coordinated congestion management can be applied.

6.3.2 Unrestricted case: a single TSO

The main stage of the model introduces the electricity network. If the pre-stage dispatch creates

any congestion, the TSO is obliged to relieve it by curative measures.64

As a benchmark, a single TSO is responsible for congestion management within the whole

system by optimally redispatching plants, arranging load shedding, or curtailing renewable

energy generation at nodes. In this respect, let the subset of all plants connected to node n be

rendered by P(n) ⊂ P. Denote the redispatched quantity at each plant ∆Gp ∈ R, the amount

of load shedding at a node by LSn ∈ R+, and the quantity of renewable generation curtailment

for each node by Curresn ∈ R+, ∀res ∈ R. Redispatched quantities at each plant can be positive

or negative. In our model, we regard load shedding and renewable generation curtailment as

emergency measures that a TSO can draw upon in case actual available resources do not suffice.

This interpretation is backed by German law, which prescribes such actions as a last resort to

maintain system stability.65 Costs for one Megawatt (MW) of load shedding are given by cLS ,

for wind, solar, and biomass curtailment by cres ∀ res ∈ R.66

64. According to §§13.1, 13.1a, German Energy Industry Act, generators must adhere to the orders of the TSO
in case of network instability. A regulation by the German Federal Network Agency (BNetzA) substantiates
operational guidelines (BNetzA 2012b).

65. German law allows non-injection of renewable generation under certain circumstances (§§13.2, 13.2a, Ger-
man Energy Industry Act and §§11, 12 German Renewable Energy Act), and also demand-side participation
(§13.2, German Energy Industry Act).

66. According to §12, German Renewable Energy Act, operators are compensated between 95% and 100% of
their foregone profits in case of renewable generation curtailment. We quantify our cost parameter according to
this regulation. Demand curtailment is considered as option of last resort. Unit costs reflect the value of lost
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The TSO’s objective (6.2a) consists of minimizing redispatching costs subject to several

constraints; (6.2b) prescribes that the overall changes in generation and load net out each other,

whereas (6.2c–6.2f) establish capacity constraints for generation, load shedding and renewable

generation curtailment. Network feasibility, the central problem, is expressed in condition

(6.2g); for each line l, the total flow, positive as well as negative, may be no larger than the line

capacity pmaxl . Loop flows are captured with help of the Power Transfer Distribution Factor

(PTDF) matrix, of which the (l, n)-element renders the fraction of the total flow from node n

to a hub node through line l (Leuthold et al. 2012). Injection at a node n is given by the sum of

the generation of all plants at n, the redispatched quantity, renewable generation gresn , and load

shedding quantity minus demanded quantity and renewable generation curtailment quantity.

min
∆G,LS,Curres

∑
p

[cp∆Gp] +
∑
n

[
cLSLSn +

∑
res

cresCurresn

]
(6.2a)

∑
p

∆Gp +
∑
n

[
LSn −

∑
res

Curresn

]
= 0 (ρ) (6.2b)

gp + ∆Gp − gmax
p ≤ 0 ∀p (λ1

p) (6.2c)

−gp −∆Gp ≤ 0 ∀p (λ2
p) (6.2d)

−qn + LSn ≤ 0 ∀n (λLSn ) (6.2e)

−gresn + Curresn ≤ 0 ∀n, ∀res (λresn ) (6.2f)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n

ptdfl,n

 ∑
p∈P(n)

(gp + ∆Gp) +
∑
res

gresn − qn + LSn −
∑
res

Curresn

∣∣∣∣∣∣− pmax
l ≤ 0 ∀l (µ+,−

l ) (6.2g)

with multipliers in parentheses ρ ∈ R, λ1
p, λ

2
p ∈ R+ ∀p, λLSn ∈ R+ ∀n, λresn ∈ R+ ∀n ∀res,

µ+
l , µ

−
l ∈ R+ ∀l representing the dual variables of the respective constraint.

Setting up the Lagrangian and taking derivatives yields the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)

conditions that describe the globally optimal solution. The objective function (6.2a) is linear,

and for (6.2b–6.2g) the linear constraint qualification holds. A solution for (6.2) is thus neces-

sarily globally optimal. We will not state the resulting mixed complementarity problem (MCP)

explicitly here, but refer the reader to the analogous formulae in section 6.3.3 below.

load and are highest among all curtailment options. Section 6.4 discusses numerical assumptions.
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6.3.3 Restricted cases: multiple TSOs

To expose the effect of coordination among the transmission network utilities, we divide the

set of nodes into zones for each of which there exists one TSO able to manipulate quantities

solely in its own zone. Each TSO is responsible for ensuring its zonal system balance while

it is restricted to the redispatching resources located within its zone. To this end, consider T

zones within each of which a single tso ∈ T = {tso1, ..., tsoT } is responsible for redispatching

plants, or load shedding and renewable generation curtailment respectively. Denote the subset

of all nodes within the zone of a TSO by N(tso) ⊂ N. With all plants connected to a node n

assembled in P(n) ⊂ P, the set of all plants located within the zone of a certain TSO can be

expressed as P (N(tso)).

Crucially, the TSOs influence each other via the shared constraint of network feasibility on

which the actions of all TSOs affect all lines. A TSO redispatching alters flows not only within

that zone but on all lines in all zones. To represent this setup, let ∆Gtso,p, LStso,n, Currestso,n

denote the redispatched quantities of tso at plant p, load shedding, and renewable generation

curtailment of tso at node n. The game is restricted insofar as operational adjustments at

plants or nodes in a specific zone can only be undertaken by the respective TSO. The opti-

mization problem again consists of minimizing redispatching costs under individual and shared

constraints, and for each player reads:

min
∆G,LS,Curres

∑
p∈P(N(tso))

[cp∆Gtso,p] +
∑

n∈N(tso)

[
cLSLStso,n +

∑
res

cresCurrestso,n

]
(6.3a)

∑
p∈P(N(tso))

∆Gtso,p +
∑

n∈N(tso)

[
LStso,n −

∑
res

Currestso,n

]
= 0 ∀tso (ρtso) (6.3b)

gp + ∆Gtso,p − gmax
p ≤ 0 ∀p ∈ P(N(tso)) (λ1

p) (6.3c)

−gp −∆Gtso,p ≤ 0 ∀p ∈ P(N(tso)) (λ2
p) (6.3d)

−qn + LSn,tso ≤ 0 ∀n ∈ N(tso) (λLSn ) (6.3e)

−gresn + Currestso,n ≤ 0 ∀n ∈ N(tso), ∀res (λresn ) (6.3f)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n

ptdfl,n

 ∑
p∈P(n)

(gp + ∆Gtso,p) +
∑
res

gresn − qn + LStso,n −
∑
res

Currestso,n

∣∣∣∣∣∣− pmax
l ≤ 0

∀l, ∀tso (µ+,−
tso,l)

(6.3g)
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Constraints (6.3b–6.3f) take effect for each TSO separately. The network feasibility con-

straints (6.3g) are identical for all TSOs although the player-specific dual variables µ+
tso,l and

µ−tso,l allow for individual valuation of the respective constraint. From a theoretical perspec-

tive, this property constitutes a Generalized Nash Equilibrium game. Different players seek to

optimize their objective function subject to the same shared constraints. From a mathematical

perspective, it entails an under-determined system of equations as is generic for Generalized

Nash games; identical constraints are valued differently by each player, therefore the problem

consists of more free variables than distinct equations.

To cope with that issue in an economically and mathematically sound manner, we modify

the problem by assuming ex ante an exogenously different accounting of each player toward the

shared constraints, introduced through a coefficient γl,tso ≥ 0. At the same time, we reduce the

number of free variables by replacing the player-line-specific valuations µ−tso,l, µ
+
tso,l by only line-

specific multiplier variables µ+,−
l = µ+,−

tso1,l
= . . . = µ+,−

tsoT ,l
. In other words, we decompose the

individual multipliers into a player-specific exogenous parametric part γl,tso and an endogenous

variable multiplier µ+
l , µ

−
l that is the same across all players, i.e. µ+

l,tso = γl,tso ∗ µ+
l ∀l.

As a result, we have as many equations as variables and the problem can be solved. The

relative valuation of the shared constraint is controlled exogenously by γl,tso, motivated by

economic considerations. The absolute level is determined within the solution of the model in

the multipliers µ+,−
l . Consequently, we replace (6.3g) by (6.3h):

γl,tso

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n

ptdfl,n

 ∑
p∈P(n)

(gp + ∆Gtso,p) +
∑
res

gresn − qn +LStso,n −
∑
res

Currestso,n

]∣∣∣∣∣− pmax
l

)

≤ 0 ∀l,∀tso (µ+,−
l ) (6.3h)

Observing that the shared network restriction (6.3h) is multiplied with γl,tso, the KKT con-

ditions for Problem (6.3a–6.3f) and (6.3h) can be formulated as mixed linear complementarity

problem: ∀ tso the following set of conditions has to hold:

0 = cp + ρtso + λ1
p − λ2

p +
∑

ns.t.p∈P(n)

[∑
l

ptdfl,nγl,tso
(
µ+
l − µ

−
l

)]
, ∆Gtso,p free

∀tso, ∀p ∈ P(N(tso)) (6.4a)

0 ≤ cLS + ρtso + λLSn +
∑
l

ptdfl,nγl,tso
(
µ+
l − µ

−
l

)
⊥ LStso,n ≥ 0

∀tso, ∀n ∈ N(tso) (6.4b)
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0 ≤ cres − ρtso + λresn −
∑
l

ptdfl,nγl,tso
(
µ+
l − µ

−
l

)
⊥ Currestso,n ≥ 0

∀tso, ∀n ∈ N(tso) (6.4c)

0 =
∑

p∈P(N(tso))

∆Gtso,p +
∑

n∈N(tso)

[
LStso,n −

∑
res

Currestso,n

]
⊥ ρ free

∀tso (6.4d)

0 ≤ −gp −∆Gtso,p + gmax
p ⊥ λ1

p ≥ 0 ∀tso, ∀p ∈ P(N(tso)) (6.4e)

0 ≤ gp + ∆Gtso,p ⊥ λ2
p ≥ 0 ∀tso, ∀p ∈ P(N(tso)) (6.4f)

0 ≤ qn − LStso,n ⊥ λLSn ≥ 0 ∀tso, ∀n ∈ N(tso) (6.4g)

0 ≤ gresn − Currestso,n ⊥ λresn ≥ 0 ∀tso, ∀n ∈ N(tso) (6.4h)

0 ≤ γl,tso

pmax
l +

∑
n

ptdfl,n

 ∑
p∈P(n)

(gp + ∆Gtso,p) +
∑
res

gresn − qn + LStso,n −
∑
res

Currestso,n


⊥ µ−l ≥ 0 ∀l, ∀tso

(6.4i)

0 ≤ γl,tso

pmax
l −

∑
n

ptdfl,n

 ∑
p∈P(n)

(gp + ∆Gtso,p) +
∑
res

gresn − qn + LStso,n −
∑
res

Currestso,n


⊥ µ+

l ≥ 0 ∀l, ∀tso

(6.4j)

In this Generalized Nash game, we introduce different degrees of coordination among the

players exogenously with help of the parameters γl,tso that reflect the valuation of the shared

network restriction of line l by the respective TSO. Formally, as long as γl,tso > 0 for some

tuple l, tso, (6.4i–6.4j) do not lose or gain any information by being multiplied with γl,tso as the

left-hand inequality can always be divided by that gamma. The different ex ante valuations,

however, take effect in (6.4b–6.4d) where they represent tso’s sensibility towards the constraint’s

multiplier. In order to gain a convenient and concise representation, we collect these parameters

in a (L× TSO)-matrix Γ = [γl,tso]. As an example, consider

Γ =

 1 1

0 1

 (6.5)
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In this case, tso1 and tso2 evaluate congestion on line 1 equally (first row), but tso1 does not

take into account congestion on line 2 (second row). The entries of Γ are generally not restricted

to γl,tso ∈ {0, 1}, as we configure it in our application, but provide flexibility; for instance, the

first row in the example could also be [2 1]. In that case, tso1 would value congestion on line 1

twice as much as tso2. In case of a zero-entry, the TSO does not “see” the line in its optimization

problem, see (6.4i–6.4j).

For our analysis, we put forward two configurations of Γ. In the model case for restricted

coordinated, all TSOs are equally responsible for each line, which in turn implies that there

exists coordination, for instance through a common market with the same shadow prices across

all players. This is implemented for Γ being a matrix of ones. In the model case for restricted

uncoordinated, each TSO takes into account only lines within its own zone and those running

between its zone and a neighboring one. The columns of Γ thus consist of zeros and ones at

the respective entries. In any case, each player’s access is restricted to resources located in its

own zone.

Comparing our approach to the literature, Oggioni et al. (2012) analyze a similar Gener-

alized Nash framework, but implement a solution technique following Nabetani et al. (2011),

requiring certain technical assumptions to be fulfilled. In contrast to their approach of an addi-

tive decomposition of the individual multipliers for the common constraints, our multiplicative

method provides an intuitive technique of implementing exogenous variations in the considera-

tion of single lines by individual players. Moreover, our approach is capable of easily “switching

off” the responsibility of players for specific constraints (that is lines), simply by the respective

entry γl,tso = 0.

6.4 Data

The application of the model covers the German electricity system for the year 2011 with a

detailed representation of the high-voltage transmission network. In the following, we present

our data sources as well as assumptions about transmission, generation, and load.

6.4.1 Transmission

We focus our analysis on the operation of Germany’s high-voltage transmission network at

voltage levels of 220 and 380 kilovolt (kV). For convenience, we assume that there are no grid

losses. The topology of the network, comprising 342 substations and 866 transmission circuits, is

based on ENTSO-E (2012) and covers the balancing area of the four German TSOs: 50Hertz,
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Amprion, TenneT TSO, and TransnetBW. The technical characteristics of the transmission

circuits are based on Kießling et al. (2001) and include voltage-specific values for resistance,

reactance, and thermal transmission capacities. The respective values for resistance and re-

actance, accounted for by the length of individual transmission circuits, provide the basis for

the derivation of the power transfer distribution factors. The PTDF matrix encompasses in-

formation about the extent to which transmission lines are utilized by a nodal injection at a

particular substation, and is constant in time as we abstract from any changes in the network

topology. Additionally, we derate the thermal transmission capacity by 20%, primarily to ac-

count for security requirements. The resulting transmission reliability margin of 0.8 provides a

conventional approximation of the N − 1 criterion (see for example Leuthold et al. 2012).

In order to reduce computational complexity, we concentrate our analysis solely on the

management of the German transmission system and abstract from direct interactions with

neighboring countries. To this end, we treat imports and exports with these countries as

exogenous parameters. Moreover, this approach disentangles the effect of coordination among

players within a system from potential re-optimizations based on net transfer capacity (NTC)

interactions between systems. The latter aspect is a main driver of the results in Oggioni et al.

(2012). To illustrate that point, consider two countries between which cross-border flows are

subject to a NTC. A NTC is the commercially available cross-border line capacity. Due to loop

flows in the meshed AC network, this may differ from physically available capacity. If this NTC

does not entirely account for the available physical capacity, the interconnector might not be

fully employed in the market dispatch. In such case, redispatching may occur that is, however,

then not driven by actual line congestion, but by re-optimization considerations.

In constructing our grid topology and PTDF matrix, we take cross-border lines and lines

within neighboring countries implicitly into account. To this end, we calculate a PTDF matrix

for the entire central European network, and then remove all nodes not located within Germany.

We are left with virtual lines among those German nodes from which interconnectors run to

adjacent countries. These virtual lines, inheriting the characteristics from the underlying actual

lines in foreign countries, are represented by appropriate entries in our PTDF matrix.

6.4.2 Generation

Thermal generation is considered on block level, and capacities as well as locations are based on

BNetzA (2012c). It is assumed that generation facilities are connected to the nearest substation.

Subsequent to the 2011 Fukushima nuclear accident, the German government prompted imme-

diate shutdown of several older nuclear power plants. We thus adjust our underlying generation
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portfolio accordingly starting from mid-March 2011. Generation facilities are characterized by

their input fuel (nuclear, lignite, hard coal, gas, oil, hydropower) and technology (steam pro-

cess, gas turbine, combined cycle gas turbine). This information is used to calculate marginal

generation costs based on fuel and emission costs, weighted by the plant-specific efficiency of

the generation process. Table 6.1 summarizes the assumptions about fuel prices, reflecting the

average price in 2011 in Euro per Megawatt hour (MWh) (Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft 2013)

except for uranium and lignite, which are based on our own assumptions. To account for carbon

emission costs, an average certificate price of 12.94 Euro per tCO2 is assumed, based on the

European Union Allowance (EUA) settlement price at the European Energy Exchange (EEX).

The efficiency of the generation process depends on the process itself as well as the commis-

sioning year of individual power plants (Schröter 2004). Additionally, we impose an error term

in the range of 0 − 0.01% on the derived efficiency to further differentiate plants in terms of

marginal generation costs.

Table 6.1: Average fuel prices in 2011

Fuel Uranium Lignite Hard coal Natural gas Oil

Price in [Euro/MWhth] 3 4 13.14 29.60 43.61

Note: numbers are rounded to two decimals.

Source: Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft (2013) and own assumptions.

Besides thermal generation, renewable energy from wind, solar, and biomass are taken into

account. As renewable resources are considered non-dispatchable, we directly use the hourly

total wind and solar generation for 2011 from EEX (2012). Concerning biomass facilities, we

assume constant generation at available capacity. Total generation values for 2011 are depicted

in Table 6.2. In order to derive a regional renewable generation pattern, the locations of renew-

able energy installations provided from 50Hertz et al. (2015) are used as proxy. For simplicity

and traceability reasons, we assume a perfect positive correlation of renewable generation across

the model regions.

For curtailment measures, renewable generation can be reduced up to the hourly available

generation, incurring costs of 100 Euro/MWh. This roughly reflects the payments TSOs are

obliged to compensate operators of renewable energy facilities when being curtailed. Load

curtailment is regarded as a last resort measure. Costs are supposed to reflect the value of lost

load and are set to 5000 Euro/MWh.
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6.4.3 Load

The load entering our model is assumed to be price-inelastic and thus fixed to the load values

for each hour of 2011. Besides domestic load, exports to neighboring countries and pumping are

included, whereas network losses are disregarded. The hourly load pattern is based on the data

published by ENTSO-E (2016) and the German TSOs. Additionally, we upscale the demand

pattern to be consistent with yearly load values reported in Eurostat (2013c).

Similar to renewable generation, national load values must be distributed to substations

in the transmission network. Following Leuthold et al. (2012), we break down total hourly

load according to the regional gross domestic product (GDP) and population (Eurostat 2013a,

2013b). Our data for load in Germany represent original values for each hour of 2011 and

are complemented by hourly export quantities (ENTSO-E 2016). Table 6.2 depicts the final

demand on a yearly basis.

Table 6.2: Load and renewable generation in 2011

Yearly load or generation [TWh]

Load incl. exports and pumping 542.8
Total renewable generation 94.7

of which Biomass 31.9
of which Solar 18.5
of which Wind 44.3

Note: numbers are rounded to one decimal.

Source: Eurostat (2013a) and EEX (2012).

6.5 Results

We run the unrestricted model and both variants of the restricted model, restricted coordinated

and restricted uncoordinated, on our dataset for all 8760 hours of the year 2011. In the follow-

ing, we present our results on network overflows, as well as congestion management costs and

volumes.

6.5.1 Network congestion from spot market dispatch

As a first step, we analyze which lines are subject to overload. The geographical congestion

pattern does not depend on the redispatch model, but is solely determined by the pre-stage
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market clearing outcome. Figure 6.1 depicts our findings. Gray lines indicate congestion on the

line for less than 500 hours during the year 2011, and black lines indicate congestion for more

than 500 hours during the year 2011. Overall, out of 560 lines, 31 are subject to congestion for

at least one hour, and 10 for at least one hundred hours. Among all 8760 hours, there are no

overflows in 5236 hours, whereas in 3524 hours there is congestion on at least one line, and in

217 hours on at least five lines.

The spatial pattern is generally in line with actual congestion reported by the regulator in

the German Federal Network Agency (BNetzA) monitoring report (BNetzA and BKartA 2013);

we reproduce frequent overflows on a line from Thuringia to Bavaria, in central Bavaria, as well

as in the north-western region of Germany. Overall, our model induces congestion on numerous

lines and substations that are also mentioned in BNetzA and BKartA (2013). However, the

model also generates overflows in regions without reported congestion in the actual German

2011 data, in particular the western/south-western region. Among those lines, several are

included within the German Law on Network Expansion67 as prioritized projects within a

medium-term time frame. The German Network Development Plan of 2012, compiled by the

TSOs, also assumes that those lines will be built in the near future. Thus, although there are

some discrepancies between the congestion pattern our model detects and the observed pattern

for the western/south-western region, the lines that overflow according to our model had also

been identified as prone to congestion by the parties responsible for them.

Our findings, as well as the original 2011 data, represent a spatial dispersion within the

German electricity system where load centers in the south and south-west are remote from

regions with excess generation (that is, the eastern lignite and northern wind-generation areas).

This imbalance leads to a high level of flows on the relevant lines and, together with a high-

voltage grid not constructed to serve these generation patterns, thus to congestion on the

respective lines.

6.5.2 Redispatching costs and volumes

Turning to the results of the model’s main stage, we analyze the outcomes with respect to

redispatching costs and volumes. To this end, we sum the absolute values of all positive and

negative redispatch volumes as well as load shedding and renewable generation curtailment

instances, and denote this quantity as total volume. Redispatching costs can be stated as total

and specific costs. Total costs describe the expenditures that accrue to a TSO for increasing

67. Energieleitungsausbaugesetz (EnLAG), passed in 2009
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Figure 6.1: Spatial congestion pattern as result of the model’s pre-stage market clearing

Source: own calculations

generation plus compensation payments for load shedding and renewable generation curtail-

ment, reduced by the payments received from producers that decrease their generation level.

In this respect, specific costs are calculated by dividing total costs by the total volume and can

be interpreted as net payments per redispatched unit. Table 6.3 summarizes our findings.

Our central result is consistent with expectations in that total redispatching costs decrease

with a higher degree of coordination. For the unrestricted model, redispatching costs amount
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to 8.7 million Euro, whereas for the restricted coordinated case, in which all TSOs are equally

responsible for each line but can access only their own resources, costs rise to 56.4 million

Euro. This difference of roughly 47.7 million Euro can be attributed to coordination benefits,

for example from a common pool or market for redispatching resources. For the restricted

uncoordinated model, where each TSO has access solely to its own resources and, moreover,

can only take care of congestion within its own zone, total redispatching costs amount to 138.2

million Euro. This additional difference of roughly 81.8 million Euro can thus be attributed to

coordination benefits, for instance from a common market for transmission capacity.

Table 6.3: Results for redispatching costs and volumes

Model
Total volume Total costs Specific costs

[TWh] [mill.Euro] [Euro/MWh]

Unrestricted 4.1 8.7 2.1
Restricted Coordinated 5.2 56.4 10.8
Restricted Uncoordinated 4.9 138.2 28.1

Note: specific costs are calculated by dividing total costs by the total volume. For the
restricted model variants, costs and volumes are summed over players. Results rounded to
one decimal.

Source: own calculations.

Concerning the redispatch volume, no such clear picture emerges. Total yearly quantity is

lowest for the unrestricted model with about 4.1 Terawatt hours (TWh), compared to 5.2 TWh

for the restricted coordinated model. Formally, this increase reflects the zonal energy balance

(see equation (6.3b)); if each of the four players, instead of one TSO across all zones, has to

respect this constraint separately, each redispatch measure must be balanced within a zone.

Thus, it is not possible for curative actions to directly offset each other across zones in terms of

energy balance. To illustrate this “zonal balance effect”, consider a line l located in one zone

and congested in direction from west to east. A single TSO would, for example, lower generation

at one plant at the western end of l and increase generation of a plant located east to it by

the same amount. If, however, there are multiple TSOs and the eastern plant lies in another

zone, both measures would not offset each other any more to keep up the respective zonal

balance, and further quantities within both zones would have to be activated. In the restricted

uncoordinated model, the total redispatch volume amounts to 4.9 TWh, which is between the

other cases; due to the lack of coordination, measures in one zone could lead to congestion in
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other zones, driving the volume up compared to the unrestricted case. Reversely, as foreign

TSOs are not responsible for congestion within a player’s own zone, the zonal balance effect

is not active, which reduces the redispatching volume compared to the restricted coordinated

case.

Across the three models, the main fraction of the redispatch volume stems from changes

in generation levels. In this respect, renewable generation curtailment and load shedding play

only a minor role. In all coordination cases, those measures account for together less than

2% of the total volume activated to alleviate congestion. Specifically, the highest level of load

shedding, occurring in the restricted uncoordinated model, comprises only about 16.5 Gigawatt

hours (GWh), which represents about 0.003% of total yearly demand.

Cost-wise, there is a tendency to utilize more expensive redispatch resources. Specific costs

per unit of redispatch rise from 2.1 Euro/MWh in the unrestricted single TSO benchmark,

over 10.8 Euro/MWh for the restricted coordinated model, to 28.1 Euro/MWh in the restricted

uncoordinated model. These high costs are mainly driven by a greater extent of load shedding.

While the redispatch of plants suffices to ensure feasible line flows in the unrestricted case,

load shedding accounts for almost 40% of total costs in the restricted coordinated, and almost

60% in the restricted uncoordinated case. At the same time, however, the specific costs only

for the redispatch of plants (disregarding both volumes and costs for shedding measures) rise

substantially; they amount to 2.1 Euro/MWh in the unrestricted case, 6.2 Euro/MWh in the

restricted coordinated case, while they peak at 10.9 Euro/MWh in the restricted uncoordinated

case. Therefore, abstracting from emergency measures, less coordination entails the utilization

of more expensive conventional units and thus higher costs for redispatching of plants.

6.6 Discussion

While the model cases are by construction identical concerning the initial spot market dispatch

of power plants, and hence the congestion pattern, they diverge in the utilization of available

redispatching resources. In a setup with perfect coordination, as when a single TSO covers all

zones, the least-cost redispatch can be achieved. In the restricted cases with imperfect coordi-

nation between separate TSOs, redispatching volumes and associated costs rise. Particularly,

this is due to more expensive redispatch measures being required to ease overloadings in the

transmission network. This result also holds for the pure redispatch of power plants (that is.

when not accounting for load shedding and renewable generation curtailment).

Our results thus illustrate that congestion management costs can increase substantially
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with a lower degree of coordination. Through the implementation of market mechanisms for

redispatching generation resources as well as transmission capacity, transparent valuations of

common constraints in terms of market prices are achievable, which have the potential to

increase the degree of coordination.

In this discussion, we first relate numerical results to the situation in Germany. We then

consider several implications of our findings with regard to demand-side management, supply

security, and network expansion. We finally outline limitations of our approach.

6.6.1 Coordination in Germany

Relating our model and results to the current regime in Germany, we investigate which of our

three cases of inter-TSO coordination most closely resembles the prevailing situation. Basically,

German legislation (§13, German Energy Industry Act) and its operationalization guidelines

(VDN 2007, pp.2-3, 37) attribute responsibility for relieving an overflow to the TSO in whose

zone the congested line is located, which corresponds to our restricted uncoordinated case. In

October 2012, the Federal German regulator (BNetzA) substantiated in a regulation that cross-

zonal redispatch actions (whether or not necessary to relief congestion that otherwise could not

be removed) shall be coordinated between the affected TSOs (BNetzA 2012a). Aside from this

short advisory formulation, however, to the best of our knowledge no uniform coordination

measures, procedures, or entities have been proposed or initiated.

Concerning bilateral or multilateral agreements, we are aware of three collaborations: the

Security Service Centre (SSC)68, an initiative between the German TSO Amprion and the Dutch

TSO TenneT, which is also one of the four players on the German market. SSC’s goal consists in

preparing common congestion forecasts and giving advice on coordinating measures; the private

entities Coreso69 focuses on western Europe; and TSC (Transmission System Operator Security

Initiative)70, whose shareholders are TSOs, focuses on central Europe and provides coordinated

network security analyses across and within several countries. However, the emphasis of these

entities does not distinctly concern operations and redispatch within Germany.71 Moreover, the

German energy transition entailed a substantial increase in network congestion, which per se

requires closer cooperations among TSOs. Personal communication between the authors and

representatives of German TSOs further confirm that there is considerable degree of bilateral

or multilateral coordination, even though no firm regulatory measures have been implemented.

68. See www.securityservicecentre.eu, accessed January 11, 2016.
69. See www.coreso.eu, accessed January 11, 2016.
70. See www.tso-security-cooperation.net, accessed January 11, 2016.
71. For instance, in case a highly stressed network situation is predicted, inter-TSO redispatch for Germany is

suggested as relief (Coreso 2012, p.4)

www.securityservicecentre.eu
www.coreso.eu
www.tso-security-cooperation.net
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However, the coordination among the TSOs is limited by the fact that each TSO is solely re-

sponsible for managing its own control area. Therefore, TSOs may have less detailed knowledge

and operational experience for adjacent systems and their redispatch needs, as well as capaci-

ties and associated costs. On that note, coordinated redispatch requires formal arrangements

that, among other matters, must specify cost-sharing rules for cross-zonal redispatch actions.

Against the background of increasing redispatch needs from greater renewable energy feed-in,

TSOs had to adjust operational congestion management processes. In this context, the regu-

lator BNetzA formalized redispatch and compensation rules in 2012 (BNetzA 2012b, 2012a).

Importantly, congestion management costs are considered as non-controllable from a regulatory

perspective (BNetzA 2015). Thus, TSOs are not directly incentivized to reduce costs through

measures beyond efficient redispatch within their control area. These economic, technical, and

administrative aspects may limit achievement of cost-efficient coordination between TSOs.

Therefore, the current German situation does not strictly fall into one of our stylized model

categories. Specifically, we do not claim or set out to show that German TSOs fail to coordinate.

Our study aims to explain and discuss the benefits of coordinating congestion management, and

the channels through which efficiency gains arise.

Turning to the actual 2011 figures on congestion management in Germany, the German

regulator (BNetzA 2012b, p.10) reports a redispatching volume of approximately 3.5 TWh,

and total costs of more than 120 million Euro, yielding per-unit costs of nearly 35 Euro/MWh.

Additionally, about 0.42 TWh of renewable energy (mostly wind power) was curtailed; this

reflected roughly 0.9% of the total wind generation and additional costs of 33 million Euro

(BNetzA and BKartA 2013, p.59). Providing external validity of our approach, the actual

numbers resemble the numerical results from our model between the restricted coordinated and

restricted uncoordinated cases. Naturally, there exist some differences associated with modeling

simplifications and assumptions. We discuss those issues in Section 6.6.5 in greater detail.

More coordination lowers costs, as our results show. On the other hand, more coordination

itself also incurs specific costs. In the restricted uncoordinated case, each TSO abstains from

coordination information and actions. The restricted coordinated case introduces the sharing

of information on the valuation of line restrictions. This information sharing could be achieved

through a market for transmission capacity. Without such market, an information infrastructure

would at least be needed to allow for consistent valuation of transmission constraints. Moving to

the coordinated case would additionally require either a common market for redispatch capacity,

or at least administrative and operational arrangements among TSOs for sharing redispatch

capacities and making payments.
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All such reform would entail expenses related to IT platforms, data management, and per-

sonnel expenditure. Likewise, processes would have to be harmonized and reforms operational-

ized, thus triggering transaction costs. As an example, the German regulator implemented

common guidelines for standardized data transmission from generators to the TSO to which

they are connected to (BNetzA 2014). While this harmonization process already required a

comprehensive regulation, data exchange among multiple TSOs may prove procedurally and

legally more complicated. On that note, data on plant scheduling by firms is private information

of firms subject to data-protection legislation. If new market segments are introduced, further

transaction costs and regulatory risk would be incurred. However, although these costs are

non-negligible, it is unlikely that they exceed the benefits of coordination, at least in mid-term.

6.6.2 Impact of demand-side participation

In order to investigate how voluntary participation of demand-side measures (demand response)

influences redispatching costs, we vary the level of load-shedding costs cLS . In our main model’s

specification, these amount to cLS = 5000 Euro/MWh and thus reflect the value of lost load

when demand must be curtailed. Dropping the value significantly leads to a different interpre-

tation; according to a regulation by the German Federal Government, loads may in principle

participate as regular redispatch measures. In this context, a compulsory price range between

100 Euro/MWh and 400 Euro/MWh is specified.72 Conservatively assuming a price closer to

the upper limit, cLS = 300 Euro/MWh, and re-running our model quantifies the costs that

could be saved by comprehensive demand-side participation in congestion management.

Table 6.4: Redispatching costs and volumes in the case of demand-side participation

Model
Total volume Total costs Specific costs

[TWh] [mill.Euro] [Euro/MWh]

Unrestricted 4.2 8.7 2.1
Restricted Coordinated 4.9 29.2 6.0
Restricted Uncoordinated 3.7 38.9 10.5

Note: specific costs are calculated by dividing total costs by the total volume. For the
restricted model variants, costs and volumes are summed over players. Results rounded to
one decimal.

Source: own calculations.

72. Regulation on Dispatchable Loads (“Verordnung zu abschaltbaren Lasten vom 28. Dezember 2012”), for
the cost range especially §4.2.
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Table 6.4 presents our results; for the unrestricted model, total redispatching costs stay

constant, whereas for the restricted model cases, these costs decrease; in the restricted coor-

dinated case, they amount to 52% and in the restricted uncoordinated case to 28% of costs

under the basic model. Specific costs (that is, costs per unit) are lowered to 56% (restricted

coordinated case), and 37% respectively (restricted uncoordinated case). The regular inclusion

of demand-side measures thus bears potential for substantial cost savings.

6.6.3 Implications for supply security

The removal of network congestion is ultimately necessary to ensure the security of supply. In

this respect, lines that are loaded to the edge of their capacity constitute a risk; ex ante it is

unclear how network flows might be altered by unforeseen events, such as plant or line outages.

On that note, the more lines are fully loaded, the more likely it is that one of those lines cannot

accommodate potential increase in flow, and the system is more prone to breakdown.

To assess the impact of coordination on the security of supply, we compare the loading

situation in our model results after the redispatch has been carried out. In the unrestricted

case, fewer lines are at the edge of their capacity than in the restricted cases. Analyzing all

8760 hours, 19 lines are subject to being fully loaded for at least one hour in the unrestricted

case, as compared to 25 lines in the restricted coordinated case, and 29 lines in the restricted

uncoordinated case. Also those lines that are at the edge of capacity are fully loaded for fewer

hours in the unrestricted case than in the restricted cases.

Moreover, the absolute number of interventions by load shedding or renewable generation

curtailment as well can be interpreted as a security indicator for network stability. According

to §13.2 of the German Energy Industry Act, each such change can be classified as a last

resort measure in case redispatching of conventional power plants does not suffice to remove

overflows. Comparing our model outcomes, no curtailments are needed in the unrestricted case,

977 curtailments are needed in the restricted coordinated case, and 3065 curtailments are needed

in the restricted uncoordinated case. Therefore, the coordination of congestion management

also implies a gain in supply security by realizing the potential of decreasing the number of

curtailment instances as well as lines at the edge of capacity.

6.6.4 Implications for network expansion

Theory suggests that congestion management can be seen as a substitute for physical network

expansion over the long run. To this end, we consider whether the existing lines will suffice

to serve the transmission needs in each hour; if not, either new lines can be erected in order
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to mitigate overflow, or congestion can be managed by redispatching plants. Both measures

incur specific costs that can be traded off to theoretically yield a cost-minimal combination.

Figure 6.2 schematically depicts this issue.73 The costs for capacity expansion increase with

the amount of line capacity built (solid line), and the costs for congestion management decrease

with overall line capacities. Here, we differentiate between high (upper dashed line), and low

(lower dashed line) congestion management costs; the latter results from a higher degree of

coordination or demand-side participation. Total costs are calculated as the sum of expansion

and congestion costs, and exhibit a U-shape (upper dotted and dashed lines).

This schematic illustrates that the minimum of total costs is achieved at a smaller line

capacity in the case of low congestion costs compared to the cost minimal line capacity for

high congestion costs. Decreased congestion costs induced, for example, by a higher degree of

coordination, thus can have the effect that less line capacity must be built in order to achieve

the cost-minimal quantity.

By pricing them in, the security considerations discussed above also argue for coordinating

redispatch. Without coordination, this same level could be achieved by employing more expen-

sive measures, which would shift the congestion costs curve further up. Holding the level of

security constant, it is shown once again that less line capacity is necessary when redispatching

is coordinated.

6.6.5 Limitations

Our model and its application are subject to several limitations affecting the interpretation

of our results. First, the modeling abstracts from intertemporal decisions inherent to elec-

tricity systems, such as endogenous dispatch of pump-storage facilities. Second, it is a linear

dispatch model and hence does not take into account limitations of generation units through

unit-commitment restrictions, such as minimum-generation requirements, ramping constraints,

and online or offline time specifications. Third, the determination of transmission flows is based

on approximating an AC load-flow approach, and security measures such as the N-1 criterion

are not explicitly considered. Recall, however, that we approximate the N-1 criterion as well as

reactive power flows by a reduction of the available transmission capacity to 80%.

Regarding the application of the model, outcomes are sensitive to input data. The data used

here are based on publicly available sources, which entails assumptions to break down national

values on demand and renewable generation to regional levels. Specifically, the topology of the

73. For the tradeoff congestion management versus capacity expansion, see for example Kirschen and Strbac
(2004, p.241), from which we as well took the graphical argumentation.
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Figure 6.2: Tradeoff between capacity investment costs and congestion management costs

Source: own illustration, based on Kirschen and Strbac (2004, p.241).

network is of particular importance, as it determines line flows and henceforth the required

congestion-management actions. Furthermore, TSOs may also be able to accept temporary

overloading of transmission lines or to adjust the network topology by switching actions, which

feeds back to congestion-management costs. Kunz (2012) shows that this flexibility reduces

congestion-management costs substantially as flows in the transmission network can be partially

controlled. In the presented application we abstract from these operational measures and

assume a fixed network topology with defined transmission limits.

Taking these aspects of the research into account, it is per se unclear how results might vary

with further rigidities as well as flexibilities.

6.7 Conclusions

The German electricity system is subject to a spatial load and generation pattern inducing

network congestion in an increasing number of hours (BNetzA and BKartA 2013). One reason
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stems from the “Energiewende”, the reorganization of generation towards renewable sources,

together with a high-voltage grid not yet reconstructed to serve emerging needs. As a short-

term curative method, the redispatching of power plants can provide relief to line overflows.

In this chapter, we explore whether the different TSOs, which is a peculiarity of the German

electricity system, can create benefits by coordinating congestion management actions.

To this end, we set up a model in which one single TSO is responsible for the cost-minimal

redispatch of plants under the constraint of network feasibility, after a dispatch pattern was cre-

ated as input data in a market clearing pre-stage. Disaggregating this entity into several players

in charge of the same task, each having the exclusive access to resources in its geographical zone,

yields a Generalized Nash Equilibrium model in the fashion of Oggioni et al. (2012). Here, our

methodological contribution lies in the ex ante attribution of responsibilities of TSOs to lines,

formally introduced by a matrix of scalars Γ. This approach provides a logical formal procedure

to reduce the number of endogenous multipliers for identical shared constraints. Motivated by

economic considerations, we thereby induce solvability of an otherwise under-determined sys-

tem of equations, and set up a simple and applicable method to tackle this Generalized Nash

Equilibrium problem, which could also be transferred to other settings.

Applying this framework to a detailed German dataset concerning lines, plants, hourly

demand, and hourly renewable energy generation for the year 2011, we quantify the benefits of

coordinating congestion management; when each TSO is responsible to relieve overflows only

within in its own zone with its own resources, annual redispatch costs of 138.2 million Euro

accrue. Coordinating the use of transmission capacities reduces annual costs to 56.4 million

Euro. As a benchmark, one single TSO across all zones would bear redispatch expenditures

of 8.7 million Euro. Moreover, the coordination of congestion management can help ensure a

higher level of security and as well partially substitute for network expansion.

In interpreting the results, however, there exist some caveats. Our market clearing and

redispatch model does not take into account several rigidities and flexibilities, such as unit

commitments or temporary line overloading. Specifically, the numerical results are influenced

by costly load shedding emerging in the model’s restricted cases. Importantly, however, also

when disregarding those measures, specific redispatch costs for plants are substantially higher

when less coordination is present.

We illustrated and quantified the beneficial impact of coordinating congestion management

for the German case of four TSO zones. Our purpose was not to reproduce the exact Ger-

man case or numerical values, but rather to elaborate on channels though which coordination

affects the efficiency of outcomes. These are greater access to lower-cost generation and the
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lesser need to maintain multiple zonal balances. In principle, the basic framework and model

could readily be applied to other settings. Specifically, instances of cross-border coordination

among European TSOs are of particular interest. However, this would present both method-

ological and data-related difficulties. From a methodological perspective, the interaction of

cross-border trade and cross-border congestion management should be addressed. Moreover,

national regulations on congestion management may differ, rendering a consistent interpre-

tation of coordination effects difficult. Likewise, a European representation would require a

comprehensive dataset and substantially increases the computational burden. In this chapter,

we aimed at developing a sound model and applying it to a firm dataset to demonstrate clearly

the benefits of coordinated congestion management.



Chapter 7

Coordinating Cross-Country Congestion

Management

7.1 Introduction

European electricity systems experience a fundamental change toward a low carbon infras-

tructure.74 By 2013, the variable renewables wind and solar accounted for 10% of electricity

generation in the EU 28, compared to 2% in 2005 (Eurostat 2016). In the future, the renewables

share is supposed to rise further in order to achieve the EUs ambitious climate goals (Euro-

pean Commission 2011). At the same time, the electricity transmission system evolved when

large-scale generation and national self-sufficiency was still the norm. The result, for instance

for Germany, is a high number of hours with insufficient line capacities in the high voltage grid

and increasing costs for congestion management (BNetzA and BKartA 2013, 2014, 2015). In

the long run, the transmission system can be recast to meet the new requirements. In the short

run, network congestion must be relieved by counter-trading or redispatch measures. In both

cases, the responsible entity, in most cases the Transmission System Operator (TSO), arranges

an increase in generation at one end of the congested grid area, compensated by a decrease

at the other end. The costs of these deviations from the spot market dispatch are socialized

through network tariffs.

Physical flows in the electricity network cannot be directed, but spread according to Kirch-

74. This chapter is a modified version of Kunz and Zerrahn (2016), joint work with Friedrich Kunz, published
as DIW Discussion Paper 1551. It was presented at the Berlin Conference on Energy and Electricity Economics
2015. At the time of submitting this thesis, it was under revise and resubmit with The Energy Journal.
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hoffs laws. The resulting flows are, as such, not bound by national borders, but may put pressure

on the operation of adjacent electricity systems. In Germany, for example, wind generation and

lignite plants are concentrated in the north-eastern regions, whereas load centers are in the

south and west. A share of the resulting electricity flows, so-called loop flows, is also trans-

ported through neighboring countries, for instance Poland and the Czech Republic, to re-enter

Germany in Bavaria (BNetzA and BKartA 2015). See Figure 7.1 for a stylized representation

of our study region. These spillovers on adjacent transmission systems may pose new challenges

for their operation.75 These inter-dependencies highlight the relevance of international cooper-

ation and call for coordinated measures of congestion management. In principle, the delineation

of bidding zones, in which the network topology is economically not taken into account, can

internalize congestion issues (for an analysis of the German case, see Egerer et al. 2015), with

the limiting case of nodal pricing. Irrespective of market areas, however, coordination issues

between countries or zones remain to be resolved.

Figure 7.1: Stylized representation of the study region
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New guidelines for coordination are, in fact, on the rise: the European Commission en-

visages a European Energy Union to enhance economic efficiency, sustainability and security

of supply. A vital part is the deeper integration of electricity markets through greater inter-

connectivity and closer cooperation in planning and operation of grids (European Commission

2015b). Already within the Third Energy Package in 2009, so-called Network Codes were pro-

75. See, for example, ČEPS et al. (2013) and THEMA (2013).
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posed, in order to harmonize cross-border trade and operation of adjacent electricity systems

(European Commission 2009). Specifically, the Network Code on Capacity Allocation and Con-

gestion Management (CACM), enacted in 2015, requires TSOs to elaborate a common set of

practices for alleviating congestion of cross-border relevance and coordinate on measures taken

(European Commission 2015a). Particularly, TSOs are urged to

abstain from unilateral or uncoordinated redispatching and countertrading measures of

cross-border relevance. Each TSO shall coordinate the use of redispatching and counter-

trading resources taking into account their impact on operational security and economic

efficiency. (European Commission (2015a), p. L197/53)

Concerning the economic treatment of cross-border coordination, the literature identified

cost savings from a transition to a full-fledged nodal pricing system, incorporating all network

constraints in the market clearing process (Kunz 2012; Neuhoff et al. 2013). Chaves-Ávila et

al. (2014) analyze that increased coordination, taking account of cross-zonal balancing issues

in Germany, can reduce flawed incentives toward undue arbitrage behavior. More generally,

Brunekreeft (2015) discusses efficiency gains from less fragmentation along the electricity value

chain in Europe. From a methodological point of view, the coordination congestion manage-

ment is analyzed by Oggioni et al. (2012). The authors develop a Generalized Nash Equilibrium

(GNE) model to disentangle the responsibility of relieving line overflows between different play-

ers. Applications in Oggioni and Smeers (2012) and Oggioni and Smeers (2013) put forward

that a higher degree of coordination can increase redispatch efficiency. Kunz and Zerrahn (2015)

further elaborate on welfare gains from coordinating congestion management. They show that

shared responsibility between German TSOs has the potential to substantially reduce costs by

access to cheaper units.

While the bulk of the literature either focuses on intra-national congestion management,

or addresses international issues from the perspective of integrating network constraints into

market clearing, there is little academic evidence on cross-border coordination of congestion

management. This chapter fills that gap. We provide an in-depth analysis detailing cases of

coordination, and highlighting the benefits of different instances of increased cooperation. To

this end, we set up a two-stage model of the electricity system in our study region, comprising

Austria (AT), the Czech Republic (CZ), Germany (DE), Poland (PL), and Slovakia (SK). The

short-run stochastic unit commitment and dispatch model stELMOD (Abrell and Kunz 2015)

creates a market dispatch and determines the resulting physical electricity flows. Extending

the work by Kunz and Zerrahn (2015), we implement different cases of coordination between

national TSOs, and isolate the benefits of closer cooperation. In this respect, we vary the
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scope of national responsibilities, the balancing area, and the implicit auction mechanism for

cross-border capacities.

The central result is in line with intuition: more coordination enhances efficiency. In this

respect, particularly the sharing of information about the network and dispatch status be-

tween national TSOs can considerably lower redispatch volumes. Moreover, liquid intra-day

markets, enabling cross-border counter-trading, and multilateral redispatch actions (MRAs),

implemented in a flow-based congestion management setting, can levy further benefits. At the

same time, redistributional effects between countries do exist and can be large. While results

provide quantitative evidence for the study area, qualitative insights apply to other regions.

Particularly, we picked our study region for two reasons: first, its electricity markets are al-

ready closely connected and further integration is envisaged. Second, the issue of loop flows

from northern Germany to Bavaria and Austria, putting pressure on the Polish and Czech sys-

tems, is subject to controversial debate.76 Therefore, it provides an interesting and politically

relevant application.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.2 presents the model

formulation and describes the cases of coordination as well as the underlying data. Section 7.3

reports on the results and discusses their significance. Section 7.4 concludes and outlines avenues

for future research.

7.2 Model formulation

The general structure of our numerical model resembles the current European spot market

design, consisting of a day-ahead market with uniform pricing and a subsequent curative con-

gestion management phase. The day-ahead or spot market accounts for transmission limitations

only on international cross-border trade. Internal physical network restrictions are considered

outside the spot market in the congestion management approach by the responsible TSO (Kunz

2012).

To this end, we employ two distinct models: the spot market is modeled as a cost minimiza-

tion problem, where cross-border transmission lines are represented by a transportation model.

The model accounts for both commitment and dispatch of individual generation units and is

optimized for an entire year using a rolling planning approach. Key results are the schedules

of generation units and international exchanges. Based on these data, the congestion manage-

ment is carried out, reflecting different cases of international coordination. Importantly, both

stages of the model are not connected by any kind of feed-back mechanism. In the following,

76. See, for example, ČEPS et al. (2013) and THEMA (2013).
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we reduce our model description to the most relevant aspects. A detailed account of the spot

market model can be found in Abrell and Kunz (2015).

7.2.1 The spot market model

The spot market model minimizes total system cost (7.1a) consisting of generation and startup

cost. The market clearing constraint (7.1b) ensures the zonal balance of residual load, conven-

tional generation, pumped-hydro generation and pumping, as well as international exchanges.

Conventional generation levels are restricted by minimum and maximum capacities in case the

unit is operating (7.1c). Pumped-hydro storages are characterized by their maximum genera-

tion, pumping, and storage capacities. The spot market model abstracts from congestion within

countries, whereas exchanges between different market zones (countries) are restricted by the

available commercial trading capacity (7.1d), the net transfer capacity (NTC).

min
Gp,t,UPp,t

∑
p,t

(mcpGp,t + scpUPp,t) (7.1a)

∑
n∈c

(
qn,t − gRESn,t

)
=
∑
p∈c

Gp,t +
∑
s∈c

(Vs,t −Ws,t) +
∑
cc

(TFcc,c,t − TFc,cc,t) ∀c, t (7.1b)

ONp,tg
min
p ≤ Gp,t ≤ ONpgmaxp ∀p, t (7.1c)

TFc,cc,t ≤ ntcc,cc ∀c, cc, t (7.1d)

TFc,cc,t, Gp,t, Vs,tWs,t ≥ 0 ∀c, cc, p, s, t (7.1e)

ONp, UPp ∈ {0, 1} ∀p, t (7.1f)

7.2.2 The congestion management model

The congestion management model determines the redispatch of generation units given the re-

ceived spot market schedules. In case physical network capacities do not suffice to accommodate

the pattern of electrical flows, redispatch is carried out. Redispatch describes the increase or

decrease of spot market generation and is performed in a cost-minimizing fashion considering

the physical characteristics of the transmission network. Thus, a plant that increases generation

is compensated by the transmission system operator for additional costs, whereas a plant that

decreases generation must refund its saved generation cost. The physical load flow is calculated

using a DC load flow approach, where we abstract from transmission losses (Leuthold et al.

2012). The general formulation of the model is given below a detailed description of the con-

gestion management issue and the model formulation can be found in Kunz (2012) and Abrell
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and Kunz (2015).

min
GCM

p,t ,CURres
n,t ,CUR

load
n,t

∑
p,t

mcpG
CM
p,t +

∑
n,t

(
cC,resCURresn,t + CURloadn,t

)
(7.2a)

qn,t − gresn,t =
∑
p∈n

(
gDAp,t +GCMp,t

)
+
∑
s∈n

(
vDAs,t − wDAs,t

)
− CURresn,t + CURloadn,t +NIn,t ∀n, t (7.2b)

onDAp,t g
min
p ≤ gDAp,t +GCMp ≤ onDAp,t gmaxp ∀p, t (7.2c)∣∣∣∣∣∑

n

ptdfl,nNIn,t

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ pmaxl ∀l, t (7.2d)

CURresn,t ≤ Gresn,t , CURloadn,t ≤ qn,t ∀n, t (7.2e)

Similar to the spot market model, costs are minimized, defined as the sum of positive and

negative generation redispatch, valued with marginal generation cost (7.2a). Equation (7.2b)

formulates the nodal energy balance, which determines the net input into the physical trans-

mission network and ensures balance of supply and load at nodal level. Generation units are

limited in their redispatch contribution by the respective minimum and maximum capacities

and the commitment in the spot market (7.2c). Moreover, curtailment of renewables and load

is possible in case redispatch capacities do not suffice to ensure feasible network flows. Individ-

ual transmission lines are characterized by their maximum capacity, which sets bounds on the

flows determined by the power transfer distribution factor (PTDF) matrix (7.2d). This model

specification, (7.2a–7.2d), assumes perfect coordination of congestion management in the en-

tire system as it abstracts from country-specific restrictions on cross-border redispatch. In the

following, we introduce different cases of coordination by imposing additional constraints.

7.2.3 Cases of Coordinating Congestion Management

Electrical flows depend on the technical properties of the entire transmission network. Thus,

a certain fraction of a transaction flows on the direct link between both transaction points,

whereas the remaining fraction follows alternative routes. Nodal in-feeds and withdrawals,

thus, have widespread implications on transmission flows in highly meshed electricity systems.

While continental Europe is linked by a synchronous transmission network, the system is char-

acterized by a patchwork of different, mostly national, TSOs, electricity market specifications,

and national jurisdictions. A perfectly coordinated approach to congestion management thus
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would require, among others, an intensive sharing of information and common network man-

agement approaches.

We define four cases of cross-country coordination, which differ in the degree of information

sharing, the access to cross-country redispatch capacities, the geographical balancing areas,

and the mode of cross-country allocation of network capacities for redispatch. Specifically,

we analyze two limiting cases: no coordination (Case 1) and perfect coordination including

multilateral redispatch actions (Case 4). In between, we take information sharing, for which

actual vehicles exist by 2015,77 into account (Case 2), as well as possibilities for cross-border

counter-trading (Case 3).

Case 1: uncoordinated congestion management without information sharing

This first case has a purely national focus. Any cross-border sharing of information on transmis-

sion flows or responsibility is absent. To this end, we introduce equation (7.3a) which imposes

a national balance of redispatch actions and disallows contribution of redispatch options from

neighboring countries.

∑
p∈c

GCMp,t = 0 ∀c, t (7.3a)

Moreover, we restrict the TSOs responsibility to their own control area. We reformulate the

optimization problem to a Generalized Nash Equilibrium with different exogenous valuations of

transmission capacity constraints. We follow the approach developed by Oggioni et al. (2012)

and apply the formulation described in Kunz and Zerrahn (2015)78. To this end, a separate

objective function, parallel to (7.2a), and separate constraints (7.2b–7.2d), are set up for each

national TSO79, and access to plants in a country is only allowed for the respective TSO. At

the same time, national TSOs target their redispatch actions solely to alleviate congestion in

their own control area and directly connected cross-border lines. Information on neighboring

electricity systems remains hidden to them. In that way, coordination is restricted.

Case 2: coordinated congestion management with information sharing

The second case introduces coordination by revealing information on neighboring electricity

systems. In this way, the effects of its own actions on adjacent systems are known for each

77. The agencies CORESO (see www.coreso.eu, accessed August 25, 2015), TSO Security Cooperation (TSC,
see www.tscnet.eu, accessed August 25, 2015), or the Joint Allocation Office (JAO, see www.central-ao.com,
accessed August 25, 2015) provide services of information sharing between European TSOs.

78. See Chapter 6
79. For convenience, we assume one TSO for Germany, although, in fact, there are four. The benefits of

coordination between these four German TSOs are analyzed in Kunz and Zerrahn (2015). See also Chapter 6.

www.coreso.eu
www.tscnet.eu
www.central-ao.com
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TSO, or some entity coordinating its actions. Formally, the valuation of all network constraints

is now identical across all countries, and the complete network information as well as its equal

valuation is taken into account in the minimization. At the same time, each region has to keep

up its energy balance, as imposed by equation (7.3a). The mathematical formulation comprises

equations (7.2a–7.2e) and (7.3a), as given above, where the single objective function for one

supra-national entity (7.2a) can be regarded as equivalent to the coordination case between

TSOs described above.

Case 3: coordinated congestion management with counter-trading

Beyond information sharing, the third case introduces access to redispatch capacities in neigh-

boring countries through counter-trading. In this respect, counter-trading means that redis-

patch capacities can be exchanged across countries, for example in intraday markets, to counter-

balance own redispatch actions. This is formally achieved by abandoning the national energy

balance (7.2c) and instead introducing an augmented version (7.3b) to the initial problem

(7.2a–7.2e). Cross-border market transactions are upper bounded by the available net transfer

capacity and the corresponding spot market schedules as required by equation (7.3c).

∑
p∈c

G(p, t)
CM =

∑
cc

(
TFCMc,cc,t − TFCMcc,c,t

)
∀c, t (7.3b)

0 ≤ tfDAc,cc,t + TFCMc,cc,t ≤ ntcc,cc ∀c, cc, t (7.3c)

Case 4: coordinated congestion management with multilateral redispatch actions

The fourth case represents perfect coordination among national TSOs and extends the access to

neighboring redispatch capacities through the introduction of multilateral redispatch actions.

While in the previous case cross-country redispatch is restricted to counter-trading, limited by

market-related NTCs, multilateral redispatch actions, which are typically performed outside the

market, are limited by the physical transmission capacity. This case therefore reflects either

a single TSOs optimizing the entire transmission network, or equivalently a set of national

TSOs with perfect information sharing and common network management procedures. As

actual physical cross-border network capacities, instead of calculatory NTCs, are applied, this

case can also be described as flow-based congestion management. To restrict re-optimization

beyond congestion management, we allow redispatch only in hours in which some link in the

network is subject to congestion, and add equation (7.3d), disallowing positive profits. Formally,
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equations (7.2a–7.2e) and (7.3d) characterize the mathematical problem.

∑
p,t

mcpG
CM
p,t +

∑
n,t

(
cC,resCURresn,t + cC,loadCURloadn,t

)
≥ 0 ∀t (7.3d)

7.2.4 Data

Our application focuses on congestion management in the central eastern European region, cov-

ering Germany, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Austria. These countries are considered

on a detailed level regarding generation units and transmission infrastructure. To account for

international exchanges and flows, the remaining European countries are modeled on nationally

aggregated levels. A detailed description of the underlying data is given in Egerer et al. (2014).

In contrast to this, our dataset is calibrated to the year 2013; further adjustments are described

in the following.

Generation is differentiated between non-dispatchable renewable and dispatchable conven-

tional technologies. For solar PV and wind power, we apply hourly feed-in time series for 2013.

For Germany, the time series are derived from national TSOs (50Hertz 2016a, 2016b; Amprion

2016a, 2016b; TenneT TSO 2016a, 2016b; Transnet BW 2016a, 2016b). For all other countries,

re-analysis weather data is used (ECMWF 2013). Renewable generation enters the model at

zero marginal costs, but can be curtailed at cost of 75 Euro/MWh. For conventional gener-

ation, we differentiate between generation technologies and fuels, which are characterized by

different technical specifications such as efficiency, minimum generation and operating times.

The assumptions on minimum generation and operating times follow Abrell and Kunz (2015).

Marginal generation costs of conventional units are based on fuel and CO2 certificate prices for

2013. Electrical load is considered as a fixed and price-inelastic hourly demand. Profiles are

extracted from ENTSO-E (2016).

The transmission network includes the high-voltage level of 220 and 380 kV and comprises

1397 transmission circuits and 681 substations. To capture interactions with electricity systems

in neighboring countries, an aggregated PDTF matrix is determined. We first calculate the

PTDF matrix for the entire ENTSO-E network and then aggregate the network in neighboring

European countries. To this end, neighboring countries are connected to the detailed network of

the investigated region through an equivalent network with lower level of detail. This approach

allows to approximate the impact of neighboring electricity systems on load flows in the detailed

network. In contrast, the spot market model relies on a transportation model of the transmission

network, which reflects commercial transactions rather than physical load flows. Commercial
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transactions are bounded by NTCs, for which we employ hourly day-ahead values for 2013 for

the study region, based on CAO (2015). For other European countries, net transfer capacities

are considered on a yearly basis ENTSO-E (2013).

7.3 Results and discussion

As described in Section 7.2, our modeling approach comprises two steps. First, spot market

dispatch and unit commitment based on transactional trade-flows between market zones, where

zones reflect countries, except for the single German-Austrian market area. Given the spot

market commitments, congestion management measures are evaluated in a second step with

differing levels of coordination between market zones. It is important to note that the spot

market commitments are identical throughout the different congestion management cases to

ensure comparability of the congestion management cases. In the following, we will first describe

the spot market results and subsequently present and discuss the results of the congestion

management cases.

7.3.1 Spot market dispatch and congestion patterns

The spot market generation pattern basically resembles the European electricity market in

2013. Table 7.1 shows the simulated generation volumes of the study region. Results for the

remaining European countries indicate that Italy sees the highest net imports, followed by the

Netherlands, and Belgium. Main exporters of electricity are France, followed by Germany, and

Czech Republic. This typical pattern adequately reproduces the historical market outcome in

2013. Countries with cheap generation capacities like renewables, nuclear, or lignite, replace

rather expensive gas- and oil-fired generation capacities in countries like Italy, the Netherlands,

and Belgium in the course of of significant international exchanges.

Renewable generation is a dominating source in Germany and contributes approximately

23% to the total generation. In combination with nuclear, lignite, and coal generation, this

results in significant net exports in the range of 29 TWh. In other countries, renewable genera-

tion shares are substantially lower and conventional technologies dominate national generation

portfolios. The share of renewable generation is one relevant aspect, as it implies a shift in the

spatial generation pattern and thus the use of the transmission network.
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Table 7.1: Results of the spot market model: generation and consumption in TWh

AT CZ DE PL SK

Total generation 63.3 87.7 583.1 149.7 28.3
Hydro 36.9 2.2 10.1 1.3 3.9
Nuclear - 26.6 92.1 - 15.0
Lignite - 48.6 150.1 64.1 3.8
Coal 7.3 5.4 129.6 73.2 1.3
Gas 7.4 0.5 51.1 1.4 2.2
Oil 2.6 0.1 3.8 2.1 0.1
RES (Wind, Solar, and Biomass) 6.1 2.7 137.5 6.4 0.8
PSP 3.0 1.7 8.4 1.0 1.3

Consumption 69.6 62.8 543.6 145.5 26.7

Note: numbers are rounded to one decimal.

Source: own calculations.

The spatial generation pattern has two implications for flows in the European transmission

network. First, the transmission network is often insufficient to transport that energy, which

results in an increasing number of congestion situations. Congestion management measures

are thus necessary to reduce individual line overloading to ensure secure network operation.

Second, loop flows in adjacent electricity systems extend this need also to neighboring countries

as additional congestion issues and management needs can arise.

Figure 7.2: Internal and cross-border congestion
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Figure 7.2 depicts the congestion event hours for internal and cross-border transmission lines.

As an indicator for the congestion frequency, they are defined as the sum of hourly overloaded

transmission elements. The main fraction of congestion events (4894 hours) occurs within

Germany. Congestion events in other countries are significantly lower, with the highest number

of events in Poland (1043 hours). Cross-border transmission lines are restrictive in 1839 cases,

where all events occur on German cross-border links to neighboring countries. Thus, nearly

85% of all congestion events occur either in Germany or on connecting cross-border links.

The hourly realization of commercial and physical cross-border flows between Germany

and Poland, as well as between Poland and Czech Republic, is illustrated in Figure 7.3, and

Figure 7.4, respectively. Due to the network characteristics and significant energy exports from

Germany, a certain fraction of the generated energy will be transported through the meshed

transmission network via Poland and Czech Republic to southern Germany. This energy is not

reflected in the commercial spot market trade schedule, which furthermore sees flows in the

opposite direction. Results thus confirm the effect that physical cross-border flows are higher

than commercial transfers, and thus to some extent decoupled. This highlights that national

generation patterns entail implications on adjacent system through the meshed transmission

network.
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Figure 7.3: Hourly physical and commercial flows from Germany to Poland in MW
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Figure 7.4: Hourly physical and commercial flows from Poland to Czech Republic in MW
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7.3.2 Redispatch

Given the inter-dependencies arising from the international transmission flow pattern, we now

analyze the management of network congestion under different levels of coordination between

TSOs. Figure 7.5 depicts the total costs of the four different coordination cases, as described in

Section 7.2.3. The central result is in line with intuition: total costs for congestion management

strongly decrease for higher levels of coordination. While for the uncoordinated GNE case (Case

1) costs are above 350 million Euro, they gradually decrease with higher degrees of coordination

to 70 million Euro for optimized congestion management with MRAs and flow-based cross-

border capacity allocation (Case 4). The intermediate Cases 2 and 3 entail costs of 138 million

Euro and 81 million Euro, respectively. We also calculated the limiting case of a nodal pricing

framework. Integration of network constraints into spot market dispatch and unit commitment

yields total cost savings of 102 million Euro, compared to the NTC-based spot market dispatch

with national copperplate assumptions. As this chapter focuses on the beneficial impacts of

improving coordination in a separated congestion management phase, we do not pursue this

thread further.

Figure 7.5: Total Congestion management cost in million Euro, broken down into components
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The redispatching of plants accounts for the biggest share among congestion management

costs. Particularly, the bulk of the savings accrues from reduced expenses for fuel. Start-up cost

only play a minor role. The basic rationale is straightforward: more coordination enables access

to cheaper and more effective redispatching capacities and thus increases efficiency of congestion
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management. The absolute amount of renewables curtailment, accounting for around 15-25% of

congestion management costs in all cases, is reduced as well. Load curtailment is interpreted as

infeasibility measure in case the model does not deliver a solution by drawing on the standard

options. Its costs of 5,000 Euro per MW reflect the value of lost load. As such, it is only of

relevance in the uncoordinated GNE case (Case 1), in all other scenarios, it adds less than 0.5%

to total costs, in the coordinated case with information sharing (Case 2) 2.5%. As it is unlikely

that, in an ever more integrated electricity system, no coordination at all is implemented, we

regard Case 1 as a theoretical limiting case. However, the high level of unmatched load and

curtailment of renewables highlights the importance of coordination in network operation to

increase security of supply in the European transmission system.

Table 7.2: Total congestion management costs in million Euro, redispatch volumes in TWh,
and specific redispatch costs in Euro/MWh

Case
Total Negative Total Specific
cost redispatch redispatch cost

volume volume

Case 1: Uncoordinated CM 357.5 5.6 11.2 55.4
Case 2: Coordinated CM with information sharing 137.8 3.1 6.2 43.1
Case 3: Coordinated CM with counter-trading 80.8 2.8 5.5 29.1
Case 4: Coordinated CM with MRAs 70.0 3.8 7.5 18.6

Note: numbers are rounded to one decimal.

Source: own calculations.

The effect of coordination on the total redispatch volume is not monotone, see Table 7.2.

The total negative redispatch volume for the uncoordinated GNE case (Case 1) amounts to

about 5.6 TWh. Moving to an integrated optimization with information sharing, Case 2, effects

of generation changes are taken into account for the entire network, and redispatch volumes

accordingly decrease to 3.1 TWh. Widening the energy balancing area by allowing for cross-

border counter-trading yields a lower redispatch volume of 2.8 TWh in Case 3. Allowing for

MRAs in a flow-based redispatch setup, Case 4, enables a greater set of feasible actions, and

increases the volume to 3.8 TWh.

Combining the two patterns to calculate the specific costs indicates efficiency gains in a

common metric. Specific costs are defined as costs for redispatch and renewable curtailment

divided by the negative redispatch volume, thus disregarding load curtailment.80 They can be

80. Qualitative results including load curtailment are analogous.
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interpreted as the average costs for relieving a unit of overload on a transmission link. The

right column of Table 7.2 gives an overview of the specific costs in Euro per MWh. Inspection

highlights two channels through which efficiency gains from coordination arise: a volume and

specific cost-effect. We discuss below how both effects relate to the different steps toward more

coordination.

Common Responsibility and Information Sharing - Cases 1 and 2

The volume effect is isolated when moving from the uncoordinated GNE Case 1, with five inde-

pendent TSOs responsible for their own control area, to Case 2, with appropriate information

sharing of congestion for the entire region. The latter case is equivalent to a single TSO op-

erating the network in the entire region, however subject to zonal balance restrictions. While

specific costs decrease moderately, from 55 to 43 Euro per MWh, total costs drop by more than

half to 138 million Euro. Savings thus arise mostly from the utilization of a lower number of

units, where the negative redispatch volume decreases by 2.5 TWh.

The channel through which lower redispatch volumes and costs arise is the sharing of infor-

mation. When moving from Case 1 to 2, five TSOs are replaced by one entity with information

for the entire study region. Congestion in one country can thus be removed by drawing on re-

sources in another country. At the same time, the information sharing between regions prevents

that redispatch in one country may create new congestion in the system of an adjacent region.

Access to these substantial efficiency gains requires a common information infrastructure on

operational network data across borders. Each national TSO should have the information on

the congestion situation, availability of resources and network topology in all countries. In this

way, effects of its own orders on adjacent systems could be assessed, and those remedial actions

in the network could be identified which relieve congestion in a more efficient way, wherever

they are best undertaken. In this regard, it is irrelevant whether multiple TSOs coordinate on

optimal measures, or one superordinate entity provides a redispatch plan for the entire region,

as modeled in our Case 2.

In the European context, operational data is commonly exchanged among TSOs through,

for example, daily day-ahead and hourly intraday congestion forecasts by TSO co-operations

like TSC and CORESO. Thus, TSOs are regularly informed about network restrictions on a Eu-

ropean scale and can incorporate them into their operational planning. As information sharing

does take place to a certain extent, the uncoordinated Case 1 can therefore be seen as a limiting

scenario to shed light on the gains of a common information pool from an academic perspective.
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Proposition I

Cross-border coordination in congestion management by sharing information for the entire re-

gion substantially reduces costs, as resources in all countries can be used to remove overflows

in any country. Moreover, information sharing prevents redispatch which induces new net-

work congestion beyond a coordinated optimum. Efficiency gains mainly arise through lower

redispatch volumes.

Counter-trading and Cross-border Balancing - Cases 2 and 3

Case 3 introduces cross-border counter-trading. National TSOs can order generation increases

in an adjacent country to set off decreases in their own country. All cross-border actions are

limited by the available NTC after spot market clearing. As a direct effect, the total volume of

congestion management measures decreases, from 3.1 TWh to 2.8 TWh, as alterations within

one country do not have to be balanced within the country, but cross-border redispatch can

set each other off. The slight decrease in total volume is accompanied by a substantial drop

in total costs, from 138 to 81 million Euro. Specific costs thus fall from 43 to 29 Euro per

MWh, attributed to both less redispatch and renewables curtailment. At the same time, cross-

border counter-trading has implications on the regional distribution of redispatch measures

across countries. Figure 7.6 visualizes the absolute volumes of positive and negative redispatch

by country. While these are roughly equal within each country under Cases 1 and 2, except for

small deviations due to load curtailment, they deviate greatly in Case 3.

Without cross-border counter-trading, alterations of the generation dispatch have to be set

off within each country, irrespective whether less costly alternatives in other countries exist.

Allowing for counter-trading in Case 3, the energy balance can be fulfilled by drawing on cheaper

units in other countries. Germany, for example, accounts for 88% of all generation decreases,

but only 45% of all increases. Instead, redispatching resources within Austria, where 23% of

all generation increases take place, but only 1% of all decreases, and the Czech Republic, with

15% of all increases and 1% of all decreases, are employed. Specific costs are thus lowered by

directing negative redispatch toward rather expensive German plants, and positive redispatch

towards cheaper plants in the other countries.
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Figure 7.6: Positive and negative redispatch volumes by country across the four coordination
cases in TWh
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These efficiency gains can be levied by well-functioning cross-border intraday markets, which

enable national TSOs or a supra-national entity to access sufficient resources. This allows TSOs

to balance redispatch actions beyond national borders and increases the efficiency of congestion

management actions. The effectiveness of counter-trading is, among others, affected by the

liquidity of the intraday market, which might limit the potential to balance redispatch actions.

As a caveat, our model abstracts from an anonymous intraday trading and therefore tends to

overestimate the. In fact, TSOs might not know the effectiveness of counter-trading measures

when contracting them through an anonymous intraday market. Nevertheless, the results high-

light the beneficial potential of balancing redispatch actions on an international level.

Proposition II

An enlargement of the balancing area for congestion management can yield a substantial de-

crease in specific redispatch costs. It prevents costly energy balancing measures within each

country, and instead opens access to the cheapest alternatives. Liquid intraday markets and

administrative adjustments are the prerequisites.

Flow-based Cross-border Redispatch with - Cases 3 and 4

Case 4 abandons the NTC limitations for cross-border redispatch and instead determines the

scope of cross-country congestion management based on physically available capacities. We

term this degree of flexibility flow-based congestion management, as an underlying grid model
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captures the physically feasible cross-border electricity flows. Intuitively, the total redispatch

volume increases, from 2.8 to 3.8 TWh, while total costs fall from 81 to 70 million Euro.

The greater flexibility in exploiting cross-border network capacities enables access to further

cheaper units for generation upshifts which replace the upshift of more expensive national units.

Accordingly, specific costs drop from 29 to 19 Euro per MWh.

When interpreting results, a caveat applies: in Case 4, costs for congestion management can

be interpreted as lower bound. This is due to the model setup allowing a certain degree of re-

optimization: consider a case in which some line within a country is congested and the capacity

of cross-border links is not fully exploited. If the spot market dispatch is subject to NTC

market coupling and commercial flows result in physical flows below the actual cross-border

capacity limit, then the spot market does not necessarily deliver the least-cost dispatch subject

to physical line capacities. In the redispatch phase, thus, generation adjustments may not only

relieve overflows, but also achieve a lower cost market clearing ex-post. In Case 4, this effect

can be present, but it is restricted by two constraints. First, in hours without any congestion,

redispatch is prohibited. Second, if redispatch occurs, then total costs may not be lower than

under the spot market dispatch, implemented by the zero profit condition equation (7.3d). At

most, positive redispatch costs may be countervailed.

It is, however, difficult to disentangle to which extent re-optimization drives coordination

gains. To give some assessment, we relax both constraints and calculate the limiting case

exploiting the full re-optimization potential. As a result, total redispatch costs decrease to

43.8 million Euro. The additional gains of approximately 25.9 million Euro occur on a basis

of approximately 5,900 hours, corresponding to 4,400 Euro of savings in an average hour of

pure re-optimization. Total gains from multilateral redispatch of 10.7 million Euro, comparing

Cases 3 and 4, arise in 1,900 hours. This corresponds to 5,700 Euro of savings in an average

hour of multilateral and flow-based redispatch. This difference gives some indication that the

cost decrease, when moving from Case 3 to 4, is to a non-negligible extent driven by greater

flexibility for redispatch measures and not only re-optimization incentives.

These efficiency gains can be accessed through an integrated congestion management ap-

proach for the entire region, where TSOs take into account multilateral redispatch actions and

allocate cross-border network capacities according to the calculation of resulting physical flows

using an accurate grid model. The establishment of common redispatch procedures, as en-

visaged in the CACM Network Code, may provide a suitable vehicle toward greater levels of

coordination.
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Proposition III

Flow-based allocation of cross-border network capacities for redispatch and coordinated mul-

tilateral redispatch actions substantially decrease total costs. The greater flexibility enables

access to cheaper generation, which was kept out by the more restrictive NTC mechanism. In

such setting, also re-optimization beyond targeting network congestion is possible.

7.3.3 Distribution of congestion management costs

The analysis of total costs highlights the overall gains from coordination. As multiple countries

are involved, also the distributional perspective is of great relevance when it comes to incen-

tives for further integration. Table 7.3 shows how total costs, excluding load curtailment, are

distributed across countries. Here, costs for redispatch are assigned to that country where the

corresponding generation unit is located.81

Table 7.3: Distribution of congestion management costs (excluding load curtailment) across
countries in million Euro

Case AT CZ DE PL SK Total

Case 2: Coordinated CM with information
sharing

17.5 3.7 103.2 10.1 0.0 134.7

Case 3: Coordinated CM with counter-trading 31.9 8.9 28.8 10.6 0.1 80.3
Case 4: Coordinated CM with MRAs 27.9 9.0 29.4 3.5 0.0 69.9

Note: numbers are rounded to one decimal.

Source: own calculations.

In Case 2, where national energy balances are maintained, Germany bears the bulk of re-

dispatch costs, 103 out of 135 million Euro in total, while Austria and Poland pay for smaller

shares of 18 and 10 million Euro, respectively, and the Czech Republic and Slovakia are only

marginally affected. This picture is reversed when cross-border counter-trading is introduced.

Germanys burden is over-proportionally reduced to almost a quarter, 29 million Euro, while

especially costs paid within Austria rise to 32 million, although total costs decrease. An analo-

gous pattern emerges for flow-based redispatch in Case 4. The rationale is straightforward: the

easier the access to cheaper generation, to relieve overflows or to re-optimize the dispatch, the

more such resources are utilized and the according payments accrue in the respective countries.

81. For convenience, we do not discuss the limiting Case 1 at here.
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Contrasting these figures with national congestion patterns sheds light on the question who

pays for what. To this end, we calculate the total excess energy which cannot be transported

through the network and attribute it to the country in which the respective line elements are

located. If a cross-border line is subject to congestion, we conservatively share the volume

equally between countries. In Figure 7.7, the first bar within each country section indicates the

share of a country in total congestion of the region: 87% of all congested network elements are

located within Germany, 9% in Poland, and 4% in Austria, where for both countries these are

mainly cross-border lines to Germany. In Case 2, congestion volume shares, represented by the

second bar within each country section, roughly correspond to the redispatch cost shares. By

introducing cross-border counter-trading, however, a substantial part of congestion management

costs is transferred to Austria and Czech Republic, see Cases 3 and 4. Results thus indicate

that in a multilateral context, such as the European electricity system, the spatial structure of

redispatch actions and corresponding costs do not necessarily coincide with congestion events.

This effect becomes even more important with higher degrees of coordination as envisaged by

European policy.

Figure 7.7: Congestion shares and cost shares across countries and cases
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Note: bars indicate the share of each country in total congestion and cost volumes

.

This uneven distribution of costs and benefits across countries may hamper incentives for

closer cooperation. In the context of our results, Germany would have a strong incentive for

closer cooperation in congestion management due to high coordination profits. On the other
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hand, Austria, Czech Republic, and Poland face higher costs in the coordinated cases than in

the more national oriented Case 2 which may limit the willingness to coordinate on operational

measures. What is thus needed to increase cooperation, is a mechanism to allocate congestion

management costs in line with benefits on a national level. Among others, potential allocation

mechanisms could follow the requesters-pay-principle or some network usage metric. However,

how a particular cost allocation mechanism could be designed, is beyond the scope of this chap-

ter.

Proposition IV

Total cost savings are accompanied by considerable distributional effects. Particularly, countries

in which more expensive generators are located gain from closer coordination while countries

with cheaper generation lose. To align costs and benefits of coordinating cross-border congestion

management, prudent mechanisms are required.

7.4 Conclusions

The reshaping of the European electricity generation structure poses new challenges on the

electricity network. In the short run, congestion management through redispatch of power

plants is a suitable means to maintain network stability. At the same time, European markets

integrate ever closer. In this chapter, we applied a large-scale model to the Central Eastern

European region to shed light on the question whether and how the cross-border coordination

of congestion management can be beneficial. The central result is in line with intuition: closer

cooperation increases cost-efficiency by access to cheaper facilities. Particularly, the sharing of

network information between national TSOs has the potential to considerably reduce redispatch

volumes. Likewise, counter-trading, facilitated by liquid intra-day markets can decrease specific

costs, and multilateral redispatch actions in a flow-based setting can levy further efficiency

gains from coordination. At the same time, redistributional effects between countries can be

large. Therefore, prudent cross-border cost allocation schemes are required to ensure incentive

compatibility for all countries.

Several limitations and caveats remain. The questions how to sharply disentangle genuine

coordination gains from re-optimization potential within the model mechanics, and how to im-

plement modes of cooperation other than analyzed here, pose starting points for fruitful future

research. Moreover, it remains open in this chapter how market-based congestion management

mechanism could provide additional benefits. Likewise, the question which allocation cost prin-
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ciples could reliably implement an incentive compatible mechanism for all parties remain to be

investigated.

In this respect, the European Commission fosters a discussion about how to design closer

cooperation between countries in the field of cross-border congestion management. While sev-

eral coordination initiatives, like Coreso, TSC, or CAO (Capacity Allocation Office) exist, the

CACM Network Code envisages the binding enactment of common rules and regulations. This

chapter has shown that considerable welfare gains are indeed possible.





Chapter 8

Network Expansion to Mitigate Market

Power:

How Increased Integration Fosters

Welfare

8.1 Introduction: Strategic behavior in electricity net-

works

Game theory in constrained networks is a challenging field of study; it is of particular relevance

in the electricity system due to power flow characteristics in a meshed network.82 Strategic firms

may be in a position to create congestion at specific lines and thereby appropriate rents beyond

the efficient market outcome. In particular instances, they may even be able to partition the

market, preventing rivals from competing, and then earn monopoly rents. However, modeling

such behavior is not trivial.

In their seminal paper, Borenstein et al. (2000) demonstrate the impact of strategic behavior

82. This chapter is a modified version of Zerrahn and Huppmann (2014), joint work with Daniel Huppmann,
published as DIW Discussion Paper 1380. It was presented at the 2014 INFORMS Annual Meeting in San
Francisco, the 2014 Jahrestagung des Vereins für Socialpolitik (Annual Meeting of the German Economic Asso-
ciation) in Hamburg, the 37th International Conference of the International Association for Energy Economics
in New York City, the 16th Workshop of the Student Chapter of the Gesellschaft für Energiewissenschaft und
Energiepolitik, the 9th ENERDAY Conference in Dresden, and the 13th Symposium Energieinnovation in Graz.
At the time of submitting this thesis, it was under review with Networks and Spatial Economics.

189
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in a stylized two-node model. They motivate their analysis based on the Californian situation,

and they illustrate how one generator may be able to prevent a rival from entering the market by

congesting the connecting power line. They refer to this as a “passive-aggressive equilibrium”.

Their most interesting contribution, however, was made with respect to the line capacity that

connects the two nodes. The impact of available transmission is not monotone: contingent

on the capacity, results change from Nash equilibria with high profits by one or both firms,

to a situation where no Nash equilibrium exists, to the Cournot equilibrium. An interesting

result from this work is that even a line with relatively low capacity may be enough to foster

competition and evoke substantial welfare gains. In this context, it may be the case that the

line is not used at all in equilibrium – however, its existence (at a certain capacity) is sufficient

to prevent strategic generators from deliberately congesting the grid and deviating towards a

passive-aggressive equilibrium. It is for this reason that their contribution is sometimes referred

to as the “thin-line paper”.

In our contribution, we build on these insights and add an additional consideration: a

network planner expands transmission lines with the aim to maximize total welfare, while

anticipating its effect on the strategic generators. To this end, we propose a three-stage model

that endogenously captures the trade-off between costs and benefits of network expansion in

one integrated model, specifically accounting for the gaming opportunities of generators in

the short run. In the first (top) stage a benevolent system planner aims to maximize overall

welfare, anticipating the optimal reactions by players at the lower levels and the resulting

equilibria. The second stage is formed by strategic generators: they are aware of their impact

on grid congestion and may thereby be able to appropriate excessive rents, in some instances

partitioning the market and preventing their rival(s) to compete. This may yield outcomes in

the “passive-aggressive” sense, as postulated by Borenstein et al. (2000). The third stage is the

clearing of the spot market, consisting of demand, competitive (fringe) generators, and network

operation.

Mathematically, the spot market game in the second and third stage of the model con-

stitutes an Equilibrium Problem under Equilibrium Constraints (EPEC). Standard solution

techniques are mostly based on diagonalization algorithms, which are subject to a range of

caveats. In contrast, we apply a reformulation based on strong duality, recently used by Ruiz

et al. (2012), and generalize it to a quadratic setting. By this methodological contribution,

we can effectively integrate the spot market clearing without requiring diagonalization, other

auxiliary constructions or overly rigid assumptions.

Our work is relevant both in the European and in the US context: in Europe, the push
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towards market integration across national borders was not yet matched by sufficient invest-

ment in transmission lines. As a consequence, power markets remain fragmented for many

hours over the course of a year, with large incumbents in effect being the pivotal supplier in

a country or region and possibly in a position to exert market power (Gebhardt and Höffler

2013). Furthermore, the power sector is largely organized as price zones, with the Transmission

System Operator (TSO) in charge of redispatch and implementation of other measures to guar-

antee feasibility of operations after markets cleared. Hence, there are insufficient price signals

to identify bottlenecks and little incentive for firms to run their power plant portfolio in such

a way as to reduce congestion, both within a zone or across borders. It is therefore virtually

impossible to determine whether a price offer at one node was made based on pure merit-order

consideration or with the intent to create congestion and limit the available transfer capacity,

thereby counteracting market integration.

In the US, in contrast, virtually all power markets are based on nodal pricing and the

Independent System Operators (ISO) have tools to identify (and sanction) strategic behavior.

Nevertheless, generators have the possibility to “self-schedule” (i.e., submit a fixed output

schedule rather than price offer curves), effectively forcing the ISO to clear the market with their

output taken as given. Furthermore, in spite of the existence of rules against strategic behavior,

it may be difficult to decide in many situations whether a specific decision was undertaken

strategically with the aim to congest the network, or whether it was due to valid technical-

engineering reasons or based on expectations that turned out to be wrong.

Applying our model to a sample network, we identify three distinct effects: first, grid

investment can increase welfare by mitigating market power potential – leading to a second-

best equilibrium close to the first-best outcome of perfectly competitive markets. In some cases,

a relatively “thin” line can be sufficient to enforce a higher degree of competition. Moreover,

expansion of lines may be required to prohibit gaming – even if these lines are not congested in

equilibrium. In this vein, only focusing on existing bottlenecks may yield suboptimal outcomes.

Secondly, beyond an increase in aggregate welfare, optimal network expansion entails a relative

shift of rents from producers to consumers. Due to the prevention of strategically exploiting

bottlenecks, excessive rent extraction by generators can be mitigated such that consumers

benefit. Thirdly, ignoring strategic behavior by firms may yield suboptimal decisions for network

upgrades – and may possibly create situations in which no stable equilibria can be attained.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 8.2 gives an overview of the

existing literature and relates it to our research question, Section 8.3 describes our modeling

approach. The mathematical formulation is explained in detail in Section 8.4, and Section 8.5
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discusses numerical results. Section 8.6 concludes and outlines avenues for further research.

8.2 Literature

The seminal observation that a thin line can be sufficient to enforce competition between strate-

gic generators in a constraining network was brought up in the analytical work by Borenstein

et al. (2000), discussed above. More recent contributions from theoretical industrial organiza-

tion transfer the peak-load pricing literature to a grid-bound setting (Ruderer and Zöttl 2012;

Léautier 2013).

Alas, these analytic approaches are not suitable to solving large instances or real-world ap-

plications; this is left to numerical models. Neuhoff et al. (2005) come to the conclusion that the

“devil is in the details”: they compare different approaches regarding the treatment of trans-

mission constraints in two-stage models and identify the fundamental challenges in rendering

a realistic representation of interactions between strategic generation and clearing of multiple

markets. Specifically, there are two methods to incorporate the transmission system operators’

optimization programs (see, for example, Hobbs et al. 2005), depending on whether strategic

players anticipate their impact on network operation (Stackelberg) or not (näıve). The latter

perspective considerably reduces model complexity at the cost of excluding strategic effects

between strategic firms and network operation. Examples comprise the exogenous assumption

of rationing mechanisms in case transmission capacity is scarce (Willems 2002), shifting of

an inelastic demand parameter (Boffa et al. 2010), and strategic players treating transmission

charges arising from (TSO) optimization as exogenous in their constraint sets (Tanaka 2009).

Hobbs and Rijkers (2004) choose an in-between approach where generators hold conjectures

concerning transmission price responses. The Stackelberg assumption is pursued in Cunning-

ham et al. (2002) and Ehrenmann and Neuhoff (2009), who explicitly derive reaction functions

and closed-form solutions under rigid assumptions for some special cases. Alternatively, both

Hobbs et al. (2000) and Ehrenmann and Neuhoff (2009) propose algorithmic solutions based

on diagonalization methods.

For all of the numerical approaches discussed above, however, network expansion remains

exogenous to the model and is restricted to a limited number of cases in varying line capacity

parameters. To indicate that network planners have to take into account the response of strate-

gic firms, Sauma and Oren (2006) introduced the notion of “proactive planning”. Variations

and extensions of this paper are developed by Pozo, Contreras, et al. (2013) and Pozo, Sauma,

et al. (2013). They propose an improved solution technique allowing for more flexibility con-
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cerning line expansions. The results of all three analyses are in line with intuition: network

expansion has the potential to enhance social welfare, and this increase is greater when the net-

work planning entity proactively takes strategic behavior by market participants into account.

Although the studies are based on three-stage models and incorporate strategic interactions

among generating firms, we depart from their approach in two fundamental ways.

Firstly, using strong duality following Ruiz et al. (2012), we are able to reformulate the

market model such that first order optimality conditions can be explicitly derived. The virtue

of this methodological contribution lies in circumventing the inconvenient usage of iterative al-

gorithms, diagonalization, or discretization of decision variables. Thereby, we are not restricted

to evaluating a small number of predefined cases as usually done in the analysis of network

expansion options, but can endogenously capture the trade-off between the costs and benefits

of line upgrades in the presence of market power.

Secondly, we do not assume a perfectly competitive dispatch in conjunction with strate-

gic investments in generation capacity, as in Pozo, Contreras, et al. (2013) and Pozo, Sauma,

et al. (2013). Instead, we analyze strategic interaction on a spot market with given genera-

tion capacities. In Sauma and Oren (2006), and Pozo, Contreras, et al. (2013) there is only

one generation technology whose marginal production costs decrease in capacity invested, an

assumption needed to justify investment activities by firms because dispatch and spot market

clearing are assumed to be perfectly competitive.

In addition, we believe that factors other than the potential exertion of market power due

to limited network capacities, which are not captured by a model of this kind, also drive

the decisions to invest in certain technologies. Among these are predominantly the temporal

patterns of demand and renewables, but also the existing fleet of a firm, aspects of financing,

fuel prices, or innovation processes. Léautier (2013) and, in a more simplified form, Zöttl (2011),

show that the analysis of strategic investment behavior, even with only two distinct technologies

(base and peak), is already complicated. Results are substantially related to assumptions on

expectations about the occurrence of different spot market demand scenarios or the policy

framework. Furthermore, it is important whether investment and dispatch are modeled as

open-loop or closed-loop equilibria, which opens up another level of complexity (Wogrin et al.

2013).

Due to these consideration, we neglect generation capacity investment for the time being.

Our model is to be understood as strategic behavior in a short-term context; we are concerned

whether power firms may be able to decide on their output in such a way as to create congestion

– possibly only in a few situations over a year, but nonetheless very profitable because of high
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price peaks. We seek to identify whether and to which extent a benevolent network planner can

mitigate this market power potential by upgrading the grid. This focus sets our model apart

from the work by Sauma and Oren (2006), Pozo, Contreras, et al. (2013) and Pozo, Sauma, et

al. (2013): they focus on strategic investment decisions by power firms, but assume a perfectly

competitive dispatch by the ISO.

8.3 Application: A three-stage model

We propose a three-stage model in which a benevolent social planner anticipates the equilibria

among strategic generators; these, in turn, depend on the available network capacity. By

deciding on grid upgrades, the social planner can alter the market outcome and mitigate market

power exertion by strategic firms.83 Table 8.1 illustrates the model structure, involved players

and their decisions. In the following, we briefly describe the players from the bottom to the top

stage; the mathematical formulation follows in the next Section 8.4.

Table 8.1: Model structure

Stage Time Player(s) and decisions Objectives

I
Network Benevolent planner maximize welfare

expansion transmission capacity investment less investment costs

II

Spot market

Strategic Generators
maximize profit

generation at each node

III

Independent System Operator (ISO)
dispatch of competitive generation, maximize welfare
load, nodal prices, (short-run)
network flows subject to network feasibility

In the third stage, an Independent System Operator (ISO) dispatches competitive fringe

plants and ensures feasible network flows. Taking strategic firms generation and grid capacity

as given, it assigns locational prices to each node in the system, such that markets clear and

network flows are feasible. As is standard in the economic-engineering literature, we employ a

lossless direct current load flow (DCLF) approximation explicitly capturing loop flows in meshed

83. In a similar three-stage setup, Huppmann and Egerer (2014) analyze the dimension of national-strategic
behavior: they assume a competitive spot market in the third stage, but national/zonal regulators strategically
deciding on network expansion to maximize national welfare in the second stage. The first stage is constituted
by a supra-national planner deciding on cross-border interconnector investments. Their model is solved applying
the same methodology of reformulating the third-stage constraints as presented here.
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power networks (Schweppe et al. 1988). In the second model stage, the strategic firms, in turn,

anticipate the effect of their generation decisions on the ISO and nodal prices. In particular,

they can potentially generate excess returns by appropriating rents through congesting the

network. Among each other, the strategic generators play a Nash-Cournot game; that is,

they anticipate the ISO’s reaction in the third stage, while taking the generation levels of

other strategic firms and the first-stage network expansion decisions as given. By withholding

capacity or deliberately causing network congestion, they are able to increase prices above the

competitive level.

In this model, we restrict ourselves to analyzing (Cournot) quantity strategies for firms: first,

they constitute an established and convenient workhorse model (see, for example Limpaitoon et

al. 2014), and quantity games were found to capture prevailing data for representing short-run

competition on the electricity spot market as well as more involved supply function equilibrium

concepts featuring price-quantity strategies (Willems et al. 2009). Secondly, this approach

allows us to compare our results to findings from the theoretical literature (in particular the

aforementioned article by Borenstein et al. 2000). In this work, we abstain from introducing

mixed strategies although those might deliver theoretical existence results in case pure strategy

equilibria fail to exist. We are, however, not convinced that randomization over quantities

provides a solid basis for understanding electricity markets.

The spot market, therefore, constitutes a two-stage game, with strategic firms in the “upper

level” (stage II) and the ISO representing the “lower level” (stage III). We use the notation of

an ISO for convenience, but it is equivalent to the equilibrium in an electricity market that is

perfectly competitive except for the presence of strategic generators.

In the first stage of our model, a benevolent social planner maximizes total welfare by

deciding upon the level of transmission grid expansion. While anticipating how changes in the

network topology will influence the Nash equilibrium outcome on the spot market, it faces a

trade-off between the costs of grid expansion and the welfare-enhancing effects of integration

between different nodes: on the one hand, efficiency gains due to a reduction in congestion

and access to less expensive generation capacity; on the other hand, increasing competition

among the strategic generators weakens their potentially dominant positions and thus reduces

the potential to exert market power.
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8.4 Mathematical formulation

In the following section, we present our model from a mathematical point of view and ex-

plain how we overcome methodologically challenging issues of modeling hierarchical games.

Throughout the analysis, we assume a system with welfare-optimal nodal prices and power

flows managed by the ISO, given the quantities sold by the strategic generators (stage II) and

network capacity including the line expansion by the benevolent social planner (stage I).

8.4.1 Stage III: A competitive market – or the ISO

In the third model stage, the ISO maximizes welfare (8.1a)—the sum of consumer surplus,

generator profit and congestion rent, minus variable production costs of utilized plants – by

setting the dispatch of non-strategic fringe plants Gn at all nodes n, consumed quantities Dn

and voltage angles δn, while ensuring feasible network flows. The lossless DCLF approximation

incorporates loop flows by voltage angles at each node (Schweppe et al. 1988) based on H and

B matrices, which is equivalent to a power transfer distribution factor (PTDF) formulation

(for a detailed exposition, see for example Leuthold et al. 2012). The constraints consist of

the nodal electricity balances (8.1b), feasibility of flows on each line (8.1c–8.1d) as well as

maximum generation (8.1e) and non-negativity restrictions (8.1f–8.1g), each with its respective

dual variable given in parentheses. The inverse nodal demand function is assumed linear with

reservation price an and slope parameter bn. Individual plants are denoted by index s, where

each plant is exogenously mapped to a node n. An additional superscript F denotes that

the respective plant belongs to the fringe supply dispatched at marginal cost by the ISO. All

other plants are owned by strategic generators, indicated by superscript S. Their generation is

treated as exogenous by the ISO. Generation quantities for each plant s are given by GSs or GFs ,

respectively. From the ISO’s point of view, line expansion El is an exogenous parameter. For

notational convenience, we introduce set Sn containing all plants at node n, collect all fringe

plants in set F, and all nodes at which non-zero demand is located in set N. The optimization

problem reads as follows:

min
D,δ,GF

−
∑
n∈N

[(
an − 1

2bnDn

)
Dn

]
+
∑
s∈F

cGs G
F
s (8.1a)

s.t. −
∑
s∈Sn

(
GSs +GFs

)
+
∑
k

Bnkδk +Dn = 0 (Pn) ∀ n (8.1b)
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−f l − El +
∑
k

Hlkδk ≤ 0 (µl) ∀ l (8.1c)

−f l − El −
∑
k

Hlkδk ≤ 0 (µ
l
) ∀ l (8.1d)

−gFs +GFs ≤ 0 (βs) ∀ s ∈ F (8.1e)

−GFs ≤ 0 (ψs) ∀ s ∈ F (8.1f)

−Dn ≤ 0 (φn) ∀ n ∈ N (8.1g)

δn̂ = 0 (γ) (8.1h)

The hub node of the network is given by n̂ (8.1h). In case there is no demand at node n, we

fix Dn and φn at zero. Differentiating yields the respective first-order optimality (also called

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker, or KKT) conditions:

0 = cGs − Pn,s∈Sn
+ βs − ψs , GFs (free) ∀ s ∈ F (8.2a)

0 = −an + bnDn + Pn − φn , Dn (free) ∀ n ∈ N (8.2b)

0 =
∑
k

BknPk +
∑
l

Hln
(
µl − µl

)
+

{
γ if n = n̂

0 else

}
, δn (free) ∀ n (8.2c)

0 =
∑
s∈Sn

(
GSs +GFs

)
−
∑
k

Bnkδk −Dn , Pn (free) ∀ n (8.2d)

0 ≤ f l + El −
∑
k

Hlkδk ⊥ µl ≥ 0 ∀ l (8.2e)

0 ≤ −f l − El −
∑
k

Hlkδk ⊥ µ
l
≥ 0 ∀ l (8.2f)

0 ≤ gFs −GFs ⊥ βs ≥ 0 ∀ s ∈ F (8.2g)

0 ≤ GFs ⊥ ψs ≥ 0 ∀ s ∈ F (8.2h)

0 ≤ Dn ⊥ φn ≥ 0 ∀ n ∈ N (8.2i)

0 = δn̂ , γ (free) (8.2j)

Optimality conditions (8.2a–8.2j) will be incorporated as constraints in the upper stages

of our model. However, in standard complementarity form, they are bilinear and contain an

either-or requirement, the complementarity condition. Without reformulation, it is challenging

to include the lower-level optimization problem in the upper-level problem.

For resolving this issue, previous research provides three options: first, the approach of a
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disjunctive constraints reformulation (Fortuny-Amat and McCarl 1981), expressing the com-

plementarity constraints with help of binary variables. This is, for example, used by Gabriel

and Leuthold (2010). Secondly, Siddiqui and Gabriel 2013 propose a reformulation of the bi-

linearities using Schur’s decomposition and so-called SOS1-type variables. Thirdly, Ruiz et al.

(2012) use a reformulation of lower-level optimality based on strong duality.

The first and second method come with the drawback of introducing additional constraints

and binary variables, which complicate the numerical tractability. Most importantly, however,

we then would be left with a discretely-constrained Nash-Cournot game. Here, it is again not

possible to derive KKT conditions without further modifications. Although there has been

progress in that field—Gabriel et al. (2013) propose a method to tackle that issue by relaxing

either integrality or complementarity – theoretical research is still ongoing and does not provide

a ready-made toolbox.

We therefore pursue the third option: to solve for the Nash equilibrium of the overall three

stage game, we follow the methodology proposed by Ruiz et al. (2012) and reformulate the

ISO’s optimization problem in the bottom-level (stage III) using strong duality. By employing

an elastic demand curve - an important assumption when it comes to analyzing market power

- we extend their approach from the purely linear case, as the ISO problem is quadratic in our

model. The reformulated third stage optimality constraints then provide the feasible space for

the second stage strategic generators Nash-Cournot game.

The Lagrangian dual function is a value function taking the dual variables of the original

primal problem as arguments. It is defined as the infimum of the Lagrange primal function

over the primal decision variables. The Lagrange dual problem then consists of finding the dual

variables that maximize the Lagrangian dual function – that is in detecting the greatest infimum

of the primal problem over all dual variables. Reformulating primal Problem 8.1 accordingly,

the ISO minimization of negative welfare, straightforward algebra yields the dual problem for

our case:

max
P,µ,µ,β,φ,ψ,γ

− 1
2

∑
n∈N

1

bn
[an − Pn + φn]

2 −
∑
l

(f̄l + El)(µl + µ
l
)

−
∑
n

Pn

(∑
s∈Sn

GSs

)
−
∑
s∈F

βsḡ
F
s (8.3a)

s.t. (8.2a–8.2c) without complementarity, (8.3b)

µ, µ, φ, β, ψ ≥ 0, P, γ ∈ R (8.3c)
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By definition, the optimal value of the dual problem is not greater than the optimal value of

the primal problem in any case. The difference between these two values is called duality gap.

Under certain conditions, the duality gap is zero at the optimal solution – a property referred to

as strong duality. Because the primal objective is convex and all constraints are linear, strong

duality holds in our setup for any non-empty feasible region. The optimal values of the primal

function and the dual function, thus, are identical. For the same reasons, KKT conditions of the

ISO problem are both necessary and sufficient, given the network and decisions of the strategic

generators.

Therefore, both the KKT conditions and the identity of the primal and dual functions are

equivalent descriptions of a global solution of the ISO welfare maximization problem. Replacing

the former by the latter, hence, yields a representation of optimality in stage III without

explicitly incorporating mathematically inconvenient complementarity conditions:

(8.1b–8.1h), (8.2a–8.2c) without complementarity (8.4a)

−
∑
n∈N

[
(an −

1

2
bnDn)Dn

]
+
∑
s∈F

cGs G
F
s +

1

2

∑
n∈N

1

bn
[an − Pn + φn]

2
+

+
∑
n

Pn

(∑
s∈Sn

GSs

)
+
∑
l

(
f̄l + El

) (
µl + µl

)
+
∑
s∈F

βsḡ
F
s ≤ 0 (8.4b)

Constraint (8.4a) ensures feasibility for both the primal and dual problem; (8.4b) imposes

a zero duality gap and, as a consequence, an optimal solution to both the primal and dual

problem. Note that we do not state an equality here. By definition, the primal objective is

weakly greater than the dual objective value. Requiring the reverse inequality to hold imposes

identity.

8.4.2 Stage II: Strategic firms

Objective function and KKT conditions

Now, we introduce the second model stage: strategic firms own plants s at nodes n. Let Si

denote the set of all plants owned by strategic firm i, while GSi is the respective production

vector, and D3 the set of Lagrange multipliers from the third-stage ISO problem. Firm i’s

minimization task thus reads:

min
GS

i ,G
F ,δ,D,D3

−
∑
n

∑
s∈(Sn∩Si)

(
Pn − cGs

)
GSs (8.5a)
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where each firm i faces the following constraints:

−gSs +GSs ≤ 0 (βSs ) ∀ s ∈ Si (8.5b)

−GSs ≤ 0 (ψSs ) ∀ s ∈ Si (8.5c)

and the constraints arising from the ISO problem:

cGs − Pn,s∈Sn + βs − ψs = 0 (ζSsi) ∀ s ∈ F (8.5d)

−an + bnDn + Pn − φn = 0 (ηSni) ∀ n ∈ N (8.5e)∑
k

BknPk +
∑
l

Hln
(
µl − µl

)
+

{
γ if n = n̂

0 else

}
= 0 (θSni) ∀ n (8.5f)

−
∑
s∈Sn

(
GSs +GFs

)
+
∑
k

Bnkδk +Dn = 0 (ιSni) ∀ n (8.5g)

−f l − El +
∑
k

Hlkδk ≤ 0 (µSli) ∀ l (8.5h)

−f l − El −
∑
k

Hlkδk ≤ 0 (µS
li

) ∀ l (8.5i)

−gFs +GFs ≤ 0 (βSFsi ) ∀ s ∈ F (8.5j)

−GFs ≤ 0 (ψSFsi ) ∀ s ∈ F (8.5k)

−Dn ≤ 0 (φSni) ∀ n ∈ N (8.5l)

δn̂ = 0 (γSi ) (8.5m)

−
∑
n∈N

[
(an −

1

2
bnDn)Dn

]
+
∑
s∈F

cGs G
F
s +

1

2

∑
n∈N

1

bn
[an − Pn + φn]2+

+
∑
n

Pn

(∑
s∈Sn

GSs

)
+
∑
l

(
f̄l + El

) (
µl + µl

)
+
∑
s∈F

βsḡ
F
s ≤ 0 (ξSi ) (8.5n)

As constraints (8.5d–8.5n) describe the optimality conditions of the ISO in the lower level

(stage III), firm i faces a Mathematical Program under Equilibrium Constraints (MPEC). Com-

bining those MPECs for all firms to find a Nash equilibrium between them yields an Equilibrium

Problem under Equilibrium Constraints (EPEC). Due to our strong duality reformulation of

the third-stage optimality constraints, we do not require binary variables and do not encounter

the difficulties usually incurred within this type of model. Two caveats, however, remain.

First, observe that constraints (8.5d–8.5n) arising from the ISO problem are identical for

each player whereas, in principle, their valuation may differ across players – the Lagrange mul-

tipliers are specific to each firm i. Formally, this constitutes a Generalized Nash Equilibrium

(GNE) due to the shared constraints. Therefore, there are more endogenous variables than
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distinct equations. Mathematically, this yields an under-determined system of equations; the

implied degrees of freedom potentially admit a multitude of solutions. As a remedy, Harker

(1991) proposes assigning identical multipliers across players. Implicitly, this assumes an under-

lying coordination mechanism like an auction toward the valuation of shared limiting factors.

Alternatively, fixed ratios between multipliers are proposed by Oggioni et al. (2012), or a mul-

tiplicative decomposition into a common endogenous and a fixed exogenous part (Kunz and

Zerrahn 2015)84. All these remedies, however, require exogenous assumptions about some form

of coordination between players, which we do not see sustained here. Instead, we tackle this

issue by a variation of a disjunctive constraints reformulation as described below.

As a second caveat, the objective function (8.5a) and the constraint (8.5n) are non-convex

such that KKT points of the MPEC are neither necessary nor sufficient for optimality of the

strategic generator’s problem. Moreover, as in any EPEC-type problem, there may exist mul-

tiple Nash equilibria – as demonstrated by Borenstein et al. (2000) for strategic electricity

generators in constraining networks. We return to both issues below and first derive the KKT

conditions for all firms.

0 = −Pn,s∈Sn + cGs + βSs − ψSs − ιSni,s∈Sn,s∈Si
+ ξSi,s∈Si

Pn,s∈Sn , G
S
s (free) ∀ s /∈ F (8.6a)

0 = −ιSni,s∈Sn
+ βSFsi − ψSFsi + ξSi

(
cGs + βs

)
, GFs (free) ∀ s ∈ F, i

(8.6b)

0 = −
∑

s∈(Sn∩Si)

GSs −
∑

s∈(Sn∩F)

ζSsi + ηSni +
∑
k

θSkiBnk+

+ξSi
1
bn

(Pn − an − φn) + ξSi
∑
s∈Sn

GSs , Pn (free) ∀ n, i (8.6c)

0 = bnη
S
ni + ιSni − φSni − ξSi (an − bnDn) , Dn (free) ∀ n, i (8.6d)

0 =
∑
k

Bknι
S
ki +

∑
l

Hln
(
µSli − µ

S

li

)
+

{
γSi if n = n̂

0 else

}
, δn (free) ∀ n, i (8.6e)

0 ≤ ζSsi + ξSi g
F
s ⊥ βs ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ F, i (8.6f)

0 ≤ −ζSsi ⊥ ψs ≥ 0 ∀ s ∈ F, i (8.6g)

0 ≤ −ηSni + ξSi

[
1
bn

(φn + an − Pn)
]
⊥ φn ≥ 0 ∀ n, i (8.6h)

0 ≤
∑
n

θSniHln + ξSi
(
f̄l + El

)
⊥ µl ≥ 0 ∀ l, i (8.6i)

0 ≤ −
∑
n

θSniHln + ξSi
(
f̄l + El

)
⊥ µ

l
≥ 0 ∀ l, i (8.6j)

0 = θSn̂i , γ (free) ∀ i (8.6k)

0 ≤ gSs −G
S
s ⊥ βSs ≥ 0 ∀ s /∈ F (8.6l)

84. See Chapter 6, especially Section 6.3 for a formal argumentation, and a deeper discussion in the context
of coordinating congestion management.
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0 ≤ GSs ⊥ ψSs ≥ 0 ∀ s /∈ F (8.6m)

0 = cGs − Pn,s∈Sn + βs − ψs , ζSsi (free) ∀ s ∈ F, i

(8.6n)

0 = −an + bnDn + Pn − φn , ηSni (free) ∀ n ∈ N, i

(8.6o)

0 =
∑
k

BknPk +
∑
l

Hln
(
µl − µl

)
+

{
γ if n = n̂

0 else

}
, θSni (free) ∀ n, i (8.6p)

0 = −
∑
s∈Sn

(
GSs +GFs

)
+
∑
k

Bnkδk +Dn , ι
S
ni (free) ∀ n, i (8.6q)

0 ≤ f l + El −
∑
k

Hlkδk ⊥ µSli ≥ 0 ∀ l, i (8.6r)

0 ≤ f l + El +
∑
k

Hlkδk ⊥ µS
li
≥ 0 ∀ l, i (8.6s)

0 ≤ gFs −G
F
s ⊥ βSFsi ∀ s ∈ F, i (8.6t)

0 ≤ GFS ⊥ ψSFsi ∀ s ∈ F, i (8.6u)

0 ≤ Dn ⊥ φSni ∀ n ∈ N, i (8.6v)

0 = δn̂ ⊥ γSi (free) ∀ i (8.6w)

0 ≤
∑
n∈N

[
(an −

1

2
bnDn)Dn

]
−
∑
s∈F

cGs G
F
s −

1

2

∑
n∈Sn

1

bn
[an − Pn + φn]2+

−
∑
n

Pn

(∑
s∈Sn

GSs

)
−
∑
l

(
f̄l + El

) (
µl + µl

)
−
∑
s∈F

βsg
F
s ⊥ ξ

S
i ≥ 0 ∀ i (8.6x)

One source of non-convexities are the bilinearities in the strong-duality constraint (8.6x).

Note that we can ignore the complementarity requirement in (8.6x), because the left-hand side

cannot be different from zero in any case; otherwise primal or dual feasibility would be violated.

Recalling equivalence between this strong duality constraint at hand and the ISO’s optimality

conditions, we can replace (8.6x) by the according first order conditions (8.2a–8.2j). Let us now

discuss the two caveats in more detail.

8.4.2.1 Generalized Nash property: Disjunctive constraints reformulation

As we do not want to rely on exogenous assumptions concerning coordination among multiple

players, we tackle the GNE problem at hand by a variation of a disjunctive constraints refor-

mulation. As an illustration, consider conditions (8.2i), arising from the replacement of the

duality constraint (8.6x) above, and (8.6v) capturing non-negativity of demand at node n and
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the associated dual variables.

0 ≤ Dn ⊥ φn ≥ 0 (8.7a)

0 ≤ Dn ⊥ φSni ≥ 0 ∀ i (8.7b)

In the optimum, either demand is strictly positive with all duals from the ISO’s and all

strategic generators’ perspective zero, or demand is zero with no further requirement except

non-negativity for φn and all φSni. As non-negativity of demand takes effect for both the ISO and

all strategic players, there are fewer distinct equations than distinct variables and the emerging

system is non-square. We can, however, reformulate the system introducing one binary variable

and an associated large scalar:

Dn ≥ 0, φn ≥ 0, φSni ≥ 0 ∀ i (8.7c)

Dn ≤ Rφ
S

n KφS

n (8.7d)∑
i

φSni + φn ≤
(

1−Rφ
S

n

)
KφS

n (8.7e)

Inequalities (8.7d) and (8.7e) are linked by the binary variable Rφ
S

n and large scalar KφS

n .

There are two possible results: either, Rφ
S

n is zero, forcing the left-hand side of (8.7d) to

be non-positive such that demand must equal zero, or Rφ
S

n equals one, preventing the left-

hand side of (8.7e) from being positive; the sum over all dual variables is zero. Therefore, at

least one equality required by conditions (8.7a–8.7b) holds, and complementarity condition is

implemented for the ISO and all strategic generators. Note that in (8.7e), we sum over the

dual variable from the ISO’s problem and those for all strategic players i. This procedure is

convenient as it renders a leaner formulation of the KKT conditions without losing information:

if demand at a node is zero, then it is zero from the perspective of the ISO and all players.

Applying the same logic to all complementarity requirements attached to inequality con-

straints leaves us with a complete set of KKT conditions, which are repeated in their entirety

in Appendix C.1 for clarity (C.1a–C.2l). By this means, we formally overcome the inconvenient

characteristics of the Generalized Nash property: we do not assign the relative valuation of

duals a priori ; instead, the duals are chosen such that there is an equilibrium between the

strategic generators according to the objective function of the top-level player.
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Non-convexity: Iterative approach

We already noted that neither the constraint set nor the objective function of the strategic

players are convex such that both necessity and sufficiency of the KKT conditions cannot be

guaranteed. Concerning necessity, it may be the case that there are Nash equilibria of the game

that do not fulfill the KKT conditions and, hence, are not found by using our methodology.

In mathematical terms, those may refer to relaxed definitions of the Nash equilibrium concept

such as Nash Bouligand stationarity (Kulkarni and Shanbhag 2014). We are aware of this

gap; however, alternative approaches such as enumerative or Gauss-Seidel type diagonalization

algorithms are also not guaranteed to find all stationary points. In this respect, there is one

significant advantage of our approach relative to more ad-hoc approaches: even if we cannot

identify equilibria which are not KKT points, all equilibria that we find are ranked according

to the objective function of the first-level player. We can therefore claim that there is no

equilibrium satisfying the KKT conditions of the strategic generators, which is better from

the point of view of the social planner. In contrast, when one uses genetic algorithms or

diagonalization, one can never guarantee that the equilibrium found is not dominated by another

solution.

Concerning sufficiency, KKT points do not necessarily describe a Nash equilibrium, but may

instead constitute saddle points or minima for some strategic players. This issue is much easier

to resolve: we implement an iterative procedure systematically identifying solution candidates

among the KKT points. Each of those is checked for deviation incentives for all players, hold-

ing the decisions of the network planner and all rivals (strategic generators) fixed. Thereby,

we search for global Nash equilibria and are not restricted to analyzing only local deviation

incentives (local Nash equilibria, Hu and Ralph 2007). By this iterative procedure, we also

account for the potential multiplicity of equilibria. We explain the procedure in greater detail

below.

Sufficiency and the question of optimistic versus pessimistic solutions

Sufficiency of a KKT point is linked to incentive compatibility for each player. This, in turn,

is affected by an inherent feature of multi-stage equilibrium games: the implicit assumption on

optimism versus pessimism.

Consider the set of all solutions to the bottom level of the game (stage III), as it is rendered

by the ISO optimality conditions in our case. Formally, the decision variables become decision

variables in the superordinate stage, here the strategic firms’ optimization programs (II). If

this set is singleton for each possible strategy of the upper-level players, they do not have any
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discretion about picking those variables such that it is most profitable to them; the unique

optimal response is given by the lower-level players optimality condition. If it is not singleton –

which cannot be excluded in our case – then firms will decide on variables such as to maximize

their objective. Accordingly, the label optimistic solution applies.

Conversely, it could also be assumed that the lower level player behaves such that it is

detrimental for the upper level player(s) in a situation where it is indifferent between several

options – for example when that player is a rival. Then, the lower-level player would have the

incentive to behave such that the worst outcome for the upper-level player would emerge in

cases where they are indifferent between multiple decisions. As the driving forces within such

a model pull in opposite directions, it is more elaborate to cover in a mathematically sound

manner.

In our formulation, we implicitly pursue the optimistic assumption; as both the lower level

ISO and the top-level network planner maximize total welfare, the objectives in these two stages

point into the same direction. This becomes especially relevant in the stability discussion for

solutions found in our sample network below.

8.4.3 Stage I: Welfare-optimal network expansion

Objective function

Equations and inequalities (C.1a–C.2l) in the Appendix capture all stationary points of the

EPEC spot market model. These may constitute global and local maxima, minima, and saddle

points. In deciding on network investments, the first stage now serves as a selection device. A

benevolent planner optimizes global welfare deciding on expansion of network capacity (8.8a).

Letting cEl denote the costs, El the level of network expansion for line l, and assembling all

dual variables of the second-stage game in set D2, consider its welfare-maximization:

min
E,G,D,δ,D3,D2

−
∑
n∈N

[(
an − 1

2bnDn

)
Dn

]
+
∑
s∈F

cGs G
F
s +

∑
i

∑
s∈Si

cGs G
S
s +

∑
l

cEl El (8.8a)

s.t. 0 ≤ El ≤ el ∀ l, (8.8b)

(C.1a–C.2l) (8.8c)

where line expansion is bounded between zero and an exogenous maximum el (8.8b). Pro-

gram (8.8a–8.8c) can be solved as Mixed-Integer Quadratically-Constrained Quadratic Problem

(MIQCQP).
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Iterative procedure and deviation stability checks

To address the issues of sufficiency of the KKT conditions and multiplicity of equilibria, we

implement an iterative procedure systematically exploring the solution space while checking

for incentive compatibility. Consider the steps in detail below, where |Z| is the exogenously

specified number of iterations and ε the difference tolerance level.

1. Find solution candidate. Solve Problem (8.8) and denote solutions on line expansions

by Êl(z), on generation of strategic firms by Ĝs(z) respectively, where z ∈ Z is the index

of the iteration.

2. Check for deviation incentives. Fix all variables from the solution candidate z, ex-

cept generation choices for strategic player i and re-solve Problem (8.5) applying the same

disjunctive constraints reformulation of complementarity requirements and the same sub-

stitution of the duality constraint as above; this is the MPEC of one strategic generator

given the network and the rivals’ generation. Loop over all strategic players; if one firm i

identifies a profitable deviation from the proposed solution candidate Ĝs(z), discard this

candidate as solution; otherwise, this is a Nash equilibrium to the overall game.

3. Impose difference to previous solutions. Add the following constraints to Prob-

lem (8.8)

Gs ≥ Dg+
s (z)

(
Ĝs(z) + ε

)
∀ s, z (8.9a)

Gs ≤ gs −Dg−
s (z)

(
gs − Ĝs(z) + ε

)
∀ s, z (8.9b)

El ≥ De+
l (z)

(
Êl(z) + ε

)
∀ l, z (8.9c)

El ≤ el −De−
l (z)

(
el − Êl(z) + ε

)
∀ l, z (8.9d)∑

s

[
Dg+
s (z) +Dg−

s (z)
]

+
∑
l

[
De+
l (z) +De−

l (z)
]
≥ 1 ∀ z (8.9e)

where D(z) are binary variables, and ε represents the tolerance distance level for the next

solution to be different from all preceding ones. Inequalities (8.9a–8.9d) implement that

no two solution candidates are alike but differ at least by tolerance ε for at least one

variable (8.9e).85

4. Termination. Repeat procedure until z = |Z|

85. Pozo, Contreras, et al. (2013) implement a comparable approach
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The iterative procedure successively cuts ‘holes’ into the feasible space and delivers a number

of candidate solutions that are ranked according to their welfare objective value. Whether the

proposed KKT point indeed constitutes a solution is checked subsequently (step 2). Irrespective

whether the first, second or third candidate is discarded, this procedure enables us to find

that equilibrium among the KKT points featuring the highest overall welfare. Alternative

solution concepts like diagonalization algorithms crucially depend on starting values and thus

convergence to global optimality cannot be guaranteed. One caveat mentioned above, however,

persists: non-convexity potentially gives rise to equilibria not fulfilling the KKT conditions,

which we cannot identify by our method.

8.5 Results and discussion

We demonstrate the effects of the trade-off concerning welfare-enhancing, but costly, network

expansion when strategic firms are present in a stylized three-node network. It represents the

simplest possible case capturing loop flows and thereby extends the analysis of Borenstein et al.

(2000) to a case where the specifics of the electricity grid are prevalent. We deliberately choose

line capacities such that different strategic effects are present within one network setup. The

three nodes are linked by transmission lines with limited capacities of f1 = 0.5, f2 = 1, and

f3 = 2, illustrated in Figure 8.1. Each line is symmetric, i.e., it exhibits the same capacity for

flows in both directions. Consumption is located at one node, represented by the linear elastic

inverse demand curve P1 = 10 − Q1, where Q1 denotes the quantity consumed at that node.

A each of the other two nodes, one strategic generator with zero marginal costs is located, but

there is no demand there. By disregarding potentially asymmetric production costs, we preclude

results that are driven by pure efficiency gains: a welfare increase due to substitution effects

from expensive to previously inaccessible cheap production could flaw the stylized assessment

of reduced market power rents. For conciseness and a clear presentation of the effects, we do

not include competitive fringe generators in this example.
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Figure 8.1: The sample network
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𝒇�𝟏 = 𝟏.𝟓 𝒄𝟐 = 𝟏 

Note: three nodes sample network, elastic demand at node 1, strategic producers with zero
marginal costs at nodes 2 and 3.

8.5.1 Benchmark results for strategic firms

To frame the problem, we first calculate equilibria for two benchmark cases with strategic firms

engaging in Cournot competition: Strategic & Copperplate, in which all line capacities are set

to very large values such that they are never binding; and Strategic & No Expansion, without

network expansion. Table 8.2 presents the numerical results of these two cases.

The Strategic & Copperplate result sets an upper welfare benchmark: if line restrictions are

never binding, the Cournot solution emerges, representing the maximum degree of competition

among the two firms in our setting, unconstrained by any network limitations.86 If line upgrades

are restricted to zero, we obtain the status quo results for strategic players in a given network;

see Strategic & No Expansion in Table 8.2. As there exist multiple equilibria, we report the two

extreme cases: the one yielding the highest overall overall social welfare, and the one featuring

86. Note that transmission lines are directed in a counter-clockwise fashion. A negative flow, for example
−3.33 on line l3 in benchmark case Strategic & Copperplate represents 3.33 units flowing from node 2 to node
1.
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the lowest welfare. We discuss the highest-welfare type first. By being able to produce a

greater amount, G2 = 1.9, which can be transported to demand via line l3, firm 2 is located in

a dominant position and congests the transmission line that connects the passive firm 3 to the

demand node. By that strategy, a stable passive-aggressive equilibrium emerges as discussed

by Borenstein et al. (2000) in a two-node case. A qualitatively parallel but more extreme

configuration emerges in the lowest-welfare Strategic & No Expansion benchmark. Here, firm 3

behaves aggressively, actively congesting the transmission line that connects the now passive

firm 2 to the demand node. Thereby, it drives the rival generator out of the market. Both

solutions are stable Nash equilibria in which no firm has an incentive to deviate unilaterally.

The mechanisms how firms coordinate on one of the equilibria – be it some economic dominance

concept, or drivers exogenous to the model like path dependency, policy or regulatory reasons

– are beyond the scope of this chapter. The main point from these benchmarks is that there

exists scope for network expansion to enhance welfare by mitigating the market power exertion

of the strategic generators.

Table 8.2: Results for the benchmark cases – strategic firms

Strategic & Copperplate Strategic & No Expansion
highest welfare lowest welfare

Generation
firm 2 3.33 1.9 0
firm 3 3.33 0.55 1.5

Price all nodes 3.33 7.55 8.5

Demand node 1 6.67 2.45 1.5

Network flows
line 1 0 0.45 −0.5
line 2 3.33 1 1
line 3 −3.33 −1.45 −0.5

Consumer rent total 22.22 3 1.13

Profit
firm 2 11.11 14.33 0
firm 3 11.11 4.16 12.75

Congestion rent total 0 0 0
Welfare total 44.44 21.49 13.88

Note: results are rounded to two decimals

Source: own calculations.
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8.5.2 Investment results

Let us now turn to the three-stage model featuring welfare-optimal network expansion. Assum-

ing expansion costs of cEl = 1∀ l, the benevolent network planner (stage I) selects candidates

for optimal solutions; Table 8.3 presents three distinct types of outcome. Note that from this

point on, we only aim at finding welfare-optimal equilibria – there may exist more suboptimal

solutions to the model similar to the “lowest welfare” equilibrium in the Strategic & No Ex-

pansion case. These are, however, not in our scope of interest, both for modeling reasons and

economic interpretation.

Table 8.3: Results for the network expansion model

Myopic Optimal Expansion Optimal Expansion

Expansion (M) Unstable (Õ) Stable (O)

Generation
firm 2 1.75 3.33 3.33
firm 3 2.50 3.33 3.33

Price all nodes 5.75 3.33 3.33

Demand node 1 4.25 6.67 6.67

Network capacity
(initial + expansion)

line 1
0.5 0.5 0.77

(0.5 + 0) (0.5 + 0) (0.5 + 0.27)

line 2
2.25 3.33 3.33

(1 + 1.25) (1 + 2.33) (1 + 2.33)

line 3
2 3.33 3.33

(2 + 0) (2 + 1.33) (2 + 1.33)

Network flows
line 1 −0.25 0 0
line 2 2.25 3.33 3.33
line 3 −2 −3.33 −3.33

Consumer rent total 9.03 22.22 22.22

Profit
firm 2 10.07 11.11 11.11
firm 3 14.36 11.11 11.11

Congestion rent total 0 0 0
Expansion cost total 1.25 3.67 3.94

Welfare total 32.21 40.78 40.50

Note: results are rounded to two decimals

Source: own calculations.

As pointed out before, the flow pattern in the Strategic & No Expansion benchmark case

reveals that the only bottleneck in the network present in all cases is line l2—flows on the other

lines constrain the dispatch only in some cases. From the point of view of the social planner, it
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may seem reasonable to focus on this particular line for investment.

Therefore, we restrict expansion in the first instance to be only possible on this line and

myopically constrain upgrades of the other lines l1 and l3 to zero. The first column of Table 8.3

renders the result, the type of which we denote by Myopic Expansion (M): line l2 is expanded by

1.25 units. Compared to the welfare-optimal Strategic & No Expansion benchmark, now firm 3

is connected to demand by the “larger” link and enters into the aggressive position whereas

firm 2 is pushed into the passive position (relative to the “highest welfare” equilibrium in the

Strategic & No Expansion case). While the firms’ roles switch, the quality of this equilibrium is

of the same passive-aggressive nature as in the Strategic & No Expansion benchmark, despite

an overall welfare increase from 21.49 to 32.33. The check for deviation stability indicates

incentive compatibility for both strategic players. One interesting implication of this solution,

thus, is the following: if network expansion myopically focuses on bottlenecks only, the outcome

may be suboptimal in terms of welfare when strategic firms are present; there may be better

investment decisions, which are ignored by the network planner due to its focus on the existing

bottlenecks.

In this myopic investment case, only line l2 is expanded, because it was the only congested

line in all benchmark cases. Although an increase in welfare is achieved by providing relief

to that bottleneck, this type of expansion does not prevent strategic firms from gaming the

network and extracting rents. The basic mechanism remains unchanged.

Next, let us turn to the Strategic & Copperplate benchmark. Inspection of the prevailing

flows, see Table 8.2, shows that only lines l2 and l3 have to be upgraded in order to accommodate

this solution. Following this suggestion, we restrict expansion of line l1, run the model and

arrive at the KKT point Optimal Expansion Unstable (Õ), see second column of Table 8.3.

This solution candidate renders the lowest level of line capacities necessary to accommodate the

prevailing flows in the Cournot solution, in which competition is never curbed by any congestion.

Thus, it would deliver the theoretically highest amount of social welfare that could be attained

in this setup. This KKT point, however, turns out to be unstable against deviations of the

strategic firms. Therefore, it does not constitute a Nash equilibrium and must be discarded as

solution for the model.

To illustrate the point, consider the deviation analysis: holding network expansion and

firm 3’s generation fixed at GS3 = 3.33, and letting firm 2 re-optimize, the MPEC stability check

finds a profitable deviation, as summarized in Table 8.4. Due to symmetry, holding network

expansion and firm 2’s generation fixed and letting firm 3 re-optimize delivers a parallel result.
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Table 8.4: MPEC stability check

Firm 2 Firm 3 n1 n2 n3 l1 l2 l3 Total

Generation 1.83 3.33
Demand 5.17 0 0

Price 4.83 9.67 0
Network capacity 0.5 3.33 3.33

Network flows −0.5 2.83 −2.33

Consumer rent 13.35 13.35
Profit 17.72 0 17.72

Congestion rent 10.92
Expansion costs 0 2.33 1.33 3.67

Welfare 38.82

Note: results are rounded to two decimals

Source: own calculations.

Firm 2 deviates by lowering its generation to GS2 = 1.83, and increases its profits from 11.11

to 17.72, while the profits of firm 3 fall to 0. This outcome is induced by the emerging price

pattern, P2 = 9.67 and P3 = 0. The re-optimizing player alters its generation level in such a

way that it is causing congestion, which yields high nodal prices at its node.

In order to identify stable solution candidates, we widen the focus on all lines in the network.

Result Optimal Expansion Stable (O) in the third column of Table 8.3 reveals that line l1 has to

be expanded as well, by E1 = 0.27 to 0.77. This solution is stable against deviations. Incentive

compatibility holds in this equilibrium: line l1 now has sufficient capacity that a unilateral

reduction of generation does not evoke a congested outcome with substantially differentiated

prices, as in the previous case Õ. This is reminiscent of the thin line-effect (Borenstein et al.

2000): although connection line l1 between the two firms does actually not accommodate a

positive or negative net flow in equilibrium – as can be seen in Table 8.3—its expansion is

required to prevent firms from gaming the network and to guarantee stability of the Cournot

equilibrium.

8.5.3 Redistribution of rents

We now turn to the distributional implications: Figure 8.2 indicates the outcomes for the three

model cases. We first compare the “highest welfare” equilibrium identified in the Strategic &

No Expansion benchmark case (black bars) with the Myopic Expansion equilibrium (light gray

bars). This illustrates that the welfare gain is accompanied by higher producer and consumer
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rents, where both effects are of comparable size. Observe that the previously aggressive gener-

ator (firm 2) is now in the passive position and loses rents; the gain in producer surplus fully

accrues for firm 3, which benefits from entering into the aggressive role.

Figure 8.2: Redistribution of rents
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Source: own calculations.

For the stable Cournot equilibrium in the Optimal Expansion case O (dark gray bars),

total welfare increases further compared to the Myopic Expansion solution M. The distribu-

tion of rents, however, reveals that consumer surplus increases whereas total producer surplus

decreases. We thus detect a shift of rents from suppliers toward the demand side, mirroring

the lowered potential of firms to extract rents due to exploiting a dominant position within

the network. Contrasting the Strategic & No Expansion benchmark directly with the Optimal

Expansion equilibrium, the welfare gains accrue for consumers and producers – the former,

however, profiting to a considerably higher extent, thus entailing a relative shift of rents.

The effect of network expansion on welfare when strategic firms are present, therefore, is

twofold: on the one hand, overall rents increase due to the availability of transmission capacity;

both consumers and producers benefit. On the other hand, at some point, the network has

sufficient capacity to accommodate the Cournot solution, the highest degree of competition in

this sample case. Along with the creation of additional rents, there is a redistribution from

generators toward consumers – network expansion, thus, has the potential to limit the exertion

of market power, and prevents firms from extracting rents that arise due to limited transmission

capacity.
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8.5.4 Strategic versus competitive firms

As a next step, we want to highlight the impact of modeling firms as strategic players compared

to a perfectly competitive market. To this end, we contrast the results of our model with a

case in which generators act as price-takers: we remove stage II from our setup, and assign

both firms to the competitive fringe being optimized by the ISO while leaving all other param-

eters unchanged. Table 8.5 shows the results regarding overall welfare for the No Expansion,

Myopic Expansion, and stable Optimal Expansion cases for competitive and strategic markets.

For illustrative purposes, we include the “lowest welfare” equilibrium in the Strategic & No

Expansion benchmark case in the comparison.

Table 8.5: Comparison: welfare results for competitive market versus strategic firms

Competitive market Strategic firms Strategic firms
highest welfare lowest welfare

No expansion 21.87 21.49 13.88
Myopic Expansion (M) 37.5 32.21
Optimal Expansion (O) 43.37 40.50

Note: results are rounded to two decimals

Source: own calculations.

Consider first the case when network expansion is suppressed (first row of Table 8.5): in a

competitive market, the ISO dispatches both firms at marginal cost cG2 = cG3 = 0, until lines are

fully utilized. As the ISO appropriates arbitrage profits, relatively low consumer surplus and

high congestion rents emerge. Total welfare amounts to 21.87. The presence of strategic firms,

in any case, reduces overall surplus; by ending up in a passive-aggressive equilibrium, they

appropriate a large share of rents. The variance of outcomes in terms of welfare is, however,

non-negligible, ranging between 21.49 in the welfare-optimal and 13.88 in the lowest-welfare

case. As it is unclear a priori which of these equilibria would be attained and thus the wedge

between the competitive and strategic outcomes varies, the detection of market power is non-

trivial from a regulatory perspective.

Secondly, consider welfare-optimal network expansion by a benevolent planner (second and

third row of Table 8.5): for a Competitive Market, lines are upgraded as long as the cost for the

next unit of expansion would exceed its benefits, yielding increases in overall welfare to 37.5

for Myopic Expansion, and 43.37 for Optimal Expansion, respectively. As discussed above, a
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qualitatively analogous outcome holds true when generators are assumed to act strategically;

welfare rises to 32.21, or 40.50, respectively, at the same time relatively redistributing the

additional surplus from producers to consumers.

Finally, examine the relative sizes of the numerical results. If we compare the effect of

network expansion on a competitive market with that on a market on which firms behave

strategically, two further result emerge: first, without expansion, the wedge between welfare

outcomes can be considerably larger. The presence of strategic firms can lower total welfare

up to roughly 60 % (first row, lowest welfare case) if lines cannot be upgraded. If we allow for

network expansion, however, welfare on a strategic market is pushed quite close to the compet-

itive benchmark (third row). Network expansion can thus be regarded as a means to approach

a first best solution by weakening the position of dominant players. Secondly, myopically fo-

cusing on congested lines can exacerbate the relative welfare-detrimental impact of strategic

firm behavior: when analyzing the welfare-optimal market outcomes, without expansion, the

wedge between the strategic and the competitive result can be as low as 21.49 compared to

21.87. Under welfare-optimal but myopic line upgrades, this gap widens in absolute and relative

terms, compare 32.21 to 37.5.

We conclude that when designing network expansion, a careful analysis of the status quo

has to be carried out, identifying whether and to which extent strategic firm behavior is present

– and how network expansion may affect gaming opportunities of market participants.

8.5.5 Proactive planning

These findings also mirror the proactive or anticipative transmission planning paradigm by

Sauma and Oren (2006) and Pozo, Contreras, et al. (2013): taking strategic behavior of dom-

inant producers into account alters welfare-optimal expansion decisions. To cross-check this

argument within our framework, we examine the counterfactual situation: taking Optimal Ex-

pansion transmission investments arising from the competitive setup as given, we re-run the

model for strategic firms without allowing for further line upgrades. The result is that no sta-

ble equilibrium can be identified, as strategic firms always find profitable deviations. Assessing

the welfare-optimal expansion decisions for a competitive market, this outcome is as expected:

investments in lines l2 and l3 amount to 3.5 units and 2 units, respectively, and create more

capacity than necessary to absorb flows in a Cournot equilibrium – investment of 2.33 and 1.33

units would suffice. Although they are not detrimental in terms of evoking additional gaming

opportunities, the incurred costs of expansion reduce welfare.

However, as there is no investment into line l1, which connects the two strategic generators,
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its capacity remains too low at 0.5 units to accommodate a stable equilibrium. The same

deviation incentives as for the unstable solution candidate Õ above emerge: each strategic

firm finds it profitable to reduce generation, evoke congestion on line l1 and benefit from the

resulting higher prices at its node. Disregarding the presence of strategic players, thus, may

yield a network investment pattern triggering disequilibrium outcomes.

In terms of solution concepts, this points at directions for further research: theoretical

solutions may be found by extending the Cournot approach to mixed strategies or Edgeworth

cycles. Alternatively, other forms of strategic interactions can be analyzed in our three-stage

approach, like price competition (see, for example, Dastidar 1995), supply function equilibria

or auctions (see, for example, Fabra et al. 2006).

8.5.6 Numerical implementation and computational issues

The three-stage model as well as all benchmarks and the aforementioned MPEC deviation

checks are implemented in GAMS; the code is provided in the supplementary online material.

We invite interested readers to use the code and extend it to modified or larger examples. It is

for this reason that we have included the (competitive) fringe generators in the mathematical

formulation; while we have not used these in the stylized example presented here, interested

readers may wish to use those for their own cases to better understand the impact of competitive

generators on market power exertion.

In any reformulation using disjunctive constraints, the choice of the large scalars K and the

bounds on the variables is fraught with difficulty: choosing a value too small may overly restrict

the problem and therefore yield “wrong” solutions (Huppmann et al. 2013), while large values

may lead to numerical problems. In our three-stage model, this difficulty is exacerbated by the

need to provide bounds on the dual variables for the solvers to operate efficiently. In this work,

we used both the BARON (Tawarmalani and Sahinidis 2005) and the BONMIN (Bonami et al.

2008) solvers as implemented in GAMS, and obtained identical results.

To address this issue, we set upper and lower bounds for each dual variable. According

to those the required minimum absolute value of the associated large scalars in constraints

(C.2a–C.2l) is determined. For example, in Equation (C.2g)

GSs ≤ Rψ
S

s KψS

s , ψSs ≤
(

1−Rψ
S

s

)
KψS

s ∀ s /∈ F,

the large scalar KψS

s needs to be no greater than max
{
gSs , ψ

S

s

}
. We conducted an extensive

sensitivity analysis and sanity checks on both the bounds for the dual variables and the large
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scalars for the disjunctive constraints reformulation. We are confident that the bounds and the

scalars were chosen sufficiently large so as not to inadvertently restrict the problem.

8.6 Conclusions

Insufficient transmission grid capacities may impede reaping the full benefits of an integrated

electricity market. To assess whether and to what extent network expansion promotes social

welfare due to enhanced competition beyond mere efficiency gains, we set up a three-stage

model mimicking the interplay of electricity grid expansion and strategic generation: in the

third stage, an ISO sets nodal prices, dispatches competitive fringe plants and ensures feasible

flows. Reformulating the KKT conditions using strong duality yields the feasible region for the

profit-maximization problems of strategic firms engaging in Cournot competition. The first-

order KKT conditions of this EPEC capture the set of stationary points for an equilibrium

of the spot market game. To choose the welfare-optimal outcome out of these, a benevolent

planner forms the first stage (top-level) of the model. It maximizes total welfare by deciding

on network expansion. To ensure that the KKT points found are indeed equilibria of the spot

market game (i.e., incentive compatibility holds for each strategic generator), we implement

an iterative procedure exploring the solution space, and check deviation incentives for each

strategic player.

Numerical findings using a sample three-node network illustrate the strategic effects. Three

major results emerge: first, by mitigating market power, network expansion has the potential

to enhance welfare beyond efficiency gains. Firms are prevented from ending up in equilibria

where they deliberately congest transmission lines to appropriate excess rents; consequently,

competition is fostered. Myopically focusing on investment options in congested lines only does

not guarantee evoking the full extent of competition and may leave leeway for firms to game

the network. Comparisons to competitive benchmarks further reveal that network expansion

can push welfare considerably closer to a first-best solution.

Secondly, transmission grid expansion, when preventing asymmetric passive-aggressive equi-

libria as described by Borenstein et al. (2000), can induce a relative shift of rents from generation

toward the demand side. Thus, the overall welfare gains coincide with a redistribution of the

economic surplus.

Thirdly, myopically neglecting firms’ strategic behavior yields a misjudgment of investment

needs regarding transmission: while some lines are upgraded at great costs beyond need, others

are not expanded to the level required for a stable solution. This may trigger disequilibrium
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outcomes.

We contribute to the literature by developing a model that endogenizes the trade-off be-

tween welfare-beneficial effects of network expansion when strategic generators are present; they

anticipate their impact on the transmission grid operation. By application of recent advances

in solving hierarchical games and EPEC-type models, we do not have to rely on exogenous

variations in relevant parameters or neglect the strategic interactions between generators and

network operation.

The model is, so far, limited to analyzing static one-shot games. Dynamic effects from

supergame strategies could uphold equilibria benefiting dominant firms, although network ca-

pacities would accommodate more intense competition (see, for, example, Gebhardt and Höffler

2013). We do not capture varying resistance parameters arising from a changed network topol-

ogy, and line expansions are decided by a benevolent planner maximizing overall welfare. The

strategic dimension thereof, for example when national governments or regulators are in charge,

is left open in this contribution.

This chapter opens several avenues for future research: for instance, an application of the

model to a representation of the European electricity system, based on the aggregation of re-

alistic data, will be able to assess benefits of further electricity market integration in terms

of the welfare-enhancing effects of more vigorous competition. A further elaboration on the

distributional implications can, moreover, allow for an analysis of gains and losses from inte-

gration, which is, in turn, connected to the question of incentive compatibility when it comes

to integration among sovereign states pursuing own agendas. Nevertheless, we provide a novel

framework that delivers insights on strategic effects for competition in constraining networks.
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Appendix to Chapter 3

A.1 Descriptive statistics

Table A.1: Descriptive statistics for wind turbines in the included group

[#] Capacity [kW] Total height [m] Share
min max average min max average

Germany 10083 200 7500 1571 51 239 123 49 %

Baden-Württemberg 309 500 3000 1425 66 186 124 77 %

Bavaria 434 500 3370 1705 68 %
Berlin 1 2000 138 100 %
Brandenburg 2401 500 7500 1683 83 239 133 71 %
Bremen 2 2000 2500 2250 118 143 131 3 %
Hamburg 7 270 6000 3096 66 198 156 12 %
Hesse 343 500 3000 1616 85 186 138 51 %
Lower Saxony 631 300 2500 1674 67 170 118 34 %
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 726 500 2500 1005 59 %
North Rhine-Westphalia 956 500 2500 1358 33 %
Rhineland-Palatinate 0 %
Saarland 2 2300 2300 2300 145 145 145 1 %
Saxony 491 299 3158 1528 51 186 116 59 %
Saxony-Anhalt 2029 300 7500 1683 56 199 126 77 %
Schleswig-Holstein 1489 63 183 106 55 %
Thuringia 262 600 3075 1741 41 %

Note: capacity, total height, and shares rounded to integers. Blanks if no information available.
The share describes the percentage of turbines in the included group within each federal state of
Germany.

Source: see Appendix A.3.
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A.2 Detailed Results

Table A.2: Results – FE models, propensity-score (PS) and spatial (S) matching
Constructiont,4000

Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors PS S (10, 000m) S (15, 000m)

Constructiont,4000 -0.1405*** -0.1088*** -0.1138**
(0.0399) (0.0222) (0.0366)

Age -0.0689 -0.0792*** -0.0142
(0.0425) (0.0197) (0.0199)

Age Squared 0.0001 0.0002 -0.0001
(0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Is Female

Is Married 0.0903 -0.1502 0.1175
(0.1449) (0.1856) (0.2095)

Is Divorced 0.2802 -0.0721 0.1241
(0.4173) (0.0945) (0.2315)

Is Widowed -0.1891 -0.7490** -0.2608
(0.2035) (0.3319) (0.2513)

Has Very Good Health 0.2967*** 0.2833*** 0.3674***
(0.0693) (0.0536) (0.0424)

Has Very Bad Health -1.3187*** -1.2854*** -1.2141***
(0.1184) (0.0887) (0.1000)

Is Disabled -0.0137 -0.0101 -0.2080**
(0.1113) (0.0881) (0.0691)

Has Migration Background

Has Tertiary Degree -0.0087 -0.0303 -0.1976
(0.1926) (0.2628) (0.1660)

Has Lower Than Secondary Degree -0.0008 0.1677 0.2274
(0.3042) (0.2073) (0.2062)

Is in Education 0.3740 0.1739 0.3345
(0.4008) (0.2544) (0.2033)

Is Full-Time Employed 0.0001 0.0213 0.0841
(0.1182) (0.0780) (0.0655)

Is Part-Time Employed -0.1220 -0.0534 -0.0426
(0.1056) (0.0904) (0.0644)

Is on Parental Leave 0.0709 -0.0308 0.1516
(0.2157) (0.2097) (0.1289)

Is Unemployed -0.5000*** -0.4325*** -0.4542***
(0.1233) (0.0864) (0.0772)

Individual Incomea 0.0538 0.0523 0.0385
(0.0539) (0.0436) (0.0282)

Has Child in Household 0.1555* 0.1997*** 0.0897**
(0.0741) (0.0521) (0.0374)

Household Incomeb 0.1738 0.2503*** 0.2003***
(0.1173) (0.0695) (0.0537)

Continued on next page
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Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors PS S (10, 000m) S (15, 000m)

Lives in Housec -0.0135 0.0057 0.0086
(0.0954) (0.0484) (0.0414)

Lives in Small Apartment Building 0.0051 0.0234 0.0159
(0.0935) (0.0575) (0.0395)

Lives in Large Apartment Building -0.0262 -0.0060 0.0144
(0.0765) (0.0421) (0.0298)

Lives in High Rise 0.1176 0.0925 0.0720
(0.2136) (0.2107) (0.1805)

Number of Rooms per Individual 0.0011 -0.0157 0.0136
(0.0416) (0.0402) (0.0210)

Unemployment Rate -0.0199 -0.0353*** -0.0081
(0.0133) (0.0102) (0.0105)

Average Household Incomea 0.0008 0.0004 -0.0006
(0.0006) (0.0008) (0.0005)

Constant 7.2583*** 7.7061*** 6.7254***
(0.8130) (0.6694) (0.8511)

Number of Observations 6,637 8,609 16,378
Number of Individuals 986 1,317 2,586

of which in treatment group 498 506 506
of which in control group 488 811 2,080

F-Statistic 2,462.5200 9,891.2100 5,251.8600
R2 0.0704 0.0715 0.0652
Adjusted R2 0.0657 0.0678 0.0632
a Monthly in Euro/Inflation-Adjusted (Base Year 2000), b Annually in Euro/Inflation-Adjusted (Base Year 2000)
c Detached, Semi-Detached, or Terraced

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Constructiont,4000 is a dummy variable equal to one if a wind turbine is present within
a treatment radius of 4,000 meters in year t, and zero else. All regression equations include
dummy variables for years. All figures are rounded to four decimal places.

Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix
A.3, own calculations.
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Table A.3: Results – FE models, propensity-score matching
Constructiont,8000/10000/15000

Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors r=8000 r=10000 r=15000

Constructiont,r -0.0348 -0.0074 0.1303
(0.0508) (0.0645) (0.1858)

Age -0.2886 0.0093 -0.0512
(0.0373) (0.0192) (0.0559)

Age Squared 0.0000 -0.0004 -0.0003
(0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0004)

Is Female

Is Married -0.2568 -0.6604 -0.6631
(0.2547) (0.4986) (0.6816)

Is Divorced 0.1843 -0.1972 -0.2746
(0.2606) (0.5383) (0.6366)

Is Widowed -0.6568* -0.6836 -0.8520
(0.3032) (0.4503) (0.6821)

Has Very Good Health 0.3276*** 0.3398*** 0.2804**
(0.0814) (0.0781) (0.0872)

Has Very Bad Health -1.3464*** -1.3147*** -1.2396***
(0.1025) (0.1574) (0.2896)

Is Disabled -0.0255 -0.1951 -0.2450**
(0.0873) (0.1407) (0.0861)

Has Migration Background

Has Tertiary Degree -0.0026 -0.2182 -0.9182
(0.1907) (0.3084) (0.7468)

Has Lower Than Secondary Degree 0.0054 1.1626** -0.7703***
(0.1663) (0.4427) (0.1394)

Is in Education -0.1457 0.6630 0.6402
(0.1904) (0.4731) (0.3646)

Is Full-Time Employed 0.0649 0.1354 -0.0820
(0.1087) (0.1375) (0.1928)

Is Part-Time Employed 0.0473 -0.0249 -0.0756
(0.0927) (0.1128) (0.2193)

Is on Parental Leave 0.0912 0.0431 0.0286
(0.1369) (0.1654) (0.2412)

Is Unemployed -0.4316*** -0.5374** -0.4905***
(0.1183) (0.2060) (0.0978)

Individual Incomea -0.0017 -0.0169 -0.0445
(0.0444) (0.0485) (0.0677)

Has Child in Household 0.1246 0.2017 -0.0008
(0.0927) (0.1189) (.01474)

Household Incomeb 0.2628*** 0.2074** 0.1571
(0.0482) (0.0736) (0.1164)

Lives in Housec 0.0011 -0.0209 0.0106
(0.0617) (0.0469) (0.1294)

Lives in Small Apartment Building 0.0152 -0.0098 0.0156
(0.0752) (0.0.0626) (0.1340)

Lives in Large Apartment Building -0.0178 -0.0356 0.0303
(0.1077) (0.0867) (0.1010)

Lives in High Rise 0.0437 -0.0186 0.1251
Continued on next page
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Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors r=8000 r=10000 r=15000

(0.1478) (0.0008) (0.3441)
Number of Rooms per Individual 0.0418 0.0643 0.0491

(0.0292) (0.0368) (0.0469)
Unemployment Rate -0.0376*** -0.0270* -0.0455***

(0.0089) (0.0132) (0.0116)
Average Household Incomea -0.0012* -0.0009 0.0006

(0.0006) (0.0008) (0.0009)
Constant 7.7639*** 7.2524*** 9.7895***

(0.7048) (0.7316) (1.1269)

Number of Observations 9,389 6,254 2,767
Number of Individuals 1,357 939 423

of which in treatment group 684 474 212
of which in control group 673 465 211

F-Statistic 5,951.5600 7,431.9500 1,373.6400
R2 0.0698 0.0816 0.0798
Adjusted R2 0.0665 0.0766 0.0683

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Constructiont,r is a dummy variable equal to one if a wind turbine is present within a treatment
radius of r meters in year t, and zero else. All regression equations include dummy variables for
years. All figures are rounded to four decimal places.

Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix A.3, own
calculations.
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Table A.4: Results – FE models, spatial matching (S) (10,000m, 15,000m)
Constructiont,8000

Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors S (10, 000m) S (15, 000m)

Constructiont,8000 -0.0642 -0.0452
(0.0372) (0.0447)

Age -0.0242 -0.0030
(0.0266) (0.0248)

Age Squared -0.0001 -0.0001
(0.0002) (0.0002)

Is Female

Is Married -0.4424 -0.0844
(0.5476) (0.4607)

Is Divorced -0.0619 0.0909
(0.4789) (0.5164)

Is Widowed -0.8117 -0.4189
(0.5315) (0.4720)

Has Very Good Health 0.3484*** 0.3920***
(0.0741) (0.0518)

Has Very Bad Health -1.3571*** -1.2564***
(0.1412) (0.1378)

Is Disabled -0.0327 -0.1994**
(0.1207) (0.0831)

Has Migration Background

Has Tertiary Degree -0.1510 -0.2413
(0.1510) (0.2108)

Has Lower Than Secondary Degree 0.1362 0.2324
(0.1975) (0.1761)

Is in Education -0.0400 0.2268
(0.2082) (0.1824)

Is Full-Time Employed 0.1017 0.1417
(0.0831) (0.0779)

Is Part-Time Employed 0.0588 0.0545
(0.0783) (0.0597)

Is on Parental Leave -0.0244 0.0714
(0.1257) (0.0862)

Is Unemployed -0.4511*** -0.4796***
(0.0998) (0.0747)

Individual Incomea 0.0188 0.0056
(0.0373) (0.0395)

Has Child in Household 0.2174** 0.0976
(0.0760) (0.0568)

Household Incomeb 0.2354** 0.1812***
(0.0793) (0.0453)

Lives in Housec 0.0098 0.0172
(0.0230) (0.0413)

Lives in Small Apartment Building 0.0534 0.0102
(0.0539) (0.0432)

Lives in Large Apartment Building -0.0571 -0.0008
(0.0368) (0.0580)

Lives in High Rise 0.1087 0.0110
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Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors S (10, 000m) S (15, 000m)

(0.0820) (0.1546)
Number of Rooms per Individual 0.0095 0.0230

(0.0210) (0.0185)
Unemployment Rate -0.0445*** -0.0230**

(0.0080) (0.0070)
Average Household Incomea -0.0005 -0.0010*

(0.0007) (0.0005)
Constant 7.4786*** 7.4268***

(0.9088) (0.8225)

Number of Observations 8,643 14,485
Number of Individuals 1,241 2,193

of which in treatment group 698 698
of which in control group 543 1,495

F-Statistic 26,893.1900 14,555.3300
R2 0.0740 0.0676
Adjusted R2 0.0704 0.0654
a Monthly in Euro/Inflation-Adjusted (Base Year 2000), b Annually in Euro/Inflation-Adjusted (Base Year 2000)
c Detached, Semi-Detached, or Terraced

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Constructiont,4000 (Constructiont,8000) is a dummy variable equal to one if a wind turbine is
present within a treatment radius of 8,000 meters in year t, and zero else. All regression equations
include dummy variables for years. All figures are rounded to four decimal places.

Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix A.3, own
calculations.
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Table A.5: Results – FE models, propensity-score matching
Constructiont,4000× Intensity, Transt-τ ,4000

Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Intensity Transition
Regressors InvDistt,4000 RevDistt,4000 Cumult,4000 Transt−τ,4000 # treated

Constructiont,4000 × Intensity -0.2090 -0.0128 -0.0178
(0.1605) (0.0550) (0.1556)

Transition1 -0.0546 498
(0.0642)

Transt−1,4000 -0.0546 498
(0.0642)

Transt−2,4000 -0.1616** 444
(0.0697)

Transt−3,4000 -0.192** 424
(0.0609)

Transt−4,4000 -0.2242** 376
(0.0917)

Transt−5,4000 -0.2253** 335
(0.0924)

Transt−6,4000 -0.2637 288
(0.1495)

Transt−7,4000 -0.2215 240
(0.1271)

Transt−8,4000 0.0305 204
(0.1846)

Transt−9,4000 -0.0679 167
(0.2816)

Age -0.0738 -0.0790 -0.0738 -0.0672
(0.0438) (0.0446) (0.0444) (0.0413)

Age Squared 0.0001 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0010
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004)

Is Female

Is Married -0.0946 0.1056 0.1116 0.0986
(0.1456) (0.1451) (0.1399) (0.1530)

Is Divorced 0.2825 0.2913 0.3020 0.3110
(0.4115) (0.4110) (0.4142) (0.4034)

Is Widowed -0.1842 -0.1696 -0.1615 -0.1833
(0.2078) (0.2079) (0.2026) (0.2078)

Has Very Good Health 0.2967*** 0.2955*** 0.2963*** 0.2971***
(0.0694) (0.0698) (0.0696) (0.0694)

Has Very Bad Health -1.3164*** -1.3166*** -1.3222*** -1.3280***
(0.1189) (0.1201) (0.1197) (0.1135)

Is Disabled 0.0149 0.0137 0.0128 0.0212
(0.1101) (0.1103) (0.1099) (0.1132)

Has Migration Background

Has Tertiary Degree -0.0016 0.0038 0.0035 -0.0284
(0.1923) (0.1920) (0.1915) (0.1914)

Has Lower Than Secondary Degree 0.0029 0.0032 -0.0021 -0.0131
(0.3066) (0.3092) (0.3069) (0.3061)

Is in Education 0.3658 0.3658 0.3670 0.3770
(0.4006) (0.4004) (0.4029) (0.3998)

Is Full-Time Employed -0.0022 -0.0024 -0.0046 0.0022
(0.1181) (0.1180) (0.1178) (0.1120)

Is Part-Time Employed -0.0154 -0.0156 -0.0148 -0.0113
(0.1052) (0.1059) (0.1064) (0.1056)

Is on Parental Leave 0.0743 0.0768 0.0784 0.0727
(0.2203) (0.2242) (0.2201) (0.2144)

Is Unemployed -0.5049*** -0.5080*** -0.5075*** -0.5013***
Continued on next page
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Intensity Transition

Regressors InvDistt,4000 RevDistt,4000 Cumult,4000 Transt−τ,4000 # treated

(0.1224) (0.1208) (0.1209) (0.1241)
Individual Incomea 0.0540 0.0541 0.0539 0.0532

(0.0536) (0.0532) (0.0533) (0.0552)
Has Child in Household 0.1509 0.1491* 0.1479* 0.1546*

(0.0742) (0.0753) (.0743) (0.0791)
Household Incomeb 0.1720 0.1726 0.1760 0.1744

(0.1181) (0.1170) (0.1178) (0.1184)
Lives in Housec -0.0134 -0.0144 -0.0134 -0.0136

(0.0957) (0.0958) (0.0958) (0.0954)
Lives in Small Apartment Building 0.0043 0.0028 0.0041 0.0046

(0.0945) (0.0960) (0.0954) (0.0927)
Lives in Large Apartment Building -0.0260 -0.0264 -0.0255 -0.0272

(0.0769) (0.0774) (0.0770) (0.0761)
Lives in High Rise 0.1176 0.1180 0.1181 0.1120

(0.2107) (0.0774) (0.2103) (0.2111)
Number of Rooms per Individual 0.0007 0.0002 0.0006 0.0008

(0.0415) (0.0411) (0.0413) (0.0421)
Unemployment Rate -0.0222 -0.0241 -0.0237 -0.0159

(0.0142) (0.0146) (0.0148) (0.0127)
Average Household Incomea 0.0008 0.0008 0.0007 0.0009

(0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007)
Constant 7.5459*** 7.8139*** 7.6105*** 7.0489***

(0.8708) (0.8644) (0.8269) (0.9185)

Number of Observations 6,637 6,637 6,637 6,637
Number of Individuals 986 986 986 986
of which in treatment group 498 498 498
of which in control group 488 488 488 488

F-Statistic 3,052.8700 2,800.3000 2,605.900 8,865.0800
R2 0.0698 0.0694 0.0697 0.0719
Adjusted R2 0.0650 0.0646 0.0659 0.0659

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Constructiont,4000 is a dummy variable equal to one if a wind turbine is present within a treatment
radius of 4,000 meters in year t, and zero else. InvDistt,4000 is the inverse distance, RevDistt,4000 is equal
to 4 minus the distance to the next wind turbine in kilometers, Cumult,4000 is equal to the number of wind
turbines within a 4,000 meters treatment radius, all in year t. Transt−τ,4000 is a dummy variable equal to
one if a wind turbine is present within a 4,000 meters treatment radius in year t − τ , and zero else. All
regression equations include dummy variables for years. All figures are rounded to four decimal places.

Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix A.3, own calcula-
tions.
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Table A.6: Results – FE models, spatial matching (10,000m)
Constructiont,4000× Intensity, Transt-τ ,4000

Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors InvDistt,4000 RevDistt,4000 Cumult,4000 Transt−τ,4000 # treated

Constructiont,4000 × Intensity -0.1604 -0.0078 -0.0142
(0.1038) (0.0411) (0.0113)

Transt−1,4000 -0.0401 506
(0.0657)

Transt−2,4000 -0.1212** 450
(0.0482)

Transt−3,4000 -0.1381*** 430
(0.0411)

Transt−4,4000 -0.1808** 382
(0.0689)

Transt−5,4000 -0.1311 341
(0.0837)

Transt−6,4000 -0.1644 291
(0.1264)

Transt−7,4000 -0.0963 243
(0.0941)

Transt−8,4000 0.1847 207
(0.1483)

Transt−9,4000 0.0378 170
(0.2452)

Age -0.0821*** -0.0853*** -0.0818*** -0.0793***
(0.0204) (0.0210) (0.0206) (0.0199)

Age Squared -0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Is Female

Is Married -0.1501 -0.1450 -0.1400 -0.1467
(0.1841) (0.1831) (0.1837) (0.1970)

Is Divorced -0.0729 -0.0686 -0.0606 -0.0546
(0.0969) (0.1003) (0.0948) (0.0970)

Is Widowed -0.7476** -0.7395* -0.7347* -0.7428*
(0.3327) (0.3314) (0.3292) (0.3372)

Has Very Good Health 0.2839*** 0.2839*** 0.2842*** 0.2834***
(0.0537) (0.0543) (0.0539) (0.0539)

Has Very Bad Health -1.2847*** -1.284*** -1.2884*** -1.2901***
(0.0891) (0.0897) (0.0895) (0.0862)

Is Disabled -0.0099 -0.0110 -0.0113 -0.0037
(0.0874) (0.0874) (0.0863) (0.0911)

Has Migration Background

Has Tertiary Degree -0.0253 -0.0214 -0.0218 -0.0495
(0.2624) (0.2616) (0.2620) (0.2641)

Has Lower Than Secondary Degree 0.1702 0.1709 0.1672 0.1619
(0.2083) (0.2090) (0.2078) (0.2104)

Is in Education 0.1693 0.1695 0.1696 0.1811
(0.2552) (0.2554) (0.2078) (0.2554)

Is Full-Time Employed 0.0203 0.0206 0.0187 0.0273
(0.0776) (0.0770) (0.0777) (0.0803)

Is Part-Time Employed -0.0544 -0.0537 -0.0541 -0.0492
(0.0905) (0.0910) (0.0913) (0.0920)

Is on Parental Leave -0.0255 0.1514 -0.0219 -0.0315
(0.2121) (0.2139) (0.2114) (0.2087)

Is Unemployed -0.4343*** -0.4450*** -0.4360*** -0.4321***
(0.0878) (0.0883) (0.0881) (0.0882)

Individual Incomea 0.0526 0.0529 0.0527 0.0519
(0.0434) (0.0432) (0.0434) (0.0441)
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Regressors InvDistt,4000 RevDistt,4000 Cumult,4000 Transt−τ,4000

Has Child in Household 0.1969*** 0.1958*** 0.1951*** 0.1958***
(0.0525) (0.0525) (0.0519) (0.0551)

Household Incomeb 0.2497*** 0.2506*** 0.2523*** 0.2492***
(0.0702) (0.0698) (0.0700) (0.0709)

Lives in Housec 0.0056 0.0049 0.0057 0.0052
(0.0483) (0.0482) (0.0486) (0.0481)

Lives in Small Apartment Building 0.0229 0.0220 0.0229 0.0225
(0.0575) (0.0575) (0.0576) (0.0569)

Lives in Large Apartment Building -0.0062 -0.0068 -0.0060 -0.0066
(0.0421) (0.0422) (0.0486) (0.0420)

Lives in High Rise 0.0919 0.0915 0.0922 0.0947
(0.2100) (0.2101) (0.2103) (0.2103)

Number of Rooms per Individual -0.0158 -0.0160 -0.0160 -0.0155
(0.0402) (0.0404) (0.0403) (0.0401)

Unemployment Rate -0.0360*** -0.0362*** -0.0369*** -0.0323**
(0.0096) (0.0097) (0.0100) (0.0113)

Average Household Incomea 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
(0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0008)

Constant 7.8502*** 7.9808*** 7.8766*** 7.7148***
(0.6744) (0.6731) (0.6554) (0.6749)

Number of Observations 8,609 8,609 8,609 8,609
Number of Individuals 1,317 1,317 1,317 1,317
of which in treatment group 506 506 506
of which in control group 811 811 811 811

F-Statistic 10,029.0400 9,702.5400 9,832.3100 10,774.6900
R2 0.0711 0.0709 0.0711 0.0725
Adjusted R2 0.0704 0.0672 0.0674 0.0680

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Constructiont,4000 is a dummy variable equal to one if a wind turbine is present within a treatment
radius of 4,000 meters in year t, and zero else. InvDistt,4000 is the inverse distance, RevDistt,4000 is equal
to 4 minus the distance to the next wind turbine in kilometers, Cumult,4000 is equal to the number of wind
turbines within a 4,000 meters treatment radius, all in year t. Transt−τ,4000 is a dummy variable equal to
one if a wind turbine is present within a 4,000 meters treatment radius in year t − τ , and zero else. All
regression equations include dummy variables for years. All figures are rounded to four decimal places.

Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix A.3, own calcula-
tions.
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Table A.7: Results – FE models, spatial matching (15,000m)
Constructiont,4000× Intensity, Transt-τ ,4000

Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors InvDistt,4000 RevDistt,4000 Cumult,4000 Transt−τ,4000 # treated

Constructiont,4000 × Intensity -0.1862* -0.0181 -0.0174
(0.0940) (0.0338) (0.0106)

Transitiont−1,4000 -0.0392 506
(0.0642)

Transitiont−2,4000 -0.1262** 450
(0.0697)

Transitiont−3,4000 -0.1506** 430
(0.0609)

Transitiont−4,4000 -0.1902* 382
(0.0917)

Transitiont−5,4000 -0.1472 341
(0.0924)

Transitiont−6,4000 -0.1519 291
(0.1495)

Transitiont−7,4000 -0.0744 243
(0.1271)

Transitiont−8,4000 0.2104 207
(0.1846)

Transitiont−9,4000 -0.0778 170
(0.2816)

Age -0.0158 -0.0176 -0.0156 -0.0146
(0.0204) (0.0207) (0.0202) (0.0193)

Age Squared -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Is Female

Is Married 0.1184 0.1217 0.1231 0.1194
(0.2084) (0.2069) (0.2088) (0.2104)

Is Divorced 0.1241 0.1262 0.1298 0.1356
(0.2309) (0.2069) (0.2305) (0.2302)

Is Widowed -0.2560 -0.2547 -0.2532 -0.2566
(0.2503) (0.2486) (0.2498) (0.2524)

Has Very Good Health 0.3675*** 0.3673*** 0.3675*** 0.3673***
(0.0426) (0.0428) (0.0425) (0.0423)

Has Very Bad Health -1.2137*** -1.2141*** -1.2161*** -1.216***
(0.1001) (0.1002) (0.1001) (0.0991)

Is Disabled -0.2078** -0.2083** -0.2086** -0.2042**
(0.0687) (0.0686) (0.0687) (0.0715)

Has Migration Background

Has Tertiary Degree -0.1954 -0.1934 -0.1934 -0.2098
(0.1668) (0.1674) (0.1673) (0.1681)

Has Lower Than Secondary Degree 0.2284 0.2286 0.2266 0.2234
(0.2061) (0.2062) (0.2061) (0.2076)

Is in Education 0.3323 0.3327 0.3327 0.3395
(0.2027) (0.2025) (0.2036) (0.2021)

Is Full-Time Employed 0.0833 0.0830 0.0822 0.0873
(0.0656) (0.0657) (0.0659) (0.0650)

Is Part-Time Employed -0.0434 -0.0434 -0.0431 -0.0408
(0.0642) (0.0643) (0.0647) (0.0640)

Is on Parental Leave 0.1517 0.1514 0.1525 0.1525
(0.1291) (0.1293) (0.1294) (0.1299)

Is Unemployed -0.4554*** -0.4562*** -0.4565*** -0.4542***
(0.0774) (0.0773) (0.0774) (0.0766)

Individual Incomea 0.0386 0.0388 0.0386 0.0383
(0.0281) (0.0281) (0.0282) (0.0280)

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
Regressors InvDistt,4000 RevDistt,4000 Cumult,4000 Transt−τ,4000

Has Child in Household 0.0881** 0.0875** 0.0868** 0.0867**
(0.0373) (0.0374) (0.0371) (0.0381)

Household Incomeb 0.2002*** 0.2009*** 0.2021*** 0.1994***
(0.0541) (0.0539) (0.0540) (0.0538)

Lives in Housec 0.0086 0.0083 0.0087 0.0083
(0.0415) (0.0417) (0.0417) (0.0412)

Lives in Small Apartment Building 0.0157 0.0153 0.0158 0.0153
(0.0397) (0.0398) (0.0396) (0.0394)

Lives in Large Apartment Building 0.0144 0.0141 0.0146 0.0140
(0.0301) (0.0304) (0.0302) (0.0297)

Lives in High Rise 0.0715 0.0710 0.0716 0.0732
(0.1780) (0.1795) (0.1798) (0.1808)

Number of Rooms per Individual 0.0135 0.0133 0.0134 0.0138
(0.0210) (0.0211) (0.0211) (0.0211)

Unemployment Rate -0.0083 -0.0082 -0.0089 -0.0059
(0.0100) (0.0098) (0.0098) (0.0112)

Average Household Incomea -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0006
(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005)

Constant 6.7883*** 6.8483*** 6.7995*** 6.7459***
(0.8429) (0.8313) (0.8319) (0.8462)

Number of Observations 16,378 16,378 16,378 16,378
Number of Individuals 2,586 2,586 2,586 2,586
of which in treatment group 506 506 506
of which in control group 2,080 2,080 2,080 2,080

F-Statistic 4,299.3200 4,088.2000 5,747.9200 8,860.9700
R2 0.0650 0.0650 0.0649 0.0659
Adjusted R2 0.0630 0.0629 0.0630 0.0635

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Constructiont,4000 is a dummy variable equal to one if a wind turbine is present within a treatment
radius of 4,000 meters in year t, and zero else. InvDistt,4000 is the inverse distance, RevDistt,4000 is equal
to 4 minus the distance to the next wind turbine in kilometers, Cumult,4000 is equal to the number of wind
turbines within a 4,000 meters treatment radius, all in year t. Transt−τ,4000 is a dummy variable equal to
one if a wind turbine is present within a 4,000 meters treatment radius in year t − τ , and zero else. All
regression equations include dummy variables for years. All figures are rounded to four decimal places.

Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix A.3, own calcula-
tions.
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Table A.8: Results – Sub-samples, FE models, spatial matching (15, 000m)
Constructiont,4000

Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Constructiont,4000 -0.1261** -0.0937 -0.0711 -0.1356** 0.0634 -0.2127***
(0.0488) (0.1132) (0.0686) (0.0436) (0.0499) (0.0605)

Age -0.0188 0.0025 -0.1069** 0.0043 -0.0388 -0.0004
(0.0166) (0.0446) (0.0410) (0.0259) (0.0270) (0.0332)

Age Squared -0.0001 0.0001 0.0006** -0.0003 0.0002 -0.0003
(0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)

Is Female

Is Married 0.0589 0.3851 -0.0522 0.0620 0.3197 -0.0734
(0.0946) (0.7317) (0.1953) (0.1471) (0.4429) (0.1527)

Is Divorced 0.0391 0.4838 -0.5064 0.1950 -0.0679 0.2127
(0.2112) (0.6903) (0.8270) (0.3434) (0.4314) (0.2987)

Is Widowed -0.5247* 0.0895 -0.9141 -0.2729 -0.4955 -0.3157
(0.2652) (0.7342) (0.7701) (0.1820) (0.8712) (0.2506)

Has Very Good Health 0.3674*** 0.3737** 0.4583*** 0.3490*** 0.3639*** 0.3686***
(0.0503) (0.1615) (0.1345) (0.0449) (0.0636) (0.0658)

Has Very Bad Health -1.3017*** -1.0011*** -1.1366*** -1.2267*** -1.3264*** -1.1695***
(0.1269) (0.1538) (0.2749) (0.1051) (0.1891) (0.0952)

Is Disabled -0.1545 -0.3634* -0.3932 -0.1647 -0.3259*** -0.1430
(0.0934) (0.1811) (0.2154) (0.1039) (0.0691) (0.1332)

Has Migration Background

Has Tertiary Degree -0.2054 -0.3403 -0.4993* -0.0646 -0.2762 -0.1930
(0.1951) (0.2783) (0.2485) (0.1469) (0.3597) (0.1417)

Has Lower Than Secondary Degree 0.3635* -0.3660 0.6399 0.2814 -0.1533 0.4471*
(0.1882) (0.3417) (1.0752) (0.1900) (0.3664) (0.2403)

Is in Education 0.1265 1.0588** 0.6272 0.3490* 0.3120 0.3212
(0.1735) (0.3595) (0.5650) (0.1690) (0.2717) (0.2403)

Is Full-Time Employed -0.0462 0.6159*** 0.1730 0.1174* 0.0846 0.0753
Continued on next page
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Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(0.0871) (0.0913) (0.1622) (0.0620) (0.1230) (0.0699)
Is Part-Time Employed -0.0561 0.0547 -0.0196 -0.0034 -0.1111 0.0057

(0.0602) (0.1327) (0.1663) (0.0853) (0.1104) (0.0932)
Is on Parental Leave 0.1815 0.2686 0.1355 0.1546 0.0187 0.2277*

(0.1016) (0.4238) (0.2755) (0.1321) (0.2173) (0.1239)
Is Unemployed -0.4953*** -0.2808* -0.3720 -0.4486*** -0.4415** -0.4850***

(0.1131) (0.1304) (0.2070) (0.0720) (0.1523) (0.1133)
Individual Incomea 0.0693 -0.0393 0.0789 0.0094 0.0771 0.0149

(0.0399) (0.0767) (0.0890) (0.0331) (0.0541) (0.0380)
Has Child in Household 0.1105* -0.0186 0.1073 0.1133** 0.0124 0.1367**

(0.0555) (0.1371) (0.1434) (0.0477) (0.0738) (0.0509)

Household Incomeb 0.2405*** 0.1759 0.0596 0.2240*** 0.3090*** 0.1357**
(0.0645) (0.1271) (0.0938) (0.0599) (0.0905) (0.0439)

Lives in Housec -0.0099 0.0679 -0.0006 0.0145 -0.0116 0.0175
(0.0455) (0.0678) (0.0807) (0.0594) (0.0497) (0.0602)

Lives in Small Apartment Building -0.0011 0.0506 -0.0312 0.0232 0.0047 0.0204
(0.0521) (0.0871) (0.0898) (0.0522) (0.0741) (0.0518)

Lives in Large Apartment Building -0.0091 0.0335 -0.0251 0.0277 -0.0076 0.0262
(0.0310) (0.0816) (0.0873) (0.0460) (0.0682) (0.0515)

Lives in High Rise 0.0597 0.1164 0.2536 0.0279 0.0481 0.0819
(0.1908) (0.3136) (0.3930) (0.1849) (0.3097) (0.1575)

Number of Rooms per Individual 0.0216 0.0104 -0.0228 0.0132 -0.0330 0.0302
(0.0229) (0.0493) (0.0697) (0.0231) (0.0505) (0.0333)

Unemployment Rate -0.0081 -0.0178 -0.0259 -0.0102 -0.0113 -0.0037
(0.00149) (0.0155) (0.0360) (0.0155) (0.0163) (0.0104)

Average Household Incomea -0.0003 -0.0019 -0.0004 -0.0007 -0.0011** -0.0002
(0.0005) (0.0012) (0.0012) (0.0006) (0.0004) (0.0007)

Constant 6.2501*** 7.2812*** 10.7316*** 6.1764*** 6.6104*** 6.7511***
(0.9662) (1.6959) (1.1070) (0.9447) (1.5696) (1.1183)

Number of Observations 12,570 3,808 3,934 12,350 5,469 10,909
Number of Individuals 2,047 700 1,380 2,400 722 1,864

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
Dependent Variable: Satisfaction With Life

Regressors (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

of which in treatment group 388 155 308 488 148 358
of which in control group 1,659 545 1,072 1,912 587 1,506

F-Statistic 3,393.8100 1,464.5000 1,796.3600 25,074.9900 2,300.6900 4,097.3100
R2 0.0660 0.0816 0.0749 0.0662 0.0728 0.0679
Adjusted R2 0.0635 0.0733 0.0668 0.0636 0.0669 0.0650
a Monthly in Euro/Inflation-Adjusted (Base Year 2000), b Annually in Euro/Inflation-Adjusted (Base Year 2000)
c Detached, Semi-Detached, or Terraced

(1) House-owner subsample, (2) Non-house-owner subsample, (3) Worries environment high, (4) Worries environment not high,
(5) Worries climate change high, (6) Worries climate change not high

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Constructiont,4000 is a dummy variable equal to one if a wind turbine is present within a treatment radius of 4,000 meters in year t, and zero
else. All regression equations include dummy variables for years. All figures are rounded to four decimal places.

Source: SOEP, v29 (2013), 2000-2012, individuals aged 17 or above, sources in Appendix A.3, own calculations.
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A.3 Data sources for wind turbines and data protection

Data for several wind turbines is taken from the renewables installations master data (EEG

Anlagenstammdaten) for Germany, which the German transmission system operators (TSOs)

are obliged to publish. This dataset collects all renewables installations which are subject to

the Renewable Energy Act support scheme. However, it comprises geographical coordinates

only for a small number of installations. Sources:

TSO: 50Hertz Transmission

www.50hertz.com/de/EEG/Veroeffentlichung-EEG-Daten/EEG-Anlagenstammdaten (in

German), accessed June 1, 2015.

TSO: Amprion

www.amprion.net/eeg-anlagenstammdaten-aktuell (in German), accessed June 1, 2015.

TSO: TenneT TSO

www.tennet.eu/de/kunden/eegkwk-g/erneuerbare-energien-gesetz/

eeg-daten-nach-52.html (in German), accessed June 1, 2015.

For geographical information, we largely rely on data by State offices for the environment

of the German federal states and counties, which we report on state or county (Landkreis)

level in the following. If a German disclaimer applies, we provide the original text and an own

translation. An asterisk indicates freely accessible sources; all other data were retrieved on

request and may be subject to particular non-disclosure requirements.

Baden-Württemberg*:

Basis: data from the spatial information and planning system (RIPS) of the State Office for

the Environment, Land Surveying, and Nature Conservation Baden-Württemberg (LUBW).

[Grundlage: Daten aus dem Rumlichen Informations- und Planungssystem (RIPS) der Lan-

desanstalt fr Umwelt, Messungen und Naturschutz Baden-Wrttemberg (LUBW)]

http://udo.lubw.baden-wuerttemberg.de/public/pages/home/welcome.xhtml (in German),

accessed June 1, 2015.

Bavaria:

Data source: Bavarian State Office for the Environment (Datenquelle: Bayerisches Landesamt

für Umwelt)

http://www.lfu.bayern.de/index.htm (in German), accessed June 1, 2015.

Berlin*:

NEB Neue Energie Berlin GmbH & Co. KG. http://www.windenergie-berlin.de/index.

www.50hertz.com/de/EEG/Veroeffentlichung-EEG-Daten/EEG-Anlagenstammdaten
www.amprion.net/eeg-anlagenstammdaten-aktuell
www.tennet.eu/de/kunden/eegkwk-g/erneuerbare-energien-gesetz/eeg-daten-nach-52.html
www.tennet.eu/de/kunden/eegkwk-g/erneuerbare-energien-gesetz/eeg-daten-nach-52.html
http://udo.lubw.baden-wuerttemberg.de/public/pages/home/welcome.xhtml
http://www.lfu.bayern.de/index.htm
http://www.windenergie-berlin.de/index.htm
http://www.windenergie-berlin.de/index.htm
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htm (in German), accessed June 1, 2015. Coordinates retrieved via Open Street Maps.

Brandenburg:

State Office for the Environment, Public Health, and Consumer Protection Brandenburg (Lan-

desamt für Umwelt, Gesundheit und Verbraucherschutz Brandenburg)

Bremen:

Senator for the Environment, Construction and Transportation

Hamburg:

Office for Urban Development and the Environment

Hesse:

Data source: Hessian State Information System Installations (LIS-A) – Hessian Ministry for

the Environment, Energy, Agriculture, and Consumer Protection (Datengrundlage: Hessis-

ches Lnderinformations-system Anlagen (LIS-A) - Hessisches Ministerium fr Umwelt, Energie,

Landwirtschaft und Verbraucherschutz)

Lower Saxony:

Administrative district Ammerland : Construction Office

Administrative district Aurich: Office for Construction and Nature Conservation

Administration Union Greater Braunschweig (Zweckverband Großraum Braunschweig)

Administrative district Cloppenburg

City of Delmenhorst : Municipal Utilities Delmenhorst

Administrative district Harburg : Administrative Department for District and Business Devel-

opment

Administrative district Holzminden

Administrative district Lüchow-Dannenberg : Office for Construction, Immission Control, and

Monument Preservation

Administrative district Oldenburg

City of Osnabrück : Office for the Environment and Climate Protection

Administrative district Osterholz : Construction Office

Administrative district Osterode: Energieportal (energy gateway)

Administrative district Peine

Administrative district Stade: Office for Construction and Immission Protection

Administrative district Vechta: Office for Planning, the Environment, and Construction

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern*:

State Office for the Environment, Nature Conservation, and Geology (Landesamt für Umwelt,

http://www.windenergie-berlin.de/index.htm
http://www.windenergie-berlin.de/index.htm
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Naturschutz und Geologie). http://www.umweltkarten.mv-regierung.de/atlas/script/

index.php (in German), accessed June 1, 2015.

North Rhine-Westphalia:

State Office for Nature Conservation, the Environment, and Consumer Protection NRW (Lan-

desamt für Natur, Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz NRW)

Rhineland-Palatinate:

Ministry for Economic Affairs, Climate Protection, Energy, and State Planning Rhineland-

Palatinate (Ministerium für Wirtschaft, Klimaschutz, Energie und Landesplanung Rheinland-

Pfalz)

Saarland:

State Office for Land Surveying, Geographical Information, and Regional Development (Lan-

desamt für Vermessung, Geoinformation und Landentwicklung)

Saxony:

Saxon Energy Agency – SAENA GmbH (Sächsische Energieagentur – SAENA GmbH)

Saxony-Anhalt:

State Administration Office Saxony-Anhalt (Landesverwaltungsamt Sachsen-Anhalt)

Schleswig-Holstein:

State Office for Agriculture, the Environment and Rural Areas (Landesamt für Landwirtschaft,

Umwelt und ländliche Räume Schleswig Holstein)

Thuringia:

Thuringian State Administration Office (Thüringer Landesverwaltungsamt),

Thüringer Energienetze*

www.thueringer-energienetze.com/Kunden/Netzinformationen/Regenerative_Energien.

aspx (in German), accessed June 1, 2015.

http://www.umweltkarten.mv-regierung.de/atlas/script/index.php
http://www.umweltkarten.mv-regierung.de/atlas/script/index.php
www.thueringer-energienetze.com/Kunden/Netzinformationen/ Regenerative_Energien.aspx
www.thueringer-energienetze.com/Kunden/Netzinformationen/ Regenerative_Energien.aspx
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Appendix to Chapter 4

B.1 Additional results

B.1.1 Shares of energy provision in the baseline

Figure B.1: Baseline scenario: energy shares
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Source: own calculations.

B.1.2 Sensitivities with respect to alternative base years

The baseline draws on 2013 data with respect to load, renewable feed-in, and control reserves.

To test the robustness of results with respect to different base years, we alternatively choose

2011 or 2012. Yet results are not fully comparable, as offshore wind power feed-in time series

of the years 2011 and 2012 are based on very few single wind turbines, the feed-in of which is

239
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very synchronous, and which were also simultaneously maintained at times. Results may thus

be distorted with respect to offshore wind power deployment, which proves to be a decisive

variable (compare Section 4.5.5).

Because of these distortions, offshore wind power capacities are lower for all renewable shares

in both the 2011 and the 2012 sensitivities, whereas PV and – except for the 100% case in the

2011 sensitivity – onshore wind power capacities are higher. Because of increased renewable

fluctuations, storage requirements also increase. Drawing on 2011 data, see Figure B.2, the

storage requirement increases further in the 100% case – by 31 GW compared to the baseline,

of which the largest share (21 GW) is again short-term storage. In the 100% case based on 2012

data, see Figure B.3, overall storage capacity increases by 20 GW compared to the baseline, of

which 10 GW are short-term storage. This is driven by large capacity additions of solar PV, as

2012 was a relatively good PV year in Germany. Note that pumped hydro, which turns out to

be the prime option for PV storage in other model runs, already reaches its energy cap in the

90% cases of both the 2011 and the 2012 sensitivities. Instead, mainly additional short-term

storage is applied in the fully renewable setting.

Figure B.2: Base year 2011: absolute differences in capacities compared to base year 2013
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Figure B.3: Base year 2012: absolute differences in capacities compared to base year 2013
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B.1.3 Reserve provision and activation

Model outcomes on reserves differ between reserve provision (capacity) and activation (energy).

Figure B.4 shows how different technologies contribute to reserve provision over the whole year

for a renewable share of 80%. Short-term and mid-term power storage substantially contribute

to the provision of primary reserves as well as positive secondary reserves. For negative sec-

ondary and positive minute reserves provision, the storage share is somewhat smaller, and

smallest for negative minute reserves. These large shares are caused by storage’s high flex-

ibility, high availability, and low variable costs. CCGT plants have disproportionately high

shares compared to overall energy provision because of their dispatchability. CCGT shares are

particularly high for negative reserve provision, as a respective activation incurs relatively high

savings of variable costs in the objective function. In addition, the demand side is a relevant

provider of short-term flexibility.

The respective energy shares (Figure B.5) show a similar picture, except for the substantially

lower share of minute reserve activation, caused by DSM’s comparably high marginal costs.
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Figure B.4: Baseline scenario: shares of reserve provision for a renewable share of 80%
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Figure B.5: Baseline scenario: shares of reserve activation for a renewable share of 80%
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Figure B.6: Baseline scenario: shares of reserve provision for a renewable share of 100%
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Figure B.7: Baseline scenario: shares of reserve activation for a renewable share of 100%
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Corresponding figures on the shares of reserve provision and activation for a renewable share

of 100% are provided in Figures B.6 and B.7. It can be seen that power storage technologies

gain further importance with respect to reserves in a fully renewable scenario. An even more

pronounced effect can be observed for biomass, which largely substitutes dispatchable gas-fired

plants. Accordingly, both storage and flexible biomass are not only vital for residual load

balancing, but also for reserve provision in a 100% renewable setting.
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B.2 Numerical assumptions on input parameters

Table B.1: Technical assumptions on conventional power plants

Parameter Value Unit Source

Lignite
Efficiency 0.466 - Schröder et al. (2013)
Carbon content 0.364 tons/MWhth UBA (2013)
Fuel price 4.90 Euro/MWhth dena (2012)
Marginal generation costs cmcon 88.54 Euro/MWh
Overnight investment costs 1,500 Euro/kW Schröder et al. (2013)
Technical lifetime 35 years Schröder et al. (2013)
Annualized investment costs cicon 80 Euro/kW

Annual fixed costs cfixcon 30 Euro/kW Schröder et al. (2013)
Load change costs up and down c+/c− 30 Euro/MW Own assumption

Maximum load change for reserves φ± 4
% of capacity
per minute

VDE (2012b)

Hard Coal
Efficiency 0.467 - Schröder et al. (2013)
Carbon content 0.354 tons/MWhth UBA (2013)
Fuel price 23.04 Euro/MWhth DLR et al. (2012)a

Marginal generation costs cmcon 125.12 Euro/MWh
Overnight investment costs 1,300 Euro/kW Schröder et al. (2013)
Technical lifetime 35 years Schröder et al. (2013)
Annualized investment costs cicon 70 Euro/kW

Annual fixed costs cfixcon 30 Euro/kW Schröder et al. (2013)
Load change costs up and down c+/c− 30 Euro/MW Own assumption

Maximum load change for reserves φ± 6
% of capacity
per minute

VDE (2012b)

CCGT
Efficiency 0.619 - Schröder et al. (2013)
Carbon content 0.202 tons/MWhth UBA (2013)
Fuel price 38.16 Euro/MWhth DLR et al. (2012)a

Marginal generation costs cmcon 94.28 Euro/MWh
Overnight investment costs 800 Euro/kW Schröder et al. (2013)
Technical lifetime 25 years Schröder et al. (2013)
Annualized investment costs cicon 51 Euro/kW

Annual fixed costs cfixcon 20 Euro/kW Schröder et al. (2013)
Load change costs up and down c+/c− 20 Euro/MW Own assumption

Maximum load change for reserves φ± 8
% of capacity
per minute

VDE (2012b)

OCGT inefficient
Efficiency 0.396 - VGB PowerTech (2012)
Carbon content 0.202 tons/MWhth UBA (2013)
Fuel price 38.16 Euro/MWhth DLR et al. (2012)a

Marginal generation costs cmcon 147.37 Euro/MWh
Overnight investment costs 400 Euro/kW Schröder et al. (2013)
Technical lifetime 25 years Schröder et al. (2013)
Annualized investment costs cicon 26 Euro/kW

Annual fixed costs cfixcon 15 Euro/kW Schröder et al. (2013)
Load change costs up and down c+/c− 15 Euro/MW Own assumption

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Parameter Value Unit Source

Maximum load change for reserves φ± 15
% of capacity
per minute

VDE (2012b)

OCGT efficient
Efficiency 0.457 - Schröder et al. (2013)
Carbon content 0.202 tons/MWhth UBA (2013)
Fuel price 38.16 Euro/MWhth DLR et al. (2012)a

Marginal generation costs cmcon 127.72 Euro/MWh
Overnight investment costs 650 Euro/kW Schröder et al. (2013)
Technical lifetime 25 years Schröder et al. (2013)
Annualized investment costs cicon 42 Euro/kW

Annual fixed costs cfixcon 15 Euro/kW Schröder et al. (2013)
Load change costs up and down c+/c− 15 Euro/MW Own assumption

Maximum load change for reserves φ± 15
% of capacity
per minute

VDE (2012b)

a Medium price path.
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Table B.2: Technical assumptions on renewable power plants (baseline)

Parameter Value Unit Source

Wind onshore
Overnight investment costs 1,075 EUR/kW Schröder et al. 2013
Technical lifetime 25 years Schröder et al. 2013
Annualized investment costs cires 69 EUR/kW Schröder et al. 2013

Annual fixed costs cfixres 35 EUR/kW Schröder et al. 2013
Maximum capacity or energy - -

Wind offshore
Overnight investment costs 3,522a EUR/kW Schröder et al. 2013
Technical lifetime 25 years Schröder et al. 2013
Annualized investment costs cires 225 EUR/kW Schröder et al. 2013

Annual fixed costs cfixres 80 EUR/kW Schröder et al. 2013
Maximum capacity or energy 32 GW DLR et al. 2012

Photovoltaics
Overnight investment costs 425 EUR/kW Schröder et al. 2013
Technical lifetime 25 years Schröder et al. 2013
Annualized investment costs cires 27 EUR/kW Schröder et al. 2013

Annual fixed costs cfixres 25 EUR/kW Schröder et al. 2013
Maximum capacity or energy - -

Biomass
Efficiency 0.487 - Schröder et al. 2013
Carbon content 0.00 tons/MWhth UBA 2013
Fuel price 23.04 EUR/MWhth Own assumption
Marginal generation costs cmcon 47.31 EUR/MWh
Overnight investment costs 1,951 EUR/kW Schröder et al. 2013
Technical lifetime 30 years Schröder et al. 2013
Annualized investment costs cicon 113 EUR/kW

Annual fixed costs cfixcon 100 EUR/kW Schröder et al. 2013
Load change costs up and down c+/c− 25 EUR/MW Own assumption

Maximum load change for reserves π 15
% of capacity
per minute

VDE 2012b

Maximum capacity or energy mE
bio 60 TWh/a DLR et al. 2012

Note: aThe number includes additional investments for offshore grids. These are 1,429 EUR/kW according
to calculations based on 50Hertz et al. 2014.
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Table B.3: Technical assumptions on power storage (baseline)

Parameter Value Unit Source

Lithium-ion batteries
Efficiency ηsto 0.92 - Pape et al. (2014)
Marginal costs of storage operation 1 Euro/MWh Own assumption
Overnight investment costs power 35 Euro/kW Pape et al. (2014)
Overnight investment costs in energy 187 Euro/kWh Pape et al. (2014)
Technical lifetime 20 years Agora (2014)
Annualized investment costs capacity ciPsto 3 Euro/kW
Annualized investment costs energy ciEsto 14 Euro/kWh

Annual fixed costs cfixsto 10 Euro/kW (h) Own assumption
Maximum power or energy capacity - -

Lead acid batteries
Efficiency ηsto 0.84 - Pape et al. (2014)
Marginal costs of storage operation 1 Euro/MWh Own assumption
Overnight investment costs power 35 Euro/kW Pape et al. (2014)
Overnight investment costs in energy 67 Euro/kWh Pape et al. (2014)
Technical lifetime 15 years Pape et al. (2014)
Annualized investment costs power ciPsto 3 Euro/kW
Annualized investment costs energy ciEsto 6 Euro/kWh

Annual fixed costs cfixsto 10 Euro/kW (h) Own assumption
Maximum power or energy capacity 0 MW

Sodium-sulfur batteries
Efficiency ηsto 0.88 - Pape et al. (2014)
Marginal costs of storage operation 1 Euro/MWh Own assumption
Overnight investment costs power 35 Euro/kW Pape et al. (2014)
Overnight investment costs in energy 89 Euro/kWh Pape et al. (2014)
Technical lifetime 15 years Pape et al. (2014)
Annualized investment costs power ciPsto 3 Euro/kW
Annualized investment costs energy ciEsto 8 Euro/kWh

Annual fixed costs cfixsto 10 Euro/kW (h) Own assumption
Maximum power or energy capacity 0 MW

Redox flow batteries
Efficiency ηsto 0.8 - Pape et al. (2014)
Marginal costs of storage operation 1 Euro/MWh Own assumption
Overnight investment costs power 600 Euro/kW Pape et al. (2014)
Overnight investment costs in energy 70 Euro/kWh Pape et al. (2014)
Technical lifetime 25 years Pape et al. (2014)
Annualized investment costs power ciPsto 38 Euro/kW
Annualized investment costs energy ciEsto 4 Euro/kWh

Annual fixed costs cfixsto 10 Euro/MW (h) Own assumption
Maximum power or energy capacity 0 MW

Pumped hydro storage
Efficiency ηsto 0.8 - Pape et al. (2014)
Marginal costs of storage operation 1 Euro/MWh Own assumption
Overnight investment costs power 1,100 Euro/kW Pape et al. (2014)
Overnight investment costs in energy 10 Euro/kWh Pape et al. (2014)
Technical lifetime 80 years Pape et al. (2014)
Annualized investment costs power ciPsto 46 Euro/kW
Annualized investment costs energy ciEsto < 1 Euro/kWh

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Parameter Value Unit Source

Annual fixed costs cfixsto 10 Euro/kW (h) Own assumption
Maximum power or energy capacity 300 GWh Various sourcesa

Adiabatic compressed air energy storage
Efficiency ηsto 0.73 - Pape et al. (2014)
Marginal costs of storage operation 1 Euro/MWh Own assumption
Overnight investment costs power 750 Euro/kW Pape et al. (2014)
Overnight investment costs in energy 40 Euro/kWh Pape et al. (2014)
Technical lifetime 30 years Pape et al. (2014)
Annualized investment costs power ciPsto 43 Euro/kW
Annualized investment costs energy ciEsto 2 Euro/kWh

Annual fixed costs cfixsto 10 Euro/kW (h) Own assumption
Maximum power or energy capacity 0 MW

Power-to-gas
Efficiency ηsto 0.46 - Pape et al. (2014)
Marginal costs of storage operation 1 Euro/MWh Own assumption
Overnight investment costs power 1,000 Euro/kW Agora (2014)
Overnight investment costs in energy 0.2 Euro/kWh Pape et al. (2014)

Technical lifetime 22.5b years Pape et al. (2014)
Annualized investment costs power ciPsto 68 Euro/kW
Annualized investment costs energy ciEsto < 1 Euro/kWh

Annual fixed costs cfixsto 10 Euro/kW (h) Own assumption
Maximum power or energy capacity - -
a Based on EnBW (2012), LfU (2014) TMWAT (2011), Fichtner (2014).
b Average for electrolysis and reconversion.
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Table B.4: Technical assumptions on load curtailment (baseline)

Parameter Value Unit Source

DSM curt cheap (industry)
Load curtailment costs cmlc 500 Euro/MWh Frontier (2014)
Overnight investment costs 10 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)
Technical lifetime 10 years Own assumption
Annualized investment costs cilc 1 Euro/kW

Annual fixed costs cfixlc 1 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)

Maximum duration DSM tdur 4 h Klobasa (2007)

Recovery time DSM toff 24 h
Maximum installable capacity mlc 3,300 MW Frontier (2014)

DSM curt medium (industry)
Load curtailment costs cmlc 1,500 Euro/MWh Frontier (2014)
Overnight investment costs 10 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)
Technical lifetime 10 years Own assumption
Annualized investment costs cilc 1 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)

Annual fixed costs cfixlc 1 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)

Maximum duration DSM tdur 4 h Klobasa (2007)

Recovery time DSM toff 24 h Own assumption
Maximum installable capacity mlc 1,600 MW Frontier (2014)

DSM curt expensive (industry)
Load curtailment costs cmlc 8,000 Euro/MWh Frontier (2014)
Overnight investment costs 10 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)
Technical lifetime 10 years Own assumption
Annualized investment costs cilc 1 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)

Annual fixed costs cfixlc 1 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)

Maximum duration DSM tdur 4 h Klobasa (2007)

Recovery time DSM toff 24 h Own assumption
Maximum installable capacity mlc 5,400 MW Frontier (2014)
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Table B.5: Technical assumptions on load shifting (baseline)

Parameter Value Unit Source

DSM shift 1h (climatization, process heat/cold)
Load shifting costs cmls 1 Euro/MWh Frontier (2014)
Overnight investment costs 745 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)
Technical lifetime 10 years Own assumption
Annualized investment costs cils 92 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)

Annual fixed costs cfixls - Euro/kW

Maximum duration DSM tdur 1 h Agora (2013)

Recovery time DSM toff 1a h Own assumption
Maximum installable capacity mls 793 MW Frontier (2014)

DSM shift 2h (circulation pumps, heat pumps, ventilation)
Load shifting costs cmls 1 Euro/MWh Frontier (2014)
Overnight investment costs 1,517 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)
Technical lifetime 10 years Own assumption
Annualized investment costs cils 187 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)

Annual fixed costs cfixls - Euro/kW

Maximum duration DSM tdur 2 h
Stadler and Bukvic-Schäfer
(2003), Agora (2013)

Recovery time DSM toff 1a h Own assumption
Maximum installable capacity mls 2,535 MW Frontier (2014)

DSM shift 3h (industry)
Load shifting costs cmls 100 Euro/MWh Own assumption
Overnight investment costs 10 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)
Technical lifetime 10 years Own assumption
Annualized investment costs cils 1 Euro/kW Own assumption

Annual fixed costs cfixls - Euro/kW

Maximum duration DSM tdur 3 h Gils (2014)

Recovery time DSM toff 1a h Own assumption
Maximum installable capacity mls 1,385 MW Gils (2014)

DSM shift 4h (white goods, ventilation)
Load shifting costs cmls 1 Euro/MWh Frontier (2014)
Overnight investment costs 835 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)
Technical lifetime 10 years Own assumption
Annualized investment costs cils 103 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)

Annual fixed costs cfixls - Euro/kW

Maximum duration DSM tdur 4 h Own assumption

Recovery time DSM toff 1a h Own assumption
Maximum installable capacity mls 1,451 MW Frontier (2014)

DSM shift 12h (storage heaters)
Load shifting costs cmls 1 Euro/MWh Frontier (2014)
Overnight investment costs 30 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)
Technical lifetime 10 years Own assumption
Annualized investment costs cils 4 Euro/kW Frontier (2014)

Annual fixed costs cfixls - Euro/kW

Maximum duration DSM tdur 12 h Agora (2013)

Recovery time DSM toff 1a h Own assumption
Maximum installable capacity mls 1,050 MW Frontier (2014)
a This means that recovery time is not restricted for shifting processes.
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Appendix to Chapter 8

C.1 KKT conditions of the strategic players

The following equations and inequalities constitute the set of KKT conditions for all strategic

players. Each vector satisfying Equations (C.1a–C.2l) constitutes a stationary point of the spot

market equilibrium problem. First all KKT conditions without complementarity requirements.
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Below, we list all complementarity requirements which are replaced by disjunctive con-

straints.
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